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PREFACE 

Scientists often have the feeling that through their work they are learning 
about some aspect of themselves. Physicists see this connection in their 
work, as do the psychologists, or chemists. In the study of robotics, the 
connection between the field of study and ourselves is unusually obvious. 
And, unlike a science that seeks only to analyze, robotics as presently 
pursued takes the engineering bent toward synthesis. Perhaps it is for 
these reasons that the field fascinates so many of us. 

The study of robotics concerns itself with the desire to synthesize 
some aspects of human function by the use of mechanisms, sensors, 
actuators, and computers. Obviously, this is a huge undertaking which 
seems certain to require a multitude of ideas from various "classical" 
fields. 

Presently different aspects of robotics research are carried out by 
experts in various fields. It is usually not the case that any single indi
vidual has the entire area of robotics in his or her grasp. A partitioning 
of the field is natural to expect. At a relatively high level of abstraction, 
splitting robotics into four major areas seems reasonable: mechanical 
manipulation, locomotion, computer vision, and artificial intelligence. 

This book introduces the science and engineering of mechanical 
manipulation. This subdiscipline of robotics has its foundations in 
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several classical fields. The major relevant fields are mechanics, control 
theory, and computer science. In this book, Chapters 1 through 8 
cover topics from mechanical engineering and mathematics, Chapters 
9 through 11 cover control theoretical material, and Chapters 12 and 
13 might be classed as computer science material. Additionally, the 
book emphasizes computational aspects of the problems throughout; for 
example, each chapter which is predominantly concerned with mechanics 
has a brief section devoted to computational considerations. 

This book has evolved from class notes used to teach "Introduction 
to Robotics" at Stanford University during the autumns of 1983 through 
1985, and the first edition used at Stanford and many other schools from 
1986 through 1988. The present edition has benefited from this use and 
incorporates corrections and improvements due to feedback from many 
sources. At Stanford, the introductory robotics course is the first in a 
three quarter sequence where the second quarter covers computer vision 
and the third covers artificial intelligence, locomotion, and advanced 
topics. 

This book is appropriate for a senior undergraduate or first year 
graduate level course. It is helpful if the student has had one basic 
course in statics and dynamics, a course in linear algebra, and can 
program in a high level language. Additionally it is helpful, though not 
absolutely necessary, that the student have completed an introductory 
course in control theory. One aim of the book is to present material in 
a simple, intuitive way. Specifically, the audience need not be strictly 
mechanical engineers, though much of the material is taken from that 
field. At Stanford, many electrical engineers, computer scientists, and 
mathematicians found the first edition quite readable. 

While this book is directly of use to those engineers developing 
robotic systems, the material should be viewed as important background 
material for anyone who will be involved with robotics. In much the 
same way that software developers have usually studied at least some 
hardware, people not directly involved with the mechanics and control 
of robots should have some background such as that offered by this text. 

The second edition is organized as 13 chapters. While the material 
will fit comfortably into an academic semester) teaching the material 
within an academic quarter will probably require the instructor to choose 
a couple of chapters to omit. Even at that pace, all of the topics cannot 
be covered in great depth. In some 'ways, the book is organized with 
this in mind; for example, most chapters present only one approach 
to solving the problem at hand. One of the challenges of writing this 
book has been in trying to do justice to the topics covered within the 
time constraints of usual teaching situations. One method employed to 
this end was to consider only the material which directly impacts on 
the study of mechanical manipulation. At the end of Chapter 1 several 



references are listed, including a listing of research oriented journals 
that publish in the robotics area. 

At the end of each chapter is a set of exercises. Each exercise has been 
assigned a difficulty factor, indicated in square brackets following the 
exercise's number. Difficulties vary between [00] and [50], where [00] is 
trivial and [50] is an unsolved research problem. * Of course, what one 
person finds difficult, another may find easy, so some readers may find 
them misleading in some cases. Nevertheless, an effort has been made 
to appraise the difficulty of the exercises. 

Additionally, at the end of each chapter there is a programming 
assignment in which the student applies the subject matter of the 
corresponding chapter to a simple three-jointed planar manipulator. 
This simple manipulator is complex enough to demonstrate nearly all the 
principles of general manipulators, while not bogging down the student 
with too much complexity. Each programming assignment builds upon 
the previous ones, until, at the end of the course, the student has an 
entire library of manipulator software. 

Chapter 1 is an introduction to the field of robotics. It introduces 
some background material, the adopted notation of the book, a few 
fundamental ideNl, and previews the material in following chapters. 

Chapter 2 covers the mathematics used to describe positions and 
orientations in 3-space. This is extremely important material since, by 
definition, mechanical manipulation concerns itself with moving objects 
(parts, tools, the robot itself) around in space. We need ways to describe 
these actions in a way which is easily understood and as intuitive as 
possible. 

Chapters 3 and 4 deal with the geometry of mechanical manipu
lators. They introduce the branch of mechanical engineering known as 
kinematics, the study of motion without regard to the forces that cause 
it. In these chapters we deal with the kinematics of manipulators but 
restrict ourselves to only static positioning problems. 

Chapter 5 expands our investigation of kinematics to velocities and 
static forces. 

In Chapter 6 we deal for the first time with the forces and moments 
required to cause motion of a manipulator. This is the problem of 
manipulator dynamics. 

Chapter 7 is concerned with describing ~otions of the manipulator 
in terms of trajectories through space. 

Chapter 8 many topics related to the mechanical design of a ma
nipulator. For example, how many joints are appropriate, of what type 
should they be, and how should they be arranged? 

* I have adopted the same scale as in The Art of Computer Progamming by 
D. Knuth (Addison-Wesley)_ 
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In Chapters 9 and 10 we study methods of controlling a manipulator 
(usually with a digital computer) so that it will faithfully track a desired 
position trajectory through space. Chapter 9 restricts attention to linear 
control methods, and Chapter 10 extends these considerations to the 
nonlinear realm. 

Chapter 11 covers the relatively new field of active force control 
with a manipulator. That is, we discuss how to control the application 
of forces by the manipulator. This mode of control is important when the 
manipulator comes into contact with the environment around it, such 
as when washing a window with a sponge. 

Chapter 12 overviews methods of programming robots, specifically 
the elements needed in a robot programming system, and the particular 
problems associated with programming industrial robots. 

Chapter 13 introduces off-line simulation and programming systems 
which are now beginning to appear and represent the latest extension 
to the man-robot interface. 

I would like to thank the many people who have contributed their 
time to helping me with this book. First, my thanks to the students of 
Stanford's ME219 in the autumn of 1983 through 1985 who suffered 
through the first drafts and found many errors, and provided many 
suggestions. Professor Bernard Roth has contributed in many ways, both 
through constructive criticism of the manuscript and by providing me 
with an environment in which to complete the first edition. At SIUdA 
Inc. I have enjoyed a stimulating environment as well as the resources 
that aided in completing the second edition. Dr. Jeff Kerr wrote the 
first draft of Chapter 8. His expertise as a mechanical designer of robot 
systems has strengthened this edition. lowe a debt to my previous 
mentors in robotics: Marc Raibert, Carl Ruoff, and Tom Binford. 

Many others around Stanford, SILMA, and elsewhere have helped in 
various ways-my thanks to John Mark Agosta, Mike Ali, Lynn Balling, 
Al Barr, Stephen Boyd, Chuck Buckley, Joel Burdick, Jim Callan, 
Monique Craig, Subas Desa, Tri Dai Do, Karl Garcia, Ashitava Ghosal, 
Chris Goad, Ron Goldman, Bill Hamilton, Steve Holland, Peter Jackson, 
Eric Jacobs, Johann Jager, Paul James, Jeff Kerr, Oussama Khatib, Jim 
Kramer, Dave Lowe, Jim Maples, Dave Marimont, Dave Meer, Kent 
Ohlund, Madhusudan Raghavan, Richard Roy, Ken Salisbury, Donalda 
Speight, Bob Tilove, Sandy Wells, and Dave Williams. I only wish I had 
had time to more fully use all of th~ir suggestions. 

Finally I wish to thank Tom Robbins and Don Fowley at Addison
Wesley, and several anonymous reviewers. 

Palo Alto, California J.J.C. 
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1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

The history of industrial automation is characterized by periods of rapid 
change in popular methods. Either as a cause or, perhaps, an effect, such 
periods of change in automation techniques seem closely tied to world 
economics. Use of the industrial robot, which became identifiable 
as a unique device in the 19608, along with computer aided design 
(CAD) systems, and computer aided manufacturing (CAM) systems, 
characterizes the latest trends in the automation of the manufacturing 
process [1]. These technologies are leading industrial automation through 
another transition, the scope of which is still unknown. 

Although growth of the robotics market has slowed compared to 
the early 19805 (Fig. 1.1), according to some predictions the use of 
industrial robots is in its infancy. Whether or not these predictions 
are fully realized, it is clear that the industrial robot, in one form or 
another, is here to stay. 

Present use of industrial robots is concentrated in rather simple, 
repetitive tasks which tend not to require high precision. Figure 1.2 
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FIGURE 1.1 North American Robotics market in millions of dollars. 
Source: Dataquest, Inc. 
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reflects the fact that in the 1980s relatively simple tasks like machine 
tending, material transfer, painting, and welding are economically viable 
for robolization. Manufacturing market analysts predict that in the 
1990s industrial robots will become increasingly viable in applications 
which require more precision and sensory sophistication such as assembly 
tasks. 

Likewise, Fig. 1.3 indicates that the predicted increase in the 
capabilities of industrial robots will cause a shift in which kinds of 
industries employ them. The automotive industry, where robots have 
been economically justified since the 1970s, will continue to be the 
leading user. However, the major growth of the U.S. robot population 
will occur in nonantomotive industries. 

This book focuses on the mechanics and control of the most impor
tant form of the industrial robot, the mechanical manipulator. Ex
actly what constitutes an industrial robot is sometimes debated. Devices 
such as that shown in Fig. 1.4 are always included, while numerically 
controlled (NC) milling machines are usually not. The distinction lies 
somewhere in the sophistication of the programmability of the device-if 
a mechanical device can be programmed to perform a wide variety of 
applications, it is probably an industrial robot. Machines which are 
for the most part relegated to aile class of task are considered fixed 
automation. For the purposes of this text, the distinctions need not 
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be debated as most material is of a basic nature that applies to a wide 
variety of programmable machines. 

By and large, the study of the mechanics and control of manipulators 
is not a new science, but merely a collection of topics taken from 
"classical" fields. Mechanical engineering contributes methodologies for 
the study of machines in static and dynamic situations. Mathematics 
supplies tools for describing spatial motions and other attributes of 
manipulators. Control theory provides tools for designing and evaluating 
algorithms to realize desired motions or force application. Electrical 
engineering techniques are brought to bear in the design of sensors and 
interfaces for industrial robots, and computer science contributes a basis 
for programming these devices to perform a desired task. 

1.2 The mechanics and control of mechanical 
manipulators 

The following sections introduce some terminology and briefly preview 
each of the topics which will be covered in the text. 

FIGURE 1.4 The Cincinnati Milacron 776 manipulator has six rotational 
joints and is popular in spot welding applications. Courtesy of Cincinna.ti 
Milacron. 
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Description of position and orientation 
In the study of robotics we are constantly concerned with the location 
of objects in three-dimensional space. These objects are the links of 
the manipulator, the parts and tools with which it deals, and other 
objects in the manipulator's environment. At a crude but important 
level, these objects are described by just two attributes: their position 
and their orientation. Naturally, one topic of immediate interest is the 
manner in which we represent these quantities and manipulate them 
mathematically. 

In order to describe the position and orientation of a body in space 
we will always attach a coordinate system, or frame, rigidly to the 
object. We then proceed to describe the position and orientation of this 
frame with respect to some reference coordinate system (see Fig. 1.5). 

Since any frame can serve 83 a reference system within which 
to express the position and orientation of a body, we often think 
of tmnsforming or changing the description of these attributes of a 
body from one frame to another. Chapter 2 discusses conventions 
and methodologies for dealing with the description of position and 
orientation, and the mathematics of manipulating these quantities with 
respect to various coordinate systems. 

z 

k: 
z 

z 
z 

X 
y Y 

X 
Y 

X 

FIGURE 1.5 Coordinate systems or "frames" are attached to the 
manipulator and objects in the environment. 
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Forward kinematics of manipulators 
Kinematics is the science of motion which treats motion without regard 
to the forces which cause it. Within the science of kinematics one studies 
the position, velocity, acceleration, and all higher order derivatives of the 
position variables (with respect to time or any other variable(s)). Hence, 
the study of the kinematics of manipulators refers to all the geometrical 
and time-based properties of the motion. 

Manipulators consist of nearly rigid links which are connected with 
joints which allow relative motion of neighboring links. These joints 
are usually instrumented with position sensors which allow the relative 
position of neighboring links to be measured. In the case of rotary 
or revolute joints, these displacements are called joint angles. Some 
manipulators contain sliding, or prismatic joints in which the relative 
displacement between links is a translation, sometimes called the joint 
offset. 

The number of degrees of freedom that a manipulator possesses 
is the number of independent position variables which would have to be 
specified in order to locate all parts of the mechanism. This is a general 
term used for any mechanism. For example, a four-bar linkage has only 
one degree of freedom (even though there are three moving members). In 
the case of typical industrial robots, because a manipulator is usually an 
open kinematic chain, and because each joint position is usually defined 

e, 

e, ~ 
@ X 

( Tool) 

y 
Z 

(Base) Z 

y 

x 

FIGURE 1.6 Kinematic equations describe the tool frame relative to the 
base frame as a function of the joint variables. 
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with a single variable, the number of joints equals the number of degrees 
of freedom. 

At the free end of the chain of links which make up the manipulator 
is the end-effector. Depending on the intended application of the robot, 
the end-effector may be a gripper, welding torch, electromagnet, or other 
device. We generally describe the position of the manipulator by giving 
a description of the tool frame, which is attached to the end-effector, 
relative to the base frame which is attached to the nonmoving base of 
the manipulator (see Fig. 1.6). 

A very basic problem in the study of mechanical manipulation is 
that of forward kinematics. This is the static geometrical problem of 
computing the position and orientation of the end-effector of the ma
nipulator. Specifically, given a set of joint angles, the forward kinematic 
problem is to compute the position and orientation of the tool frame 
relative to the base frame. Sometimes we think of this as changing the 
representation of manipulator position from a joint space description 
into a Cartesian space description.* This problem will be explored in 
Chapter 3. 

Inverse kinemalics of manipulalors 
In Chapter 4 we will consider the problem of inverse kinematics. 
This problem is posed as follows: Given the position and orientation 
of the end-effector of the manipulator, calculate all possible sets of joint 
angles which could be used to attain this given position and orientation 
(see Fig. 1.7). This is a fundamental problem in the practical use of 
manipulators. 

The inverse kinematic problem in not as simple as the forward 
kinematics. Because the kinematic equations are nonlinear, their solution 
is not always easy or even possible in a closed form. Also, the questions 
of existence of a solution, and of multiple solutions, arise. 

The existence or nonexistenc~ of a kinematic solution defines the 
workspace of a given manipulator. The lack of a solution means that the 
manipulator cannot attain the desired position and orientation because 
it lies outside of the manipulator's workspace. 

Velocities, static forces, singularities 
In addition to dealing with static positioning problems, we may wish to 
analyze manipulators in motion. Often in performing velocity analysis 
of a mechanism it is convenient to define a matrix quantity called 

* By Cartesian space we mean the space in which the position of a point is 
given with three numbers, and in which the orientation of a body is given with 
three numbers. It is sometimes called tru;k space or operational space. 
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FIGURE 1.7 For a given position and orientation of the tool frame, values 
for the joint variables can be calculated using the inverse kinematics. 

the Jacobian of the manipulator. The Jacobian specifies a mapping 
from velocities in joint space to velocities in Cartesian space (see 
Fig. 1.8). The nature of this mapping changes as the configuration of the 
manipulator varies. At certain points, called singularities, this mapping, 
is not invertible. An understanding of the phenomenon is important to 
designers and users of manipulators. 

Manipulators do not always move through space; sometimes they 
are also required to contact a workpiece or work surface and apply a. 
static force. In this case the problem arises: Given a desired contact 
force and moment, what set of joint torques are required to generate 
them? Once again, the Jacobian matrix of the manipulator arises quite 
naturally in the solution of this problem. 

Dynamics 

Dynamics is a huge field of study devoted to studying the forces 
required to cause motion. In order to accelerate a manipulator from 
rest, glide at a constant end-effector velocity, and finally decelerate to 
a stop, a complex set of torque functions must be applied by the joint 
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FIGURE 1.8 The geometrical relationship between joint rates and velocity 
of the end-effector can be described in a matrix called the Jacobian, 

FIGURE 1.9 The relationship between torques applied by the actuators 
and the resulting motion of the manipulator is embodied in the dynamic 
equations of motion. 
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actuators,· The exact form of the required functions of actuator torque 
depend on the spatial and temporal attributes of the path taken by the 
end-effector as well as the mass properties of the links and payload, 
friction in the joints, etc. One method of controlling a manipulator to 
follow a desired path involves calculating these actuator torque functions 
using the dynamic equations of motion of the manipulator. 

A second use of the dynamic equations of motion is in shnulation. 
By reformulating the dynamic equations so that acceleration is com
puted as a function of actuator torque, it is possible to simulate how a 
manipulator would move under application of a set of actuator torques 
(see Fig. 1.9). 

In Chapter 6 we develop dynamic equations of motion which may 
be used to control or simulate the motion of manipulators. 

Trajectory generation 

A common way of causing a manipulator to move from here to there in 
a smooth, controlled fashion is to cause each joint to move as specified 
by a smooth function of time. Commonly, each joint starts and ends 
its motion at the same time, so that the manipulator motion appears 

FIGURE 1.10 In order to move the end-effector through space from point A 
to point B we must compute a trajectory for each jOhlt to follow. 

* We use joint actuators as the generic term for devices which power a 
manipulator, for example, electric motors, hydraulic and pneumatic actuators, 
muscles, etc. 
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coordinated. Exactly how to compute these motion functions is the 
problem of trajectory generation (see Fig. 1.10). 

Often a path is described not only by a desired destination but 
also by some intermediate locations, or via points, through which the 
manipulator must pass en route to the destination. In such instances 
the tenn spline is sometimes used to refer to a smooth function which 
passes through a set of via points. 

In order to force the end-effector to follow a straight line (or other 
geometric shape) through space the desired motion must be converted 
to an equivalent set of joint motions. This Cartesian trajectory 
generation will also be considered in Chapter 7. 

Manipulator design and sensors 
Although manipulators are in theory universal devices applicable to 
many situations, generally economics dictates that the intended task 
domain influence the mechanical design of the manipulator. Along 
with issues such as size, speed, and load capability, the designer must 
also consider the number of joints and t.heir geometric arrangement. 
These considerations impact upon the manipulator's workspace size and 
quality, the stiffness of the manipulator st.ructure, and other attributes. 

50lbs 

FIGURE 1.11 The design of a mechanical manipulator must address 
issues of actuator choice, location, transmission system, structural stiffness, 
sensor location, and mOre. 
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Integral to the design of the manipulator are issues involving the 
choice and location of actuators, transmission systems, and internal 
position (and sometimes force) sensors (see Fig. 1.11). These and other 
design issues will be discussed in Chapter 8. 

Linear position control 

Some manipulators are equipped with stepper motors or other actuators 
which can directly execute a desired trajectory. However, the vast 
majority of manipulators are driven by actuators which supply a force 
or a torque to cause motion of the links. In this case, an algorithm is 
needed to compute torques which will cause the desired motion. The 
problem of dynamics is central to the design of such algorithms but 
does not in itself constitute a solution. A primary concern of a position 
control system is to automatically compensate for errors in knowledge 
of the parameters of a system, and to suppress disturbances which tend 
to perturb the system from the desired trajectory. To accomplish this, 
position and velocity sensors are monitored by the control algorithm 
which computes torque commands for the actuators (see Fig. 1.12). In 
Chapter 9 we will consider control algorithms whose synthesis is based 
on linear approximations to the dynamics of a manipulator. These linear 
methods are prevalent in current industrial practice. 

FIGURE 1.12 In order to cause the manipulator to follow the desired 
trajectory, a position centrol system must be implemented. Such a system 
uses feedback from joint sensors to keep the manipulator on course. 
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Nonlinear position control 

Although control systems based on approximate linear models are 
popular in current industrial robots, it is important to consider the 
complete nonlinear dynamics of the manipulator when synthesizing 
control algorithms. Some industrial robots are now being introduced 
which make use of nonlinear control algorithms in their controllers. 
These nonlinear techniques of controlling a manipulator promise better 
performance than do simpler linear schemes. Chapter 10 will introduce 
nonlinear control systems for mechanical manipulators. 

Force control 
The ability for a manipulator to control forces of contact when it 
touches parts, tools, or work surfaces seems to be of great importance 
in applying manipulators to many real-world tasks. Force control is 
complementary to position control in that. we usually think of one or 
the other as applicable in a certain situation. When a manipulator is 
moving in free space, only position cont.rol makes sense, since t.here is 
no surface to react. against. When a manipulat.or is t.ouching a rigid 
surface however, posit.ion control schemes can cause excessive forces to 
build up at the contact or may cause contact t.o be lost with the surface 
when it was desired for some application. Since manipulat.ors are rarely 
constrained by reaction surfaces in all directions simultaneously, using a 

F 

FIGURE 1.13 In order for a manipulator to slide across a surface while 
applying a constant force. a hybrid position-force control system must be used. 
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mixed or hybrid control is required, with some diTections controlled by 
a position control law and remaining directions controlled by a force 
control law (see Fig. 1.13). Chapter 11 introduces a methodology for 
implementing such a force control scheme. 

Programming robots 
A robot progratnming language serves as the interface between the 
human user and the industrial robot. Central questions arise such as: 
How are motions through space described easily by the programmer? 
How are multiple manipulators programmed so that they can work in 
parallel? How are sensor-based actions described in a language? 

Robot manipulators differentiate themselves from fixed automa
tion by being "flexible," which means programmable. Not only are the 
movements of manipulators programmable, but through the use of sen
sors and communications with other factory automation, manipulators 
can adapt to variations as the task proceeds (see Fig. 1.14). 

The sophistication of the user interface is becoming extremely 
important as manipulators and other programmable automation are 
applied to more and more demanding industrial applications. The 
problem of programming manipulators encompasses all the issues of 

FIGURE 114 Desired motions of the manipulator and end-effector, desired 
contact forces, and complex manipulation strategies can be described in 
a robot progmmming language. 
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"traditional" computer programming, and so is an extensive subject 
in itself. Additionally, some particular attributes of the manipulator 
programming problem cause additional issues to arise. Some of these 
topics will be discussed in Chapter 12. 

Off-line programming and simulation 

An off-line prograrn.ming system is a robot programming enVl
ronment which has been sufficiently extended, generally by means of 
computer graphics, that the development of robot programs can take 
pl&:e without access to the robot itself. A common argument raised 
in their favor is that an off-line programming system will not cause 
production equipment (i.e., the robot) to be tied up when it needs to be 
reprogrammed; hence, automated factories can stay in production mode 
a great.er percent.age of the time (see Fig. 1.15). 

They also serve as a natural vehicle t.o tie computer aided design 
(CAD) data bases used in the design phase of a product to the actual 
manufacturing of the product. In some cases, this direct llile of CAD data 
can dramatically reduce the programming time required for the manu
facturing process. Chapter 13 discusses the elements of an industrial 
robot off-line programming system. 

FIGURE 1.15 Off-line programming systems, generally providing a 
computer graphic interface, allow robots to be programmed without access 
to the robot itself during programming. 
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1.3 Notation 

Notation is always an issue in science and engineering. In this book, we 
use the following conventions: 

1. Usually variables written in uppercase represent vectors or matrices. 
Lowercase variables are scalars. 

2. Leading subscripts and superscripts identify which coordinate sys
tem a quantity is written in. For example, A P represents a position 
vector written in coordinate system {A}, and ~R is a rotation 
matrix* which specifies the relationship between coordinate systems 
{A} ",d {B}. 

3. Trailing superscripts are used (as widely accepted) for indicating the 
inverse or transpose of a matrix, e.g., R- 1, RT. 

4. Trailing subscripts are not subject to any strict convention but may 
indicate a vector component (e.g., x, y, or z) or may be used as a 
description as in PooU, the position of a bolt. 

5. We will use many trigonometric functions. Our notation for the 
cosine of an angle ()l may take any of the forms: cos ()l = e()l = Cl' 

Vectors are taken as column vectors; hence row vectors will have 
the transpose indicated explicitly. 

A note on vector notation in general: Many mechanics texts treat 
vector quantities at a very abstract level and routinely use vectors 
defined relative to different coordinate systems in expressions. The 
clearest example is that of addition of vectors which are given or known 
relative to differing reference systems. This is often very convenient and 
leads to compact and somewhat elegant formulas. For example, consider 
the angular velocity, °W4' of the last body in a series connection of four 
rigid bodies (as in the links of a manipulator) relative to the fixed base 
of the chain. Since angular velocities sum vectorially, we may write a 
very simple vector equation for the angular velocity of the final link: 

(11) 

However, unless these quantities are €xpressed with respect to a common 
coordinate system, they cannot be summed, and so while elegant, 
equation (1.1) has hidden much of the "work" of the computation. For 
the particular case of the study of mechanical manipulators, statements 
like that of (L 1) hide the chore of bookkeeping of coordinate systems, 
which is often the very idea which we need to deal with in practice. 

* This term will be introduced in Chapter 2. 
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Therefore, in this book, we carry frame-of-reference information in 
the notation for vectors, and we do not sum vectors unless they are in 
the same coordinate system. In this way, we derive expressions which 
solve the "bookkeeping" problem, and may be applied directly to actual 
numerical computation. 
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Exercises 

1.1 [20] }'Iake a chronulugy of major events in the development. of industrial 
robots o\-er the past 30 years_ So' Referenres. 

1.2 [20] ).Iake a chart showing the major applicat.ion~ of industrial robots 
(e_g;" spot welding, assemhly, etc.) and the percentage of in~talled rub:.ts 
in us(' in ea('h applkation area. Your figure ~hould be similar to Fig. 1.2, 
bnt be b(L~ed on the most recem data you can find. See References_ 

1.3 [20] /I.·lake a chart of the mit jar industrial robot vendors and their maL{et 
share, either in the U.S. or "lorlJwide. See rderences sectioll_ 

1.4 [H1] In a seutoence or two, define: kinematics. worhpace, trajectory. 

1.5 [WI In a ~entence or twu, define: fraIllC', degree of freedom, position 
control. 

1.6 [10] In a sentt'llce or two. define: force control, robot programming lan
guage. 

1. 7 :lOj In a sentence or t\VO, define: Rtructnral stiffneHs, nonlinear control, 
and off-line programming. 

1.8 [20~ :>Iake a ,~hart indicat.ing how labor costs have risen over the past 20 
years_ 

1.9 [20] },Iake a chart. indicating hew the computer performance/price ratio 
has increased over the past. 20 years. 

1.10 [20] },Iakc a chart showing the major us<ors of industrial robols (e.g., 
aerospace, automotive, etc.) anc the perc<ontage of installed robots in 'lse 
in each indUi::try. Yom figure HhO-uld be similar to figure 1.3 but be based 
on the most recent data you can /ind_ See references sectioll_ 

Programming Exercise (Part 1) 

Familiarize your5elf with the computer you will use to do the programming 
exerd~e~ at the end of each chapter. )'Jake sure you call create and edil fi_€s. 
and compile a:ld execute programs. 
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SPATIAL 
DESCRIPTIONS AND 
TRANSFORMATIONS 

2.1 Introduction 

Robotic manipulation, by definition, implies that parts and tools will be 
moved around in space by some sort of mechanism. This naturally leads 
to the need of representing positions and orientations of the parts, tools, 
and of the mechanism itself. To define and manipulate mathematical 
quantities which represent position and orientation we must define 
coordinate systems and develop conventions for representation. Many 
of the ideas developed here in the context of position and orientation 
will form a basis for our later consideration of linear and rotational 
velocities as well as forces and torques. 

We adopt the philosophy that somewhere there is a universe 
coordinate system to which everything we discuss can be referenced. 
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We will describe all positions and orientations with respect to the 
universe coordinate system or with respect to other Cartesian coordinate 
systems which are (or could be) defined relative to the universe system. 

2.2 Descriptions: positions, orientations, and frames 

A description is used to specify attributes of various objects with 
which a manipulation system deals. These objects are parts, tools, or 
perhaps the manipulator itself. In this section we discuss the description 
of positions, orientations, and an entity which contains both of these 
descriptions, frames. 

Description of a position 

Once a coordinate system is established we can locate any point in the 
universe with a 3 x 1 position vector. Because we will often define 
many coordinate systems in addition to the universe coordinate system, 
vectors must be tagged with information identifying which coordinate 
system they are defined within. In this book vectors are written with 
a leading superscript indicating the coordinate system to which they 
are referenced (unless it is clear from context), for example, Ap' This 
means that the components of A P have numerical values which indicate 
distances along the axes of {A}. Each of these distances along an 
axis can be thought of as the result of projecting the vector onto the 
corresponding axis. 

{AI 

Ap __ • 

FIGURE 2.1 Vector relative to frame example. 
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Figure 2.1 pictorially represents a coordinate system, {A}, with 
three mutually orthogonal unit vectors with solid heads. A point A P 
is represented with a vector and can equivalently be thought of as 
a position in space, or simply as an ordered set of three numbers. 
Individual elements of a vector are given subscripts x, y, and z: 

(2.1) 

In summary, we will describe the position of a point in space with a 
position vector. Other 3-tuple descriptions of the position of points, such 
as spherical or cylindrical coordinate representations are discussed in the 
exercises at the end of the chapter. 

Description of an orientation 

Often we will find it necessary not only to represent a point in space 
but also to describe the orientation of a body in space. For example, 
if vector A P in Fig. 2.2 locates the point directly between the fingertips 
of a manipulator's hand, the complete location of the hand is still 
not specified until its orientation is also given. Assuming that the 
manipulator has a sufficient number of joints* the hand could be oriented 
arbitrarily while keeping the fingertips at the same position in space. In 
order to describe the orientation of a body we will attach a coordinate 
system to the body and then give a description of this coordinate system 
relative to the reference system. In Fig. 2.2, coordinate system {B} has 
been attached to the body in a known way. A description of {B} relative 
to {A} now suffices to give the orientation of the body. 

Thus, positions of points are described with vectors and orientations 
of bodies are described with an attached coordinate system. One way to 
describe the body-attached coordinate system, {B}, is to write the unit 
vectors of its three principal axes f in terms of the coordinate system {A}. 

We denote the unit vectors giving the principal directions of co
ordinate system {B} as XB , YB , and ZI?' W~en writtel'!: in terms of 
coordinate system {A} they are called AXB , AyB , and AZB . It will be 
convenient if we stack these three unit vectors together as the columns 
of a 3 x 3 matrix, in the order A XB , AYE' A Z E' We will call this matrix a 
rotation matrix, and because this particular rotation matrix describes 
{B} relative to {A}, we name it with the notation ~R. The choice of 
leading sub- and superscripts in the definition of rotation matrices will 

* How many are "sufficient" will be discussed in Chapters 3 and 4. 

t It is often convenient to use three, although any two would suffice since 
the third can always be recovered by taking the cross product of the two given. 
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IBI 

IAI z, 

FIGURE 2,2 Locating an object in position and orientation. 

become clear in following sections. 

(2.2) 

In summary, a set of three vectors may be used to specify an orientation. 
For convenience we will construct a 3 x 3 matrix which has these 
three vectors as its columns. Hence, whereas the position of a point 
is represented with a vector, the orientation of a body is represented 
with a matrix. In Section 2.8 we will consider some other descriptions 
of orientation which require only three parameters. 

We can give expressions for the scalars Tij in (2.2) by noting that 
the components of any vector are simply the projections of that vector 
onto the unit directions of its reference frame. Hence, each component of 
~R in (2.2) can be written as the dot'product of a pair of unit vectors as 

(2.3) 

For brevity we have omitted the leading superscripts in the rightmost 
matrix of (2.3). In fact the choice of frame in which to describe the unit 
vectors is arbitrary as long as it is the same for each pair being dotted. 
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Since the dot product of two unit vectors yields the cosine of the angle 
between them, it is clear why the components of rotation matrices are 
often referred to as direction cosines. 

Further inspection of (2.3) shows that the rows of the matrix are 
the unit vectors of {A} expressed in {B}; that is, 

(2.4) 

Hence, ~ R, the description of frame {A} ·relative to {B} is given by the 
transpose of (2.3); that is, 

This suggests that the inverse of a rotation matrix is equal to its 
transpose, a fact which can be easily verified as 

where 13 is the 3 x 3 identity matrix. Hence, 

(2.7) 

Indeed from linear algebra [1] we know that the inverse of a matrix 
with orthonormal columns is equal to its transpose. We have just shown 
this geometrically. 

Description of a frame 

The information needed to completely specify the whereabouts of the 
manipulator hand in Fig. 2.2 is a position and an orientation. The point 
on the body whose position we describe could be chosen arbitrarily, 
however: For convenience, the point whose position we will describe 
is chosen as the origin of the body-attached frame. The situation of a 
position and an orientation pair arises so often·in robotics that we define 
an entity called a frame, which is a set of four vectors giving position and 
orientation information. For example, in Fig. 2.2 one vector locates the 
fingertip position and three more describe its orientation. Equivalently, 
the description of a frame can be thought of as a position vector and 
a rotation matrix. Note that a frame is a coordinate system, where in 
addition to the orientation we give a position vector which locates its 
origin relative to some other embedding frame. For example, frame {B} 
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{A} 

1 C} 

1 Tn 
1 U} ii, Yc Zv 

Yu 

FIGURE 2.3 Example of several frames. 

is described by ~R and APBORC ) where APHORG is the vector which 
locates the origin of the frame {ill: 

{B} = {~R) A PaoRe}. (2.B) 

In Fig. 2.3 there are three frames that are shuwn alung with the universe 
coordinate system. Frames {A} and {B} are known relative to the 
universe coordinate system and frame {C} is known relative to frame 
{A} 

In Fig. 2.3 we introduce a graphical representation of frames which 
is convenient in visualizing frames. A frame is depicted by three arrows 
representing unit vectors defining the principal axes of the frame. An 
arrow representing a vector is drawn from one origin tu another. This 
vector represents the position of the origin at the head of the arrow in 
terms of the frame at the tail of the arrow. The direction of this locating 
arrow tell'> us, for example, in Fig. 2.3, that {C} is known relative to 
{A} and not vice versa. 

In summary, a frame can be u::;ed·as a description of one coordinate 
system relative to another. A frame encompasses the ideas of repre
senting both position and orientation, and so may be thought of as 
a generalization of tho::;e two idem:;. Positions could be represented by 
a frame whose rotation matrix part is the identity matrix and whose 
position vector part locates the point being described. Likewise, an 
orientation could be represented with a frame whose position vector 
part was the zero vector. 
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2.3 Mappings: changing descriptions from frame 
to frame 

In a great many of the problems in robotics, we are concerned with 
expressing the same quantity in terms of various reference coordinate 
systems. The previous section having introduced descriptions of posi
tions, orientations, and frames, we now consider the mathematics of 
mapping in order to change descriptions from frame to frame. 

Mappings involving translated frames 
In Fig. 2.4 we have a position defined by the vector Bp. We wish to 
express this point in space in terms of frame {A}, when {A} has the 
same orientation as {B}. In this case, {B} differs from {A} only by a 
translation which is given by A PBORC' a vector which locates the origin 
of {B} relative to {A}. 

Because both vectors are defined relative to frames of the same 
orientation, we calculate the description of point P relative to {A}, 
A P, by vector addition: 

(2.9) 

Note that only in the special case of equivalent orientations may we add 
vectors which are defined in terms of different frames. 

....... 
z, 

(Bl /" 
/' 

/' ,. 

FIGURE 2.4 Translational mapping. -~NIVERSIDADE POTIGUAR 
Sistemo.In~_~ .• _., ... 
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In this simple example we have illustrated mapping a vector from 
one frame to another. This idea of mapping, or changing the description 
from one frame to another, is an extremely important concept. The 
quantity itself (here, a point in space) is not changed; only its description 
is changed. This is illustrated in Fig. 2.4, where the point described 
by B P is not translated, but remains the same, and instead we have 
computed a new description of the same point, but now with respect 
to system {A}. 

We say that the vector A PBORG defines this mapping, since all the 
information needed to perform the change in description is contained 
in APBORG (along with the knowledge that the frames had equivalent 
orientation). 

Mappings involving rotated frames 
Section 2.2 introduced the notion of describing an orientation by three 
unit vectors denoting the principal axes of a body-attached coordinate 
system. For convenience we stack these three unit vectors together as 
the columns of a 3 x 3 matrix. We will call this matrix a rotation matrix, 
and if this particular rotation matrix describes {B} relative to {A}, we 
name it with the notation ~R. 

Note that by our definition, the columns of a rotation matrix all 
have unit magnitude, and further, these unit vectors are orthogonal. As 
we saw earlier, a consequence of this is that 

(2.10) 

Therefore, since the columIlB of ~R are the unit vectors of {B} written 
in {A}, then the rows of ~R are the unit vectors of {A} written in {B}. 

So a rotation matrix can be interpreted as a set of three column 
vectors or as a set of three row vectors as follows: 

(2.11) 

As in Fig. 2.5, the situation will arise often where we know the definition 
of a vector with respect to some frame, {B}, and we would like to know 
its definition with respect to another frame, {A}, where the origiIlB of 
the two frames are coincident. This computation is possible when a 
description of the orientation of {B} is known relative to {A}. This 
orientation is given by the rotation matrix ~R, whose columns are the 
unit vectors of {B} written in {A}. 

In order to calculate A P, we note that the components of any vector 
are simply the projections of that vector onto the unit directions of its 
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FIGURE 2.5 Rotating the description of a. vector. 

frame. The projection is calculated with the vector dot product. Thus 
we see that the components of A P may be calculated as 

Apx = B' X A Bp, 

Apy = B' 
YA Bp, (2.12) 

Ap~ = B' 
ZA Bp. 

In order to express (2.12) in terms of a rotation matrix multiplica
tion, we note from (2.11) that the rows of ~R are B XA , ByA , and B Z A' 

SO (2.12) may be written compactly using a rotation matrix as 

(2.13) 

Equation (2.13) implements a mapping-that is, it changes the descrip
tion of a vector-from Bp, which describes a point in space relative to 
{B}, into Ap, which is a description of the same point, but expressed 
relative to {A}. 

We now see that our notation is of great help in keeping track of 
mappings and frames of reference. A helpful way of viewing the notation 
we have introduced is to imagine that leading subscripts cancel the 
leading superscripts of the following entity, for example the Bs in (2.13). 
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_ •••••••• _ EXAMPLE 2,1 

Figure 2.6 shows a frame {B} which is rotated relative to frame {A} 
about Z by 30 degrees. Here, Z is pointing out of the page. 

Writing the unit vectors of {B} in terms of {A} and stacking them 
as the columns of the rotation matrix we obtain 

Given 

We calculate A P as 

[

0.866 
~R = 0.500 

0.000 

-0.500 0.000] 
0.866 0.000 
0.000 LOOO 

Bp= 2.0 . [
0.0] 
0.0 

[
-1000] 

Ap= ~R8p= 1.732. 
0.000 

(2.14) 

(2.15) 

(2.16) 

Here ~R acts as a mapping which is used to describe Bp relative to 
frame {A}, A p, As introduced in the case of translations, it is important 
to remember that, viewed as a mapping, the original vector P is not 
changed in space. Rather, we compute a new description of the vector 
relative to another frame. _ 

(A} 

Y, y' , 

x, 

'"""---------. X, 

FIGURE 2.6 {B} rotated 30 degrees about Z. 
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Mappings involving general frames 

Very often we know the description of a vector with respect to some 
frame, {E}, and we would like to know its description with respect to 
another frame, {A}. We now consider the general case of mapping. Here 
the origin of frame {B} is not coincident with that of frame {A} but 
has a general vector offset. The vector that locates {E}'s origin is called 
A PBORC ' Also {E} is rotated with respect to {A} as described by gR. 
Given Bp, we wish to compute Ap, as in Fig. 2.7. 

We can first change Bp to its description relative to an intermediate 
frame which has the same orientation' as {A}, but whose origin is 
coincident with the origin of {B}. This is done by premultiplying by gR 
as in Section 2.3. We then account for the translation between origins 
by simple vector addition as in Section 2.3, yielding 

(2.17) 

Equation (2.17) describes a general transformation mapping of a vector 
from its description in one frame to a description in a second frame. Note 
the following interpretation of our notation as exemplified in (2.17): the 
B's cancel leaving all quantities as vectors written in terms of A, which 
may then be added. 

The form of (2.17) is not as appealing as the conceptual form, 

(2.18) 

That is, we would like to think of a mapping from one frame to another 
as an operator in matrix form. This aids in writing compact equations as 

{AI 

FIGURE 2.7 General transform of a vector. 
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well as being conceptually clearer than (2.17). In order that we can write 
the mathematics given in (2.17) in the matrix operator form suggested 
by (2.18), we define a 4 x 4 matrix operator, and use 4 x 1 position 
vectors, so that (2.18) has the structure 

That is, 

~R A PaORG , , 
--- --- - - - - - - - - -:- - -- - ---

o 0 0 : 1 

1. A "1" is added as the last element of the 4 x 1 vectors. 

(2.19) 

2. A row "[0001]" is added as the last row of the 4 x 4 matrix. 

We adopt the convention that a position vector is 3 x 1 or 4 x 1 
depending on whether it appears multiplied by a 3 x 3 matrix or by a 
4 x 4 matrix. It is readily seen that (2.19) implements 

Ap= ~RBp+ APBORG 

1=1. 
(2.20) 

The 4 x 4 matrix in (2.19) is called a homogeneous transform. 
For our purposes it can be regarded purely as a construction used to cast 
the rotation and translation of t.he general transform into a single matrix 
form. In other fields of study it can be used to compute perspective and 
scaling operations (when the last row is other than "[000 1]", or the 
rotation matrix is not orthonormal). The interested reader should see [2]. 

Often we will write equations like (2.18) without any notation 
indicating that this is a homogeneous representation, because it is 
obvious from context. Note that while homogeneous transforms are 
useful in writing compact equations, a computer program to transform 
vectors would generally not use them because of time wasted multiplying 
ones and zeros. Thus, this representation is mainly for our convenience 
when thinking and writing equations down on paper. 

Just as we used rotation matrices to specify an orientation, we will 
use transforms (usually in homogeneous representation) to specify a 
frame. Note that while we have int.roduced homogeneous transforms in 
the context of mappings, they also serve as descriptions of frames. The 
description of frame {B} relative to {A} is i}T. 

__________ EXAMPLE 2.2 

Figure 2.8 shows a frame {B} which is rotated relative to frame {A} 
about Z by 30 degrees, and translated 10 units in XA , and 5 units in 
, . A B T YA" Fmd P where P = [3.0 7.0 0.0] . 
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Y, {A( 

"-"'-------+ ii, 

FIGURE 2.8 Frame {B} rotated and translated. 

The definition of frame {B} is 

Given 

[

0.866 

AT = 0.500 
B 0.000 

o 

-0.500 0.000 
0.866 0.000 
0.000 1.000 
o 0 

Bp= 7.0 . [
3.0] 
0.0 

10·°1 5.0 
0.0 . 
1 

We use the definition of {B} given above as a transformation, 

[ 

9.098] 
Ap= ~TBp= 12.562 . 

0.000 
• 

x, 

(2.21) 

(2.22) 

(2.23) 
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2.4 Operators: translations, rotations, transformations 

The same mathematical forms which we have used to map points 
between frames can also be interpreted as operators which translate 
points, rotate vectors, or both. This section illustrates this interpretation 
of the mathematics we have already developed. 

Translational operators 

A translation moves a point in space a finite distance along a given 
vector direction. Using this interpretation of actually translating the 
point in space, only one coordinate system need be involved. It turns 
out that translating the point in space is accomplished with the same 
mathematics as mapping the point to a second frame. Almost always, it 
is very important to understand which interpretation of the mathematics 
is being used. The distinction is as simple as this: When a vector is 
moved "forward" relative to a frame, we may consider either that the 
vector moved "forward" or that the frame moved "backward." The 
mathematics involved in the two cases is identical, only our view of the 
situation is different. Figure 2.9 indicates pictorially how a vector A P1 
is translated by a vector AQ. Here the vector AQ gives the information 
needed to perform the translation. 

I ,-'-

z, 

/ Ap /' 
/ ',-

~p ./' /, /' 

(AI 

/ ,-
/ ,

/ ,-
/ ,

/,-'-

/' 

FIGURE 2.9 Translation operator. 
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The result of the operation is a new vector A P2 , calculated as 

(2.24) 

To write this translation operation as a matrix operator, we use the 
notation 

(2.25) 

where q is the signed magnitude of the tnmslation along the vector 
direction Q. The DQ operator may ~e thought of as a homogeneous 
transform of the special simple form: 

[

1 0 
o 1 

Dq(q) = 0 0 

o 0 

(2.26) 

where qx' q , and qz are the components of the translation vector Q 

and q = q~ + q~ + q;. Equations (2.9) and (2.24) implement the same 

mathematics. Note that if we had defined BPAORG (instead of A PSORC) 

in Fig. 2.4 and had used it in (2.9) then we would have seen a sign change 
between (2.9) and (2.24). This sign change would indicate the difference 
between moving the vector "forward" and moving the coordinate system 
"backward." By defining the location of {B} relative to {A} (with 
A P BORG) we cause the mathematics of the two interpretations to be 
the same. Now that the "DQ " notation has been introduced, we may 
aiEo use it to describe frames, and also as a mapping. 

Rotational operators 

Another interpretation of a rotation matrix is as a rotational operator 
which operates on a vector .4 Pl and changes that vector to a new vector, 
A P2 , by means of a rotation, R. Usually, when a rotation matrix is shown 
as an operator no sub- or superscripts appear since it is not viewed as 
relating two frames. That is, we may write 

(2.27) 

Again, as in the case of translations, the mathematics described in (2.13) 
and in (2.27) is the same; only our interpretation is different. This fact 
also allows us to see how to obtain rotational matrices which are to be 
used as operators: 

The rotation matrix which rotates vectors through some rotation, R, 
is the same as the rotation matrix which describes a frame rotated by R 
relative to the reference frame. 
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Although a rotation matrix is easily viewed as an operator, we 
will also define another notation for a rotational operator which clearly 
indicates which axis is being rotated about: 

(2.28) 

In this notation "RK(O)" is a rotational operator which performs a 
rotation about the axis direction 1< by an amount 0 degrees. This 
operator may be written as a homogeneous transform whose position 
vector part is zero. For example, substitution into (2.11) yields the 
operator which rotates about the it axis by a as 

- sinO 
cosO 
o 
o 

o 0] o 0 
I 0 . 
o I 

(2.29) 

Of course, to rotate a position vector we could just as we1l use the 
3 x 3 rotation matrix part of the homogeneous transform. The "RK" 
notation, therefore, may be considered to represent a 3 x 3 or a 4 x 4 
matrix. Later in this chapter we wi1l see how to write the rotation matrix 
for a rotation about a general axis, K. 

EXAMPLE 2.3 

Figure 2.10 shows a vector A Pl. We wish to compute the vector 
obtained by rotating this vector about it by 30 degrees. Call the new 
vector A P2• 

The rotation matrix which rotates vectors by 30 degrees about it 
is the same as the rotation matrix which describes a frame rotated 
30 degrees about it relative to the reference frame. Thus the correct 
rotational operator is 

Given 

[

0.866 
Rz(30.0) = 0.500 

0.000 

-0.500 
0.866 
0.000 

Apl = 2.0 [
0.0] 
0.0 

0.000] 
0.000 . 
1.000 

We calculate A P2 as 

[
-1.000] 

AP2 =Rz (30.0)Ap1 = 1.732. 
0.000 

(2.30) 

(2.31) 

• (2.32) 
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FIGURE 2.10 The vector A PI rotated 30 degrees about Z. 

Equations (2.13) and (2.27) implement the same mathematics. Note 
that if we had defined ~R (instead of ~R) in (2.13) then the inverse 
of R would appear in (2.27). This change would indicate the difference 
between rotating the vector "forward" versus rotating the coordinate 
system "backward." By defining the location of {B} relative to {A} 
(with ~R) we cause the mathematics of the two interpretations to be 
the same. 

Transformation operators 
As with vectors and rotation matrices, a frame has another interpre
tation as a transformation operator. In this interpretation, only one 
coordinate system is involved, and so the symbol T is used without 
sub- or superscripts. The operator T rotates and translates a vector A PI 
to compute a new vector, A P 2 . Thus 

APZ = T API. (2.33) 

Again, as in the case of rotations, the mathematics described in (2.18) 
and in (2.33) is the same, only our interpretation is different. This fact 
also allows us to see how to obtain homogeneous transforms which are 
to be UBed as operators; 
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The transform which rotates by R and translates by Q is the same 
as the transform which describes a frame rotated by R and translated by 
Q relative to the reference frame. 

A transform is usually thought of as being in the form of a homoge~ 
neous transform with general rotation matrix and position vector parts . 

••••••••• _ EXAMPLE 2.4 

Figure 2.11 shows a vector A Pl. We wish to rotate it about Z by 30 
degrees, and translate it 10 units in XA , and 5 units in YA- Find ApZ 
where API = [3.0 7.0 O.OlT. 

The operator T, which performs the translation and rotation, is 

Given 

[

0866 

T = 0.500 
0.000 
o 

-0.500 0.000 
0.866 0.000 
0.000 1.000 
o 0 

API = 7.0 . [
3.0] 
0.0 

We use T as an operator: 

10.0] 
50 
0.0 . 
1 

AP2 = T API = [l~:~~~] 
0.000 

• 
{AI 

Y, • 

FIGURE 2.11 The vector ApI rotated and translated to form A p2 . 

(2.34) 

(2.35) 

(2.36) 
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Note that this example is numerically exactly the same as Example 2.2, 
but the interpretation is quite different. _ 

2.5 Summary of interpretations 

We have introduced concepts first for the case of translation only, then 
for the ca.'le of rotation only, and finally for the general case of rotation 
about a point and translation of that floint. Having understood the 
general case of rotation and translation, we will not need to explicitly 
consider the two simpler cases since they are contained within the general 
framework. 

As a general tool to represent frames we have introduced the 
homogeneous transform, a 4 x 4 matrix containing orientation and 
position information. 

We have introduced three interpretations of this homogeneous trans
form: 

1. It is a description of a frame. ~T describes the frame {B} relative 
to the frame {A}. Specifically, the columns of ~R are unit vectors 
defining the directions of the principal axes of {B}, and A PBORG 
locates the position of the origin of {B}. 

2. It is a transform mapping. ~T maps Bp r-+ A P. 

3. It is a transform operator, T operates on API to create AP2. 

From this point on the terms frame and transform will both be used 
to refer to a position vector plus an orientation. Frame is the term favored 
when speaking of a description, and transform is used most frequently 
when use as a mapping or operator is implied. Note that transformations 
are generalizations of translations and rotations, so we will often use the 
term transform when speaking of a pure rotation (or translation). 

2.6 Transformation arithmetic 

In this section we look at the multiplication of transforms and the inver
sion of transforms. These two elementary operations form a functionally 
complete set of transform operators. 
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Compound transformations 
In Fig. 2.12, we have C P and wish to find A P. 

Frame {C} is known relative to frame {B}, and frame {B} is known 
relative to frame {A}. We can transform C Pinto B P as 

Bp=~TCp, (2.37) 

And then transform B P into A P as 

(2.38) 

Combining (2.37) and (2.38) we get the following, not unexpected result: 

Ap = ~T ~T C P, (2.39) 

from which we could define 

-jT = ~T ~T. (2.40) 

Again, note that familiarity with the sub- and superscript notation 
makes these manipulations simple. In terms of the known descriptions 
of {B} and {C}, we can give the expression for ~T as 

(2.41) 

IB} 
{C} • , 
.; cp z, 

}A} 

fi, 

FIGURE 2.12 Compound frames: each is known relative to previous. 
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Inverting a transform 

Consider a frame {B} which is known with respect to a frame {A}; 
that is, we know the value of ~T. Sometimes we will wish to invert 
this transform, in order to get a description of {A} relative to {B}; i.e., 
~T. A straightforward way of calculating the inverse is to compute the 
inverse of the 4 x 4 homogeneous transform. However, if we do so, we 
are not taking full advantage of the structure inherent in the transform. 
It is easy to find a computationally simpler method of computing the 
inverse which does take advantage of this structure. 

To find ~T we must compute ~ R arid B PAORC from ~R and A PBORC ' 

First, recall from our discussion of rotation matrices that 

(2.42) 

Next, we change the description of APBORC into {B} using Eq. (2.12): 

B(APBORC ) = ~RAp80RO+ BP40RO ' (2.43) 

Since the left-hand side of Eq. (2.43) must be zero, we have 

(2.44) 

Using (2.42) and (2.44) we can write the form of ~T as 

(2.45) 

o o o I 

Note that with our notation, 

Equation (2.45) is a general and extremely useful way of computing the 
inverse of a homogeneous transform. 

__________ EXAMPLE 2.5 

Figure 2.13 shows a frame {B} which Is rotated relative to frame 
{A} about Z by 30 degrees, and translated four units in X A, and three 
units in "VA' Thus, we have a description of ~T. Find ~T. 

The frame defining {B} is 

[

0866 
0.500 
0.000 
o 

-0.500 0.000 
0.866 0.000 
0.000 1.000 

° 0 

4.0] 
3.0 
0.0 . 

I 

(2.46) 
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IBI 

{AI 

""------jOXA 

FIGURE 2.13 {B} relative to {A}. 

Using (2.45) we compute 

l 
0.866 

Br = -0.500 
A 0.000 

o 

0.500 0.000 
0.866 0.000 
0.000 1.000 
o 0 

2.7 Transform equations 

-4.964] 
-0.598 

0.0 
1 

• (2.47) 

Figure 2.14 indicates a situation in which a frame {D} can be expressed 
as products of transformations in two different ways. First, 

(2.48) 

but also as 

(2.491 

We may set these two descriptions of '/;T equal to form a transform 
equation: 

(2.50) 

Transform equations may be used to solve for transforms in the case of 
n unknown transforms and n transform equations. Consider (2.50) in 
the case that all transforms are known except ~T. Here we have one 
transform equation and one unknown transform; hence, we easily find 
its solution as 

(2.51) 
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{DI 

{AI 

FIGURE 2.14 Set of transforms forming a loop. 

Figure 2.15 indicates another similar situation. 
Note that in all figures we have introduced a gmphicalrepresentation 

of frames as an arrow pointing from one origin to another origin. The 
arrow's direction indicates which way the frames are defined: in Fig. 2.14, 
frame {D} is defined relative to {A}, but in Fig. 2.15 frame {A} is 
defined relative to {D}. In order to compound frames when the arrows 
line up, we simply compute the product of the transforms. If an arrow 
points the opposite way in a chain of transfOJ.:ms, we simply compute its 
inverse first. In Fig. 2.15 two possible descriptions of {C} are 

gr = :£r ;?r-1 gr (2.52) 

and 
gr = ~T gT. (2.53) 

Again, we might equate (2.52) and (2.53) to solve for, say, ~T: 

:£T = ~1' gT gT- 1 ::?T. (2.54) 
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{D} 

}U} 

FIGURE 2.15 Example of a transform equation . 

••••••••• _ EXAMPLE 2.6 

Assume we know the transform ~T in Fig. 2.16, which describes 
the frame at the manipulator's fingertips {T} relative to the base of the 
manipulator, {B}. Also, we know where the tabletop is located in space 
relative to the manipulator's base 1:lecause we have a description of the 
frame {S} which is attached to the table as shown, ~T. Finally, we know 
the location of the frame attached to the bolt lying on the table relative 
to the table frame, that is, ~T. Calculate the position and orientation 
of the bolt relative to the manipulator's hand, lJT. 

Guided by our notation (but, it is hoped, also by our understanding) 
we compute the bolt frame relative to the hand frame as 

'{;T = ¥T- 1 ~T ~T. • (2.55) 
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ITI 

IGI 

IS} 

FIGURE 2.16 Manipulator reaching for a bolt. 

2.8 More on representation of orientation 

So far, our only means of representing an orientation is by giving a 
3 x 3 rotation matrix. As shown, rotation matrices are special in that all 
columns are mutually orthogonal and have unit magnitude. Further, we 
will see that the determinant of a rotation matrix is always equal to +L 
Rotation matrices may also be called proper orthonormal matrices 
where "proper" refers to the fact that the determinant is +1 (nonproper 
orthonormal matrices have a determinant of -1). 

It is natural to ask whether it is possibh§"to describe an orientation 
with fewer than nine numbers. A result from linear algebra known as 
Cayley's formula for orthonorInal lllatrices [3] states that for any 
proper orthonormal matrix, R, there exists a skew-symmetric matrix, 
S, such that 

(2.56) 
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where Is is a 3 x 3 unit matrix. Now a skew-symmetric matrix (Le., 
S = _ST) of dimension 3 is specified by three parameters (s"" Sy, Sz) as 

(2.57) 

Therefore, an immediate consequence of formula (2.56) is that any 3 x 3 
rotation matrix can be specified by just three parameters. 

Clearly, the nine elements of a rotation matrix are not all indepen
dent. In fact, given a rotation matrix, R, it is easy to write down the 
six dependencies between the elements. Imagine R as three columns, as 
originally introduced: 

(2.58) 

As we know from Section 2.2, these three vectors are the unit aJ(es of 
some frame written in terms of the reference frame. Since each is a unit 
vector, and since all three must be mutually perpendicular, we see that 
there are six constraints on the nine matrix elements: 

IXI~ I, 

11'1 ~ I, 

IZI~ 1, 

X ·Y= 0, 
(2.59) 

X ·Z= 0, 

Y ·Z= O. 

It is natural then to ask whether representations of orientation can be 
devised such that the representation is conveniently specified with three 
parameters. This section will present several such representations. 

Whereas translations along three mutually perpendicular axes are 
quite easy to visualize, rotations seem less intuitive. Unfortunately, 
people have a hard time describing and specifying orientations in 
three-dimensional space. One difficulty is that rotations don't generally 
commute. That is, ~R gR is not the same as gR ~R. 
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_ •••••••• _ EXA:tI.'IPLE 2.7 

Consider two rotations, one about Z by 30 degrees and one about 
X by 30 degrees. 

[

0.866 
R z (30) = 0.500 

0.000 

-0.500 0.000] 
0.866 0.000 
0.000 1.000 

[

1.000 0.000 0.000] 
Rx(30) = 0.000 0.-866 -0.500 

0.000 0.500 0.866 

[ 087 -0,43 025] 
R z (30) Rx (30) = 0.50 0.75 -0.43 

0.00 0.50 0.87 

[087 -0.50 000] 
oF- Rx(30) Rz (30) = 0.43 0.75 -0.50 

0.25 0.43 0.87 

(2.60) 

(2.61) 

(2.62) 

This is not surprising since we use matrices to represent rotations and 
multiplication of matrices is not commutative in general. _ 

Because rotations can be thought of either as operators or as descrip
tions of orientation, it is not surprising that different representations 
are favored for each of these uses. Rotation matrices are useful as 
operators. Their matrix form is such that when multiplied by a vector 
they perform the rotation operation. However, rotation matrices are 
somewhat unwieldy when used to specify an orientation. A human 
operator at a computer terminal who wishes to type in the specification 
of the desired orientation of a robot's hand would have a hard time to 
input a nine-element matrix with orthonormal columns. A representation 
which requires only three numbers would be simpler. The following 
sections introduce several such representations. 

X-Y-Z fixed angles 

One method of describing the orientation of a frame {B} is as follows: 

Start with the frame coincident with a ku<)wn reference frame {A}. 
First rotate {B} about XA by an angle " then rotate about fA by an 
angle ,8, and then rotate about ZA by an angle u. 

Each of the three rotations takes place about an axis in the fixed 
reference frame, {A}. We will call this cOllvention for specifying an ori
entation X-Y -Z fixed angles. The word "fixed" refers to the fact that 
the rotations are specified about the fixed (i.e., non-moving) reference 
frame (Fig. 2.17). Sometimes this convention is referred to as roll, pitch, 
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z, 

2, 

FIGURE 2.17 X-Y-Z fixed angles. Rotations are performed in the order 
Rx(--y), Ry(.B), Rz(a). 

yaw angles, but care must be used, as this name is often given to other 
related but different conventions. 

The derivation of the equivalent rotation matrix, ~RxYz(1, {3, a), is 
straightforward because all rotations occur about axes of the reference 
frame: 

[

'" -m 0] [ ,~ 
=sa co: 0 0 

001-sj3 
(2.63) 

where ca is shorthand for cos 0: and so: for sin a, etc. It is extremely 
important to understand the order of rotations used in (2.63). Thinking 
in terms of rotations as operators, we have applied the rotations (from 
the right) of Rxb), then Ry({3), and then Rz(a). Multiplying (2.63) 
out, we obtain 

[ 

ca:.c/3 casj3s1 - saC{ co:sj3cr + sasl] 
~Rxyz(r,.8,o:)= sacj3 so:sj3s1+co:c{ So:sj3cl-CO:Sf . 

-s/3 c{3s1 c{3C"'( 
(2.64) 

Keep in mind that the definition given here specifies the order of the 
three rotations. Equation (2.64) is correct only for rotations performed 
in the order: about XA by")" about YA by /3, about ZA bya. 

The inverse problem, that of extracting equivalent X-Y-Z fixed 
angles from a rotation matrix is often of interest. The solution depends 
on solving a set of transcendental equations: there are nine equations and 
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three unknowns if (2.64) is equated to a given rotation matrix. Amongst 
the nine equations are six dependencies, so essentially we have three 
equations and three unknowns. Let 

(2.65) 

From (2.64) we see that by taking the square root of the sum of 
the squares of Tn and TZI we can compute cosj3. Then, we can solve 
for j3 with the arc tangent of -T31 over the computed cosine. Then, as 
long as cj3 '" 0 we can solve for Q by taking the arc tangent of T2dcj3 
over Tll /Cj3, and we can solve for 'Y by taking the arc tangent of T32/Cj3 
over T33/cj3. 

In summary: 

a = Atan2(Tzdc/3, Tll/c/3), 

f = Atan2(T32/c/3, T33/c/3), 

where Atan2(y,x) is a two-argument arc tangent function.* 

(2.66) 

Although a second solution exists, by using the positive square root 
in the formula for j3, we always compute the single solution for which 
-90.0° :::; j3 ::; 90.0°. This is usually a good practice, since we can then 
define one-to-one mapping functions between various representations of 
orientation. However, in some cases, calculating all solutions is important 
(more on this in Chapter 4). If j3 = ±90.0° (so that cj3 = 0), the solution 
of (2.66) degenerates. In those cases, only the sum or the difference of Q 

and 'Y may be computed. One possible convention is to choose Q = 0.0 
in these cases, which has the results given below. 

If j3 = 90.0°, then a solution may be calculated as 

j3 = 90.0°, 

a = 0.0. (2.67) 

* Atan2(y,x) computes tan-l(~) but uses the signs of both X and y 
to determine the quadrant in which the resulting angle lies. For example, 
Atan2(-2.0,-2.0) = -l35°; whereas Atan2(2.0,2.0) = 45°, a distinction 
which would be lost with a single-argument arc tangent function. As we are 
frequently computing angles which can range over a full 3600

, we will make 
use of the Atan2 function regularly. Note that Atan2 becomes undefined when 
both arguments are zero. It is sometimes called a "4_quadrant arc tangent," 
and some programming language libraries have it predefined. 
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If (3 = -90.0°, then a solution may be calculated as 

fJ = -90.0°, 

0: = 0.0. (2.68) 

Z-Y-X Euler angles 
Another possible description of a frame {B} is as follows: 

Start with the frame coincident with a known frame {A}. First rotate 
{B} about ZB by an angle Lt, then rotate about YB by an angle (3, and 
then rotate about X B by an angle ,_ 

In this representation, each rotation is performed about an axis of 
the moving system {B}, rather than the fixed reference, {A}. Such a 
set of three rotations are called Euler angles. Note that each rotation 
takes place about an axis whose location depends upon the preceding 
rotations. Because the three rotations occur about the axes Z, Y, and 
X, we will call this representation Z-Y-X Euler angles. 

Figure 2.18 shows the axes of {B} after each Euler angle rotation is 
applied. Rotation 0: about Z causes X to rotate into X', and Y to rotate 
into yl, and so on. An additional "prime" gets added to each axis with 
each rotation. A rotation matrix which is parameterized by Z-Y-X Euler 
angles will be indicated with the notation ~Rz'Y'x,(o:,(3,l'). Note that 
we have added "primes" to the subscripts to indicate that this rotation 
is described by Euler angles. 

z~ z, 
2~ ,. 

z, 
Z, iF Y~ 

Y, 
Y~ , 

Y, 

Y, Y, 

~ 

x~ 

XA 

ii, x~ 
xn x, 

FIGURE 2.18 Z-V-X Euler angles. 
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With reference to Fig. 2.18, we can use the intermediate frames {Bf} 
and {BIf} in order to give an expression for ~Rz'y' x' (et,;3, I)' Thinking 
of the rotations as descriptions of these frames, we can immediately write 

A A B' B" 
BR= B,R B"R B R, (2.69) 

where each of the relative descriptions on the right-hand side of (2.69) 
is given by the statement of the Z-V-X Euler angle convention. Namely, 
the final orientation of {B} is given relative to {A} as 

~Rz'y'x' = Rz(o) Ry(/3l RxCrl 

[
= -,a 0] [ ,~ 
sacoO 0 
o 0 1 -s/3 

where ro = COSet and Set = sinet, etc. Multiplying out, we obtain 

[

CQC/3 ws/38""f - sew)' cos/3q + SCtS,] 
~Rz'y'x,(Ct.i3,,"rl= SQc/3 SQsi3s,+wC"")' so:s/3q-ws, . 

-si3 ci3s, ci3C"")' 

(2.70) 

(2.71) 

Note that the result is exactly the same as that obtained for the same 
three rotations taken in the opposite order about fixed axes! This 
somewhat nonintuitive result holds in general: three rotations taken 
about fixed axes yield the same final orientation as the same three 
rotations taken in opposite order about the axes of the moving frame. 

Since (2.71) is equivalent to (2.64), there is no need to repeat 
the solution for extracting Z-V-X Euler angles from a rotation matrix. 
That is, (2.66) can also be used to solve for Z-Y-X Euler angles which 
correspond to a given rotation matrix. 

Z-Y-Z Euler angles 

Another possible description of a frame {B} is as follows: 

Start with the frame coincident with a known frame {A}. First rotate 
{B} about Za by an angle 0:, then rotate about fa by an angle /3, 
and then rotate about Z B by an angle 1. 

Note that since rotations are described relative to the frame we are 
moving, {E}, this is an Euler angle descriptioii. Because the three rota
tions occur about the axes Z, Y, and Z, we will call this representation 
Z-Y-Z Euler angles. 

Following a development exactly as in the last section we arrive at 
the following equivalent rotation matrix: 

[ 

wc/3q - so.s, 
~Rz,y'z,(a,/3,,) = SQc/3q+cas, 

-si3C)' 

-Co.ci3s, - saC"")' 
-so:c/38""y + WC"")' 

s/3s, 
(2.72) 
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The solution for extracting Z-Y-Z Euler angles from a rotation 
matrix is stated below. 

Given 

If sin;3 f= 0, then 

fJ = Atan2( .jT~1 + T~2' Tn), 

0: = Atan2(T2dsfJ, TI3/SfJ), 

I' = Atan2(T3:.isfJ, -T3t!SfJ)· 

(2.73) 

(2.74) 

Although a second solution exists, by using the positive square root 
in the formula for 13, we always compute the single solution for which 
0.0:$ (3:$ 180.0°. If (3 = 0.0 or 180.0°, the solution of (2.74) degenerates. 
In those cases, only the sum or the difference of 0: and '"Y may be 
computed. One possible convention is to choose 0: = 0.0 in these cases, 
which hM the results given below. 

If (3 = 0.0, then a solution may be calculated as 

Q = 0.0, (2.75) 

If;3 = 180.0°, then a solution may be calculated M 

13 = 180.00
, 

0: = 0.0, (2.76) 

1= Atan2(r I 2, -rIll· 

Other angle set conventions 
In the preceding subsections we have seen three conventions for specify
ing orientation, X-Y-Z fixed angles, Z-Y-X Euler angles, and Z-Y-Z Euler 
angles. Each of these conventions requires performing three rotations 
about principal axes in a certain order. These conventions are examples 
of a set of 24 conventions which we will call angle set conventions. Of 
these, 12 conventions are for fixed angle sets, and 12 are for Euler angle 
sets. Note that because of the duality of fixed angle sets and Euler angle 
sets, there are really only 12 unique parameterizations of a rotation 
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matrix using successive rotations about principal axes. While there is 
often no particular reason to favor one convention over another, since 
various authors adopt different ones, it is useful to list the equivalent 
rotation matrices for all 24 conventions. Appendix B (in the back of the 
book) gives the equivalent rotation matrices for all 24 conventions. 

Equivalenl angle-axis 

With the notation Rx(30.0) we give the description of an orientation 
by giving an axis, X, and an angle, 30.0 degrees. This is an example 
of an equivalent angle-axis representation. If the axis is a general 
direction (rat.her than one of the unit directions) any orientation may be 
obtained through proper axis and angle selection. Consider the following 
description of a frame {B}: 

Start with the frame coincident with a known frame {A}. Then rotate 
{B} about the vector Aj{ by an angle B according to the right-hand 
rule. 

Vector k is sometimes called the equivalent axis of a finite rotation. 
A general orientation of {B} relative to {A} may be written as ~R(i(, 8) 
or RK(B) and will be called the equivalent angle-axis representation.~ 
The specification of the vector Ai( requires only two parameters because 
its length is always taken to be one. The angle specifies a third param
eter. Often we will multiply the unit direction, i(, with the amount of 
rotation, B, to form a compact 3 x 1 vector description of orientation, 
denoted by K (no "hat"). See Fig. 2.19. 

When the axis of rotation is chosen as one of the principal axes of 
{A}, then the equivalent rotation matrix takes on the familiar form of 
planar rotations: 

[~ 
0 

-'~n'l' RxUJ) = r.osO 
sinB cosO 

(2.77) 

[ 00,0 0 "n'l Ry(B) = -~nB 
1 o , 
0 cdsO 

(2.78) 

[ COO 0 
-sinO 

!l Rz(O) = Si~O =, 
0 

(2.79) 

~ That such a k and 0 exist for any orientation of {B} relative to {A} was 
shown originally by Euler, and is known as Euler's theorem on rotation [3]. 
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IAI 

IBI 

FIGURE 2.19 Equivalent angle-axis representation. 

If the axis of rotation is a general axis, it can be shown (see Exercise 
2.6) that the equivalent rotation matrix is 

[ 

k",k",vO + cO kxkyvO - kzsO kxkzvO + kySO] 
RK(O)= kxkyvO+kzsO kykyvO+c8 kykzvO-kxsO. 

kxkzvO-kysO kykzvO+kxsO kzkzvO+cO 
(2.80) 

Where c8 = cosO, sB = sinB, vB = 1- cosB, and A k = [kx ky kzlT. The 
sign of B is determined by the right-hand rule with the thumb pointing 
along the positive sense of A k. 

Equation (2.80) converts from angle-axis representation to rotation 
matrix representation. Note that given any axis of rotation and any 
angular amount, we can easily construct an equivalent rotation matrix. 

The inverse problem, namely that of determining k and () from 
a given rotation matrix, is left as an exercise (Exercises 2.6, 2.7). A 
partial result is given below [3]. If 

(2.81) 

then 

(2.82) 
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This solution always computes a value of B between 0 and 180 degrees, 
For any axis-angle pair (A X, (J) there is another pair, namely (_A X, -B), 
which results in the same orientation in space, with the same rotation 
matrix describing it. Therefore in converting from a rotation matrix into 
angle-axis representation, we are faced with choosing between solutions. 
A more serious problem is that for small angular rotations, the axis 
becomes ill-defined. Clearly, if the amount of rotation goes to zero, the 
axis of rotation becomes completely undefined. The solution given by 
(2.82) fails if B = 0° or (J = 180°. See Exercise 2.7. 

_ •••••••• _ EXAMPLE 2.8 

A frame {B} is described as follows: initially coincident with {A} we 
rotate {B} about the vector AX = [0.707 0.707 O.O]T (passing through 
the origin) by an amount (J = 30 degrees. Give the frame description 
of {E}. 

Substituting into (2.80) yields the rotation matrix part of the frame 
description, Since there was no translation of the origin the position 
vector is [0 0 of. So; 

[ 

0.933 

AT = 0.067 
B -0,354 

0.0 

0.067 0.354 000] 
0.933 -0.354 0.0 
0.354 0.866 0.0 . 
0,0 0.0 1.0 

• (2.83) 

Up to this point, all rotations we have discussed have been about 
axes which pass through the origin of the reference system. If we 
encounter a problem for which this is not true, we may reduce the 
problem to the "axis through the origin" case by defining additional 
frames whose origins lie on the axis, and then solving a transform 
equation. 

EXAMPLE 2.9 

A frame {B} is described as follows: initially coincident with {A} we 
rotate {B} about the vector AX = [0.707 0.707 O.ot, passing through 
the point A P = [1.0 2.0 3.0], by an amount () = 30 degrees. Give the 
frame description of {B}. 

Before performing the rotation, {A} and {B} are coincident. As 
shown in Fig. 2.20, we define two new frames, {A'} and {B'}, which are 
coincident with each other and have the same orientation as {A} and 
{B} respectively, but are translated relative to {A} by an offset which 
places their origins on the axis of rotation. We will choose 

[

1.0 00 
0.0 1.0 
0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 

0.0 1.0] 
0.0 2.0 
1.0 3.0 
0.0 1.0 

(2.84) 
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{B'} 
K 

~ 

{A} 
{B} 

FIGURE 2.20 Rotation about an axis which does not pass through the 
origin of {A}. Initially, {B} was coincident with {A}. 

Similarly the description of {E} in terms of {E/} is 

[

1.0 0.0 0.0 -1.0] 
f T = 0.0 1.0 0.0 -2.0 . 

0.0 0.0 1.0 -3.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 

(2.85) 

Now, keeping other relationships fixed, we can rotate {E'} relative to 
{A'}. This is a rotation about an axis which passes through the origin, so 
we may use (2.80) to compute {E/} relative to {A'}. Substituting into 
(2.80) yields the rotation matrix part of the frame description. Since 
there was no translation of the origin, the position vector is [0 0 OJT. 
SO we have 

[ 

0.933 0.067 0.354 0.0] 
A'T = 0.067 0.933 -0.354 0.0 
B' -0.354 0.354 0.866 0.0 . 

0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 

(2.86) 

Finally, we can write a transform equation to compute the desired frame, 

(2.87) 
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which evaluates to 

[ 

0.933 0.067 
AT = 0.067 0.933 
B -0.354 0.354 

0.000 0.000 

0.354 -1.13] 
-0.354 1.13 

0.866 0.05' 
0.000 1.00 

(2.88) 

A rotation about an axis which does not pass through the origin causes 
a change in position, plus the same final orientation as if the axis had 
passed through the origin. Note that we could have used any definition 
of {A'} and {B'} such that their origins were on the axis of rotation. 
Our particular choice of orientation was arbitrary, and our choice of the 
position of the origin was one of an infinity of possible choices lying along 
the axis of rotation. Also, see Exercise 2.14. • 

Euler parameters 
Another representation of orientation is by means of four numbers called 
the Euler parallleters. Although complete discussion is beyond the 
scope of the book, we state the convention here for reference. 

In terms of the equivalent axis k = [k., ky kz( and the equivalent 
angle B, the Euler parameters are given by 

k . , 
CJ = "slll2 

k 
. , 

02 = ySlll2 

k . e 
os = zSlll2 , 
€4=COS 2 

(2.89) 

It is then clear that these four quantities are not independent, but that 

(2.90) 

must always hold. Hence, an orientation might be visualized as a point 
on a unit hypersphere in four-dimensional space. 

Sometimes, the Euler parameters are viewed as a 3 x 1 vector plus 
a scalar. However, viewing them as a 4 x 1 vector, the Euler parameters 
are also known as a unit quaternion. 

The rotation matrix, R" which is equivalent to a set of Euler 
parameters is given as 

2(CIC2 - 0S04) 
1-2c!-2E~ 

2(02 0S+01 C4) 

(2.91) 
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Given a rotation matrix, the equivalent Euler parameters are 

4,. 
1 

€4 = 2"yl+rll +r22+ r33 

(2.92) 

Note that (2.92) is not useful"in a computational sense if the rotation 
matrix represents a rotation of 180 degrees about some axis, since €4 goes 
to zero. However, it can be shown that in the limit all the expressions in 
(2.92) remain finite even for this case. In fact, by noting the definitions 
in (2.89), it is clear that all €; remain on the interval [-1,1]. 

Taught and predefined orientations 
In many robot systems it will be possible to "teach" positions and 
orientations using the robot itself. The manipulator is moved to a desired 
location and this position is recorded. A frame taught in this manner 
need not necessarily be one to which the robot will be commanded to 
return; it could be a part location or a fixture location. In other words, 
the robot is used as a measuring tool having six degrees of freedom. 
Teaching an orientation like this completely obviates the need for the 
human programmer to deal with orientation representation at all. In the 
computer the taught point is stored as a rotation matrix, or whatever, 
but the user never has to see or understand it. Robot systems which 
allow teaching of frames using the robot are thus highly recommended. 

Besides teaching frames some systems might have a set of predefined 
orientations like "pointing down" or "pointing left." These specifications 
are very easy for humans to deal with. However, if this were the only 
means of describing and specifying orientation, the system would be 
very limited. 

2.9 Transformation of free vectors 

We have been concerned mostly with position vectors in this chapter. In 
later chapters we will discuss velocity and force vectors as well. These 
vectors will transform differently because they are a different type of 
vector. 

In mechanics one makes a distinction between the equality and the 
equivalence of vectors. Two vectors are equal if they have the same 
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dimensions, magnit'ude, and direction. Two vectors which are considered 
equal may have different lines of actions, for example, the three equal 
vectors in Fig 2.21. These velocity vectors have the same dimensions, 
magnitude, and direction, and so are equal according to our definition. 

Two vectors are equivalent in a certain capacity if each produces 
the very same effect in this capacity. Thus, if the criterion in Fig. 2.21 
is distance traveled, all three vectors give the same result and are 
thus equivalent in this capacity. If the criterion is height above the xy 
plane, then the vectors are not equivalent despite their equality. Thus, 
relationships between vectors and notions of equivalence depend entirely 
on the situation at hand. Furthermore, vectors which are not equal may 
cause equivalent effects in certain cases. 

We will define two basic classes of vector quantities which may be 
helpful. 

A line vector refers to a vector which, along with direction and 
magnitude, is also dependent on its line of action as far as determining 
its effects is concerned. Often the effects of a force vector depend upon 
its line of action (or point of application), and so it would be considered 
a line vector. 

A free vector refers to a vector which may be positioned anywhere 
in space without loss or change of meaning provided that magnitude 
and direction are preserved. 

For example, a pure moment vector is always a free vector. If we 
have a moment vector, B N, which is known in terms of {B}, then we 

y 

FIGURE 2.21 Equal velocity vectors. 
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calculate the same moment in terms of frame {A} as 

(2.93) 

That is, since all that counts is the magnitude and direction (in the case 
of a free vector), only the rotation matrix relating the two systems is 
used in transforming. The relative locations of the origins does not enter 
into the calculation. 

Likewise, a velocity vector written in {B}, BV, is written in {A} as 

(2.94) 

The velocity of a point is a free vector, so all that is important is its 
direction and magnitude. The operation of rotation (as in (2.94» does 
not affect the magnitude, and accomplishes the rotation which changes 
the description of the vector from {B} to {A}. Note that, APBORG which 
would appear in a position vector transformation, does not appear in 
a velocity transform. For example, in Fig. 2.22, if BV = 5X, then 
AV = 5Y. 

Velocity vectors and force and moment vectors will be more fully 
introduced in Chapter 5. 

IE} 

2, 

Y, ,,----_Y, 
• ~/ 

2/ 
)-----.... x, . I AI 

FIGURE 2.22 Transforming velocities. 
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2.10 Computational considerations 

The availability of inexpensive computing power is largely responsible 
for the growth of the robotics industry; yet for some time to come, 
efficient computation will remain an important issue in the design of a 
manipulation system. 

While the homogeneous representation is useful as a conceptual 
entity, typical transformation software used in industrial manipulation 
systems does not make use of them dire-ctiy since the time spent multi
plying by zeros and ones is wasteful. Usually, the computations shown 
in (2.41) and (2.45) are performed, rather than the direct multiplication 
or inversion of 4 x 4 matrices. 

The order in which transformations are applied can make a large 
difference in the amount of computation required to compute the same 
quantity. Consider performing multiple rotations of a vector, as in 

(2.95) 

One choice is to first multiply the three rotation matrices together, to 
form "bR in the expression 

(2.96) 

Forming "bR from its three constituents requires 54 multiplications and 
36 additions. Perfonning the final matrix-vector multiplication of (2.96) 
requires an additional 9 multiplications and 6 additions, bringing the 
total to 63 multiplicatioIlB, 42 additions. 

If instead we transform the vector through the matrices one at a 
time, i.e., 

(2.97) 

Ap = Ap, 

the total computation requires only 27 multiplications and 18 additions, 
less than half the computations required by the other method. 

Of course, in some cases, the relationships ~R, {jR, and <j;R may 
be constant, and there may be many D Pi which need to be transformed 
into A Pi' In this case, it is more efficient to calculate "bR once, and then 
use it for all future mappings. See also Exercise 2.16. 
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EXAMPLE 2.10 

Give a method of computing the product of two rotation matrices, 
~R ~R, using less than 27 multiplications and 18 additions. 

Where Ii are the columns of ~R, and 6, are the three columns of 
the result, compute 

(2.98) 

which requires 24 multiplications and 15 additions. _ 
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Exercises 

2.1 [15] A vector Ap is rotated about ZA bye degrees and is subsequently 
rotated about XA by </> degrees. Give the rotation matrix which accom
plishes these rotations in the given order. 

2.2 [151 A vector A P is rotated about YA by 30 degrees and is subsequently 
rotated about X A by 45 degrees. Give the rotation matrix which accom
plishes these rotations in the given order. 

2.3 [16] A frame {B} is located as follows: initially coincident with a frame 
{A} we rotate,{B} about ZB bye degrees and then we rotate the resulting 
frame about X B by </> degrees. Give the rotation matrix which will change 
the description of vectors from Bp to Ap. 

2.4 [16] A frame {B} is located as follows: initially coincident with a frame 
{A} we rotate {B} about ZB by 30 degrees and then we rotate the 
resulting frame about X B by 45 degrees. Give the rotation matrix which 
will change the description of vectors from Bp to A P. 

2.5 [13] ~R is a 3 x 3 matrix with eigenvalues 1, e+ OCi , and e-e>i, where 
i = A. What is the physical meaning of the eigenvector of ~R 
associated with the eigenvalue I? 
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2.6 [21] Derive equation (2.80). 

2.7 [24] Describe (or program) an algorithm which extracts the equivalent 
angle and axis of a rotation matrix. Equation (2.82) is a good start, 
but make sure your algorithm handles the special cases of e = 00 and 
e = 180°. 

2.8 [29] Write a subroutine which changes representation of orientation from 
rotation matrix form to equivalent angle-axis form. A Pascal-style proce
dure declaration would begin: 

Procedure RMTOAA{VAR R:mat33; VAR K:vec3; VAR theta: real); 

Write another subroutine which changes from equivalent angle-axis 
representation to rotation matrix representation: 

Procedure AATORM(VAR K:vec3; VAR theta: real: VAR R:mat33); 

Run these procedures on several cases of test data back-to-back and 
verify that you get back what you put in. Include some of the difficult 
cases! 

2.9 [27] Do Exercise 2.8 for roll, pitch, yaw angles about fixed axes. 

2.10 [27] Do Exercise 2.8 for Z-Y-Z Euler angles. 

2.11 [10] Under what condition do two rotation matrices representing finite 
rotations commute? A proof is not required. 

2.12 [14] A velocity vector is given by 

2.13 

[

10.0] 
BV= 20.0 . 

30.0 

Given 

[

0.866 -0.500 0.000 
0.500 0.866 0.000 
0.000 0.000 1.000 
o 0 0 

compute AV. 

11.0] -3.0 
9.0 ' 
1 

[21] The following frame definitions are given as known. Draw a frame dia-
gram (like that of Fig. 2.15) which qualitatively shows their arrangement. 
Solve for f$T. 

[0866 -0.500 0.000 110 ] 
~T= 

0.500 0.866 0.000 -1.0 
0.000 0.000 1.000 8.0 ' 

° 0 ° 1 

[1000 0.000 o.odO 00 ] BT = 0.000 0.866 -0.500 10.0 
A 0.000 0.500 0.866 -20.0 ' 

0 0 0 1 

[0866 -0.500 0.000 ~30] 
5T= 0.433 0.750 -0.500 -3.0 

0.250 0.433 0.866 3.0 . 

0 0 0 1 
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2.14 [31] Develop a general formula to obtain ~T, where: starting from initial 
coincidence, {B} is rotated by B about K where K passes through the 
point Ap (not through the origin of {A} in general). 

2.15 [34] {A} and {B} are frames differing only in orientation. {B} is attained 
as follows: starting coincident with {A}, {B} is rotated by B radians about 
unit vector k. That is, 

Show that 

where 

IC~[~' 
-k, 

2.16 [22] A vector must be mapped through three rotation matrices: 

One choice is to first multiply the three rotation matrices together, to 
form 'riR in the expression: 

Another choice is to transfonn the vector through the matrices one at a 
time; that is, 

Ap= :'R~RgRDp 

Ap= 'i,R~Rcp 

Ap='i,RBp 

Ap= Ap' 

Because D P is changing at 100 Hz, we must recalculate A P at this rate. 
However, the three rotation matrices are also changing as determined by 
a vision system which gives us new values for 1,R, gR, and gR at 30 
Hz. What is the best way to organize the computation to minimize the 
calculation effort (multiplications and additions)? 

2.17 [161 Another familiar set of three coordinates which can be used to 
describe a point in space is cylindrical coordinates. The three coordinates 
are defined as illustrated in Fig. 2.23. The coordinate B gives a direction in 
the xy plane along which to radially translate by an amount r. Finally, z 
is given to specify the height above the xy-plane. Determine the Cartesian 
coordinates of the point A P in terms of the cylindrical coordinates B, r, 
and z. 
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{A{ 

,if,.,------Tt---. Y, 
z 

\ 

-.....J , \ 
\ 

FIGURE 2.23 Cylindrical coordinates. 

2.18 [18] Another set of three coordinates which can be used to describe a point 
in space are spherical coordinates. The three coordinates are defined as 
illustrated in Fig. 2.24. The angles a and {3 can be thought of as describing 
azimuth and elevation of a ray projecting into space. The third coordinate, 
r, is the radial distance along that ray to the point being described. 
Determine the Cartesian coordinates of the point A P in terms of the 
spherical coordinates 0;, {3, and r. 

2.19 [241 An object is rotated about its X axis by an amount ¢J, and then it is 
rotated about its new Y axis by an amount 'IjJ. From our study of Euler 
angles, we know that the resulting orientation is given by: 

Whereas if the two rotations had occurred about axes of the fixed reference 
frame, the result would be 

Ry(¢)Rx(¢)· 

It appears that the order of multiplication depends upon whether rotations 
are described relative to fixed axes, or those of the frame being moved. 
It is more appropriate, however, to realize that in the case of specifying 
a rotation about an axis of the frame being moved, we are specifying a 
rotation in the fixed system given by (for this example) 
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{A} 

• lAp 

I 
I 
I 

B I 
~-C-+ __ -,I_--+ YA 

FIGURE 2.24 Spherical coordinates. 
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This similarity transform [1], mnltiplying the original Rx(¢) on the left 
reduces to the resulting expression in which it looks as if the order of 
matrix multiplication has been reversed. Taking this viewpoint, give a 
derivation for the form of the rotation matrix which is equivalent to the 
Z-Y-Z Euler angle set (a,/3,/) (the result is given by (2.72)). 

2.20 [20] Imagine rotating a vector Q about a vector K by an amount (/ to 
form a new vector, Q'. That is, 

Use (2.80) to derive Rodriques' formula, which is 

Q' = Qcos(J + sin(J(K x Q) + (1 - cose)(K. Q)K. 

2.21 [15J For sufficiently small rotations so that the approximations sin (J = (J, 
cos e = 1, and (J2 = 0 hold, derive the rotation matrix equivalent to a 
rotation of (J about a general axis, K. Start with (2.80) for your derivation. 

2.22 [20J Using the result from Exercise 2.21, show that two infinitesimal 
rotations commute (Le., the order in which the rotations are performed 
is not important). 

2.23 [25] Give an algorithm to construct the definition of a frame ~T from 
three points U P l , U P2 , and u P3 , where the following is known about 
these points: 

1) U PI is at the origin of {A}. 

2) U P2 lies somewhere on the positive X axis of {A}. 

3) U P3 lies near the positive Y axis in the XY plane of {A}. 
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2.30 [151 Referring to Fig. 2.25, give the value of r:i.T. 
2.31 [15J Referring to Fig. 2.26, give the value of ~T. 

2.32 [15] Referring to Fig. 2.26, give the value of ;jT. 
2.33 [15] Referring to Fig. 2.26, give the value of !ST. 
2.34 [151 Referring to Fig. 2.26, give the value of ;iT. 
2.35 [20] Prove that the determinant of any rotation matrix is always equal 

to 1. 

2.36 [36J A rigid body moving in a plane (Le., in 2-space) has three degrees of 
freedom. A rigid body moviny in 3-space has 6 degrees of freedom. Show 
that a body in N-space has "2(N2 + N) degrees of freedom. 

2.37 [15] Given 

[025 0.43 0.86 50] AT = 0.87 -0.50 0.00 -4.0 
B 0.43 0.75 -0.50 3.0 ' 

0 0 0 1 

what is the (2,4) element of ~T? 

2.38 [25] Imagine two unit vectors, VI and V2, embedded in a rigid body. Note 
that no matter how the body is rotated, the geometric angle between these 
two vectors is preserved (Le., rigid body rotation is an "angle-preserving~ 
operation). Use this fact to give a concise (four- or five-line) proof that the 
inverse of a rotation matrix must equal its transpose, and that a rotation 
matrix is orthonormal. 

2.39 [37] Give an algorithm (perhaps in the fonn of a Pascal program) which 
computes the unit quaternion corresponding to a given rotation matrix. 
Use (2.91) as starting point. 

2.40 [33] Give an algorithm (perhaps in the form of a Pascal program) which 
computes the Z-X-Z Euler angles corresponding to a given rotation matrix. 
See Appendix B. 

2.41 [33J Give an algorithm (perhaps in the form of a Pascal program) which 
computes the X-Y-X fixed angles corresponding to a given rotation matrix. 
See Appendix B. 

Programming Exercise (Part 2) 

1. If your function library does not include an Atan2 function subroutine, 
write one. 

2. To make a friendly user interface, we wish to describe orientations in the 
planar world with a single angle, 0, instead of a 2 x 2 rotation matrix. The 
user will always communicate in terms of angle 0, but internally we will 
need the rotation matrix form. For the position vector part of a frame, the 
user will specify an x and a y value. So, we want to allow the user to specify 
a frame as a 3-tuple: (x, y, 0). Internally, we wish to use a 2 x 1 position 
vector and a 2 x 2 rotation matrix, so we need conversion routines. Write a 
subroutine whose Pascal definition would begin: 
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Procedure UTOl(VAR uform: vec3; VAR iform: frame); 

Where "UTOl" stands for "User form TO Internal form." The first argument 
is the 3-tuple (x, y, e), and the second argument is oftype frame. The type 
"frame" consists of a (2xI) position vector and a (2x2) rotation matrix. If 
you wish, you may represent the frame with a (3x3) homogeneous transform 
in which the third row is [ 0 0 1]. The inverse routine will also be necessary: 

Procedure lTOU(VAR iform: frame; VAR uform: vec3); 

3. Write a subroutine to mUltiply two transforms together. Use the following 
procedure heading: 

Procedure TMULT(VAR brela, crelb, creIa: frame); 

The first two arguments are inputs, and the third is an output. Note that the 
names of the arguments document what the program does (brela = ~T). 

4. Write a subroutine to invert a transform. Use the following procedure 
heading: 

Procedure TlNVERT(VAR breIa, arelb: frame); 

The first argument is the input, the second the output. Note that the names 
of the arguments document what the program does (brela =~ T). 

5. The following frame definitions are given as known. These frames are input 
in the user representation of [x y OJ (where 0 is in degrees). Draw a 
frame diagram (like Fig. 2.15, only in 2-D) which qualitatively shows their 
arrangement. Write a program which calls TMULT and TINVERT (defined in 
3 and 4 above) as many times as needed to solve for {!.T. 

:iT = [x y '] ~ ]11.0 -1.0 30.0], 

~T= [x y 0] ~ ]0.0 70 45.0] , 

gT= [x y '] ~ ]-3.0 -3.0 - 30.0J. 

Print out fET in both internal and user representation. 
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MANIPULATOR 
KINEMATICS 

3.1 Introduction 

Kinematics is the science of motion which treats motion without regard 
to the forces that cause it. Within the science of kinematics one studies 
the position, velocity, acceleration, and all higher order derivatives of 
the position variables (with respect to time or any other variable(s)), 
Hence, the study of the kinematics of manipulators refers to all the 
geometrical and time-based properties of the motion. The relationships 
between these motions and the forces and torques which cause them is 
the problem of dynamics and is the subject of Chapter 6. 

In this chapter, we consider position and orientation of the manip
ulator linkages in static situations. In Chapters 5 and 6 we will consider 
the kinematics when velocities and accelerations are involved. 

In order to deal with the complex geometry of a manipulator we will 
affix frames to the various parts of the mechanism and then describe the 
relationship between these frames. The study of manipulator kinematics 
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involves, among other things, how the locations of these frames change as 
the mechanism articulates. The central topic of this chapter is a method 
to compute the position and orientation of the manipulator's end-effector 
relative to the base of the manipulator as a function of the joint variables. 

3.2 Link description 

A manipulator may be thought of as a set of bodies connected in a chain 
by joints. These bodies are called links. Joints form a connection between 
a neighboring pair of links. The term lower pair is used to describe 
the connection between a pair of bodies when the relative motion is 
characterized by two surfaces sliding over one another. Figure 3.1 shows 
the six possible lower pair joints. 

Due to mechanical design considerations, manipulators are generally 
constructed from joints which exhibit just one degree of freedom. Most 
manipulators have revolute joints or have sliding joints called pris
matic joints. In the rare case that a mechanism is built with a joint 
having n degrees of freedom, it can be modeled as n joints of one degree 

47 ~ 
Revolute Prismatic 

~ ~~I 
Cylindrical Planar 

Screw Spherical 

FIGURE 3.1 The six possible lower pair joints. 
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of freedom connected with n - 1 links of zero length. Therefore, without 
loss of generality, we will consider only manipulators which have joints 
with a single degree of freedom. 

The links are numbered starting from the immobile base of the 
arm, which might be called link O. The first moving body is link 1, 
and so on, out to the free end of the arm, which is link n. In order to 
position an end-effector generally in 3-space, a minimum of six joints 
is required. * Typical manipulators have five or six joints. Some robots 
may actually not be as simple as a single kinematic chain-they may 
have parallelogram linkages or other closed kinematic structures. We 
will consider one such manipulator later in this chapter. 

A single link of a typical robot has many attributes which a 
mechanical designer had to consider during its design. These include the 
type of material used, the strength and stiffness of the link, the location 
and type of the joint bearings, the external shape, the weight and inertia, 
etc. However, for the purposes of obtaining the kinematic equations of 
the mechanism, a link is considered only as a rigid body which defines the 
relationship between two neighboring joint axes of a manipulator. Joint 
axes are defined by lines in space. Joint axis i is defined by a line in space, 
or a vector direction, about which link i rotates relative to link i - L It 
turns out that for kinematic purposes, a link can be specified with two 
numbers which define the relative location of the two axes in space. 

For any two axes in 3-space there exists a well-defined measure of 
distance between them. This distance is measured along a line which is 
mutually perpendicular to both axes. This mutual perpendicular always 
exists and is unique except when both axes are parallel, in which case 
there are many mutual perpendiculars of equal length. Figure 3,2 shows 
link i-I and the mutually perpendicular line along which the link 
length, ai_I' is measured. Another way to visualize the link parameter 
ai _ l is to imagine an expanding cylinder whose axis is the joint i-I 
axis - when it just touches joint axis i the radius of the cylinder is 
equal to ai_t. 

The second parameter needed to define the relative location of the 
two axes is called the link twist. If we imagine a plane whose normal 
is the mutually perpendicular line just constructed, we can project both 
axes i-I and i onto this plane and measure the angle between them. 
This angle is measured from axis i T 1 to axis i in the right-hand sense 
about ai_I' t We will use this definition of the twist of link i-I, ai_I' In 
Fig. 3.2, Q;-1 is indicated as the angle between axis i-I and axis i (the 
lines with the triple hash marks are parallel). In the case of intersecting 
axes, twist is measured in the plane containing both axes, but the sense 

* This makes good intuitive sense as the description of an object in space 
requires six parameters-three for position and three for orientation. 

t In this case Ui_l is given a direction as pointing from axis i-I to axis i. 
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Axis i-I 
Llnki -1 

I~-..'::.::."' -'---.' ---1 

I 
I~ 

I 

f 

Axisi 

FIGURE 3.2 The kinematic function of a link is to maintain a fixed 
relationship between the two joint axes it supports. This relationship can be 
described with two parameters, the link length, a, and the link twist, Q. 

of 0:;_1 is lost. In this special case, one is free to assign the sign of 0:,_1 

arbitrarily. 
You should convince yourself that these two parameters, length and 

twist, as defined above, can be used to define the relationship between 
any two lines (in this case axes) in space. 

_ •••••••• _ EXAMPLE 3.1 

Figure 3.3 shows the mechanical drawings of a robot link. If this link 
is used in a robot with bearing "A" used for the lower numbered joint, 
give the length and twist of this link. Assume that holes are centered 
in each bearing. 

By inspection, the common perpendicular lies right do!Vll the middle 
of the metal bar connecting the bearings, so the link length is 7 inches. 
The end view actually shows a projection of the bearings onto the plane 
whose normal is the mutual perpendicular. Link twist is measured in 
the right-hand sense about the common perpendicular from axis i-I 
to axis i, so in this example, it is clearly +45 degrees. _ 
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Bearing "A" ~ '" Bearing "B" . " / 

<"~'> T I I 0 I I 3 in. I , " / I I , , ! 1, ''\I 

1 I I ~ -J \,1' 
I I 

--{" 

~2in_""I'" 5 in. .. 1·2in.~ 

0 
i- _, , , , , , 
e:; 

FIGURE 3.3 A simple link which supports two revolute axes. 

3,3 Link connection description 

The problem of connecting the links of a robot together is again 
one filled with many questions for the mechanical designer to resolve. 
These include the strength of the joint, lubrication, bearing and gearing 
mounting, etc. However, for the investigation of kinematics, we need 
only worry about two quantities which will completely specify the way 
in which links are connected together. 

Intermediate links in the chain 

Neighboring links have a common joint axis between them. One param
eter of interconnection has to do with the distance along this common 
axis from one link to the next. This parameter is called the link offset. 
The offset at joint axis i is called d;. The second parameter describes 
the amount of rotation about this common axis between one link and 
its neighbor. This iE called the joint angle, (Ji' 

Figure 3.4 shows the interconnection of link i-I and link i. Recall 
that a

t
_ 1 is the mutual perpendicular between the two axes of link i-I. 

Likewise a; is the mutual perpendicular defined for link i. The first 
parameter of interconnection is the link offset, d;, which is the signed 
distance measured along the axis of joint i from the point where a i _ i 
intersects the axis to the point where ai intersects the axis. The offset d; 
is indicated in Fig. 3.4. The link offset d; is variable if joint i is prismatic. 
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Axisi-l Axis i 

Linki - 1 

Link! 

FIGURE 3.4 The link offset, d, and the joint angle, 0, are two parameters 
which may be used to describe the nature of the connection between 
neighboring links. 

The second parameter of interconnection is the angle made between an 
extension of a i _ 1 and ai measured about the axis of joint i. This is 
indicated in Fig. 3.4, where the lines with the double hash marks are 
parallel. This parameter is named Oi' and is variable for a revolute joint. 

First and last links in the chain 

Link length, ai' and link twist, Qi' depend on joint axes i and i+ 1. Hence 
a 1 through a"'_l and 0:1 through 0;,.,-1 are defined as discussed above in 
this section. At the ends of the chain, it will be our convention to assign 
zero to these quantities. That is, ao = an = 0.0 and Q o = an = 0.0.* 
Link offset, d" and joint angle, 0i' are well defined for joints 2 through 
n - 1 according to the conventions discussed above in this section. If 
joint I is revolute, the zero position for 01 may be chosen arbitrarily and 
d1 = 0.0 will be our convention. Similarly, if joint 1 is prismatic, the 

* In fact, an and an do not need to be defined at all. 
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zero position of d1 may be chosen arbitrarily, and 81 = 0.0 will be our 
convention. Exactly the same statements apply to joint n. 

These conventions have been chosen so that in a case where a 
quantity could be assigned arbitrarily, a zero value is assigned so that 
later calculations will be as simple as possible. 

Link parameters 

Hence any robot can be described kinematically by giving the values 
of four quantities for each link. Two describe the link itself, and two 
describe the link's connection to a neighboring link. In the usual case 
of a revolute joint, ()i is called the joint variable, and the other 
three quantities would be fixed link parameters. For prismatic joints, 
d; is the joint variable and the other three quantities are fixed link 
parameters. The definition of mechanisms by means of these quantities 
is a convention usually called the Denavit-Hartenberg notation [IJ.* 
Other methods of describing mechanisms are available but are not 
presented here. 

At this point we could inspect any mechanism and determine the 
Denavit-Hartenberg parameters which describe it. For a six-jointed robot 
18 numbers would be required to completely describe the fixed portion of 
its kinematics. In the case of a six-jointed robot with all revolute joints, 
the 18 numbers are in the form of six sets of (a., Cti , di ). 

__________ EXAMPLE 3.2 

Two links, as described in Fig. 3.3, are connected as links 1 and 2 
of a robot. Joint 2 is composed of a "B" bearing of link 1 and an "A" 
bearing of link 2 arranged so that the flat surfaces of the "A" and "B" 
bearings lie flush against each other. What is d2? 

The link offset d2 is the offset at joint 2, which is the distance, 
measured along the joint 2 axis, between the mutual perpendicular of 
link 1 and that of link 2. From the drawings in Fig. 3.3, this is 2.5 
inches. _ 

Before introducing more examples we will define a convention for 
attaching a frame to each link of the manipulator. 

* Note that many related conventions go by the name of Denavit-Hartenberg 
but differ in a few details. For example, the version used in this book differs 
from some of the robotic literature in the manner of frame numbering. Unlike 
some other conventions, in this book frame {i} is attached to link i and has 
its origin lying on joint axis i. 
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3.4 Convention for affixing frames to links 

In order to describe the location of each link relative to its neighbors 
we define a frame attached to each link. The link frames are named by 
number according to the link to which they are attached. That is, frame 
{i} is attached rigidly to link i. 

Intermediate links in the chain 

The convention we will use to locate frames on the links is as follows: 
The Z-axis of frame {i}, called Zi' is coincident with the joint axis i. The 
origin of frame {i} is located where the a i perpendicular intersects the 
joint i axis. Xi points along ai in the direction from joint i to joint i + L 

In the case of ai = 0, Xi is normal to the plane of Z; and ZH1. We 
define Cti as being measured in the right-hand sense about Xi' and so we 
see that the freedom of choosing the sign of 0i in this case corresponds 
to two choices for the direction of Xi. Y; is formed by the right-hand 
rule to complete the ith frame. Figure 3.5 shows the location of frames 
{i -l} and {i} for a general manipulator. 

Axisi-l Axisi 

Linki-l 

Link i 

Y,-l 

//~-""'t:-;~"~' -.:...' _-.....ii-/:;:,:::">-;:--f7i- a, , X, _ 1 

/ 
1'---' 

~ 

FIGURE 3.5 Link frames are attached so that frame {i} is attached 
rigidly to link i. 

--
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First and last links in the chain 
We attach a frame to the base of the robot, or link 0, called frame {o}. 
This frame does not move and for the problem of arm kinematics can 
be considered the reference frame. We may describe the position of all 
other link frames in tenns of this frame. 

Since frame {o} is arbitrary, it always simplifies matters to choose 
Zo along axis 1 and to locate frame {o} so that it coincides with frame 
{I} when joint variable 1 is zero. Using this convention we will always 
have ao = 0.0, ao = 0.0. Additionally, this ensures that d1 = 0.0 if joint 
1 is revolute, or 81 = 0.0 if joint 1 is prismatic. 

For joint n revolute, the direction of XN is chosen so that it aligns 
with XN _ 1 when 0,... = 0.0, and the origin of frame {N} is chosen so 
that d,... = 0.0. For joint n prismatic, the direction of XN is chosen so 
that 8,... = 0.0, and the origin of frame {N} is chosen at the intersection 
of XN _ 1 and joint axis n when d,... = 0.0. 

Summary of the link parameters in terms of the link frames 
If the link frames have been attached to the links according to our 
convention, the following definitions of the link parameters are valid: 

ai = the distance from Zi to ZHI measured along Xi; 
a; = the angle between Zi and Zi+1 measured about Xi; 
di = the distance from Xi _ 1 to Xi measured along Zi; and 

(Ji = the angle between Xi _ 1 and Xi measured about Zi' 

We usually choose ai > 0 since it corresponds to a distance; however, 
a;, d;, and (Ji are signed quantities. 

A final note on uniqueness is warranted. The convention outlined 
above does not result in a unique attachment of frames to links. First 
of all, when we first align the Z; axis with joint axis i, there are two 
choices of direction in which to point Z;. Furthermore, in the case 
of intersecting joint axes (I.e., ai = 0), there are two choices for the 
direction of Xi' corresponding to the choice of signs for the normal to 
the plane containing Z; and ZH1. When axes i and i+ 1 are parallel, the 
choice of origin location for {i} is arbitrary (though generally chosen in 
order to cause di to be zero). Also when prismatic joints are present there 
is quite a bit of freedom in frame assignment. (See also Example 3.5.) 
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Summary of link frame attachment procedure 
The following is a summary of the procedure to follow when faced with 
a new mechanism in order to properly attach the link frames: 

1. Identify the joint axes a.nd imagine (or draw) infinite lines along 
them, For steps 2 through 5 below, consider two of these neighboring 
lines (at axes i and i + 1). 

2. Identify the common :perpendicular between them1 or point of 
intcrscotion. At the poillt of intcn,cc~ion, o. at th<:: point when:: the 

common perpendicular meets the ith axIS, assign the link frame 
origin. 

3. Assign th« Z,. axi~ [loinfing :olrmg the ith joint :0"''';-'' 

4. Assign the L¥i ltxis pointing ~ong the common peqJeudicub., u. if 

the axes intersect, assign Xi to be normal to the plane containing 
the two axes. 

5. Assign the Vi axis to complete a right-hand coordinate System. 

6. Assign {O} to match {I} when the first joint variable is zero. For {N} 
choose an origin location and XN direction freely, but generally so 
as to cause as many linkage parameters as possible to become zero. 

__________ EXAMPLE 3.3 

Figure 3.oa sbows iJ. tbree-lliJk p)a.nar Mm, I}eiliJ.llU 3)) rnTf}f} )O)n!f} 
are revolute, this manipuhtot is sometimes calied an "RRR (or 3R) 
mechanism," Fig. 3.6b is a schematic representation of the same manip
ulator. Note the double hash marks indicated on each of the three axes 
which indicate that these axes are parallel. Assign link frames to the 
mechanism and give the Denavit-Hartenberg parameters. 

We start by defining the reference frame, frame {a}. It is fixed to 
the base and aligns with frame {I} when the first joint variable (8Jl 
is zero. Therefore we position frame {O} as shown in Fig. 3.7 with Zo 
aligned with the joint 1 axis. For this arm, all joint axes are oriented 
perpendicular to the plane of the arm. Since the arm lies in a plane with 
all Z axes parallel, there are no link offsets .(all d; are zero). Since all 
joints are rotational, when they are at zero degrees, all X axes must 
align. 

With these comments in mind it is easy to find the frame assign
ments shown in Fig. 3.7. The corresponding link parameters are shown 
in Fig. 3.8. 

Note that since the joint axes are all parallel and all the Z axes 
are taken to point out of the paper, all Q i are zero, This is obviously a 
very simple mechanism. Note that our kinematic analysis always ends 
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FIGURE 3.6 A three-link planar arm. On the right we show the same 
manipulator by means of a simple schematic notation. Hash marks on the 
axes indicate that they are mutually paralleL 

at a frame whose origin lies on the last joint axis, therefore l3 does not 
appear in the link parameters. Such final offsets to the hand are dealt 
with separately later. _ 

EXAMPLE 3.4 

Figure 3.9a shows a robot having three degrees of freedom and one 
prismatic joint. This manipulator can be called an "RPR mechanism," 
a notation which specifies the type and order of the joints. It is a "cylin
drical" robot whose first two joints are analogous to polar coordinates 
when viewed from above. The last joint Uoint 3) provides "roll" for the 
hand. Figure 3.9b shows the same manipulator in schematic form. Note 
the symbol used to represent prismatic joints, and that a "dot" is used 
to indicate the point at which two adjacnet axes intersect. Also the fact 
that axes 1 and 2 are ort\:logonal has been indicated. 

Figure 3.10a shows the manipulator with the prismatic joint at 
minimum extension, and the assignment of link frames are shown in 
Fig. 3.lOb. 

Note that frame {O} and frame {I} are shown as exactly coincident 
in this figure because the robot is drawn for the position (}l = O. Note 
that frame {O}, although not at the bottom of the flanged base of the 
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FIGURE 3.7 Link frame assignments. 

i (!J.i - 1 G, _ I d, 0, 

1 0 0 0 e, 

2 0 L, 0 0, 

3 0 L, 0 e, 

FIGURE 3.8 Link parameters of the three-link planar manipulator. 

robot, is nonetheless rigidly affixed to link 0, the nonmoving part of the 
robot. Just as our link frames are not used to describe the kinematics 
all the way out to the hand, they need not be attached all the way back 
to the lowest part of the base of the robot. It is sufficient that frame {O} 
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Joint 2 Joint 3 
.. II 

'i-4..;Joint I 

{.j 

FIGURE 3.9 Manipulator having three degrees of freedom and one 
prismatic joint. 

'" {bl 

FIGURE 3.10 Link frame assignments. 

be attached anywhere to the nonmoving link 0, and that frame {N}, the 
final frame, be attached anywhere to the last link of the manipulator. 
Other offsets can be handled later in a general way. 

Note that while rotational joints rotate about the Z axis of the 
associated frame, prismatic joints slide along Z. In the case where joint 
i is prismatic, 8. is a fixed constant and d; is the variable. If d; is zero 
at minimum extension of the link, then frame {2} should be attached 
where shown so that d2 gives the true offset. The link parameters are 
shown in Fig. 3.1l. 

Note that 82 is zero for this robot and d2 is a variable. Axes 1 and 
2 intersect, so a 1 is zero. Angle Q! must be 90 degrees in order to rotate 
21 so as to align with 22 (about Xl)' • 
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i 0:, _ 1 a, _ 1 d, " 

1 0 0 0 e, 

2 90' 0 d, 0 

3 0 0 L, ", 

FIGURE 3.11 Link parameters for the RPR manipulator of Example 3.4. 

("' (bl 

FIGURE 3.12 Three-link, nonplanar manipulator. 

EXAMPLE 3.5 

Figure 3.12a shows a three-link, 3R manipulator for which joint 
axes 1 and 2 intersect, and axes 2 and 3 are parallel. Figure 3.12b shows 
the kinematic schematic of the manipulator. 'Note that the schematic 
includes annotations indicating that the first two axes are orthogonal 
and that the last two are parallel. 

Demonstrate the nonuniquen€SS of frame assignments and of the 
Denavit-Hartenberg parameters by showing several possible correct as
signments of frames {I} and {2}. 

Figure 3.13 shows two possible frame assignments and corresponding 
parameters for the two possible choices of direction of 22 , 
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z, 

x, 
al = 0 
0.1 = _90· 

d1 = 0 

Y, 

az = Lz 
o.z=O 82=-90° 

dz = L1 

0.1 = 0 

0.1 = 90" 

d1 = 0 

FIGURE 3.13 Two possible frame assignments. 

Z, 2, 

a2 = L2 

0.2 = 0 82= 90° 

d2 = -LI 

X, X, x, 
Y, A Y, z, 

Z, 
Y, 

al = 0 aZ = L2 al = 0 aZ = L2 

0.1 = 90° «2 = 0 8z = 9-0" 0.1 = -900 0.2 = 0 82 = _90" 

d l = 0 dz = L1 d l ~O d 2 = -L1 

FIGURE 3.14 Two more .possible frame assignments. 

In general when Zi and Z'+l intersect, there are two choices for X;. 
In this example joint axes 1 and 2 intersect, so there are two choices 
for the direction of Xl. Figure 3.14 shows two more possible frame 
assignments corresponding to the second choice of Xl. 

In fact, there are four more possibilities corresponding to the above 
four choices but with Z1 pointing downward. _ 
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3.5 Manipulator kinematics 

In this section we derive the general form of the transformation which 
relates the frames attached to neighboring links. We then concatenate 
these individual transformations to solve for the position and orientation 
of link n relative to link O. 

Derivation of link transformations 
We wish to determine the transform which defines frame {i} relative to 
the frame {i - I}. In general, this transformation will be a function of 
the four link parameters. For any given robot, this transformation will be 
a function of only one variable, the other three parameters being fixed by 
mechanical design. By defining a frame for each link we have broken the 
kinematics problem into n subproblems. In order to solve each of these 
subproblems, namely ;-IT, we will further break the problem into four 
sub-subproblems. Each of these four transformations will be a function 
of one link parameter only, and will be simple enough that we can write 
down its form by inspection. We begin by defining three intermediate 
frames for each link, namely; {P}, {Q}, and {R}. 

Axisi -1 Axisi 

Linki -1 

Xi 

d{J ZQ X, 

e; --XQ --

FIGURE 3.15 Location of intermediate frames {P}, {Q}. and {R}. 
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Figure 3.15 shows the same pair of joints as before with frames 
{P}, {Q}, and {R} defined. Note that only the X and Z roces are 
shown for each frame to make the drawing clearer. Frame {R} differs 
from frame {i -I} only by a. rotation of (}:i-I' Frame {Q} differs from 
{R} by a translation a,_I' Frame {P} differs from {Q} by a rotation 
0i' and frame {i} differs from {P} by a translation di . If we wish to 
write the transformation which transforms vectors defined in {i} to their 
description in {i - I} we may write 

i-lp= R- 1T ~T ~T iT 'P, 

'-Ip= :-IT 'P, 

where 
i-IT _ i-IT RT QT PT 
i -R Qp,' 

Considering each of these transformations, we see that 
written: 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

(3.3) may be 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

where the notation ScrewQ(r, ¢) stands for a translation along an axis 
Q by a distance r, and a rotation about the same rocis by an angle ¢. 
Multiplying out (3.4) we obtain the general form of ~-IT: 

(3.6) 

••••••••• _ EXAMPLE 3.6 

Using the link parameters shown in Fig. 3.11 for the robot of Fig. 3.9, 
compute the individual transformations for each link. 

Substituting the parameters into (3.6) we obtain 

?T = [~: -:e~1 ~ ~] 
o 0 1 0 ' 
o O. 0 1 

lT~ [: : ~1 -~,] o 1 0 0 ' 
o 0 0 1 

[

cO -S(J3 

IT ~ '~: l' o 0] o 0 
1 12 . 

o 1 

(3.7) 
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Having derived these link transformations, it is a good idea to check them 
using common sense. For example the elements of the fourth column of 
each transform should give the coordinates of the origin of the next 
higher frame. _ 

Concatenating link transformations 
Once the link frames have been defined and the corresponding link pa
rameters found, developing the kinematic equations is straightforward. 
Using the values of the link parameters the individual link transforma
tion matrices can be computed. Then, the link transformations can be 
multiplied together to find the single transformation that relates frame 
{N} to frame {O}: 

(3.8) 

This transformation, 'J..rT, will be a function of all n joint variables. If 
the robot's joint position sensors are queried, the Cartesian position and 
orientation of the last link may be computed by 'J..rT. 

3.6 Actuator space, joint space, and Cartesian space 

The position of all the links of a manipulator of n degrees of freedom 
can be specified with a set of n joint variables. This set of variables is 
often referred to as the n x 1 joint vector. The space of all such joint 
vectors is referred to as joint space. Thus far in this chapter we have 
been concerned with computing the Cartesian space description from 
knowledge of the joint space description. We use the term Cartesian 
space when position is measured along orthogonal axes, and orientation 
is measured according to any of the conventions outlined in Chapter 2. 
Sometimes the terms task-oriented space or operational space are 
used for what we will call Cartesian space. 

So far we have implicitly assumed that each kinematic joint is 
actuated directly with some sort of actuator. However, in the case of 
many industrial robots, this is not so. For" example, sometimes two 
actuators work together in a differential pair to move a single joint, or 
sometimes a linear actuator is used to rotate a revolute joint through the 
use of a four-bar linkage. In these cases it is helpful to consider the notion 
of actuator positions. Since the sensors which mea~lUre the position of 
the manipulator are often located at the actuators, some computations 
must be performed to compute the joint vector as a function of a set of 
actuator values, or actuator vector. 
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As indicated in Fig. 3.16, there are three representations of a 
manipulator's position and orientation: descriptions in actuator space, 
joint space, and Cartesian space. In this chapter we are concerned 
with the mappings between representations as indicated by the solid 
arrows in Fig. 3.16. In Chapter 4, we will consider the inverse mappings 
indicated by the dashed arrows. 

The manner in which actuators might be connected to move a joint 
is quite varied and, although they might be catalogued, we will not do 
so here. For each robot we design or seek to analyze, the correspondence 
between actuator positions and joint positions must be solved. In the 
following section we will solve an example problem for an industrial 
robot. 

3.7 Examples: kinematics of two industrial robots 

Current industrial robots are available in many different kinematic 
configurations [2], [3]. In this section we work out the kinematics of two 
typical industrial robots. First we consider the Unimation PUMA 560, 
a rotary joint manipulator with six degrees of freedom. We will solve for 
the kinematic equations as functions of the joint angles. For this example 
we will skip the additional problem of the relationship between actuator 
space and joint space. Second, we consider the Yasukawa Motoman L-3, 
a robot with five degrees of freedom and rotary joints. This example 
is done in detail, including the actuator-to-joint transformations. This 
example may be skipped on first reading of the book. 

....... --, ....... --, 
I \ f \ 

Actuator Joint Cartesian 
space space space 

~~ 

FIGURE 3.16 Mappings between kinematic descriptions. 
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The PUMA 560 

The Unimation PUMA 560 (Fig. 3.17) is a robot with six degrees of 
freedom and all rotational joints (i.e., it is a 6R mechanism). It is shown 
in Fig. 3.18 with link frame assignments in the position corresponding 
to all joint angles equal to zero.' Figure 3.19 shows detail of the forearm 
of the robot. 

Note that the frame {O} (not shown) is coincident with frame {I} 
when 81 is zero. Note also that for this robot, as with many industrial 
robots, the joint axes of joints 4, 5, and 6 all intersect at a common 
point, and this point of intersection coincides with the origin of frames 

FIGURE 3.17 The Unimation PUMA 560. 

Courtesy 01 Unil11atlon Incorporated. Sheller Rock Lane, Danbury. Conn. 

* Unimation has used a slightly different assignment of zero location of the 
joints, such that 0; = 03 - 1800 where 0; is the position of joint 3 using 
Unimation's convention. 
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FIGURE 3.18 Some kinematic parameters and frame assignments for 
the PUMA 560 manipulator. 

{4}, {5} and {6}. Furthermore, the joint axes 4, 5, and 6 are all 
mutually orthogonal. This wrist me~anism is illustrated schematically 
in Fig. 3.20. 

The link parameters corresponding to this placement of link frames 
are shown in Fig. 3.21. In the case of the PUMA 560 a gearing arrange
ment in the wrist of the manipulator couples together the motions of 
joints 4, 5, and 6. What this means is that for these three joint, we must 
make a distinction between joint space and actuator space and solve 
the complete kinematics in two steps. However, in this example, we will 
consider only the kinematics from joint space to Cartesian space. 
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~--------~--------~~~I 
k, 

k, 

FIGURE 3.19 Kinematic parameters and frame assignments for the forearm 
of the PUMA 560 manipulator. 

Using (3.6) we compute each of the link transformations: 

[ ,e, -1381 0 

1] ~T = 
,0, ,e, 0 
0 0 1 
0 0 0 

[ ,e, -s82 0 

!] , ~T= -~82 
0 1 

-dJ, 0 
0 0 

[ ,e, -88s 0 

", ] ~T= 
,e, ,e, 0 
0 0 1 d, ' 
0 0 0 1 

[ ':' -884 0 
(3.9) 

c, ] 
~T= 

0 1 d, 
-684 -c84 0 o ' 

0 0 0 .1 

[ dJ, 
-s8s 0 

!] , iT= 8~5 
0 -1 

dJ, 0 
0 0 

[ ':' -s86 0 

1] ~T= 
0 1 

-s86 -c86 0 
0 0 0 
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FIGURE 3.20 Schematic of a 3R wrist in which all three axes intersect at 
a point and are mutually orthogonaL This design is used in the PUMA 560 
manipulator and many other industrial robots. 

We now form £T by matrix multiplication of the individual link matrices. 
While forming this product we will derive some subresults which will be 
useful when solving the inverse kinematic problem in Chapter 4. We 
start by multiplying tT and ~T: 

-C5 S6 -85 

'. 0 
-8586 C5 

(3.10) 

o 0 

where c5 is shorthand for cos 05' 8 5 fQJ sin 05' and so on! Then we have 

[ .,c.", - .,', -C4C586 - 84 C6 -C4$5 

a'l 3T _ 3T 4T _ 8 5 C6 -$5 8 6 " d, 
(3.11) 6 - 4 6 -

84C~86 - c4c6 0 -S4CSCg - C4 8 e 848 5 

0 0 1 

'" Depending on the amount of space available to show expressions, we use 
any of the three forms: cos85 , c85, or C5' 
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i <:Xi - 1 Ui - 1 d, e, 

1 0 0 0 e, 

2 _90" 0 0 e, 

3 0 a, d, " 
4 -90" a, d. e. 

5 90' 0 0 '. 
6 -90" 0 0 '. 

FIGURE 3.21 Link pa.ra.meters of the PUMA 560. 

Because joints 2 and 3 are always parallel, multiplying ~T and ~T first 
and applying sum of angle formulas will yield a somewhat simpler final 
expression. This can be done whenever two rotational joints have parallel 
axes, and we have 

IT ~ IT JT ~ [~~:, ~~:: ! ::i:, 1 , (3.12) 

where we have used the sum of angles formulas (from Appendix A): 

Then we have 
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where 

IT21 = -84CijC6 - C4Sij, 

IT3I = -S23 [C4C5Cij - 84861 - CZ385Cij, 

lrI2 = -C23 [C4C5Sij + S4C6J + S23S5S6, 

lr~2 = S4C~Sij - c4 cij, 

IT32 = S23 [C4CijSij + S4C6J + C23S5S6, 

lp", = a2c2 + U3C23 - d 4 s Z3 , 

Ipy = ds , 

lpz = -a3823 - a z 8 z - d 4 c 23 " 

Finally, we obtain the product of all six link transforms 

P'l P, 
Po ' 
1 

where 

(3.13) 
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Px = C1 [a2c2 + a3c23 - d4 s23l - d3s 1, 

Py = Sl [a2c2 + a3c23 - d48nl + dSc l , 

Pz = -a3s23 - a2s2 - d4c23 · (3.14) 

Equations (3.14) constitute the kinematics of the PUMA 560. They 
specify how to compute the position and orientation of frame {6} relative 
to frame {O} of the robot. These are the basic equations for all kinematic 
analysis of this manipulator. 

The Yasukawa Mcternan L-3 

The Yasukawa Motoman L-3 is a popular industrial manipulator with 
five degrees of freedom (Fig. 3.22). Unlike the examples we have seen 
thus far, the Motoman is not a simple open kinematic chain, but rather 
makes use of two linear actuators coupled to links 2 and 3 with four-bar 
linkages. Also, through a chain drive, joints 4 and 5 are operated by two 
actuators in a differential arrangement. 

In this example we will solve the kinematics in two stages. First we 
will solve for joint angles from actuator positions; and second, we will 
solve for Cartesian position and orientation of the last link from joint 
angles. In this second stage, we can treat the system as if it were a 
simple open kinematic chain 5R device. 

Figure 3.23 shows the linkage mechanism which connects actuator 
number 2 to links 2 and 3 of the robot. The actuator is a linear one 
which directly controls the length of the segment labeled DC. Triangle 
ABC is fixed, as is the length BD. Joint 2 pivots about point B, and the 
actuator pivots slightly about point C as the linkage moves. We give the 
following names to the constants (lengths and angles) associated with 
actuator 2: 

"/2 = AB, 
/32 = BD, 

1;2 =AC, 
112 = LJBD, 

and the following names to the variables: 

G~ = BC, 
12 = BJ, 

(j2 = -LJBQ, W2 = LCBD, 92 = DC. 

Figure 3.24 shows the linkage mechanism which connects actuator 
number 3 to links 2 and 3 6f the robot. The actuator is a linear one 
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FIGURE 3.22 The Ya.'Sukawa Motoman L-3. 

Courtesy Of Machins Intslligence CorporatIOn. 

which directly controls the length of the segment labeled H G. Triangle 
EFG is fixed, as is the length FH. Joint 3 pivots about point J, and the 
actuator pivots slightly about point G as the linkage moves. We give the 
following names to the constants (lengths and angles) associated with 
actuator 3: 

~i3 = EF, 
/33 = HF, 

o/3=EG, Q3=GF, 
13 = JK, 

and the following names to the variables: 

(13 = LPJK, "1/'3 = LGFH, g3 = GH. 

This arrangement of actuators and linkages has the following func
tional effect. Actuator 2 is used to position joint 2, and while doing so, 
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J 

FIGURE 3.23 Kinematic details of the Ya.'Sukawa actuator 2 linkage. 

link 3 remains in the same orientation relative to the base of the robot. 
Actuator 3 is used to adjust the orientation of link 3 relative to the base 
of the robot (rather than relative to the preceding link as in a serial 
kinematic chain robot). One purpose of such a linkage arrangement is 
to increase the structural rigidity of the main linkages of the robot. 
This often pays off in terms of an increased ability to position the robot 
precisely. 

The actuators for joints 4 and 5 are attached to link 1 of the robot 
with their axes aligned with that of joint 2 (points B and F in Figs. 3.23 
and 3.24). They operate the wrist joints through two sets of chains......-..one 
set located interior to link 2, and the second set located interior to link 3. 
The effect of this transmission system along with its interaction with the 
actuation of links 2 and 3 is described functionally as follows: Actuator 
4 is used to position joint 4 relative to the base of the robot, rather than 
relative to the preceding link 3. This meaDE that holding actuator 4 
constant will keep link 4 at a constant orientation relative to the base of 
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FIGURE 3.24 Kinematic details of the Yasukawa actuator 3 linkage. 

the robot, regardless of the positions of joints 2 and 3. Finally, actuator 
5 behaves as if directly connected to joint 5. 

We now state the equations which map a set of actuator values (Ai) 
to the equivalent set of joint values (8,). In this case, these equations were 
derived by straightforward plane geometry-mostly just application of 
the "law of cosines."~ Appearing in these equations are scale (kJ and 
offset (Ai) constants for each actuator. For example, actuator 1 is directly 
connected to joint axis 1, and so the conversion is simple; it is just a 
matter of a scale factor plus an offset. Thus 

* If a triangle's angles are labeled a, b, and c, where angle a is opposite side 
A, and so on, then A Z = B Z + C 2 - 2BCcosa. 
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8
3 

= (,OS-l ((k3 A 3 + '\3)2 - Q.~ - 3~) _ e~ -'-tan-l (0,) _ 900. 
2Q333 ")3 

84 = -k .. A4 -82 -83 +'\4 + 180°. (3.15) 

Figure 3.25 shO"l'i's the attachment of the link frames. In this figure 
the manipulator is shown in a position corresponding to the joint yector 
e = (0. ~90c. 90". 90c. 0) Figure 3.26 shows the link parameter::, for this 
manipulator. The resulting link transformation matrices are 

l ,8, 
-s81 0 

!] ~T = 
,8, ,8, 0 

0 0 ] 

0 0 0 

l '~' 
-sB2 0 

!] ~T = 
0 ] 

-~82 -d!2 0 
0 0 0 

l,e, -sB3 0 

'~ ] ~T = 
~B3 ,e, 0 (3.16) 
0 0 ] o . 
0 0 0 ] 

l ,8, -s8~ 0 

'1 ] ~T = 
,8, Cf)4 0 
0 0 ] 

0 0 0 

l ,8, 
-s85 0 

1] 
4T ~ 0 0 -] 

o ~ ~~5 cOa 0 
0 0 

Forming the product to obtain ~T we obtain 

l'u '" 'n 
p, ] 

gT = 'n rn '" P, 

'" '" 'n P, 
0 0 0 1 

where 

r ll = C1C~3 .. C5 - 8lS5 

r21 = 81 r234 r,o -r- C1 55' 

r31 = -5234 C5' 
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FIGFRE 3.25 A,ssignment of link frames for the Yasukawa L-3. 

(3.17) 

We have de\-eloped the kinematic equations for the Yasukawa \10-
taman in two steps. In the first step we compute a joint vector Earn 
an actuator '·ectJr, and in the second step we compute a position and 
orientation of the -wrist frame from the joint vector. If we wisf. to 
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c., _ 1 a, _ 1 ! d, 0, 

0 0 0, 

2 -90' 0 8~ 

L, 0 0, 

Lo 0, 

5 90' 0 0, 

FIGt:RE 3.26 Link parameters of the Ya.';ukawa L-3 manipulator. 

compute only CartesiE.n position and not joint angles. it is possible to 
derive equations which map directly from actuator space to Cartesian 
space which are somewhat simpler computationally than the two-step 
approach (see Exercise 3.10). 

3,8 Frames with standard names 

As a matter of com"ention it will be helpful if we assign specific names 
and locations to certain "standard" frames associated with a robot 
and its workspace. Figure 3.27 shows a typical situation in which a 
robot has grasped some sort of tool and wishes to position the tool 
tip to a user-defined location. The fi\"e frames indicated i:J. Fig. 3.27 are 
so often referred to that we Kill define names for them. The naming 
and wbsequent use of these fi\"e frames in a robot programming and 
control system facilitates prm"iding general capabilitie~ in an easily 
understandable way. All robot motions will be described in terms of 
these frames. 

Brief definitions of rhe frames show:1 in Fig. 3.27 are listed below. 
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FIGl~RE 3.27 ThE' standard frames. 

The base frame. {B} 

{B} is located at the base of the manipulator. It is merely another name 
for fnnne {O}.1t is affixed TO a nonmO\'ing part of the robm. sometimes 
called link O. 

The station frame. {S} 

{S} is located in a task releyant location. In Fig. 3.28. it is at the corner 
of a table upon which the robot is to ,,;ark. As far as the user of this 
robot system is concerned. {S} is the uniyerse frame and all actiOI:S of 
the robot are mc.de relati,-e to it. It is sometimes called the task frE.me, 
the \\'orld frame. or the uniwrse frame. The station frame is always 
specified with respect to the basc frame. that is. fT. 

The wrist frame. {W} 

{tr} is affixed to the last link of the manipulator- It is another name 
for frame {.Y}. :he link frame attached to the last link of the robot. 
Yery often {W} has its origin fixed at a point called the wrist of the 
manipulator- and {H"} mows with the last link 0: the manipulator. It 
is defined relatiw' to the base frame. That is. {W} = ~.T = ~-T. 



Base frame 
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Tool frame 

_Pin 

Station 
frame 

FIGCRE 3.28 Example of the assignment of standard frames. 

The tool frame. {T} 

{T} is affixed to the end of any tool the robot happens to be holding. 
\Yhen the hand is empty. {T} is usually located with its origin between 
the fingertips of the robot. The tool frame is always specified with respect 
to the wrist frame. In Fig. 3.28 the tool frame is defined with its origin 
at the tip of a pin that the robot is holding. 

The goal trame. {G} 

{G} is a description of the location to which the robot is to move the 
tooL Specifically this means that at the end of the motion. the tool 
frame should be brought to coincidence with the goal frame. {G} is 
always specified relatiye to the station frame. In Fig. 3.28 the goal is 
located at a hole into which \ve want the pin to be inserted. 

All robot motions may be described in terms of these frames without 
loss of generality. Their use helps to give us a standard language for 
talking about robot tasks. 
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3.9 WHERE is the tool? 

One of the first capabilities a robot mmt hm"e is to be able to calculate 
the position and orientation of the tool it is holding (or of its empty 
hand) 'I'I"ith respect to a conyenient coordinate system. That is, we wish 
to calculate the yalue of the tool frame. {T}. relative to the station. {S}. 
Once ~,-T has been computed using the kinematic equations we can use 
Cartesian transforms. as studied in Chapter 2. to calculate {T} relative 
to {S}. Soh'ing a simple transform equation leads to 

(3.18) 

Equation (3.18) implements what is called the WHERE function in some 
robot systems. It computes "where" the arm is. For the situation in 
Fig. 3.28. the output of WHERE ,,,ould be the position and orientation of 
the pin relatiw to the table top. 

Equation (3.18) can be thought of as generalizing the kinematics. iT 
computes the kinematics due to the geometry of the linkages along with 
a general transform (".;hich might be considered a fixed link) at the base 
end (fT) and another at the end-effector (~"T). These extra transforms 
allow us to include tools 'I,-ith offsets and t\yists. and to operate with 
respect to an arbitrary station frame. 

3.10 Computational considerations 

In many practical manipulator systems. the time required to perform 
kinematic calculations is a consideration. In this section we briefly 
discuss yarious issues im"olyed in computing manipulator kinematics as 
exemplified by (3.l-l) for the case of the p-c:;,.rA .560. 

One choice to be made is the use of fixed- or floating-point repre
sentation of the quantities im·olwd. :;"Iany implementations use floating 
point for ea.·,e of software de'lTlopment. since the programmer does 
not haw to be concerned ,,,ith scaling operations due to the relative 
magnitude of the \"ariables. HowewL when speed is crucial. fixed-point 
representation is quite possible because the variables do not have a 
large dynamic range. and these ranges are fairly well known. Rough 
estimations of the number of bits needed in fixed-point representation 
seem to indicate that 24 are sufficient [4]. 

By factoring equations such as (3.14). it is possible to reduce the 
number of multiplications and additions at the cost of creating local 
yariables. which is usually a good trade-off. The point is to avoid com
puting common terms oyer and oyer throughout the computation. There 
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has been some application of computer assisted automatic factorization 
of such equations [5]. 

The major expense in calculating kinematics is often the calcula
tion of the transcendental functions, i.e., sine and cosine. \Vhen these 
functions are available as part of a standard library. they are often 
computed from a series expansion at the cost of many multiply times. 
At the expense of the required memory, many manipulation systems 
employ table lookup implementations of the transcendental functions. 
Depending on the scheme, this reduces the amount of time required to 
calculate a sine or cosine to two or three multiply times or less ~6]. 

The computation of the kinematics a.s in (3.14) is redundant in that 
nine quantities are calculated to represent orientation. One means which 
usually reduces computation is to calculate only two columns of the 
rotation matrix and then compute a cross product (requiring only six 
multiplications and three adds) to compute the third column. Obviously, 
one chooses the two least complicated columns to compute. 
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Exercises 

3.1 ~15: Compute the kinematics of the planar arm from Example 3.3. 

3.2 [37J Imagine an arm like the Pl')'IA 560 except that joint 3 is replaced 
with a prismatic joint. As~uIIle the prismatic joint ~lides along the direc
tion of Xl in Fig. 3.18: hOweyer. there is still an offset equivalent to d3 

to be accounted for. ),Iake any additional assumptions needed. Derive the 
kinematic equations. 

3.3 [25] The arm with three degrees of freedom shown in Fig. 3.29 is like the 
one in Example 3.3 except that joint I's axis is not parallel to the other 
tv"o. Instead. there is a tv.·ist of 90 degrees in magnitude betv,-een axes 1 
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and 2. Deri\·e link parameters and the kinematic equations for {t,T. :Kote 
that no 13 need be defined. 

3.4 (22] The arm with three degrees of freedom shown in Fig. 3.30 has joints 
1 and 2 perpendicular. and jo:nts 2 and 3 paralleL As pictured. all .'oints 
are at their zero location. Xote that the positive sense of the joint angle 
is indicated. A~~ign link frame~ {O} through {3} for thi~ arm-tlat i~, 

sketch the arm showing the attachment of the frames. Then derive the 
transformation matrices ~T. ~T, and ~T. 

3.5 )6: \Yrite a subroutine to compute the kinematics of a Pl")"'fA 560. Code 
for speed. trying to minimize the number of multiplications as mu:::h as 
possible. ese the procedure heading 

Procedure KIN(VAR theta: vec6; VAR wrelb: frame); 

Count a sine or cosine evaluation as costing 5 multiply times. Count 
additions as costing 0.333 mu:tiply times. and assignment statements as 
0.2 multiply times. Count a square root computation as 4 multiply times. 
How many multiply times do you need? 

3.6 ~201 ·Write a subroutine to compute the kinematics of the cylindrical arm 
in Example 3..1. ese the procedure heading 

Procedure KINCVAR jointvar: vec3; VAR wrelb; frame); 

COUnt a sine or cosine eyabation as costing E· mUltiply times. Count 
additions as costing 0.333 multiply times. and aJ:signment statements as 
0.2 multiply times. Count a sq:J.are root cornputathon as 4 multiply t.rnes. 
Hov;- many multiply times do you need? 

e, 

F===¥£. ----

FIG"CRE 3.29 The 3R nonplanar arm (Exercise 3.3). 
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FIG"cRE 3.30 Two views of a 3R manipulator (Exercise 3.4). 

3.1 [22] \".'rite a subroutine to compute the kinematics of the arm in Exer
cise 3.3. Use the procedure heading 

Procedure KIN(VAR theta: vec3; VAR wrelb: frame); 

Count a sine or cosine evaluation as costing 5 multiply times. Count 
additions as costing 0.333 multiply times, and assignment statements as 
0.2 multiply times. Count a squarc root computation as 4 multiply times. 
How many multiply times do you need? 

3.8 '13! In Fig. 3.31 the location of the tool. !'j'T, is not accurately known. 
"csing force control, the robot feels around with the tool tip until it inserts 
it into the socket (or Goal) at location ~T. Once in this "calibration" 
configuration (in which {G} and {T} are COincident), the position of 
the robot. ~,.T, is determined by reading the joint angle sensors and 
computing the kinematics. Assuming ~T and ~T are known. give the 
transform equation to compute the unknown tool frame, ':fT. 

3.9 [11] For the two-link manipulator shown in Fig. 3.32a, the link transfor
mation matrices, ~T and 1T. were determined. Their product is 

-COl S02 

-SOl S02 ,e, 
o 
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FIG"CRE 3.31 Determination of the tool frame (Exercise 3.8). 
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FIGC"RE 3.32 Two-link arm with frame assignments (Exercise 3.9). 
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3R non-orthogonal axis robot (Exercise 3.11) 
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FIGURE 3.34 Schematic of a 2RP2R manipulator (Exercise 3.13). 
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The link frame assignments used are indicated in Fig .. '3.32h. Xote that 
frame {O} is coincident with frame {I} when Itl = O. The length of the 
second link is 12 - Find an expression for the vector oP"p which locates 
the tip of the arm relatiw to the {OJ frame. 

3.10 [39J Derive kinematic equations for the Yasukmva :"Iotoman robot (see 
Section 3.7) which compute the position and orientation of the wrist frame 
directly from actuator values. rather than first computing the joint angles. 
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FIG'CRE 3.35 Schematic of a 3R manipulator (Exercise 3.15). 

A solution is possible which requires only 33 multiplications, 2 square 
roots. and 6 sine or cosine evaluations. 

3.11 [17] Figure 3.33 shows the schematic of a v.-rist with three intersecting 
axes, but where the axes are not orthogonal. Assign link frames to this 
wrist (as if it was a 3-DOF manipulator). and giye the link parameters. 

3.12 :08: Can an arbitrary rigid body transformation always be expressed with 
four parameters (a. 0;. d. e) using the form of equation (3.6)? 

FIG'CRE 3.36 RP R planar robot (Exercise 3.16). 
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FIGCRE 3.37 Three-link RRP manipulator (Exercise 3,17). 
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FIGURE 3.38 Three-link RRR manipulator (Exercise 3.18). 

3.13 :15j Show the attachment of link frames for the 5-DOF manipulator shown 
schematically in Fig. 3.34. 

3.14 [20] As was stated, the relati"e position of any two lines in space can be 
given with two parameters. a and Q. where a is the length of the common 
perpendicular jointing the two, and Q is the angle made by the two axes 
when projected onto a plane whose normal is the common perpendicular. 
Given a line defined llli passing through point p with unit yector direction 
m. and a second passing through point q with unit vector direction it. 
give expressions for a and Q. 
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FIGURE 3.39 Three-link RPP manipulator (Exercise 3.19). 
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FIGL'RE 3.40 Three-link PRR manipulator (Exercise 3.20). 

3.15 :15J Show the attachment of link frames for the three degrees-of-freedom 
(DOF) manipulator ~hown schematically in Fig. 3.35. 

3.16 )5J Assign link frames to the RP R planar robot shown in Fig. 3.36 and 
give the linkage parameters. 

3.17 [15: Show the attachment of link frames on the three-link robot shown 
in Fig. 3.37 

3.18 ).5: Show the attachment of link frames on the three-link robot shown 
in Fig_ 3.38. 



FIG"CRE 3.41 Three-link P P P manipulator (Exercise 3.21). 
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FIG"CRE 3.'12 Schematic of a P3R manipulator (Exercise 3.22). 

Exercises Llill 

3.19 [15] Show the attachment of link frames on the three-link robot shov,;n 
in Fig. 3.39. 

3.20 [15] Show the attachment of link frames on the three-link robot shown 
in Fig. 3...10. 

3.21 '1.5: Show the attachment of link frames on the three-link robot shown 
in Fig. 3...11. 

3.22 )81 Show the attachment of link frames on the P3R robot ~hown in 
Fig. 3.-12. Given your frame assignments. what are the signs of d2 _ d3 . 

and u2 " 
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Programming Exercise (Part 3) 

1. vVrite a subroutine to compute the kinematics of the planar 3R robot in 
Example 3.3. That is, a routine 'with the joint angles' values as input, and 
a frame (the 'wrist frame relative to the base frame) as output. Use the 
procedure heading 

Procedure KIN(VAR theta: vec3; VAR >lrelb: frame); 

where "v"elb" is the wrist frame relative to the base frame, ~T. The type 
"frame" consists of a 2 x 2 rotation matrix and a 2 x 1 position vector. If 
desired, you may represent the frame with a 3 x 3 homogeneous transform 
in which the third row is: 0 0 I]. (The manipulator data are 11 = 12 = 0.5 
meters.) 

2. \\Trite a routine which calculates where the tool is relative to the station 
frame. The input to the routine is a vector of joint angles: 

Procedure WHERE(VAR theta: vec3; VAR trels: frame); 

Obviously. WHERE must make u.se of descriptions of the tool frame and the 
robot base frame in order to compute the location of the tool relative to the 
station. The ,,-alue of ':iT and ~T should be stored in global memory (or, 
as a second choice, you may pass them as arguments in WHERE). 

3. A tool frame and a station frame are defined by the user for a certain task 
as below: 

:;T = [x y 8] = [0.1 0.2 30.0]. 

~T = [x y 8] = [-0.1 0.3 0.0]. 

Calculate the position and orientation of the tool relative to the station 
frame for the following three configurations (in units of degrees) of the arm: 

[81 8"2 83 ) = ~O.O 90.0 - 90.0j , 

[8! 82 83 ] = ~-23.6 - 30.3 48.0j. 

:81 82 83 ] = [130.0 40.0 12.0]. 



4 
INVERSE 
MANIPULATOR 
KINEMATICS 

4.1 Introduction 

In the last chapter we considered the problem of computing the position 
and orientation of the tool relative to the user's workstation given the 
joint angles of the manipulator. In this chapter we investigate the more 
difficult problem: Given the desired position and orientation of the tool 
relative to the station, how do we compute the set of joint angles which 
will achieve this desired result? Whereas Chapter 3 focused on the direct 
kinematics of manipulators, here the focus is the inverse kinematics 
of manipulators. 

Solving the problem of finding the required joint angles to place 
the tool frame, {T}, relative to the station frame, {S}, is split into two 
parts. First, frame transformations are performed to find the wrist frame, 
{W}, relative to the base frame, {B}, and then the inverse kinematics 
are used to solve for the joint angles. 
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4.2 Solvability 

The problem of solving the kinematic equations of a manipulator is a 
nonlinear one. Given the numerical value of fJvr we attempt to find 
values of e1 , Bz' ... , en. Consider the equations given in (3.14). In the 
case of the PUMA 560 manipulator. the precise statement of our current 
problem is: Given gT as sixteen numeric values (four of which are trivial), 
solve (3.14) for the six joint angles B1 through B6. 

For the case of an arm with six degrees of freedom (like the one 
corresponding to the equations in (3.14)) we have twelve equations and 
six unknowns. However, among the nine equations arising from the 
rotation matrix portion of ~T, only three equations are independent. 
These added with the three equations from the position vector portion of 
gT give six equations with six unknowns. These equations are nonlinear, 
transcendental equations which can be quite difficult to solve. The 
equations of (3.14) are those of a robot which had very simple link 
parameters-many of the u i were 0 or ±90 degrees. Many link offsets 
and lengths were zero. It is easy to imagine that for the case of a 
general mechanism with six degrees of freedom (with all link parameters 
nonzero) the kinematic equations would be much more complex than 
those of (3.14). As with any nonlinear set of equations, we must concern 
ourselves with the existence of solutions, multiple solutions, and the 
method of solution. 

Existence of solutions 

The question of whether solutions exist or not raises the question of the 
manipulator's workspace. Roughly speaking, workspace is that volume 
of space which the end-effector of the manipulator can reach. For a 
solution to exist, the specified goal point must lie within the workspace. 
Sometimes it is useful to consider two definitions of workspace: Dex
trous workspace is that volume of space which the robot end-effector 
can reach with all orientations. That is, at each point in the dextrous 
workspace, the end-effector can be arbitrarily oriented. The reachable 
workspace is that volume of space which the robot can reach in at 
least one orientation. Clearly, the dextrous workspace is a subset of the 
reachable workspace. 

Consider the workspace of the two-link manipulator in Fig. 4.1. 
If II = 12 then the reachable workspace consists of a disc of radius 
21 t . The dextrous workspace consists of only a single point, the origin. 
If I} i= Iz then there is no dextrous workspace, and the reachable 
workspace becomes a ring of outer radius It +lz and inner radius III -lzl. 
Inside the reachable workspace there are two possible orientations of 
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FIGURE 4.1 Two-link manipulator with link lengths 11 and /:2. 

the end-effector. On the boundaries of the workspace there is only one 
possible orientation. 

These considerations of workspace for the two-link manipulator have 
all assumed that the joints can rotate 360 degrees. This is rarely true 
for actual mechanisms. When joint limits are a subset of the full 360 
degrees, then the workspace is obviously correspondingly reduced, either 
in extent, or in the number of possible orientations attainable. For 
example, if the arm in Fig. 4.1 has full 360 degree motion for 81 , but 
only 0 :$ 82 :$ 1800

, then the reachable workspace has the same extent, 
but only one orientation is attainable at each point. 

When a manipulator has less than six degrees of freedom, it cannot 
attain general goal positions and orientations in 3-space. Clearly, the 
planar manipulator in Fig. 4.1 cannot reach out of the plane so any 
goal point with a nonzero Z-coordinate value can be quickly rejected as 
unreachable. In many realistic situations, manipulators with four or five 
degrees of freedom are employed which operate out of a plane, but clearly 
cannot reach general goals. Each such manipulator must be studied to 
understand its workspace. In general, the workspace of such a robot is a 
subset of a subspace which can be associated with any particular robot. 
Given a general goal frame specification, an interesting problem arises in 
connection with manipulators of less than six degrees of freedom: What 
is the nearest attainable goal frame? 

Workspace also depends on the tool frame transformation, since it is 
usually the tool-tip which is discussed when we speak of reachable points 
in space. Generally, the tool transformation is performed independently 
of the manipulator kinematics and inverse kinematics, so we are often 
led to consider the workspace of the wrist frame, {W}. For a given 
end-effector, a tool frame, {T}, is defined; given a goal frame, {G}, 
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the correspondmg {ltV} frame is calculated, and then we ask: Does this 
desired position and orientation of {W} lie in the workspace? In this way 
the workspace which we must concern ourselves with (in a computational 
sense) is a different one than the one imagined by the user, who is 
concerned with the workspace of the end-effector (the {T} frame), 

If the desired position and orientation of the wrist frame is in the 
workBpace, then at lea.'lt one Bolution exists. 

Multiple solutions 
Another possible problem encountered in solving kinematic equations is 
that of llluitiple solutions. A planar arm with three revolute joints has 
a large dextrous workspace in the plane (given "good" link lengths and 
large joint ranges) since any position in the interior of its workspace can 
be reached with any orientation. Figure 4.2 shows a three-link planar 
arm with its end-effector at a certain position and orientation. The 
dashed lines incicate a second possible configuration in which the same 
end-effector position and orientation are achieved. 

The fact that a manipulator has multiple solutions may cause 
problems because the system has to be able to choose one. The criteria 
upon which to base a decision very, but a very reasonable choice would 
be the closest solution. For example, if the the manipulator is at point 
A as in Fig, 4.3, and we wish to move it to point B, a good choice 
would be the solution which minimizes the amount that each joint is 
required to move. Hence, iII the au::;ell1:t of the ob:stacle, the upper 
dashed configuration in Fig. 4.3 would be chosen, This suggests that one 
input argument to our kinematic inverse procedure might be the present 
position of the manipulator. In this way, if there is a choice, our algOrithm 
can choose the closest solution i.n joint-space. However, the notion of 
"close" might be defined in several ways. For example, typical robots 

• 
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FIGURE 4.2 Tillee-link 1111l.nipulllt<:>r. Diilohed line~ indic~te ~ ,,<;<;:QnQ 
solution. 
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FIGURE 4.3 One of the two possible solutions to reach point B causes 
a <':l'1li~iuli. 

may have three large links followed by three smaller, orienting links near 
the end-effector. In this case, weights might be applied in the calculation 
of which solution is "closer" so that the selection favors moving smaller 
joints rather than moving the large joints whcn a chDice exists. The 
presence of obstacles may force the "rarther" solution to be chosen in 
cases where the "closr:r" solution would cause a collision-in general, we 
need to be able to calculate all the possible solutions. ':"'hus, in Fig. 1.3 
the presence of the obstacle implies the lower dashed configuration is to 
be used to reach po:nt B. 

The number of solutions depends upon the number of joints in the 
manipulator but is also a fUIlction of the link parameters (O:i' ai' and 
di br a rotary joint manipulator) and the allowable range of motion of 
the joints. For example, the PUMA .:'60 can reach certain goals with 
eight different solutions. Figure 4.4 shows four solutions which all place 
the hand with the same position and orientation. For each solution 
pictured, there is another solution in which the last three joints "flip" 
to an alternate configumtion according to the formula<J; 

0; = -tl5' (4.1) 

O~ = 06 +180°. 

So in total there can be eight solutions for a single goal. Because of limits 
on joint ranges, some of the~e eight may not be accessible. 

In general, the more nonzero link parameters there are, the more 
ways there will be to reach a certain goal. For eXfl.mple, consider 
a manipulator with six rotational jojnt~. Figure 4.5 shows how the 
ma'{imum number of solutions is related to how many of the link length 
parameters (the ail are zero. The more that are nonzero, the bigger the 
maximum number of solutions. For a completely general rotary-jointed 
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FIGURE 4.4 Four solutions of the PUMA 560. 

manipulator with six degrees of freedom, there are up to sixteen solutions 
possible [lJ, [6]. 

Method of solution 

Unlike linear equations. there are no general algorithms which may be 
employed to solve a set of nonlinear equations. In considering methods 
of solution it will be wise to define what constitutes the "solution" of 
a given manipulator. 



,.,) - "'3 = as = 0 

03=a5=0 

a.1 - 0 

All ai of. 0 

Number of solutions 

FIGURE 4.5 Number of solutions vs. nonzero a,. 

4.2 Solvability L!!QO 

A manipulator will be considered solvable if the joint variables can 
be determined by an algorithm which allows one to determine all the sets 
of joint variables associated with a given position and orientation [2]. 

The main point. of this definition is that we require, in the case of 
multiple solutions, that it be possible to calculate all solutions. Hence, 
we do not consider some numerical iterative procedures as solving the 
manipulator since some of these methods are not guarant.eed t.o find all 
the solutions. 

We will split all proposed manipulator solution strategies into two 
broad classes: closed form solutions and numerical solutions. 
Because of their iterative nature, numerical solutions generally are much 
slower than the corresponding closed form solution; in fact, so much so 
t.hat for most uses, we are not interested in the numerical approach 
to solution of kinematics. Iterative numerical solution to kinematic 
equations is a whole field of study in itself (see [6,11,12]), and is beyond 
the scope of this text. 

We will rest.rict our attention ,0 closed form solution methods. In 
this context "closed form" means a solution method based on analytic 
expressions or on the solution of a polynomial of degree 4 or less, such 
that noniterative calculations suffice to arrive at. a solution. Within t.he 
class of closed form solutions we distinguish t.wo methods of obtaining the 
solution: algebraic and geometric. These distinct.ions are somewhat 
hazy, since any geometric methods brought to bear are applied by means 
of algebraic expressions, so both methods are similar. The methods differ 
perhaps in approach only. 

A major recent result in kinematics is'" that, according to 0·1; 

definition of solvability, all systems with revolute and prismatic joints 
having a total of six degrees of freedom in a single series chain are 
now solvable. However, t.his general solut.ion is a numerical one. Only 
in :;pecial cases may robots with six degrees of freedom be solved 
analytically. These robots for which an analytic or closed form solution 
exists are characterized by several intersecting joint axes, and/or many 
a, equal to Q or ±9Q degrees. Since numerical solutions are generally time 
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consuming relaLive to evaluating analytic expressions it is considered 
very important to design a manipulator such that a closed form solution 
exist>l. i'vianipulator dpsigners discovered this very floon and now virtually 
all industrial manipulators are designpd sufficiently simply flO tha: a 
closed form sohr,ion may be developed. 

A sufficient condition that a manipulator with six revolute joints 
will have a closed form solution js that three neighboring joint axes 
intersect at a point. Section 4.6 discusses this conditioll. Almost every 
manipulator with six degrees of freedom built today has three axes 
intersecting. For example, axes 4, 5, and 6 of the PU:VIA 560 intersect. 

4.3 The notion of manipulator subspace when n < 6 

The set or reachable goal rrames for a given manipulator constitutes 
its reachable workspace. For a manipulator with r, degrees of freedom 
where n < u, th:s reachable workspace can be thought of &.9 11 portion 
uf dll II degree uf freedulJl ~uL~Vi:ll:e. III lllt: ~ullle IllallllCl ill which Lhe 
workspace of a >lix degree of freedom manipulator is a subset of space, 
the workspace of a simpler manipulator is a subset of it.s subspace. For 
exanlple, the subspace of the two-link robot of Fig. 4.1 is a plane, but 
the wurkspace is a subset of this plane, namely a circle of radius 11 + 12 

for the case that 11 = [2. 

One way to specify the subspace of an n degree of freedom ma.nipu
lator is to give an expression for i:s wrist or tool frame as a function of 
n variables which locate it. If we consider these n variables to be free, 
then as they take on all possible values, the subspace ioS generated. 

EXAlI.-tPLE 4.1 

Give a description of the 8ub~pace of itT for the thlee-linh manip
ulator from Chapter 3, Fig. 3.6. 

The subspace of ~ T is given by 

0.0 
(J.O 
1.0 
o 

(4.2) 

where x and y give the pusit.iou of the wrist, E.-Ild dJ describes t.he 
orientation of the terminal link. As x, y, and dJ arc allowed to take on 
arbitrary values, the subspace is generated. Any wri~t frame which dDes 
Hot have the structure of (4.2) lies outside the subc;pace (and therefore 
lies outside the workspace) of this manipulat.or. Liuk lengt.hs and joint 
lillli1.~ re~Lrict the wurbpoce uf t.he Il1dllipuldtor tu be a ~ub~el uf 1I1i~ 
subspace. _ 
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FIGURE 4.6 A polar two-link manipulator . 

••••••••••• EXAMPLE 4.2 

Give a description of the subspace of gT for the polar manipulator 
with two degrees of freedom shown in Fig. 4.6. We have 

(4.3) 

where x and y can take any values. The orientation is restricted because 
the ° 22 axis must point in a direction which depends on x and y. The 
Gyz axis always points down, and the G X2 axis can be computed as the 
cross product Gyzx °22, In terms of x and y we have 

The subspace can therefore be given as 

r ' 
a " 

-jx~+y2 Vx2 +y2. 

gr ~ '"1:,0 0 
, 

v'x2 +y2 

-1 0 
0 0 

x 

y 

o 
1 

• 

(4.4) 

(4.5) 

Usually in defining a goal for a manipulator with n degrees of 
freedom we use n parameters to specify the goal. If, on the other hand, we 
give a specification of a full six degrees of freed~m, we will not in general 
be able to reach the goal with an n < 6 manipulator. In this case, we may 
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be interested instead in reaching a goal which lies in the manipulator's 
subspace and is as "near" as possible to the original desired goal. 

Hence, when specifying general goals for a manipulator with less 
than six degrees of freedom, a solution strategy is 

1. Given a general goal frame, bT, compute a modified goal frame, b,T, 
such that b,T lies in the manipulator's subspace and is as "near" to 
7;T as possible. A definition of "near" must be chosen. 

2. Compute the inverse kinematics to find joint angles using b,T as 
the desired goal. Note that a solution still may not be possible if the 
goal point is not in the manipulator's workspace. 

It generally makes sense to position the tool frame origin to the 
desired location and then choose an attainable orientation which is 
near the desired orientation. As we saw in Examples 4.1 and 4.2, 
computation of the subspace is dependent on manipulator geometry. 
Each manipulator must be individually considered to arrive at a method 
of making this computation. 

Section 4.7 gives an example of projecting a general goal into the 
subspace of a manipulator with five degrees of freedom in order to 
compute joint angles which will result in the manipulator reaching the 
nearest attainable frame to the desired. 

4.4 Algebraic vs. geometric 

As an introduction to solving kinematic equations, we will consider 
two different approaches to the solution of a simple planar three-link 
manipulator. 

Algebraic solution 
Consider the three-link planar manipulator introduced in Chapter 3. It 
is shown with its link parameters in Fig. 4.7. 

Following the method of Chapter 3, we may use the link parameters 
easily to find the kinematic equations of this arm: 

f

e,,, 
B T _ 0T _ SI23 W-S-o.o 

o 
(4.6) 

To focus our discussion on inverse kinematics, we will assume that the 
necessary transformations have been performed so that the goal point 
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X'~~ 
Y3~ 
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2 0 L, 0 e, 

3 0 L, 0 ", 

FIGURE 4.7 Three-link planar manipulator and its link parameters. 

is a specification of the wrist frame relative to the base frame, that is, 
off,T. Because we are working with a planar manipulator, specification 
of these goal points can be most easily accomplished by specifying three 
numbers: x, y, and ¢, where ¢ is the orientation of link 3 in the plane 
(relative to the +X axis). Hence, rather than giving a general {{,T as a 
goal specification, we will assume a transformation with the structure 

(4.7) 

All attainable goals must lie in the subspace implied by the structure 
of equation (4.7). By equating (4.6) and (4.7) we arrive at a set of four 
nonlinear equations which must be solved for (}1' (}2' arid (}3: 

C1> = C123, 

81> = 8123' 

(4.8) 

(4.9) 
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x= IICI +12CI2, 

Y = II SI + 12s 12 < 

(4.10) 

(4.11) 

vVe now begin our algebraic solution of equations (4.8) through 
(4.11). If we square both (4.10) and (4.11) and add them, we obtain 

(4.12) 

where we have made use of 

(4.13) 

Solving (4.12) for c2 we obtain 

C2 = 
x2+y2_li_l~ 

21112 
(4.14) 

In order for a solution to exist, the right-hand side of (4.14) must 
have a value between -1 and 1. In the solution algorithm, this constraint 
would be checked at this time to determine if a solution exists. Physically, 
if this constraint is not satisfied, then the goal point is too far away for 
the manipulator to reach. 

Assuming the goal is in the workspace, we write an expression for 

S2 =±jl-d. (4.15) 

Finally, we compute ()2 using the two-argument arctangent routine' 

(4.16) 

The choice of signs in (4.15) corresponds to the multiple solution in 
which we can choose the "elbow-up" or the "elbow-down" solution. In 
determining ()2 we have used one of the recurring methods for solving 
the type of kinematic relationships that often arise, namely to determine 
both the sine and cosine of the desired joint angle, and then apply the 
two-argument arctangent. This ensures that we have found all solutions, 
and that the sulv"d augle is ill tiLe pruper quauntllt. 

Having found ()2 we may solve (4.10) and (4.11) for ()l' We write 
(4.10) and (4.11) in the form 

* See Section 2.8. 

x = kici - k2 s l , 

y = k 1s 1 + k2 CI, 

(4.17) 

(4.18) 
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where 

(4.19) 

In oder to solve an equation of this form, we perfor:n a change of 
variables. Actually, we are changing the way in which we write the 
constants kl and k2 · 

If 

r = +Vki +k~ 
and 

then 

Equa:ions (4.17) and ~4.18) can now be written 

x e·' 0 -=coSICOS 1-S1lllsm"1, 
T 

It. = eOS~!Sill{Jl +,illlcosBl, , 

Using the two-argument arctangent we get 

1+81 = Atan2 (~,~) = Atan2 (y,x), 

and so 

(4.20) 

(4.21) 

(4_22) 

(4.23) 

(4.24) 

(4.25) 

(4.26) 

(4.21) 

Note that when a choice of sign is Dade in the solution of {}2 above, 
it will cause a sign ctange in k2' thus affecting 81 , The substitutions 
used, (4.20) and (4.21:1, constitute a method of solution of a frequently 
appearing form in kinematics, namely that of (4.10) or (4.11). Note also 
Lhal iI x = lJ = 0 lheu (4.27) "becomes ullliefiJleU-lll lhb Ci:llie 81 is 
arbitrary. 
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Finally, from (4.8) and (4.9) we can solve for the sum of 81 through 

(4.Z8) 

from which we can solve for ()3 since we know the Erst two angles. It is 
typical with manipulators that have two or more links moving in a pla.ne 
that in the COurSE of solution, expressions for sums of joint angles arise. 

In summary, an algebraic approach to solving kinematic equations is 
basically one of manipulating the given equations into a form for which a 
solution is known. It turns out tha~ for many common geometries, there 
are several forms of transcendental equations which commonly arise. Vle 
have encollntered a couple of them 11l this preceding section. In Appendix 
C (in t.he back of the book) several more are listed. 

Geometric solution 
In a geometric approach to finding a manipulator's solution, we try t.o 
decompose the spatial geometry of the arm into several plane geometry 
?roblems. For many manipulators :particularly when the 0-, = 0 or ±90) 
:.his can be done (',uite easily. Joint '\ngles can then be solved for using the 
tools of plane geometry [7]. For the arm with three degrees of freedom 
shown in Fig. 4.7, since the arm is punar, we can apply plane geometry 
directly to find Co solution. 

Figure 4.8 shows the triangle formed by 11' 12 , and t.he line joining 
t.he origin of frame {O} with the origin of frame {3}. The dashed lines 
represent the otl:er possible configuration of the triangle which would 
lead to the same posit.ion of the frame {3}. Considerillg the solid triangle, 

Yo 

, -----
L, 

• /' 
/1 

L, I I 
/ I 

", I _.o I 

X, , , 

FIGURE 4.8 Plane geometry associated with a three-link planar robot. 
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we can apply the "law of cosines" to solve for ()2: 

(4.29) 

Since cos(180 + (2) = - COS(()2), we have 

(4.30) 

In order for this triangle to exist, the distance to the goal point y'x2 + y2 
must be less than or equal to the sum of the link lengths, 11 + [2' This 
condition would be checked at this point in a computational algorithm 
to verify existence of solutions. This condition is not satisfied when the 
goal point is out of reach of the manipulator. Assuming a solution exists, 
this equation is solved for that value of ()2 which lies between 0 and -180 
degrees since only for these values does the triangle in Fig. 4.8 exist. The 
other possible solution (the one indicated by the dashed line triangle) 
may be found by symmetry to be B2 = -()2' 

To solve for gl we find expressions for angles 'Ij.! and j3 as indicated 
in Fig. 4.8. First, j3 may be in any quadrant depending on the signs of 
x and y. So we must use a two-argument arctangent: 

.3:= Atan2(y, x). (4.31) 

We again apply the law of cosines to find 'Ij.!: 

(4.32) 

where the arccosine must be solved so that 0 .:::: 'Ij.! .:::: 1800 in order that 
the geometry which leads to (4.32) is preserved. These considerations are 
typical when using a geometric approach-we must apply the formulas 
we derive only over a range of variables such that the geometry is 
preserved. Then we have 

(4.33) 

where the plus sign is used if B2 < 0 and the minus sign if Bz > O. 
We know that angles in a plane add, so the sum of the three joint 

angles must be the orientation of the last lime 

(4.34) 

which is solved for B3 to complete our solution. 
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4.5 Algebraic solution by reduction to polynomial 

Transcendental equations are difficult to solve because, although there 
may be just one variable, say 0, it generally appears as sinO and case. 
i\hking the following substitutions, however, yields an expression in 
tenus of a single variable, u: 

e 
u=tan 2, 

I ~ u2 

cosO= --,. 
l+u 

2u 
sinO= --, 

1+u 

(4.35) 

This is a very important geometric substitution used often in solving 
kinematic equations. Using these substitutions, transcendental equations 
are converted into polynomial equations in u. Appendix A lists these 
and other trigonometric identities. 

__________ EXAMPLE 4.3 

Convert the transcendental equation 

aoose + bsinO = e, (4.36) 

into a polynomial in the tangent of the half angle and solve for O. 
Substituting from (4.35) and multiplying through by 1+u2 we have 

a(l ~ u2
) + 21m = e(l + u 2

). 

Collecting powers of u yields 

(a +e)u~ ~ 2bu+ (e-a) = 0, 

which is solved by the quadratic formula to be 

Hence, 

b ± vb2 _ a2 _ e2 
u~ 

B-2 _,(b±vb2_a2_e2) 
- tan. . 

a+, 

(4.37) 

(4,38) 

(4,39) 

(4.40) 

Should the solution for u from (4.39) be complex, there is no real solution 
to the original transcendental equation. Note that if a + c = 0 the 
argument of the arctangent becomes infinity, and hence, e = 1800

• In 
a computer implementation this potential division by zero should be 
checked for ahead of time. This situation results from the quadratic 
term of (4.38) vanishing so that the quadratic degenerates into a linear 
equation. _ 
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Since polynomials up to degree four possess dosed form solutions 
[8, 9], manipulators which are sufficiently simple so that they may be 
solved by algebraic equations of this degree (or lower) are called closed 
form solvable manipulators. 

4,6 Pieper's solution when three axes intersect 

As mentioned earlier, although a completely general robot with six de
grees of freedom does not have a dosed form solution, certain important 
special cases can be solved. Pieper [3, 4] studied manipulators with six 
degrees of freedom in which t.hree consecutive axes intersect at a point.~ 
In this section, we outline the method he developed for the case of all six 
joints revolute, with the last three axes intersecting. His method applies 
to otrier configurations which include prismatic joints as well, and the 
interested reader should see [4]. Pieper's work applies to the majority of 
commercially available industrial robots. 

Wheu lhe hl.::Il Lluee axe ... intersect, the origins of link fmmetS {4}, 
{5}, and {6} are all located at this point of intersection. This point is 
given in base coordinates as 

°P40RC= ?T~TiT3p40RC 

or, using the fourth column of (3.6) for i = 4, 

0' 

where 

[j:] ~ IT [-d:~O']. 
13 d4 CO;3 
1 1 

(441) 

(4.42) 

(4.43) 

(4.44) 

Using (3.6) for ~T in (4.44) yields the :"ollowing cxpw3sions for k 

(4.45) 

* Included in this family of manipulators are those with three consecutive 
parallel axes, since they meet at a point at infinity. 
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Using (3.6) for ~T and ~T in (4.43) we obtain 

where 

92 =s2CIYI/I + C2CIYI/2 - salis - d2SQI' 

93 =S2SQlfl + C2SQlf2 + CQlf3 + d2CQ I' 

(4.46) 

(4.47) 

We now write an expression for the magnitude squared of 0 P40RG' which 
is seen from (4.46) to be 

r = 9i + 95 +9; 
or, using (4.47) for the gi, we have 

r = R + Ii. +n +ai +d§ +2d2/3 +2a l (cdl - Sd2)' 

(4.48) 

(4.49) 

We now write this equation, along with the Z component equation from 
(4.46), as a system of two equations in the form 

r =(kIC2 + k2s2)2al + k3, 

(4.50) 

where 

k2 = -/2' 

k3 = if +J? + Ii +ai +d§ +2dd3' 
(4.51) 

Equation (4.50) is useful because dependence on BI has been eliminated, 
and dependence on B2 takes a simple form. 

Now let us consider the solution of (4.50) for B3 • We distinguish 
three cases: 

1. If a l = 0 then we have r = k3 where r is known. The right-hand side 
(k3) is a function of B3 only. AfteFmaking the substitution (4.35), a 
quadratic equation in tan ~ may be solved for B3 . 

2. If SQ I = 0 then we have z = k4 where z is known. Again, after 
substituting (4.3.5) a quadratic equation arises which may be solved 
for B3 . 

3. Otherwise, eliminate 8 2 and c2 from (4.50) to obtain 

(4.52) 
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This equation, after the (4.35) substitution for 83 , results in an 
equation of degree 4, which may be solved for 83 .* 

Having solved for 83 , we may solve (4.50) for 8Z ! and (4.46) for 81 . 

To complete our solution, we need to solve for a4 , 85 , and 8G• Since 
these axes intersect, these joint angles affect the orientation of only the 
la3t link. We can compute them based only upon the rotation portion of 
the specified goal, ~R. Having obtained a1 , 82 , and 83 , we can compute 
~RI(l4"'O' the orientation of link frame {4} relative to the base frame when 
B4 = o. The desired orientation of {6} differs from this orientation by 
only the action of the last three joints. Since the problem was specified 
given ~R, we can compute 

(4.53) 

For man'y manipulators, these last three angles can be solved for by 
using exactly the Z-Y-Z Euler angle solution given in Chapter 2 applied 
to ~Rle4==o. For any manipulator (with intersecting axes 4, 5, and 6), the 
last three joint angles can be solved for as a set of appropriately defined 
Euler angles. Since there are always two solutions for these last three 
joints, the total number of solutions for the manipulator will be twice 
the number found for the first three joints. 

4.7 Examples of inverse manipulator kinematics 

In this section we work out the inverse kinematics of two industrial 
robots. One manipulator solution is done purely algebraically, while the 
second solution is partially algebraic and partially geometric. While the 
following solutions do not constitute a cookbook method of solving ma
nipulator kinematics, they do show many of the common manipulations 
which are likely to appear in most kinematic solutions. 

The Unimation PUMA 560 
As an example of the algebraic solution technique applied to a manipu
lator with six degrees of freedom, we will solve the kinematic equations 
of the PUMA 560 which were developed in Chapter 3. This solution is 
in the style of [5]. 

*' It is helpful to note that if + Iff + f~ = o.~ + d~ + d~ + o.~ + 2d4dsCOis + 
2a2o.3C3 + 202d4SCeSS3 



We wish too solve 

(4.54) 

for '1i when ~T i!l gtven as nnm~rk vall1es. 
A restatement of (4,54) whi<;:h put:; th€- dep.,.Jldenc.e on 61, on th~ 

I€ft-hand ;side cd" the eqnation is 

[i'T(Bdrl gT -= IT(6'2) ~T(&a) ~T(O~) ~T(05J ~TWil}. (\i.au.) 

Inverting: ?T \ill€: W[jte (4.55) ?s 

( .. a) 

wbere ijT is given by equation (3.L3) developed in Chl1pter 3. Thi::! !limple 
tecimiqu.;:: of mUltiplying each ~ide of a transfonn equ&ioil by an in·,rerse 
iEi often u~ed til advantage in 8~pAr~ting out va~ia1)les in search of 11. 

solvable equation, 
Equating the (2,4) elements f~()m botb :5ides of (4,56). we ha:ve 

(-l.57) 

To solve an e.qll~tion -of thif3 (ann, we make the trigonometric wooti-
tutions 

'Py = PSillq:>, 

whe~e 

p = V~ +1-';, 

.J = Atan2 (p",.Pz)· 

Suoot!tutmg (4.fl<':'i) into t4.57), WE: obt.;:l;"in 

U.sing tho;: diffeBnoe of angles formu4~ 

(.t.Ss) 

( .... ) 

(4,60) 

(<6l) 
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Hence 

(4.62) 

and so 

(4.63) 

Finally, the solution for B1 may be written: 

(4.64) 

Note that we have found two possible solutions for B1 corresponding to 
the plus-or-minus sign in (4.64). Now that B} is known, the left-hand 
side of (4.56) is known. If we equate the (1,4) elements from both sides 
of (4.56) and also the (3,4) elements, we obtain 

CIPx + SIP!! = a3c23 - d4 s 23 + a 2 c 2 , 

-pz = a3s23 + d4 cZ3 + a2 s 2· 
(4.65) 

If we square equations (4.65) and (4.57) and add the resulting equations, 
we obtain 

(4.66) 

where 

(4.67) 

Note that dependence on B1 has been removed from (4.66). Equa
tion (4.66) is of the same form as (4.57) and so may be solved by the 
same kind of trigonometric substitution to yield a solution for B3: 

(4.68) 
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The plus-or-minus sign in (4.68) leads to two different solutions for ()3. 

Tf we consider (4.54) again, we can now rewrite it so that all the 
left-hand side is a function of only knowns and ()z: 

(4.69) 

0' 

[ "'n 
s 1'-:2.) -8 23 -c,c, ] [.n '" 'n ?,] 

-C1 S 2 :1 -SIS2:~ -C:n a2 s3 '" 'n 1·23 :Py _ :IT (4.70) 
0 -d, - 6 , -', c, '" r32 'n P. 

0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 

where ~T is given by equation (;3.11) developed in Chapter 3. Equating 
th.e (1,4) element::. from both sides of (4.70), as well 8.'!the (2,4) element3, 
we get 

(4.71) 

These equations may be solved simult.aneously for S23 and ("23' resulting 

" 
(4.72) 

Since the denominators are equal and positive, we solve for the SllIll of 
82 and 83 as 

823 = Atan2[{-a3 - a 2 c3 )pz - :crPx + slPy )(d4 a2 s3)· 

(U 2S3 - d4 )pz - (a3 + a2c3)(c1P", + slPyl] 
(cI.73) 

Equation (4.73) mmputes four values of 823 according to the four 
possible combinaLons of solutions for 81 and 83 • Then, four possible 
solutions for 82 arc computed as 

(4.74) 

where the appropriate solution for 83 is used when forming t.he difference. 
Now the entire left side of (4.70) is known. Equating the (1,3) 

elements from both sides of (4.70), as well as the (3,3) elements, we get 

(4.75-) 
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As long as 85 -:1= 0, we can solve for IJ4 as 

(4.76) 

When IJs = ° the manipulator is in a singular configuration in which 
joint axes 4 and 6 line up and cause the same motion of the last link 
of the robot. In this case, all that matters (and all that can be solved 
for) is the sum or difference of IJ4 and IJ6 • This situation is detected by 
checking whether both arguments of the Atan2 in (4.76) are near zero. 
If so, IJ4 is chosen arbitrarily,* and when IJe, is computed later, it will be 
computed accordingly. 

If we consider (4.54) again, we can now rewrite it so that all the 
left-hand side is a function of only knowns and IJ4 by rewriting it as 

[~T(04)1-1 ~T = ;T(tl5) ~T(e5)' 

where r~T(e4)rl is given by 

[ 

('IC23C4 + 8184 81('23C4 - ('184 

-Cl C:n84 + 8 1 C4 -81 ('2384 - Cl C4 

-C1 8 23 -8 1 823 

o 0 

(4.77) 

and 6T is given by equation (3.10) developed in Chapter 3. Equating the 
(1,3) elements from both sides of (4.77), as well as the (3,3) elements, 
we get 

1""13(CIC23C4 +8184) +'r23(8IC23C4 - C184) - 1""33(823C4) = -8S' 

1""13 (-Cl 823) + 1""23 (-.510523) + 1""33 (-c23 ) = Cs ' 

So we can solve for IJ5 as: 

Os = Atan2(o55'cS ), 

(4.79) 

(4.80) 

where 8 5 and c5 are given hy (4.79) above. 
Applying the same method one more time, we compute (~T)-l and 

write (4.54) in the form 

(4,81) 

Equating the (3,1) elements from both sides of (4.77), 
(1, 1) elements as we have done before, we get 

as well as the 

(4.82) 

* It is usually chosen to be equal to the present value of joint 4. 
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where 

Because of the plus-or-minus signs appearing in (4.64) and (4.68), these 
equations compute four solutions. Additionally, there are four more 
solutions obtained by "flipping" the wrist of the manipulator. For each 
of the four solutions computed above, we obtain the flipped solution by 

(4.83) 

After all eight solutions have been computed, some or all of them may 
have to be discarded because of joint limit violations. Of the remaining 
valid solutions, usually the one closest to the present manipulator 
configuration is chosen. 

The Yasukawa Mctcman L-3 

As a second example we will solve the kinematic equations of the Ya
sukawa Motoman L-3 which were developed in Chapter 3. This solution 
will be partially algebraic and partially geometric. The Motoman L-3 
has three features which make the inverse kinematic problem quite 
different than that of the PUMA. First, became the manipulator has 
only five joints, it is not able to position and orient its end-effector in 
order to attain general goal frames. Second, because of the four-bar type 
of linkages and chain drive scheme, motion at one actuator moves two 
or more joints. Third, the actuator position limits are not constants 
but depend on the position of the other actuators, and so determining 
whether a computed set of actuator values is in range or not is not trivial. 

If we consider the nature of the subspace of the Motoman manip
ulator (and the same applies to many manipulators with five degrees 
of freedom), we quickly realize that this subspace can be described 
by giving one constraint on the attainable orientation: The pointing 
direction of the tool, that is, the ZT axis, must lie in the "plane of the 
arm." This plane is the vertical plane which contains the axis of joint L 
and the point where axes 4 and 5 intersect. The nearest orientation to 
a general orientation is the one obtained by rotating the tool's pointing 
direction so that it lies in the plane using a minimum amount of rotation. 
Without developing an explicit expression for this subspace, we will 
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"Plane of the arm" 

FIGURE 4.9 Rotating a goal frame into the Motoman's subspace. 

determine a method of projecting a general goal frame into it. Note 
that this entire discussion is for the case that the wrist frame and tool 
frame differ only by a translation along Zw< 

In Fig. 4.9 we indicate the plane of the arm by its normal, AI, and 
the desired pointing direction of the tool by ZT' This pointing direction 
must be rotated by angle 8 about some vector k in order to cause the 
new pointing direction, ZT' to lie in the plane. It is clear that the k 
which minimizes 8 lies in the plane and is orthogonal to both ZT and ZT' 

For any given goal frame, AI is defined as 

• 1 [-P'] AI = Px , 
'IN:, +p; 0 

(4.84) 

where P", and Py are the X and Y coordinates of the desired tool position. 
Then K iB given by 

K=JVJxZT · (4.85) 

The new ZT is 

Z~ = f( x !'vI. (4.86) 

The amount of rotation, 8, is given by 

sine = (ZT x Z~)· k. 
(4.87) 
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Using Rodriques' formula (see Exercise 2.20) we have 

(4.88) 

Finally, we compute the remaining unknown column of the new rotation 
matrix of the tool as 

(4.89) 

Equations (4.84) through (4.89) describe a method of projecting a given 
general goal orientation into the subspace of the Motoman robot. 

Assuming that the given wrist frame, ~T, lies in the manipulator's 
subspace, we solve the kinematic equations as follows. In deriving the 
kinematic equations for the Motoman L-3, we formed the product of 
link transformations: 

gT = ~T ~T ~T ~T ~T. 

If we let 

and premultiply both sides by 7T-1, we have 

where the left-hand side is 

c1 r 12 + $1'1'22 

-'1'32 

-81'1'12 + C1 rn 

o 

and the right-hand side is 

c1r l3 + 8 1 '1'23 

-'1'33 

-81'1'13 + C1rZ3 

o 

(4.90) 

(491) 

(4.92) 

(4.94) 

where several of the elements have not been shown. Equating the (3,4) 
elements, we get 

(4.95) 
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fIGURE -110 Til" phil': of the MotOTLIMl manipulator. 

whid.l glVI:"O ll~· 

(4.96) 

Eq\\Ct-tmg tne (3, I t and (3-, 2) ~l~mcllt:;; ~ get 

Iron:. whIch we c(Lkillate f/5 at: 

(-i. 98) 

J;::qu;;.tmg th~ (L: ,3J and (1,3) €-ie-ment.:3 WE g,~ 

w hicll leads to 

{4.100) 

To solv~ for the individu.ll.l angle:;; a'll @~ I and 8.1, we will take a g.eometric 
appcuilc!l. Figure 4, W ~how~ th~ plan€ of the aL'm with point A a.t joint 
axis 2, (Joint B at joint axis; 3, and point C (\t joint a::-js 4, 

• For th'~ JIlil.I1>pulaCCJI', a. 3€CCIlIQ soJl.ltiarl wauld I'i{)l-ate jomt 1)tJ1it~ «ud Sa 
i~ nor. ciLlc1LliltN. 
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From the law of cosines applied to triangle ABC we have 

(4.101) 

Then we havet 

(4.102) 

From Fig. 4.10 we see that &2 = -¢ - j3 or 

(4.103) 

Finally we have 

(4.104) 

Having solved for joint angles we must perform the further compu
tation to obtain the actuator values. Referring to Section 3.7, we solve 
equation (3.15) for A; 

1 
Al = ~(81-'\d, 

A, = :, ( r_-2-"-,-~-,-c-00-(Ce-,-_-n-,---ta-n---' (-t,-:-)-+-'-7-0-0 );-+-a-l-+-~-l - A} 
A, = :, ( -2a,~, '00(0, + 0, - tan-'(~:) + 900

) + a; + ~l- A,) , 

A4=: (1800+'\4-8Z-83-84)' , 
1 

As = - (As - 85 ) . 
k, 

(4.105) 

Since the actuators have limited ranges of motion, we must check 
that our computed solution is in range. This "in range" check is com
plicated by the fact that due to the mechanical arrangement, actuators 
interact and affect each other's allowed range of motion. For the Mo
toman robot, actuators 2 and 3 interact in such a way that the following 

,,-~ -- --- --- ---
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That is, the limits of actuator 2 are a function of the position of actuator 
3. Similarly; 

32,000 - A4 < A~ < 55,000. (4.107) 

Since one revolution of joint 5 corresponds to 25,600 actuator counts, 
when A4 > 2600 there are two possible solutions for A 5. This is the 
only situation in which the Yasukawa Motoman L-3 has more than one 
solution. 

4.8 The standard frames 

The ability to solve for joint angles is really the central element in 
many robot control systems. Again, consider the paradigm indicated 
in Fig. 4.11, which shows the standard frames. 

The way these frames are used in a general robot system is as follows: 

1. The user specifies to the system where he wishes the station frame 
to be located. This might be at the corner of a work surface as in 
Fig. 4.12 or even affixed to a moving conveyor belt. The station 
frame, {S}, is defined relative to the base frame, {B}. 

2. The user specifies the description of the tool being used by the robot 
by giving the {T} frame specification. Each tool the robot picks up 

{B} • 

IS} 

FIGURE 4.11 Location of the '·standard" frames. 
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may have a different {T} frame associated with it. Note that the 
same tool grasped in different ways requires different {T} frame 
definitions. {T} is specified relative to {W}, that is, ':fT. 

3. The user specifies the goal point for a robot motion by giving the 
description of the goal frame, {G}, relative to the station frame. 
Often the definitions of {T} and {S} remain fixed for several motions 
of the robot. In this case, once they are defined the user simply gives 
a series of {G} specifications. 

In many systems, the tool frame definition (}j:"T) is constant (for 
example, it is defined with its origin at the center of the fingertips). 
Also, the station frame may be fixed, or e33ily taught by the user 
with the robot itself. In such systems, the user need not be aware 
of the five standard frames-he or she simply thinks in terms of 
moving the tool to locations (goals) with respect to the work area 
specified by station frame. 

4. The robot system calculates a series of joint angles to move the joints 
through in order that the tool frame moves from its initial location 
in a smooth manner until {T} = {G} at the end of motion. 

, , 
\ 

\ 

Tool frame 

StatIon 
frame 

" 

FIGURE 4.12 Example workstation. 
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4.9 SOLVE-ing a manipulator 

The SOLVE function implements Cartesian transformations and calls the 
inverse kinematics function. Thus, the inverse kinematics are generalized 
so that arbitrary tool frame and station frame definitions may be used 
with our basic inverse kinematics, which solves for the wrist frame 
relative to the base frame. 

Given the goal frame specification, ¥T, SOLVE uses the tool and 
station definitions to calculate the location of {W} relative to {E}, ffrT: 

(4.108) 

Then the inverse kinematics take ffrT as an input and calculate 81 
through en. 

4.10 Repeatability and accuracy 

Many industrial robots today move to goal points which have been 
taught. A taught point is one that the manipulator is moved to phys
ically, and then the joint position sensors are read, and the joint angles 
stored. When the robot is commanded to return to that point in space, 
each joint is moved to the stored value. In simple "teach and playback" 
manipulators such as these, the inverse kinematic problem never arises 
because goal points are never specified in Cartesian coordinates. When 
a manufacturer specifies how precisely a manipulator can return to a 
taught point, he is specifying the repeatability of the manipulator. 

Any time a goal position and orientation are specified in Cartesian 
terms, the inverse kinematics of the device must be computed in order 
to solve for the required joint angles. Systems which allow goals to be 
described in Cartesian terms are capable of moving the manipulator to 
points which were never taught, points in its workspace to which it has 
perhaps never gone before. We will call such points computed points. 
Such a capability is necessary for many manipulation tasks. For example, 
if a computer vision system is used to locate a part which the robot must 
grasp, the robot must be able to move to tne Cartesian coordinates 
supplied by the vision sensor. The precision with which a computed 
point can be attained is called the accuracy of the manipulator. 

The accuracy of a manipulator is lower bounded by the repeatability. 
Clearly accuracy is affected by the precision of parameters appearing 
in the kinematic equations of the robot. Errors in knowledge of the 
Denavit-Hartenberg parameters will cause the inverse kinematic equa
tions to calculate joint angle values which are in error. Hence, while 
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the repeatability of most industrial manipulators is quite good, the 
accuracy is usually much worse and varies quite a bit from manipulator 
to manipulator. Calibration techniques can be devised which allow the 
accuracy of a manipulator to be improved through estimation of that 
particular manipulator's kinematic parameters [10]. 

4.11 Computaflonal considerations 

In many path control schemes which we wiIl consider in Chapter 7, 
it is necessary to calculate the inverse kinematics of a manipulator at 
fairly high rates, for example 30 Hz or faster. Therefore, computational 
efficiency is an issue. These speed requirements rule out the use of 
numerical solution techniques which are iterative in nature, and for this 
reason, we have not considered them. 

Most of the general comments of Section 3.10, made for forward 
kinematics, also hold for the problem of inverse kinematics. For the 
inverse kinematic case, a table-lookup Atan2 routine is often used to 
attain higher speeds. 

Structure of the computation of multiple solutions is also important. 
It is generally fairly efficient to generate all of them in parallel, rather 
than pursuing one after another serially. Of course, in some applica
tions, when all solutions are not required, substantial time is saved by 
computing only one. 

When a geometric approach is used to develop an inverse kinematic 
solution, it is sometimes possible to calculate multiple solutions by 
simple operations on the various angles solved for in obtaining the first 
solution. That is, the first solution is moderately expensive computa
tionally, but the other solutions are found very quickly by summing and 
differencing angles, subtracting 11", and so on. 
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Exercises 

4.1 [IS] Sketch the fingertip workspace of the three-link manipulator of Chap
ter 3, Exercise 3 for the case II = 15.0, 12 = 10.0, and 13 = 3.0. 

4,2 [26] Derive the inverse kinematics of the three-link manipulator of Chap
ter 3, Exercise 3. 

4,3 [12] Sketch the fingertip workspace of the 3-DOF manipulator of Chap
ter 3, Example 3.4. 

4.4 [24] Derive the inverse kinematics ofthe 3-DOF manipulator of Chapter 3, 
Example 3.4. 

4.5 [38J Write a Pascal subroutine that computes all possible solutions for the 
PUMA 560 manipulator which lie within the following joint limits: 

-170.0 < 61 < 170 . .0, 

-225.0 < 62 < 45.0, 

-250.0 < 63 < 75.0, 

-135.0 < 64 < 135.0, 

-100.0 < 6s < 100.0, 

-180.0 < 86 < 180.0. 
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Use the equations derived in Section 4.7 with the numerical values (in 
inches): 

a2 = 17.0, 

a3 = 0.8, 

d3 = 4.9, 

d4 = 17.0. 

4.6 [15] Describe a simple algorithm for choosing the nearest solution from a 
set of possible solutions. 

4.7 [10] Make a list of factors which might affect the repeatability of a 
manipulator. Make a second list of additional factors which affect the 
accuracy of a manipulator. 

4.8 [12J Given a desired position and orientation of the hand of a three-link 
planar rotary jointed manipulator, there are two possible solutions. If we 
add one more rotational joint (in such a way that the arm is still planar), 
how many solutiollil are there? 

4.9 [261 Figure 4.13 shows a two-link planar arm with rotary joints. For this 
arm, the second link is half as long as the first, that is: II = 212. The joint 
range limits in degrees are 

o < BI < 180, 

-90 < B2 < 180. 

FIGURE 4.13 Two-link planar manipulatoI". 

/ , , , 
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Sketch the approximate reachable workspace (an area) of the tip of link 2. 

4.10 [23] Give an expression for the subspace of the manipulator of Chapter 3, 
Example 3.4. 

4.11 [24] A 2-DOF positioning table is used to orient parts for arc-welding. 
The forward kinematics which locate the bed of the table (link 2) with 
respect to the base (link 0) are 

Given any unit direction fixed in the frame of the bed (link 2), 2V, give 
the inverse kinematic solution for 81 .82 such that this vector is aligned 
with 0 Z (i.e., upward). Are there multiple solutions? Is there a singular 
condition for which a unique solution can not be obtained? 

4.12 [221 In Fig. 4.14 two 3R mechanisms are pictured. In both cases, the three 
axes intersect at a point (note that over all configuratiom, this point 
remains fixed in space). The mechanism in Fig. 4.14a has link twists (a,) 
of magnitude 90 degrees. The mechanism in Fig. 4.14b has one twist of ¢ 
in magnitude and the other of 180 - ¢ in magnitude. 

The mechanism in Fig. 4.14a can be seen to be in correspondance with 
Z-Y-Z Euler angles, and therefore we know that it suffices to orient link 3 
(with arrow in figure) arbitrarily with respect to the fixed link O. Because ¢ 
is not equal to 90 degrees, it turns out that the other mechanism cannot 
orient link 3 arbitrarily. 

0, 

, , , 
.---, , 
I 

(.1 

e, 

e, 

e, 

(bl 

FIGURE 4.14 Two 3R mechanisms (Exercise 4.12). 
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Describe the set of orientations which are unattainable with the second 
mechanism. Note that we assume that all joints can turn 360 degrees (i.e. 
no limits) and we assume that the links may pass through each other if 
need be (i.e., workspace not limited by self-collisions). 

4.13 [13J Name two reasons why closed form analytic kinematic solutions are 
preferred over iterative solutions. 

4.14 [14] There exist 6-DOF robots for which the kinematics are NOT closoo
form solvable. Does there exist any 3-DOF robot for which the (position) 
kinematics are NOT closed-form solvable? 

4.15 [38] Write a subroutine which solves quartic equations in dosed form (see 
[8,9]), 

4.16 [25] A 4R manipulator is shown schematically in Fig. 4.15. The nonzero 
link parameters are a1 = 1, 02 = 45°, ds = yZ, and a3 "" yZ, 
and the mechanism is pictured in the configuration corresponding to 
e = [0,900

, -90 0
, OlT. Each joint has limits of ±180°. Find all values 

of 83 such that 

o P40RG = [1.1, 1.5, 1.707]T . 

4.17 [25J A 4R manipulator is shown schematically in Fig. 4.16. The nonzero 
link parameters are 01 = _90 0

, d 2 = 1, 02 = 45°, d3 = 1, and as "" 1, 
and the mechanism is pictured in the configuration corresponding to 
e = [0,0,900

, of. Each joint has limits of ±180°. Find all values of 
(i3 such that 

o P40RC = [0.0. l.0, l.414r . 

, , 
:~.>---1-----;.';:~45° 
I I 
I I 
I 

FIGURE 4.15 A 4R manipulator shown in the position 
e = [0,90°, _90 0

, O]T (Exercise 4.16). 
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ZO,1 

x, 
YO) 

FIGURE 4.16 A 4R manipulator shown in the position 
8 = [0,90°, _90 0

, O]T (Exercise 4.17). 

4.18 

4.19 

4.20 

4.21 

4.22 

4.23 

[151 Consider the RRP manipulator shown in Fig. 3.37. How 
solutions do the (position) kinematic equations possess? 

[151 Consider the RRR manipulator shown in Fig. 3.38. How 
solutions do the (position) kinematic equations possess? 

[15] Consider the RPP manipulator shown in Fig. 3.39. How 
Holutions do the (position) kinematic equations possess? 

[15] Consider the PRR manipulator shown in Fig. 3.40. How 
solutions do the (position) kinematic equations possess? 

[15] Consider the P P P manipulator shown in Fig. 3.41, How 
solutions do the (position) kinematic equations possess? 

[38J The following kinematic equations arise in a certain problem: 

sin~=asine+b, 

sin¢' = ccose + d, 

many 

many 

many 

many 

ffiMy 

Given a. b, c, d, and 1{', show that in the general case there are four solutions 
for e. Give a special condition under which there are just two solutions 
for e. 
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4.24 [20] Given the description of link frame {i} in terms of link frame {i - I}, 
find the four Denavit-Hartenberg parameters as functions of the elements 
of ;-IT. 

Progralllllling Exercise (Part 4) 

1. \Vrite a subroutine to calculate the inverse kinematics for the three-link 
manipulator (see Section 4.4). The routine should pass arguments as shown 
below: 

Procedure INVKIN(VAR wrelb: frame; VAR current,near,far: vec3; 
VAR sol:boolean); 

where "wrelb," an input, is the wrist frame specified relative to the base 
frame; "current," an input, is the current position of the robot (given as a 
vector of joint angles); "near" is the nearest solution; "far" is the second 
solution: and "sol" is a flag which indicates whether solutions were found or 
not. (sol = FALSE ifno solutions were found). The link lengths (meters) are 

The jOint ranges of motion are 

Test your routine by calling it back-to-back with KIN to test whether they 
are indeed inverses of one another. 

2. A tool is attoched to link 3 of the manipulator. This tool is described by 
:;:T, the tool frame relative to the wrist frame. Also, a user has described 
his work area, the station frame relative to the base of the robot, as ~T. 
Write the subroutine 

Procedure SOLVE(VAR trels: frame; VAR current,near,far: vBc3; 
VAR sol:boolean); 

where "trels" is the {T} frame specified relative to the {S} frame. Other 
parameters are exactly as in the INVKIN subroutine. The definitions of {T} 
and {S} should be globally defined variables or constants. SOLVE should use 
calls to TMULT, TINVERT, and INVKIN. 

3. Write a main program which accepts a goal frame specified in terms of x, 
y, and ¢. This goal specification is {T} relative to {S}, which is the way 
the tllier wants to specify goals. 

The robot is using the same too-l in the same working area as in 
Programming Exercise (Part 2), so {T} and {S} are defined as 

!foOT = [x y 8] = [0.1 0.2 30.0J, 

~T = lx y 8J = [-0.1 0.3 0.0]. 

Calculate the jOint angles for each of the three goal frames given below. 
Assume that the robot will start with all angles equal to 0.0 and move to 
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these three goals in sequence. The program should find the nearest solution 
with respect to the previous goal point. 

[x, y, ¢,[ ~ [0.0 0.0 -90.0J, 

[xx y, ¢l2J = [0.6 - 0.3 45.0J, 

[xx Y, ¢,J ~ [-0.4 0.3 120.0J, 

[x, y, ¢l4J = [0.8 14 30.0j. 

You should call SOLVE and WHERE back to back to make sure they are truly 
inverse functions. 
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JACOBIANS: 
VELOCITIES AND 
STATIC FORCES 

5.1 Introduction 

In this chapter \\"e expand our consideration of robot manipulators 
beyond static positioning problems. \\-e examine the notions of linear 
and angular ydacit;: of a rigid body and usc these concepts to analyze 
the motion of a manipulator. \\-8 :l1s0 'will consider forces acting on a 
rigid body. and then use the~e ideas to ::.tudy the application of static 
forces with manipulators. 

It turns out that the study of both \-elocities and static forces leads 
to a matrix entity called the Jacobian" of the manipulator. \yhich will 
be introduced in this chapter. 

~ "\rath"matician~ call it the "Jacobian matr'x."· but roboticists usually 
shorten it to s;mply ·'Jacobian." 
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The field of kinematics of mechanisms is not treated in great depth 
here. For the most part. the presentation is restricted to only those 
ideas which are fundamental to the particular problem of robotics. The 
interested reader is urged to study further from any of several texts on 
mechanics il-3:. 

5.2 Notation for time-varying position and orientation 

Before inwstigating the description of the motion of a rigid body, we 
briefly discuss some basics: the differentiation of vectors. representation 
of angular velocity. and notation. 

Differentiation of position vectors 

As a basis for our consideration of velocities (and in Chapter 6. acceler
ations), \':e need the follo\';ing notation for the derivative of a yector: 

B
I
- =:!... BQ= lim BQ(t_.6.t)_BQ(t) 
Q dt "::'t~O '::'t 

(5.1) 

The ,-ciocity of a position yector Cfln be thought of as the linear velocity 
of the point in space represented by the position vector. From (5.1) we 
see that ,ye are calculating the derivatiw of Q relati,-e to frame {B}. For 
example. if Q is not changing in time relative to {B}. then the yelocity 
calculated is zero--eyen if there is some other frame from ,yhich Q is 
yarying. Thus it is important to indicate the frame in which the vector 
is differentiated. 

As \':ith any ,"ector. a wlocity wctor may be described in terms of 
any frame. and this frame of reference is noted with a leading superscript. 
Hence. the wlority vector calculated by (Ei.1) ,yhen expressed in tr.rms 
of frame {A} \\'ould be written: 

(5.2) 

So ,ye see that in the general case. a ,-elocity vector is associated with a 
point in space. but the numerical .-alues describing the velocity of that 
point depend on t,yO frame~: one ,,-ith respect to which the differentiation 
was done. and onc in ,,-hier. the resulting yelocity \"ector is expressed. 

In (5.1) the calculated "elocity is written in terms of the frame 
of differentiation. so the result could be indicated with a leading B 
superscript. hut for simplicity. ,,,hen both superscripts are the same, 
we needn't indicate the outer one: that is. we write 

(5.3) 
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Finally. \\'e can always remow the outer. leading superscript by explicitly 
including the rotation matrix 'which accomplishes the change in reference 
frame (spp Section 2.10): that is. we write 

(5.4) 

\\"e will nSllfilly write expre::,sions in the form of rhp right-hand side 
of (SA) so that the symbols representing wlocities always mean the 
\'elority in the frame of differemiation. and do not haw outer. leading 
superscripts. 

Rather than considering a general point's velocity relatiye to an 
arbitrary frame. we \,-ill yery often consider the n~locity of the ongin of 
a frame relatiye to a some understood uniyerse reference frame. For this 
special ca..">e ,,-e define a shorthand notation: 

(5.5) 

\\'here the point in question is the origin of frame {C} and the reference 
frame is {C}. Fur example. \':e can use the notation t"c to refer to the 
yclocity of the origin of frame {C}. and Arc is the yelocity of the origin 
of frame {C} expressed in term,; of frame {A} (though differentiation 
'.,-as done relati\"e to {C}). 

EX:\\IPLE 6.1 

Figure 6.1 sho\\'s a fixed uniyerse frame. {[T a frame attached to a 
train trawling at 100 mph. {T}. and a frame attached to a car traveling 
at 30 mph. {C}. Both '."Chicles are heading in the X direction of {U}. 
The rotation matrices. fR and tR. are known and constant. 

\\"hat is ~1 r-PCOHC? 

l'dc-p _"'. ' dt CORG - ~ CORG = l'c = 30X. 

\\"hat i::, C(Y"," )' CORG 
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{T} 

{ U} 

FIGl.-RE 5.1 Example of some frames in linear motion_ 

IE 
{A} 

FIG,~RE 5.2 Frame {B} is rotating w;th angular ydocily Ar!B relath-e 
to frame {A.}_ 

The angular velocity vector 

"-e now introduce an angular velocity vector using the symbol 0. 
'Yhereas linear wlocity describes an attribute of a point. angular yelocity 
describe~ an attribute of a body. Since we alway~ attach a frame to the 
bodies "I',e consider. we can also think of angular \"elocity as describing 
rotational motion of a frame. 
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In Fig . .5.2. AI1B describes the rotation of frame {B} relative to 
{A}. Physically. at any instant. the direction of AI1B indicates the 
imtantaneous axis of rotation of {B} relatiye to {A}. and the magnitude 
of AI1B indicates the speed ofrotation. Again. like any yector. an angular 
yelocity yector may be expressed in any coordinate system, and so 
another leading superscript may be added: for example. C (-'-1.I1B) is the 
angular yelocity of frame {B} relative to {A} expressed in terms of 
frame {C}. 

Again. ,,-e introduce a simplified notation for an important special 
case. This is simply the case in which there i::, an understood reference 
frame. so that it need not be mentioned in the notation 

{5.'} 

\,-here oL-·c i::; the angular ,"elocity of frame {C} relative to some under
swod reference frame, {l,-}. For example, _.J.""'c is the angular velocity 
of frame {C} expressed in terms of {A} (though the angular ,-elocity is 
with respect to {C-}). 

5.3 Linear and rotational velocity of rigid bodies 

In this secrion we inyestigate the description of motion of a rigid body, 
at least as far as ,-eiocity is concerned. These ideas extend the notions of 
translations and oriemations described in Chapter 2 to the time--varying 
case. In Chapter 6 ,H' ,,;ill further extend our study to consideration::; 
of acceleration. 

As in Chapter 2. ,,;e attach a coordinate system to any body which 
we ,,;ish to describe. Then. motion of rigid bodies can be equiyalcntly 
studied as the motion of frames rclati,-e to one another. 

Linear velocity 

Consider a frame {B} attached to a rigid body. \Ye ,yish to describe the 
motion of BQ relatiw ro frame {A.}. as in Fig. 5.3. \\-e may consider 
{A.} to be fixed. 

Frame {B} is located relati,-e to {A.} as described by a position 
yector. APBORG - and a rotation matrix. ~R. For the moment we will 
assume that the orientation. ~R. is not changing ,yith time. That is. 
the motion of point Q reiariw to {A} is due ro APBORG and/or BQ 

changing in time. 
Soh·ing for the linear ,-elocity of point Q in terms of {A} is quite 

simple. Just express both components of the yelocity in terms of {A} 
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{B; • 
; A.) 

FIG1.:RE 5.3 Frame {B} is translating with velocity A'VBORG relatiye 
to frame {A}. 

and sum: 

AI" A,· . AI] B,· 
Q = BORG T B "Q' (5.7) 

Equation (5.7) is onl;: for the case in which relatiye orientation of {B} 
and {A} remains constant. 

Rotational velocity 

::\ow let us consider t\\"o frames ,,"ith coincident origins and ,,-ith zero 
linear ydocity so that the origins ,,"ill remain coincident for all time. 
One or both could be attached to rigid bodies. but for clarity the rigid 
bodies are not shm..-n in Fig. 5...1. 

The orientation of frame {B} with respect to frame {.4} is changing 
in time. A::: indicated in Fig. 5...1. rotational yelocity of {B} relatiye to 
{A.} i::, described by a wctor called Af1 B . \\"e also haw indir3.ted a \"ec:tor 
BQ which locates a point ,,-hich is fixed in {B}. ::\0\,- \ye consider the 
all important question: HO\,; does a Yector change \yith time as yiewed 
from {A.} ,,;hen it is fixed in {B} and the systems are rotating? 

Let us consider that the yector Q is constant as yiewed from frame 
{B}: that is. 

(5.8) 

E\'en though it is constant relatiw to {B}. it is clear that point Q will 
ha,"e a yelocity as seen from {A.} due to the rotational wlocity ...lOB 
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FIGCRE 5.4 Yector BQ. fixed in frame {B} is rotating with respect to 
frame {A} with angular ,-eiocity AOB 

To solw for the ,-elocity of point Q we will use an intuitive approach. 
Figure 5.·') shO'lYS hyo instants of time a.~ yector Q rotates around AnB . 

This is what an obserycr in {A} would obserw. 
By examining Fig. 5.5 I':e can determine both the direction and the 

magnitude of the change in the \'ector as viewed from {A}. First. it is 
clear that the diffcrential change in AQ must be perpendicular to both 
AflB and AQ_ Second. from Fig. 5.5 we see that the magnitude of the 
differential change is 

(5.9) 

These conditions on magnitude and direction immediately suggest the 
,"ector cross product. Indeed. aUf conclusions about direction and mag
nitude are satisfied by the computational form 

(5.10) 

In the general case, the yector Q may also be changing with respect to 
frame {B}. so adding this component we haw 

Csing a rotation matrix to remo\-e the dual-superscript. and since the 
descriptioIl of AQ at any instant is ~R BQ. we have 
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.'f) 

FIGCRE .J.5 The ye:ocny of a point due (0 an angular yclocity. 

Simultaneous linear and rotational velocity 

\\-e can yery simply expand (,'5.12: to the case ,yhere origins are not 
coincident by adding on the linear ,"elocit:'; or the origin to (.5.12) to 
drriw the general formula for wlocit:: of a Yector fixed in frame {B} as 
seen from frame {.-l}: 

(5.13) 

EquatioIl (5.13; is the final resuh for the deri\-ati,-e of a wctor in a 
modng frame as ~een from a staTionil.ry frame. 

5.4 More on angular velocity 

In this section \w take a deeper look at angular yelocity. and in 
particular. the derh'ation of (.5.In). \\-hereas the prcyious section took 
a geometric- approflch in shu\ying the yalidity of (,5.10). here \,-e take a 
mathematical approach. This section may be skipped by the first time 
reader. 
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A property of the derivative of an orthonormal matrix 

\Ye can deriye an interesting relationship between the derivative of an 
orthonormal matrix and a certain skew s:'mmctric matrix as follows. For 
any n x n orthonormal matrix. R. ,,-e haw 

RRT = I" (5.14) 

where In is the n x n identity matrix. Our interest. by the way. is for 
the case n = 3 and R a proper orthonormal matrix. or rotation matrix. 
Differentiating (S.14) yields 

(5.15) 

,yhere On is the n x n zero matrLx. Eq. (.5.15) ma:.-· also be written 

(5.16) 

Defining 
(5.17) 

lye have from (5.16) that 

S_ST =0". (5.18) 

So. we see that 5 is a ske\y-symmetric matrix. Hence. a property relating 
the deriyari,-e of onhonormal matrices Kith skew-symmetric matrices 
e:xists and may be stated as 

(5.19) 

Velocity of a point due to rotating reference frame 

Consider a fixed wctor B P unchanging with respect to frame {B} It's 
description in :omother framE' {A} is given 3..."; 

--'p= ~R By (5,20) 

If frame {B} is rotating (i,e .. the derivatiw ~R is nonzero) then A P ,yill 
be changing ewn though B P is constant; rhar is 

Ap=iRBp (5.21) 

or. using our notation for nJocity. 

(5.22) 
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:>01'.'. rewrite (5.22) by substituting for B P to obtain 

(5.23) 

),laking use of our result (5.19) for orthonormal matrices, we ha\-e 

(5.24) 

where \ye ha\"e adorned 5 with sub- and superscripts to indicate that 
it i~ the skew-symmetric matrL"X associated \\"ith the particular rotation 
matrix ~R. Because of its appearance in (.3.24) and for other reasons to 
be seen shortly. the skew-symmetric matrix ,ye ha,"e introduced is called 
the angular velocity matrix. 

Skew-symmetric matrices and the vector cross product 

If \ye assign the elements in a skew-symmetric matrix. S. as 

-U z 
0, 1 0 -rL" . 

0 0 --." 
(5.25) 

and define the 3 x 1 column Yector 

D= (5.26) 

then it is easily wrified that 

SP=(1xP. (5.27) 

where P is any wctor. and x is the ,-ector cross product. 
The 3 x 1 ,"ector. D. which corresponds to the 3 x 3 angular 

,-elocity matrix. if' ralled the angular velocity vector. and \\"as already 
introduced in Section .5.2. 

Hence. our relation (5.2.,1) may be \\Titten 

(5.28) 

\\"here we ha\-e shown the notation for D which indicates that it is the 
angular wlocity yettor ",-hich specifies the motion of frame {B} \\"ith 
respect to frame {A}. 
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Gaining physical insight concerning the angular velocity vector 
Having determined that there exists some ,-ector 11 such that (5.28) is 
true, we now wish to gain some insight as to its physical meaning. Derive 
n by direct differentiation of a rotation matrix: that is. 

R = lim R(t + .6.t) - R(t). 
';"t~O ::::.t (5.29) 

::\"ow, write R(t - D.t) as the composition of two matrices, namely 

R(f + D..t) = RxUc..8)R(t). (5.30) 

where oyer the inten-al .6.t a small rotation of .6.11 has occurred about 
axis k. Csing (.5.30) write (5.29) as 

R= lim (Rx (::::'8)-J3R(t)). 
';"t_O !1t 

(5.31) 

OL 

(5.32) 

::\OW. from small angle substitutions in (2. iT) we have 

(5.33) 

So. (5.32) may be written 

R(t). (5.34) 

Finally. diyiding the matrix through by .6.t and then taking the limit, 
we ha\"e 

(5.35) 

Hence. we see 

-Oz ", 1 0 -~x . 
0 --" 

(5.36) 
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\yhere 

o ~ [g:] ~ [Z::] ~ ex. 
rl z k z 8 

(5_37) 

The physical meaning of the angular ,"elodty wctor" n" is that at any 
instant the change in orienta"tion of a rotating frame can be yicwed as 
a rotation about some a.xis K. This instantaneous axis of rotation 
taken as a unit ,"ector and then scaled b;: the speed of rotation about 
that a.xis (e) yields the angular ,"eloeity wctor. 

Other representations of angular velocity 

Other representations of angular wlodt:: are possible: for example" 
imagine that the angular wlodt;: of a rotating body is 3\"ailable as rates 
of the set of Z- Y-Z Euler angles: 

(5_38) 

Giwn this style of description, or any other using one of the twentyfour 
angle sets. \,"e Kould like to deriw the equi,"a!cm angular wlocity 
yector. 

\\"e h3\"e seen that 

-rl~ 
o (5.39) 

From this matrix equation one may extract three independent equfl.tiom. 
namel;: 

(540) 

From ('::i.1O) and a symbolic de:;cription of R in terms of an angle set. 
one may deri\-e the expressions \\"hich relate the angle set wlocities to 
the equi,"alent angular wloeit\" yector. The resulting expressions can be 
cast in matrix form. for example. for Z-Y-Z Euler angles. 

(541) 

That is. E~·) is a Jacobian relating an angle set yelocity wctor and the 
angular YelocilY yector. and is a function of the instantaneous \"alues of 
the angle set. The form of £(-) depends on the particular angle set it is 
dcyeloped for: hence the subscript is added to indicate this. 
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EXA:'-.IPLE 5.2 

Determine the E matrix Khich relates Z-Y-Z Euler angles to the 
angular yelocity yector. That is. find EZ'y'Z' in (5.41). 

Lsing (2.72) and (5.40) and doing the required symbolic differenti
ations yields 

[ 
1:1 -:'0°0° EZ'y'Z' = L 

Wd] sos) 
d 

• (5.42) 

5.5 Motion of the links of a robot 

In considering the motion of robot linb ,YO '\\-ill ahyay.,:; use link frame 
{O} as our reference frame. Hence. c', is the linear \-elocity of the origin 
of link frame {i}. and ~', is the angular wlocity of link frame {i}. 

At any instant. each link of a robot in motion has some linear and 
angular wlocity Figure 5.6 indiriites thr.sc ycctor~ for link i. In this case. 
it is indicated that they are \\Titten in frame {i} 

A,xi, , 

, , , , 

Link, 

FIGCRE 5,6 The wlocity of link 1 is gh'en by \'ectors l', and """ which 
may be written in any frame. eyen frame {i}. 
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5.6 Velocity 'propagation" from link to link 

\\-e now consider the problem of calculating the linear and angular 
wlocities of the links of a robot. A manipulator is a chain of bodies. 
each one capable of motion relatiye to its neighbors. Because of this 
structure we can compute the yelocities of each link in order starting 
from the base. The ,-elocity of link i - 1 will be that of link i. plus 
whateyer new yelocity components were added by jOint 1 + l.~ 

As indicated in Fig. 5.6. let us now think of each link of the 
mechanism &<; a rigid borl~' \\-ith linear and angular n~locity ,-ectors 
de~cribing its motion. Further. we will express these yelocities with 
respect to the link frame itself rather than with respect to the base 
coordinate system. Figure 5.7 shows links i and i + 1 along \\"ith their 
wlocity \"ector,'; defined in the link frame",. 

Rotational wlocities may be added vi-hen both w \"ectors are written 
,,-ith respect to the same frame. Therefore. the hngular wlocity of link 
i-I is the same as that of link i plus a new component caused by 
rotational yelacity at joint i ---i- 1 This can be written ill terms of frame 
{i} as 

(5.43) 

2, _ , 

x _, 

FIGCRE 5" \"elocity ,-"ector; of neighboring link,. 

~ Remember that linear velocity is as~ociated with a point. and angular 
velocity is associated with a body. Hence. the term "yC\ocity of a link" here 
meanS rhe linear velocity of the origin of the link frame. and the rotatIOnal 
\'eloc:ty of the link, 
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?\ote that 

(5.44) 

"\Ye ha,T made use of the rotation matrix relating frames {i} and {i + I} 
in order to represent the added rotational component due to motion at 
the joint in frame {i}. The rotation matrix rotates the axis ofrotation of 
joint i-I into ib description in fmme {i} so that the t\\-O components 
of ana-ular ,-eiocity rna," be added. c "" 

By premultiplying both sides of (5.43) by ;+1 R we can find the 
description of the angular \"elocity of link i -;- 1 \\"ith respect to frame 
{i + lj, 

(5.45) 

The linear yelocity of the origin of frame {i + I} is the same as that 
of the origin of frame {I} plus a ne,\" component caused by rotational 
,-elocity of link i, This is exactly the situation described by (5.13), with 
one term Yanishing because iP'_l is constant in frame {I}. Therefore 
\\"e haye 

i5.46) 

Premultiplying both sides by ;-1 R. vi-e compute 

(5.47) 

Equations (5.-1,j) and (.j.47,: are perhaps the most important results of 
this chapter. The equh-alent relationships for the case that joint i + 1 
is prismatic are 

(5.48) 

Applying these equations successiwly from link to link. ,\"e can compute 
_Y-'-"_Y and s1.'_Y' the rotational and linear \"elocities of the last link. :\"ote 
that the resulting ,-clocitics are expressed in terms of frame {S}. This 
turns out to be usefuL as we ,,;ill see later. If the H'locitips are desired 
in terms of the base coordinate system. they can be rotated into base 
coordinates by multiplication with ~.R. 
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nGCRE 5.8 A two-link man:pulator_ 

EXA),IPLE 5.3 

A two-link manipulator with rotational joims is shov.;n in Fig. 5.S. 
Calculate the '-elocity of the tip of the arm a::; a funcrion of joint rates. 
Give the answer in two forms-in terms of frame {3} and also in terms 
of frame {O}. 

Frame {3} has been attached at the end of the manipulator as shmyn 
in Fig .. 5.9. and ,,-e ,,-ish to find the yelocity of the origin of this frame 
expressed in frame {3}. As a second part of the problem. lye will express 
these yelocities in frame {O} as ,,-elL \\-e will start by attaching frames 
to the links a::; lye haye done before (see Fig. 5.9) 

\\-e will u::,e Eqs. (5.45) and (5..17) to compute the yelocity of 
the origin of each frame starting from the base frame {O}, which 
has zero ,·elocity. Since (5.-lEi) and (5Ai) ,,-ill make use of the link 
transformations. Ke compute them as: 

r C, 

-', 0 

!] ~T = " C, 0 
0 0 1 
0 0 0 

r Co 

-S2 0 

'1 ] 1T= ~ 
c, 0 

(5.49) 
0 1 
0 0 
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x, 

a2 / 
~/ 

Y" i/j~". 
~xo 

/ 

FIGCRE 5.9 Frame assignments for the two_link manipulator. 

2T = 0 1 0 0 

[

1 0 0 1'1 
3 0 0 1 0 

o 0 0 1 

.:\ote that these correspond to the manipulator of Example 3.3 with joint 
3 permanently fixed at zero degrees. The final transformation between 
frames {2} and {3} need not be cast as a standard link transformation 
(though it may be helpful to do so). Then using (5.45) and (5.47) 
sequentially from link to link. we calculate 

(5.50) 

(5.51) 

, 
.... 2 = (5.52) 

(5.53) 
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(5.54) 

(5.55) 

Equation (-5.55) is the ans·weI. Also the rotational v-elocity of frame {3} 
is found in Eq. (5.5-1). 

To find these velocities with respect to the nonmoving base frame, 
we rotate them with the rotation matrix ~R, which is 

(5.56) 

This rotation yields 

• (5.57) 

It is important to point out the two distinct uses for Eqs. (5.45) 
and (5..17). First. they may be used as a means of deriving analytical 
expressions as in Example ·5.2 aboye. Here, we manipulate the symbolic 
equations until we arriye at a form such as (.5.55). which will be evaluated 
with a computer in some application. Second. they may be used directly 
to compute (5.45) and (5.47) as they are \\'ritten. They can easily be 
"''Titten as a subroutine ,,'hich is then applied iteratively to compute 
link velocities. As such they could be used for any manipulator without 
the need of derh'ing the equations for a particular manipulator. However. 
the computation then yields a numeric result with the structure of the 
equations hidden. \Ye are often interested in the structure of an analytic 
result such as (5.5.5). Also. if we bother to do the work (that is, (5.50) 
through (5.57) ). ,,'e generally ",ill find that there are fewer computations 
left for the computer to perform in the final application, 

5.7 Jacobians 

The Jacobian is a multidimensional form of the deriYative, Suppose, for 
example. that we have six functions. each of which is a function of six 

UNIVER.c:II'IAI'IC ",.,...,,,,".~ 
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independent variables: 

(5.58) 

\Ye could also use yector notation to write the~e equations as 

Y=F(X) . (5.59) 

.::\0\1:, if K€ Kish to calculate the differentials of Y, as a function of 
differentials of x)' Ke simply use the chain rule to calculate, and we get 

(5.60) 

which again might be 1'-Tinen more simply using vector notation as 

EY = 8F EX ax . (5.61) 

The 6 x 6 matrix of partial deri\"atives in (5.61) is what we call 
the Jacobian. J . .::\ote that if the functions fl(X) through f6(X) are 
nonlinear. then the partial deril"atives are a function of x,. So we use 
the notation 

CY = J(X) EX. (5.62) 

By Ji,'iJing both sides by the differential time element. we can think of 
the Jacobian as mapping wlocities in X to those in Y: 

y= J(X) X. (5.63) 

.-\t any particular instant. X has a certain value. and J(X) is a linear 
transformation. At each ne\\- time instant. X has changed and therefore 
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so has the linear transformation. Jacobians are time-varying linear 
transformations. 

In the field of robotics. we generally speak of Jacobians which rclate 
joint velocities to Cartesian velocities of the tip of the arm. For example: 

°V=OJ(8) 8. (5.64) 

where e is the ,"ector of joint angles of the manipulator, and V is a vector 
of Cartesian velocities. In (5.64) \'i"e ha,-e added a leading superscript to 
our Jacobian notation to indicate in which frame the resulting Cartesian 
velocity is expressed. Sometimes this superscript is omitted when the 
frame is obvious or when it is unimportant to the de,"elopmem. :\ote that 
for any given configuration of the manipulator. joint rates are related to 
velocity of the tip in a linear fashion. This is only an instantaneous 
relationship. f'ince in the next instant the Jacobian hM changed slightly. 
For the general case of a sLx-jointed robot. the Jacobian is 6 x 6. 8 is 
6 x 1. and °v is 6 x 1. This 6 x 1 Cartesian ,"elocity Yector is the 3 x 1 linear 
velocity vector and the 3 x 1 rotational velocity ,'ector stacked together: 

(5.65) 

Jacobians of any dimension (including nOIlsquare) may be defined. The 
number of rows equals the number of degrees of freedom in the Cartesian 
space being considered. The number of columns in a Jacobian is equal 
to the number of joints of the manipulator, In dealing with a planar 
arm. for example. there is no reason for the Jacobian to have more than 
three rows. although for redundant planar manipulators. there could be 
arbitrarily many columns (one for each joint). 

In the case of a two--link arm. we can 'l'iTite a 2 x 2 Jacobian which 
relates joint rates to end-effector wlocity. From the result of Example 5.2 
we can easily determine the Jacobian of our two-link arm. The Jacobian 
written in frame {3} is seen (from (E.i.55)) to be 

(5.66) 

and the Jacobian written in frame {O} is (from (5.57)) 

(5.67) 

'\'ote that in both cases. we hm"e chosen to write a square matrix which 
relates joint rates to end-effector yelocity. '\Ye could also consider the 3 x 2 
Jacobian which would include the angular yelocity of the end-effector. 
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Considering Eqs. (5 .. 58) through (5.62), which define the Jacobian, 
we see that the Jacobian might also be found by directly differentiat~ 
ing the kinematic equations of the mechanism. However, while tbs is 
straightforward for linear velocity, there is no 3 x 1 orientation vector 
whose derivatiw is w. Hence, we haw introduced a method to derive 
the Jacobian using successive application of (5.45) and (5.47). There 
are sewral other methods Whlct may be used (sec, for example, [4]), 
one of which will be introduced shortly in Section .5.8. One reason for 
deriving Jacobic.ns using the method presented is that it helps prepare 
us for material in Chapter 6, in which we will find that similar techniques 
apply to calculating the dynamic equations of motion of a manipulator. 

Changing a Jacobian's frame of reference 

Given a Jacobian written in frane {B}, that is, 

(5.68) 

we may be interested in giving an expression for the Jacobian in ancther 
frame {A}. First, note that a 6 x 1 Cartesian velocity vector givE'll in 
{B} is described relatiw to {A} b}." the transformation 

~R 0 

[~: J ---------- [=:J (5.69) 

0 , ~R , 

So, we may write 

~R 0 

[::J ----_._---- BJ(8) 8, (5,70) 

0 
, , ~R 

Hence. it is clear that changing the frame of reference of a Jacobian is 
accomplished according to 

~R 0 

.4 J(8) = BJ(8) . (5.71) 

Ll ~R 
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5.8 Singularities 

Given that we have a linear transformation relating joint velocity 
to Cartesian velocity. a reasonable question to ask is: Is this matrix 
invertible? That is. is it nonsingular? If the matrix is nonsingular then 
we can invert it to calculate joint rates given Cartesian velocities: 

(5.72) 

This is an important relationship. For example. say we wish the hand 
of the robot to move with a certain velocity yector in Cartesian space. 
Csing (.5.72) i\'e could calculate the necessary joint rates at each instant 
along the path. The real question of im'ertibility is: Is the Jacobian 
inwrtible for all yalues of 8? If noL where is it not invertible? 

\1ost manipulators have values of e where the Jacobian becomes 
singular. Such locations are called singularities of the mechanism 
or singularities for short. All manipulators have Singularities at the 
boundary of their workspace. and most haye loci of singularities inside 
their workspace. An in-depth study of the classification of singularities 
is beyond the scope of this book-for more information see [5J. For 
our purposes. and 'without gh'ing rigorous definitions, we 'will class 
singularities into two categories: 

1. Workspace boundary singularities are those which occur when 
the manipulator is fully streched out or folded back on itself such 
that the end-effector is near or at the boundary of the workspace. 

2. Workspace interior singularities are those which occur away 
from the ""orkspace boundary and generally are caused by two or 
more joint axes lining up. 

\\"hen a manipulator is in a Singular configuration. it has lost one 
or more degrees of freedom as vie\ved from Cartesian space. This means 
that there is some direction (or subspace) in Cartesian space along which 
it is impossible to move the hand of the robot no matter which joint rates 
are selected. It is obvious that this happens at the workspace boundary 
of robots. 

EXA).IPLE 5.4 

\\~here arc the singularities of the simple two-link arm of Exam~ 
pIe ·5.2'1 \Yhat is the physical explanation of the singularities? Are 
they workspace boundary singularities or are they workspace interior 
singularities? 
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To find the singular points of a mechanism we must examine the 
determinant of its Jacobian. \Yhere the determinant is equal to zero. 
the Jacobian has lost full rank and is singular. 

DET:J(8)J=I/1S~ 1~1=/1/2S2= o. 
llC2'/2 ~ 

(5.73) 

Clearly. a singularity of the mechanism exists when e2 is 0 or 180 
degrees. Physically. when e2 = 0 the arm is stretched straight out. In 
this configuration. motion of the end-effector is possible only along one 
Cartesian direction (the one perpendicular to the arm). Therefore, the 
mechanism has lost one degree of freedom. Likewise when 82 = 180 
the arm is folded completely back on itself. and motion of the hand is 
again only possible in one Cartesian direction instead of hvo. \Ve will 
class these singularities as Imrkspace boundary singularities because 
they exist at the edge of the manipulator's workspace. ::\"ote that the 
Jacobian "litten ,,"ith respect to frame {o}. or any other frame. would 
ha,"e yielded the same result. _ 

The danger in applying (.5.72) in a robot control system is that at a 
singular point. the inwrse Jacobian b1mys up! This results in joint rates 
approaching infinity as the singularity is approached . 

••••••••••• EXA~IPLE 5,.5 

Consider the two-link robot from Example :3.2 moving its end
effector along the i< axis at 1.0 m/s as in Fig. :3.10. Show that joint 
rates are reasonable \\'hen far from a singularity. but as a singularity is 
approached at e2 = O. joint rates tend to infinity. 

\\-e start by calculating the inwrse of the Jacobian written in {U}: 

~ 

/ 
/ 

FIG-C-RE 5.10 A two-link manipulator moving its tip at a constant 
linear velocity. 

(5.74) 
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Then using Eq_ (o_T'!) for a \"elocity of 1 m/s in the X direction we can 
calculate joint rates as a function of manipulator configuration: 

(5.75) 

Clearly. as the arm stretches out toward 81 = 0 both joint rates go to 
infinity. _ 

__________ EXA)'[PLE -5.6 

For the PC:\B. 560 manipulator. give two examples of singularities 
which can occur. 

There is singularity when 83 is near -90.0 degrees. Calculation of the 
exact -'mlue of 83 is left as an exercise (see Exercise .5.14). In this situation, 
links 2 and 3 are "stretched out" just like the singular location of the 
two-link manipulator in Exumple E.i.3. This is cluOised as a workspace 
boundary singularity. 

\Yhenewr 85 = 0.0 degrees the manipulator is in a singular config
uration. In this configuration joint 3-xes .J. and 6 line up-both of their 
actions \,"ould result in the same end-effector motion. so it is as if a degree 
of freedom has been lost. Because this can occur interior to the workspace 
em-elope. we will class it as a \,-orkspace interior singularity. _ 

5.9 Static forces in manipulators 

The chainlike nature of a manipulator leads us quite naturally to 
consider how forces and moments ""propagate" from one link to the next. 
Typically the robot is pushing on something in the em"ironment with the 
chain's free end (;:he end-effector) or is perhaps supporting a load at the 
hand. \\"e \<:ish to solw for the joint torques which must be :lcting to 
keep the system in ~tatic equilibrium. 

In considering static forces in a manipulator \'i"e first lock all the 
joints so that the manipulator becomes a structure. \Ye then consider 
each link in this structure and write a force-moment balance relationship 
in terms of the link frames. Finally. we compute what static torque must 
be acting about the joint axis in order for the manipulator to be in static 
equilibrium. In this 'I"\"3y. we solYe for the set of joint torques needed to 
support a static load acting at the end-effector. 

\Ye define special symbols for the force and torque exerted by a 
neighbor link: 
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j; = force exerted on link i by link i - 1. 

n, = torque exerted on link i by link i - 1. 

\\"e will use our usual convention for assigning frames to links. Figure 
·5.11 sho,,-s the static forces and moments acting on link i. Summing the 
forces and setting them equal to zero we have 

(5.76) 

Summing torques about the origin of frame {i} we hm·e 

'n; - in'_l - 'P,+l X '/,_1 = O. (5.77) 

If we start with a description of the force and moment applied by 
the hand. we can calculate the force and moment applied by each link 
working from the last link do,,·n to the base, link O. To do this. we 
formulate the force-moment expressions (5.76) and (5.77) such that they 
specify iterations from higher numbered links to lmnT numbered links. 
The result may be ·written: 

(578) 

(5.79) 

In order to \\Tite these equations in terms of only forces and moments 
defined within their o,,-n link frames. \\"8 transform ·with the rotation 

\' - 1 j 

.p -. j; - j 

FIG"CRE 5.11 Static force-moment balance for a single link. 
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matrix describing frame {i + I} relative to frame {i}, This leads to our 
most important result for static force "propagation" from link to link: 

(5.80) 

(5.81) 

Finally. the important question arises: \Yhat torques are needed at the 
joints in order to balance the reaction forces and moments acting on 
the links? All components of the force and moment vectors are resisted 
by the structure of the mechanism itselL except for the torque about 
the joint axis. Therefore. to find the joint torque required to maintain 
the static equilibrium. the dot product of the joint axis vecbr with the 
moment vector acting on the link is computed: 

(5.82) 

In the case that joint i is prismatic. we compute the joint actuator force 

'" (5.83) 

:\"ote that we are using the symbol T even for a linear joint force. 
As a matter of convention we generally define the positive direction 

of joint torque as the direction which would tend to move the joint in 
the direction of increasing joint angle. 

Equations (.5.80) through (5,83) give us a means to compute the 
joint torques needed to apply any force or moment with the end-effector 
of a manipulator in the static case. 

_ •••••••••• EXA:\IPLE 5.7 

The two-link manipulator of Example '),2 is applying a force yector 
3F with its end-effector (consider this force to be acting at the origin of 
{3}). Find the required joint torques as a function of configuration and 
of the applied force. See Fig. 5.12. 

We apply Egs. (5.80) through ('::i.82) starting from the last link and 
going toward the base of the robot· 

(5.84) 

(5.85) 
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FIG"l'RE 5.12 A two-link manipulator applying a force at its tip_ 

, f, (5_86) 

(5_87) 

Therefore we hayc 

(5.88) 

(5.89) 

This relationship may be -written tiS a mauix operator as 

• (5.90) 

It is not tI coincidence that this matrix is the transpose of the Jacobian 
that Ke found in (3.66)! 
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5.10 Jacobians in the force domain 

\Ye have found joint torques that will exactly balance forces at the band 
in the static situation. \i\'ben forces act on a mechanism, work (in the 
technical sense) is done if the mechanism mo\"es through a displacement. 
·Work is defined as a force fl.cting through a distance and is a scalar 
·with units of energy. The principle of virtual work allows us to make 
certain statements about the static case by allowing the amount of this 
displacement to go to an infinit.esimal. Since work has units of energy 
it Hlust be the same measured in any set of generalized coordinates. 
Specifically. we can equate the work done in Cartesian terms with the 
work done in joint space terms. In the multidimensional case, work is 
the dot product of a vector force or torque and a vector displacement. 
Thus we hfl.ve 

:F ·EX = T· 68, (5.91) 

where :F is a 6 x 1 Cartesian force-moment vector acting at the end
effector, oX is a 6 x 1 infinitesimal Cartesian displacement of the 
end-effector. T is a 6 x 1 vector of torques at the joints, and 88 is a 
6 x 1 yector of infinitesimal joint displacements. Expression (5.91) can 
also be written 

(5.92) 

The definition of the Jacobian is 

"x = 1,,8. (5.93) 

and so we may write 

(5.94) 

","hich must hold for all .... 8. and so we haye 

(5.95) 

Transposing both sides yields the result 

(5.96) 

Equation (5.9u) verifies in general what we saw in the particular case of 
the t~..-o-link manipulator in Example .5.6: The Jacobian transpose maps 
Cartesian forces acting at the hand into equiYalent joint torques. When 
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the Jacobian is written ,,;ith respect to frame {a}. then force vectors 
written in {a} may be transformed. as made clear by the notation 

T = Of1" of. (5.97) 

\Yhen the Jacobian loses full rank there are certain directions in which 
the end-effector cannot exert static force~ as desired. That is, in (5.97) 
if the Jacobian is singular. :F could be increased or decreased in certain 
directions (those defining the null-space of the Jacobian [6j) \vith no 
effect on the \'alue calculated for T. This also means that near singular 
configurations. mechanical adyantage tends to\vard infinity t;uch that 
Vi-ith t;mall joint torques large forces could be generated at the end
effector.' Thus. singularities manifest themselves in the force domain as 
well as in the position domain. 

:\"ote that (5.97) is a "ery interesting relationship in that it allows 
us to com'ert a Cartl:~~ian quantity into a joint space quantit;.' without 
calculating any inverse kinematic functions. \\"e ,vill make use of this 
,,-hen Ke consider the problem of control in later chapters. 

5.11 Cartesian transformation of velocities and 
static forces 

\\"e may wish to think in terms of 6 x 1 representations of general \'elocity 
of a body: 

(5.98) 

Likewise we may consider 6 x 1 representations of general force vectors: 

(5.99) 

where F is a 3 x 1 force vector and S is a 3 x 1 moment vector. It is 
then natural to think of 6 x 6 transformations which map these quantities 
from one frame to another. This is exactly \.-hat we have already done 
in considering the propagation of n;loritie::, aIld forces from link to link. 
Here we ,Hite (5.·!-}) and (5A7) in matrix operator form to transform 
general yelocity ,'ectors in frame {A} to their description in frame {B} 

"' Consider a two-link planar manipulator nearl\" Qt'tst.rfltchfld with the 
end-effector in contact with a reaction surface. In thi~ configuratIOn arbitrarily 
large forces could be exerted with "small"' Joint torques. 
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Since the t\yO frames inyolyed here are rigidly connected, 8,+1 appearing 
in (5.·'1.5) is set to zero in deriying the follmying: 

where the cross product is understood to be the matrix operator 

-p, 
o P, 1 -p, 

o 
(5.101) 

Xo\\", (5.100) relates \"Clocities in one frame to those in another. so the 
6 x 6 operator will be called a velocity transformation and we will 
use the symbol Tt . In this case. it is a yelocity transformation \vhich 
maps wlocities in {A} into wlocities in {B}. so we use the following 
notation to compactly express (5.100): 

(5.102) 

\Ye may im-ert (~i.1UU) in order to compute the description of yelocity 
in terms of {A} when giwn the quantities in {B}: 

(5.103) 

(5.104) 

:\ote that these mappings of yelocities from frame to frame depend on 
~T (or its inwrse) and so must he interpreted as instantaneous results, 
unless the relationship bet,,-een the two frames is static. Similarly. from 
(.5.80) and (.5.81) ,,-e "Tite the 6x 6 matrix which transforms general force 
Yector~ "Titten in term:; of {B} into their description in frame {A}: 

,C..-iFA ' [ "JR 
lA.\".--t_ = APBORG x"JR 

(5,105) 

\yhich may be 'written compactly a;; 

(5.106) 

where 1j is used to denote a force-moment transformation. 
Velocity and force transformations are similar to Jacobians in that 

they relate yelocities and forces in different coordinate systems. Similarly 
to Jacobians we hm-e that 

(5.107) 

as can be wrified by examining (5.105) and (.j.103). 
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i Wmt 

Sensor fra:n. 

FIG"CRE 5.13 Frames of interest with a force sensor. 

_ •••••••••• EXA\IPLE 5.8 

Figure 5.13 shows an end-effector holding a tool. Loc:ated at the 
point where the end-effector attaches to the manipulator. there is a 
force-sensing Krist. This is a device ,,-hich can measure the forces and 
torques which are applied to it. 

Consider the output ofthi~ sensor to be a 6x 1 vector. s:T. composed 
of three forces and three torques expressed in the sensor frame, {S}. 
Our real interest is to know the forces and torques applied at the tip 
of the tooL T F. Find the 6 x 6 transformation which transforms the 
force-moment vector from {S} to the tool frame. {T}. The transform 
relating {T} to {S}< fT, is known. (::\ote that {S} here is the sensor 
frame. not the station frame as usual.) 

This is simply an application of (5.106) First. from fT we calculate 
the inverse. ~T. which is composed of fR. and T FSORG ' Then we apply 
(5.106) to obtain 

(5.108) 

where 

• (5_109) 
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5.10 :7] For the two-link manipulator of Example 5.2 give the transformation 
which would map joint torques into a 2 x 1 force ,-ector. 3F. at the hand. 

5.11 )4] Gi,-en 

l0866 -0_500 

AT = 0_500 0.866 
B 0_000 0.000 

0 0 

if the wlocity wctor at the origin of {A.} 

0.0 
2.0 

-3.0 
1.414 
1.41-1 
00 

0.000 100j 0.000 0.0 
1.000 5.0 

0 1 

is 

find the 6 x 1 wlocity wctor \\'i,h reference point the origin of {B} 

5.12 :15] For the three-link manipulator of Exercise 3_3. giYe a set of Joint 
angle~ for which the manipulator is at a workspace boundary Hing1llarity 
and another set of angles for which the manipulator is at a workspace 
interior singularity 

5.13 :9: A certain two-link manipulator has the following Jacobian: 

Ignoring grayit,-. what are the join{ torrjues required in order that rhe 
manipulator apply a sTatic fo[re H'ctor 0 F = lOXo 

5.14 :1{ If the link parameter Q3 of the Pl":\IA 560 were zero. a workspace 
boundar:-- sing1l1arity ".-ouid occur when 83 = -90.0°. Giye an expression 
for the yalue of 83 where the ~lllgulaIity occurs and show that if a3 were 
zero. the res1llt would be 83 = -90.0°. Hint· In this configuration a 
straight line passes through joint axes 2. 3. and the point where axes 
4. 5. and 6 intersect. 

5.15 -2-1: G1H the :1 x;; Jacobian which calc1llate~ linear yelocity of the tool tip 
from the three joint rates for the manipulalOr of Example 3.4 in Chaptcr 3. 
Give the Jacobian in frame {OJ. 

5.16 :ZO] A 3R manipulawr has kinematics that correspond exactly to the set 
of Z-Y-Z Euier anglC5 (i.e .. the forward kinematics arc gh'cn by (2_72) with 
0. = 8J • 3 = 82 , and~. = 83), Give the Jacobian relating joint velocities 
to angular wlocity of the final link. 

5.17 [31] Imagine that for a genera16-DOF robot we have a\'ailable ati and 
a P,OrY for all i. Tha, is. wc know ,hc yalues for the unit Z vectors of each 
link frame in terms of the base frame. and also thp locations of the originH 
of all link frames in terms of ehe base frame. Let us also say that we are 
interested in the yelocity of the tool point (fixed relatiw to link n) and 
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we know 0 P,ool also, :'\ow. for a reyolute jOint. the ,-elocity of the tool tip 
due to the "elocity of joint i is gi\"(~n by 

(5,110) 

and the angular \'c!ocity of link 11 due to the \'elocity of this joint is giwn 
by ° - ° ~ ..c', = e, Z,. (5_111) 

The total linear and angular wlocit:, of the tool is giycn by the sum of the 
°t', and 0,"", respecth-ely. G:w equations analogous to (5.110) and (.S.lll) 
for the ca"e of Joint I prismatic and write the 6 x fi JacobIan matrix of 
an arhitrary 6-DOF manipulawT in tnms of the Z,. PiMg and Ptool 

5.1S :18] The kinematics of a 3R robot are giH'n by l "en 
-(;1 5 23 s] I,c, + I",c, j 

~T = 6~~~3 
-5 1 82:; C, [lSi + 12-51C2 

C23 0 12 s2 

0 0 1 

Find °J(8) which, when multiplied by the joint \'clocit~· \'cctor giw_o the 
linear \'c!oci,y of the origin of frame {3} relatiw to frame {OJ. 

5.19 )5] The position of the origin of link 2 for an RP manipulator i5 giwn by 

Giw the 2 x 2 Jacobian that rc<atcs thc two joint rates to the linear 
\-clocity of the origin of fmme {2}. Giw a yalue of (-3 where the dcdcc 
is at a singularity 

5.20 )0] Explain what might be meam b~- the statement: "An ll-DOF manip
ulator at a singularity can be treated as a redundant manipulator in a 
space of dimensionali,:-- n - 1." 

PrograIllming Exercise (Part 5) 

1. fwo frame~, {--t} and {B} are not mo.-iug relatIve to one another: that is, 
-t3T is constant. In the p:anar case. we define the \'elocity of frame {A} as 

'Write a routine which. g1\-en -t3T and -"'V4 . computes HVB. Hmt: This is 
the planar analog of (5_100)_ Cse a prncedure heading ~onl<'thing like: 

Procedure Veltrans(VAR brela: frame; VAR vrela, vrelb: vec3); 
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where "VIela" is the velocity relative to frame {A}. or A VA' and "vrelb" is 
the output of the routine (the .-elocit)" relatiw to frame {En, or EVB. 

2. Determine the :1 x :1 Jacobian of the ::I-link planar manipulator (from 
Example 3.3) In order to derive the Jacobian you should use velocity 
propagation analysis (as in Example 5.2) or static force analysis (as in 
Example 5.6). Hand in your work showing how you derived the Jacobian. 

\\"rite a routine to compute the Jacobian in frame {3}. that is. 3J(8). aF 
a function of the joint angles. ::\otc that frame {3} i~ the standard link frame 
with origin on the axis of joint 3. LOse a procedure heading something like: 

Procedure Jacobian(VAR theta: vec3; Var Jac: mat33); 

The manipulator data arc Ii = 12 = 0.5 meter~. 

3. A tool frame and a stacion frame are defined by the user for a certain task 
as below (unies are meters and degrees): 

;;"T =:x y e] = [0.1 D.2 3D.Dj. 

~T =:x y ej = [0.0 0.0 0.0]. 

At a certain in~tant. the tool tip IS at the position 

fT = [x y ej = [0.6 - D.3 45.0] 

At the same in5tant. the joint rates (in dcg/sec) are measured to be 

Calculate the linear and angular velocity of the tool tip relative to its own 
frame. that is. TVT . If there is mOTe than one possible answer calculate all 
possible answers. 
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MANIPULATOR 
DYNAMICS 

6.1 Introduction 

Our study of manipulators so far has focused on kinematic considerations 
only. \Ye hay€ studied static positions. static forces. and ,"elocities: but 
we ha1:8 ne,-er considered the forces reql1ired to cause motion. In this 
chapter we consicler the equations of motion for a manipulator-the 
'way in which motion of the manipulator arises from torques applied by 
the actuators. or from external forces applied to the manipulator. 

Dynamics of mechanisms is a field in v.;hich many books have been 
written. Indeed. Oile can spend years studying the field. Obviously, we 
canIlot coyer the material in the completeness it deseryes. However, cer~ 
tain formulations of the dynamics problem seem particularly well suited 
to application to manipulators. In particular. methods which make use 
of the serial chain nature of manipulators are natural candidates for our 
study. 
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There are two problems related to the dynamics of a manipulator 
that we wish to solve. In the first problem we are giwn a trajectory point, 
G. 8. and 8. and ,,'e 1\·iHh to find the required yector of joint torques. 
T. This formulation of dynamics is useful for the problem of controlling 
the manipulator (Chapter 10). The second problem is to calculate how 
the mechanism will moye under application of a set of joint torques. 
That is. giyen a ~orque ::ector. T. calculate the resulting motion of the 
manipulator. G. G, and 8. This is useful for simulating the manipulator. 

6.2 Acceleration of a rigid body 

\Ye nm'i" extend our analysis of rigid body motion to the case of 
accelerations. At any instant. the linear and angular velocity vectors 
haw derh'atiyes ,\·hich are called the linear and angular accelerations. 
respecti,-ely. That is. 

B'. dB' . BI"Q{t-:-~t)-[l~Q{t) 
I" = - "I" = hm (6 1) 

Q & Q •• -. ~ . 

end 
AO _ 5!.. "'0 _ I AI1 B(t - ~t) - Alla{t) (6.2) 

""H - dt ""H - ..l~~O 6.t . 

As I',ith ,"elocities. when the reference frame of the differentiation is 
understood to be some uni,"ersal reference frame, {C}, we will use the 
notation 

(6.3) 

and 
(6.4) 

Linear acceleration 

\Ye start by restating an important result from Chapter 3, (3.12), which 
describes the \"elocity of a ,"ector BQ as seen from frame {A} when the 
origins are coincident: 

(6.5) 

The left-hand side of this equation describes how AQ is changing in time. 
So. since origins arc coincident. we could rewrite (6,5) as 

<i (.4. R EQ) _ A R BV _ AO X A R EQ dt B . - B Q ""8 B .. (6.6) 
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This form of the equation ".-ill be useful when deriving the corresponding 
acceleration equation. 

By differentiating (6.5). we can deri,'e expressions for the accelera
tion of EQ as ,'ie\\'ed from {A.} when origins of {A} and {B} coincide; 

(6.7) 

~o\y we apply (6.6) t\\-ice-onee to the first term. and once to the last 
term. The right-hand side of equation (6.7) becomes 

~R H'(_Q";" ·-I0. B y ~R B\-Q -:- ·-I0 B X ~R Hq 

+.-10 XIARB\' _AO yARBQ) 
. -"B ,B q '"8 B . 

Combining t\yo terms. Ke get 

(6.8) 

ARB)· _2 AO x'RB)' _·-10 x'RBO,AO X(AO x'RBQ) (6.9) 
B Q --B B Q ""B B ,"'8 -'B B . 

Finally. to generalize to the case in which the origins are not coincident. 
we add one term ,\,'hich gil"es the linear acceleration of the origin of {B}. 
resulting in the final general formula: 

(6.10) 

A particular case that is ,\"orth poiming out is ,\"hen EQ is constant. 

0' 
Bl· _ H)· -0 

Q - Q - . (6.11) 

In this casc. (6.10) simplifies to 

(6.12) 

"\Ye ,,·ill use this result in calculating the linear acceleration ofthe links of 
a manipulator with rotational joints. "\Yhen a prismatic joint is present. 
the more general form of (6.10) will be used. 

Angular acceleration 

Consider the case of {B} rotating relatiw to {A.} Kith ·~nB' and {C} 
rotating rf'latiye to {B} \\'ith Bnc To rakulate ·-Inc \\'e sum the ,-ectors 
in frame {A.}' 

(6.13) 
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)L----+;. 

FIG'CRE 6.1 The inertia tensor of an object describes the object's mass 
distribution. Here a yector A P locates the differential volume element. dv. 

By differentiating. we obtain 

.40 _040 +"- (ARBC ) ·-c - -'B dt Be· 

:\ow. applying (6.6) to the last term of (6.14), we obtain 

(6.14) 

(6.15) 

\Ye will use this result to calculate the angular acceleration of the links 
of a manipulator. 

6.3 Mass distribution 

In systems \';ith a single degree of freedom. we often talk about the mass 
of a rigid body. In the case of rotational motion about a single axis, 
the notion of the moment of inertia is a familiar one. For a rigid body 
,,-hich is free to mm-e in three dimensions there are an infinite number of 
possible rotation axes. In the case of rotation about an arbitrary axis, we 
need a complete way of characterizing the mass distribution of a rigid 
body. Here we introduce the inertia tensor, which for our purposes 
can be thought of &s a generalization of the scalar moment of inertia 
of an object. 

\\-e shall nOl,- define a set of quantities which give information about 
the distribution of mass of a rigid body relative to a reference frame. 
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Figure 6.1 shows a rigid body "I\"ith an attached frame. While inertia 
tensors may be defined rc1atiye to any frame, "I\"e "I\"ill ahmys consider 
the case of an inertia tensor defined for a frame attached to the rigid 
body. \"'-he1"e it is important "\"\'e will indicate. with a leading :superscript. 
the frame of reference of a giwn inertia tensor. The inertia tensor relative 
to frame {A} is expressed in the matrix form as the 3 x 3 matrix: 

"I,-here the scalar elements are giyen by 

I~" ~ J J 1 ry pd,. 

I", ~ J J 1 n pd,. 

J", ~ J J 1 yr pd, 

(6.16) 

(6.17) 

,,-here the rigid body is composed of differential "olume elements. dv. 
containing materiai of densit~· p. Each "olume element is located with a 

'p . ·T h wctor.· = lx y zj . as S o,,-n in Fig. 6.l. 
The elemeIlt~ ra' Iyy< and Iz~ flrc called the mass moments of in

ertia. ::\ote that in each case "e are integrating the mass elements. pdt·. 
times the square of the perpendicular distance from the corresponding 
axis. Thc clements Kith mixed indiee~ are caJled the mass products 
of inertia. This set of six independent quantities \\"ill. for a giyen body, 
depend on the position and orientation of the frame in which they are 
defined. If we are free to choose the orientation of the reference frame. 
it is possible to cause the products of inertifl to be zero. The axes of the 
reference frame \\"hcn so aligned are called the principal axes and the 
corresponding mass moments are the principal moments of inertia. 

EXA.\IPLE 6.1 

Find the inertia tensor for the rectangular body of uniform density 
p \\'ith respect to the coordinate s:"stem shmm in Fig:. 6.2. 
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FIGL"RE 6.2 A body of uniform density. 

First. we compute I",]; l~sing yolume element dr = d:r dy dz, we get 

= foh (~- z21) u'pdz 

= (hl;U' -!- h3;U') P 

=~W_h2) 3 . 

(6.18) 

where m is the total mass of the body. Permuting the terms. we can get 
Iyy and I zz by inspection: 

and 

m 
I = _ (u· 2 _h2) 

yy 3 (6.19) 

(6.20) 



\\"e next compute Fry: 

(" r' j" 
1"11 = 10 10 0 x.lIpdxdydz 

= foh ll~2 ypdydz 

~ jh U·2/2 
pdz 

o , 

= '!2 1rl. , 
Permuting the terms. we get 

and 
m 

Jyz = ~hl. 

Hence the inertia tensor for this object I::' 

TW-':-h2) -~ld 

-'.J = -~u."1 
m (u·2 + h 2) , 

--Thee 

-~hl 

6.3 :'Iass distribution L:litLJ 

(6.21) 

(6.22) 

(6.23) 

• (6.24) 

-~hu· -!£- hi T(i2 + u· 2 , • 
As noted. the inertia tensor is a function of the location and 

orientation of the reference frame. A well-knm,-n re:,;ult, the parallel 
axis theorem. is one way of computing how the inenia tensor changes 
under translations of the reference coordinate syst.em. The parallel axis 
theorem relates the inertia tensor in a frame with origin at the center 
of ma."s to the inertia tensor with respect to another rderence frame. 
\Yhere {C} is located at the center of ma.<;s of the body. and {A.} is an 
arbitrarily translated frame. the theorem can be stated [1] as 

(6.25) 

\\"here Pc = ~.Tc.Yc.z;T locates the center of mass relatiye to {A.}. 
The remaining moments and products of inertia arc computed from 
permutations of I. y. and z in (6.25) The theorem may be stated m 
,-ector-matrix form as 

(6.26) 

,,-here 13 is the 3 x 3 identity matrix. 
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EXA\IPLE 6.2 

Find the inertia tensor for the same solid body desnibed fol' Exam
ple 6.1 when it is described in a coordinate sy~tem with origin at the 
body's center of mass. 

\Ye can apply the parallel axis theorem. (6.25), where 

Then ,n' find 

(6.27) 

The other elements are found by symmetr~·. The resulting inertia tensor 
"I\Titten in the frame at the ci;nter of mass is 

S (h 2 -P) 0 0 

GJ= 0 ;'; ':lL,2 _ h 2 ) 0 (6.28) 

0 0 ~; W +u·2
) 

Since the result is diagonaL frame {C} must represent the principal 
axes of this body. • 

Some additional facts about inertia tensors are as follows: 

1. If two axes of the reference frame form a plane of symmetry for the 
mass distribution of the body. the products of inertia having as an 
index the coordinate which is normal to the plane of symmetry ,vill 
be zero. 

2. ::"loments of inertia must always be positi,-e. Products of inertia 
may ha"l'e either sign. 

3. The sum of the three moments of inertia are invariant under orien
tation changes in the reference frame. 

4. The eigem-alues of an inertia tensor are the principal moments for 
the body. The associated eigenyectors are the principal axes. 

::"Iost manipulators haye links whose geometry and composition 
is some,yhat complex so (hat the application of (6.17) is difficult in 
practice. A pragmatic option is actually to measure rather than to 
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calculate the moments of inertia of earh link using a measuring device 
(e.g .. an inertia pendulum) 

6.4 Newton's equation, Euler's equation 

\\-e will consider each link of a manipulator as a rigid body. Ewe kno\\" 
the location of the center of mass and the inertia tensor of the link. then 
its mass distribution is completely characterized. In order to lllm-e the 
links. ,\-e must accelerate and deceierate them. The forces required for 
such motion are a function of rhe acceleration desired and of the mass 
distribution of the links_ :\"ewton's equation along with its rotational 
analog. Euler's equation. describe hmy forces. inertias. and accelerations 
relate. 

Newton's equation 
Figure 6.3 shO\,-s a rigid bod:-- whose center of mass is accelerating Kith 
acceleration i'e- In such a situation. the force. F. acting at the center of 
mass -which causes thi~ acceleration is gi,-en by :\'e\yton's equation. 

(6_29j 

Khere m is the wral mass of the body 

= 

F 

FIGl:RE 6_3 .-'1. force F acting at tne center or mass of a body causes 
the body to accelerate at ie. 
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Euler's equation 

Figure 6--1 shO'ln a rigid body rotating with flng1l1fl.r wlocity. ,-,-,', and with 
angular acceleration . .: .. :. In such a ~ituation. the moment .X, which mllst 
be acting on the body to cause this motion. is gi,"en by Euler's equation 

"y=CI';'" ...,·xcI...:. (6.30) 

where C I is the inertia tensor of the body written in a frame. {C}. whose 
origin is located at the center of mass. 

6.5 Iterative Newton-Euler dynamic formulation 

\Ye nO\y consider the problem of computing the torques that correspond 
to a gh-en trajectory of a manipulator. \\"e assume ,\"e know the position. 
,-elocity. and acceleration of the joints. (8.8.8). With this kno\\"ledge, 
and Kith knowledge of the kinematics and mass distribution information 
of the robot. we can calculate the joint torques required to cause this 
motion. The algorithm presented is based upon the method published 
by Luh, \Ya!ker. and Paul in )]. 

Outward iterations to compute velocities and accelerations 

In order to compute inertial forces acting on the links it is necessary to 
compute the rotational ,-e1ocity and linear and rotational acceleration of 
the center of mass of each link of the manipulator at any gi,"en instant. 

/ 

FIG"cRE 6.4 .-\ moment S is accing on a body. and the body is rotating 
with "elocity _' and accelerating at .:::, 
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These computations will be done in an iterath·e nature starting with 
link 1 and moving successively. link by link. Q1tilL·ard to link n. 

The ·'propagation·' of rotational wlocity from link to link was 
discussed in Chapter 5, and is giyen (for joint i + 1 rotational) by 

(6.31) 

From (6.15) v;e obtain the equation for transforming angular acceleration 
from one link to the next. 

,+1·. _'i-111'·. ,-l R ,. e '~lZ 8 ;-1;: ""-",+1-, -",-, '"-,x ,+1 ,_l-t~l ,-'-I· (6.32) 

When joint i + 1 is prismatic. this simplifies to 

(6.33) 

The linear acceleration of each link frame origin is obtained b~· appli
cation of (6.12): 

.-,. ,c'R'I' 'P , (' 'p) . , I -t"i_1 =, _ ...... , X 1-1"'" _., x ...:, x t-1 - t·; (6.34) 

which. for prismatic joint i - l. becomes (from 6.10): 

x 'P ..L.'. X (' • x; P ) i;.) ;':"1 . _, ""'", ,_1 - c" 
(6.35) 

\Ye also ,,"ill need the linear acceleration of the center of mass of each 
link. ,,·hich also can be found by applying (6.12): 

, , 'P ., (' 'p) COc = _., xc.., ...:, x ""., x c -'-
" , 

(6.36) 

where we imagine a frame. {CJ. attached to each link ,,·ith its origin 
located at the center of mass of the link. and \dth the same orientation 
as the link frame. {I}. Equation (6.36) doesn't imolye joint motion at 
all. and so is yalid for joint i-I reyo]ute or prismatic. 

:\"ote that the application of the equations to link 1 is especially 
simple since 0 ~·o = 0"':'·0 = O. 

The force and torque acting on a link 

Ha,·ing computed the linear and angular accelerations of the mass center 
of each link we can apply the Xewton-Euler equations (Section 6.4) to 
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compute the inertial forcr: and torque acting at the center of mass of 
each link. Thus we haw 

F, = mi'c.' 

(6.37) 

\yhere {C,} has its origin at the center of mass of the link. and has the 
same orientation as the link frame, {I} 

Inward iterations to compute forces and torques 
Ha\-ing computed the forces and torque", acting un each link. it now 
remains to calculate the joint torques which ,,-ill result in these net forces 
and wrques being applied to each link. 

\\-e can do this by writing a force balance and moment balance 
equation based on a free body diagram of a typical link (sec Fig. 6.5). 
Each link has forces and torque~ exerted un it by it~ neighbor~. and 
in addition experiences an inertial force and torque. In Chapter .5 we 
defined special symbols for ,he force and torque exerted by a neighbor 
link. 'I'i'hich -we repea( here: 

j; = force exerted on link i by link i - 1. 

n i = wrque exerted on link i by link i - 1. 

; - 1 

FIGl'RE 6.5 The force balance. including inertial forces, for a single 
manipulator link. 
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By summing forces acting on link i we arrive at a force balance rela
tionship, 

(6.38) 

By summing torques about the center of mass and setting them 
equal to zero we arriye at the torque balance equation: 

(6.39) 

("sing the result from the force balance relatioIl (6.38) and addiIlg 
a few rotation matrices. we can write (6.39) as 

(640) 

Finally, we can rearrange the force and torque equations so that 
they appear as iteratiw relationships from higher-numbered neighbor 
to lower-numbered neighbor. 

(6.41) 

, _iV +; Ri-1 ,ip 'F 'P i R i - 1! n,-', ;"'-1 n,_;"" c, x ,"'- i-I X ,.,.1 i-1' (6.42) 

The~e equations are eyaluated link by link starting from link n 
and working inward toward the base of the robor. These inward force 
iterations are analogous to the static force iterations introduced in 
Chapter 5. except that inertial forces and torques are now considered 
at each link. 

As in the Oitatic case. the required joint torques are found by taking 
the Z component of the torque applied by one link on its neighbor: 

Ti ='n; 'i,. 
For joint i-I prismatic. v;-e use 

__ , T i ' 
'i - r z,. 

where we ha,"e used the symbol T for a linear actuator force. 

(6.43) 

(6.44) 

:'\ote that for a robot mO"jng in free space . .\"-11.\"_1 and .\"-I n .Y _ 1 
are set equal to zero. and so the first application of the ~quations for link 
n is yery simple. If the robot is contacting the em"ironment. the forces 
and torques due to this contact may be included in the force balance by 
ha,"inO" nonzero .\""'-1! _ and .\"-1n . 

b _\-1 .\-1' 
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The iterative Newton-Euler dynamics algorithm 

The completE' algorithm for computing joint torques from the motion 
of the joints i~ composed of t,,-o parts. first link wlocities ami ac
celerations are iteratiwly computed from link lout to link nand 
the ~eV\"ton-Euler equations are applied to each link. Second. forces 
and torques of interaction and joint actuator torques are computed 
recursh-ely from link n hflrk to link 1 The equations are summarized 
below for the case of all joints rotational. 

01lhmrri iterations: o - :J 

i·l 
l·C'_l 

Inward iterations .6- 1 

'n; = '_Y, - :_lR 1-1 ni _ 1 - 'pc. x 'F
1 

- 'Pi _ 1 X :_lR ,-If,_1. 

Inclusion of gravity forces In the dynamics algorithm 

(6.45) 

(646) 

(6.47) 

(6.48) 

(6.49) 

(6.50) 

(6.51) 

(652) 

(6.53) 

The effect of grayity loading on the links can be included quite simply 
by ~etting °i·o = C. "\,-here G is the grayity \-ector. This is equh'alent 
to saying that the base of the robot is accelerating up,yard ,yith ] G 
acceleration. This firritious up\yard acceleration ("fluses exactly the same 
effect on the links as gra\·it~· would. So. \yith no ('xtra computational 
expense. the grayit:'-- effect is calculated. 
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6.6 Iterative vs. closed form 

Equations (6.45) through (6.53) giYe a computational scheme whereby 
given the joint positions. Yelocities, and accelerations, we can compute 
the required joint torques. As with our de,"elopment of equations to 
compute the Jacobian in Chapter .). thebe relations can be used in two 
\,-ays: as a numerical computational algorithm. or as an algorithm used 
analytically to deyelop symbolic equations. 

"Cse of the equations as a numerical computational algorithm is 
attracti\"e because the equations apply to any robot. Once the inertia 
tensors, link masses, pc. wctors, and :-,-1 R matrices are specified for 
a particular manipulator. the equations may be applied directly to 
compute the joint torques corresponding to any motion. 

Howewr. we often are interested in obtaining better iIlsight to the 
structure of the equations. For example. what is the form of the gravity 
terms: How does the magnitude of the gravity effects compare with 
the magnitude of the inertial effects: To investigate these and other 
questions. it is often useful to write closed form dynamic equations. 
These closed form equations can be deriwd by applying the recursive 
::\ewton-Euler equations symbolically to 8. 8, and 8. This is analogous 
to what we did in Chapter.) to derive the symbolic form of the Jacobian. 

6.7 An example of closed form dynamic equations 

Here we compute the closed form dynamic equations for the two-link 
planar manipulator shown in Fig. 6.6. For simplicity. we assume that 
the mass distribution is extremely simple: All mass exists as a point 
mass at the distal end of each link. These masses are m 1 and m 2 . 

First we determine the ,-alue of the "arious quantities which will 
appear in the recursiw :\"e\\lon-Euler equations. The ,'ectors which 
locate the center of mass for each link are 

, ' 
Pc, = llX1, 

, " 
PC2 = 12 X 2' 

Because of the point mass assumption. the inertia tensor written at the 
center of mass for each link is the zero matrix: 

C'I1=O. 

c 212 = O. 
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FIG"CRE 6,6 Two-link with point ma:;;se~ at distal end of links_ 

There are no forces acting OD the end-effector. and :;0 we ha\T 

/3 = O. 

The base of the robot is not rotating, and hence we have 

""'0 = 0, 

':-'0 = o. 

To include gravity forces we will use 

The rotation between snccessiw link frame:; is given by 

0.0 
0.0] 0.0 
1.0 

0.0] 0.0 
1.0 

We now apply equations (6.4.j) through (6.53). 
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The outward iterations for link 1 are as follows: 

(6.54a-fj 

The outward iterations for link 2 are as follows: 

[
/1 8l ~2 - /) ti!C2 + 98.12] 
11111 C2 -11111.';2 -:- 9C12 

o 
(6.55a--d) 
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Inward iterations for link 2 are as follows: 

~J2=2F2 

2n2 = [ : 1 
m2/1/2c2Bl - Tn 2 / 1 / 2 S28f + m)29c12 + m 2/3(ii j + iiJ 

Inward iterations for link 1 are as follows: 

(6.55e-f) 

(6.56a-b) 

(6.57a-b) 

Extracting the Z components of the 'n;_ we find the joint torques: 

(6.58a-b) 



6.8 The ~tructlJ[e Df rhe manipulator dynamic equations 

Equations (6 .. 38) giw expressions for rhe torque at the actuators as 
a function of joint position. wlocity. and acceleration. :\"ote that these 
rather complex functions flro~e from one of the simplest manipulators 
imaginable. Ob,·iously. the dosed form equations for a mflnipulator with 
six degrees of freedom are quite complex. 

6.8 The structure of the manipulator dynamic 
equations 

It is often com'enient to express the d:;namie equations of a manipulator 
in a single equation "'hich hides some of the details but shows some of 
the structure of the equarions. 

The state space equation 

When the :\"e"\\"ton-£uler equations are eyaluated f'ymbolicall~' for any 
manipulator. they yield a dynamic equation which can be written in 
the form 

T = .\1(8)8 - \"(8. Ell...!.. G!8]. t6.59) 

\\·here .11(8,1 is (he n x n mass matrix of the manipulator. "\/(8.8) 
is an n x 1 wctar of centrifugal and Coriolis terms. and G(8) is an 
n x 1 yector of gra-dty terms. \\"e use the term state space equation 
because the term \"(8.8). appearing in (6.59) has both position and 
wlocity dependence [3]. 

Each element of J1(8) and G(G) is a complex function which 
depends on G. the positio:3 of all the joints of the manipulator. Each 
clement of ·V(8. 8) is a complex function of both 8 and 8. 

\\"e may separate the ,'ariom t,·pcs of terms appearing in the 
dynamic equation;, and form the mass matrix of the manipulator. the 
centrifugal and CarioUs wctor. and the grayity '·ector. 

••••••••••• EXA::'lPLE 6.3 

Gi,-e ,\1(8). 'V(8. 8). and G(G) for the manipulator of Section 6.7. 
Equation (6 .. 59) defines the manipulator mass matrix .. U(8): it is 

composed of all those terms v;-hieh multiply G. and is a function of 8. 
Therefore "lye ha\"e 

.\/(8) = l-l§m 2 - 2~11:m2C2 + I?~ml - m2} l~m2 +21112m2C2]. (6.60) 
12m2 -i1i2m2C2 12m2 

Any manipulator mass matrix is symmetric and positi"l"e definite. aiid 
is. therefore. always inyertible. 
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The velocity term, V(6. B), contains all those terms which have any 
dependence on joint velocity. Therefore we have 

. . [-m2/1/2s28i - 2m2ili2s2BliJ2] 
1'(8,8) = '2' 

m2 i l i 2 S2 81 
(6.61) 

A term like -m21111 s2Bi is caused by a centrifugal force, and is 
recognized as such because i.t depends on the square of a joint velocity. 
A term such as -2m21112s2ele2 is caused by a Coriolis force and will 
always contain the product of two different joint velocities. 

The gra>;ity term. G(8). contains all those terms in which the 
gravitational comtanL g. appears. Therefore we have 

G(8) = [m21z9c12 + (ml + m2)1!9C!]. (6.62) 
m2 i29c 12 

::\ote that the grayity term depends only on 8. and not on its deriva-
tiyes. • 

The configuration space equation 

By ,,-riting the ,-elocity dependent term. V(8. B), in a different form, 
we can write the dynamic equations as 

T ~ \l(8)8 -B(B) :ee] + C(S) [,,'] ~ G(8). (6.63) 

where B(8) is a matrix of dimensions n x n(n - 1)/2 of Coriolis 

coefficients. [Be] is an n(n -1)/2 x 1 vector of joint velocity products 
given by 

ee _T 

en-AI· 
C(G) is an n x n matrix of centrifugal coefficients, and [B2] 
yector given by 

(6.64) 

isannxl 

(6.65) 

lYe will call (6,63) the configuration space equation since the 
matrices are functions only of manipulator position "3]. 

In this form of the dynamic equations. the complexity of the compu
tation is seen to be in the form of computing various parameters which 
are a function of only the manipulator position, 8. This is important 
in applications (such as computer control of a manipulator) in which 
the dynamic equations must be updated as the manipulator moves. 
(Equation (6.63) gives a form in which parameters ".'hich are only a 
function of joint position. and can be updated at a rate related to 
how fast the manipulator is changing configuration.) \Ve will consider 
this form again with regard to the problem of manipulator control in 
Chapter 10. 
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••••••••••• EXA)'IPLE 6.4 

Give E(G) and e(EI) (from (6.63)) for the manipulator of Sec
tion 6.7. 

For this simple two-link manipulator. \\"e haw 

[ e' 

So we see that 

and 

lei I e' . , 

• 

6.9 Lagrangian formulation of manipulator dynamics 

(6.66) 

(6.67) 

(6.68) 

The ::\e\\"ton-Eulcr approach i~ based OIl the elementary dynamic formu
las (6.29) and (6.30). and on an analysis of forces and moments of con
straint acting between the links. As an alternatiye to the ::\ewton-Euler 
method. in this section " .. e briefly introduce the Lagrangian dynamic 
fornlUlation. \\-hereas the .::\e\\"ton-Euler formulation might be said to 
be a "force balance" approach to dynamics. the Lagrangian formulation 
is an "energy-based" approach to dynamics. Of course, for the same 
manipulator. both will giw the same equations of motion. Our statement 
of Lagrangian dynamics ,,-ill be brief and some,,-hat specialized to the 
case of a serial chain mechanical manipulator with rigid links. For a more 
complete and general reference. see :-(. 

\\-e start by dewloping an expression for the kinetic energy of a 
manipuifnor. The kinetic energy of the ith link. k i . can be expressed as 

(6.69) 

where the first term is kinetic energy due to linear wlocity of the link's 
center of mass. and the second term is kinetic energy due to angular 
"elocity of the link. The total kinetic energy of the manipulator is the 
sum of the kinetic energy in the indiyidual links: that is. 

(6.70) 
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Since the t'c, and i in (6.69) are functions of 8 and e, we see that 
the kinetic energy of a manipulator can be described by a scalar formula 
as a function of joint position and velocity. k(8. El). In fact. the kinetic 
energy of a manipulator is gh-en by 

(6.71) 

,,-here .11(8) is the n x n manipulator mass matrix already introduced 
in Section 6.8. An expression of the form of (6.71) is known as a 
quadratic form :.:;;, since "...hen expanded ouL the resulting sc.alar 
equation is composed solely of terms "...hose dependence on the e, is 
quadratic. Further. because the total kinetic energy must always be 
positiYe. the manipulator mass matrix must be a so-called positive 
definite matrix. Positiye definite matrices are those with the property 
that their quadratic form is al"...ays a positive scalar. Equation (6.71) 
can be seen to be analogous to the familiar expression for the kinetic 
energy of a point mass. 

1 
k=2 mt·

2
. (6.72) 

The fact that a manipulator mass matrix must be positive definite is 
analogous to the fact that a scalar mass is always a positive number. 

The potential energy of the ith link. '11,. can be expressed as 

o TOp 
Ui = -m, 9 c, + Uref;' (6.73) 

"...here 0q is the 3 x 1 grm-ity ,'Cctor. 0 Pc, is the vector locating the 
center of mas~ of the ith link. and u re ,', is a constant chosen so that the 
minimum \-alue of u, is zero. Z The toral potential energy stored in the 
manipulator is the sum of the potential energy in the individual links: 
that is. 

(6.74) 

Since the 0 Pc, in (6.73) are functions of 8. we see that the potential 
energy of a manipulator can be described by a scalar formula as a 
function of joint position. u(8). 

The Lagrangian dynamic formulation provides a means of deriving 
the equations of motion from a scalar function called the Lagrangian, 
which is defined as the difference between the kinetic and potential 

" .-\ctually. since only the partial derivative of the potential energy with 
respect to 8 will iippeiir in the dynamics. thi5 constant is arbitrary. This 
corresponds to defining lhe potential energy relative to an arbitrary zero 
reference height. 
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energ~' of a mechanical system. In our notation. the Lagrangian of a 
manipulator is 

£(8. e;. = k(8. El) - u(8) (6.75) 

The equations of motion for the manipulator are thpn ginm hy 

d a£ a£ 
-----, 
dt ae ae 

(6.76) 

whpre 7" is the n x 1 yector of actuator torques. In the case of a 
manipulator. thi~ equation becomes 

d aJ.: ak au 
dt ae - tJlC-) -t- ae = T. 

(6.77) 

\\-here the arguments of k( ) and u(·) ha\'e been dropped for brevity. 

EXA}'IPLE 6.3 

The links of an RP manipulator shO\\-n in Fig. 6.i ha\-e inertia 
tensors 

r 
( 

, , , 

e,~ 

c I, 
c 2I2 = 

• 

[ 11[' 
0 

I":J I y ,,-, 

II 

[Ir 0 

I"U I1F'.J 2 

0 

FlGCRE 6.7 The RP manipulator of Example 6.S 

(6,78) 

, 
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and total mass m1 and m2 . As shown in Fig. 6.7. the center of mass of 
link 1 is located at a distance 11 from the joint 1 axes. and the center 
of lllasS of link 2 is fl.t the variable distance d2 from the joint 1 axis. 
l~ 5e Lagrangian dynamics to determine the equation of motion for this 
manipulator. 

Lsing (6.69) we write the kinetic energy of link 1 as 

1 ~ 2 1 2 
kl = 2m1110l ~ "21ZZ181 (6.79) 

and the kinetic energy of link 2 as 

1 (2·2 ·2) 1, k2 = 2m2 d2Bl -d2 + 21zz~B1. 

Hence. the total kinetic energy is giYen b:>." 

. " 1 ( , ') ·2 ,1 ·2 k(e. e} = 2 m,ll"'" IHl - 1"2 + m 2d2 81 -;- "2m2d2 

("sing (6.73) we "Tite the potential energy of link 1 as 

U 1 = m j l,gsin(B1 ) -'-m,llg· 

and the potential energy of link 2 as 

(6.80) 

(6.81) 

(6.82) 

1.12 = ri1 29d2 sin(B)) + m 2 gd2ma". (6.83) 

,,-here d2m (!X is the maximum extension of joint 2. Hence, the total 
potential energy is gi':en by 

u(e) = g(m11 1 - m2d2)sin{Bj) + m111g + m2gd2ma",· 

::\ext ,,·e take partial derivatiycs as needed for (6.77). 

ak 
ae 
8k 

ae 
", 
8e 

(m1I"i-:-Iu1 ~IF2+m2d~)811 
m

2
d

2 
' . 

c 0 
! '2 
L m2 d2B1 

~ g(m1l1 + m2d2}cos(Blll 
gm2sin(Bl) J. 

Finally. substituting into (6.77) we haw 

'1 = (mlli - Izz~ ..:.. I>z2 - m2d~) 4j + 2m 2 d281 J2 

From (6.88) we can see that 

G(8) = • 

(6.84) 

(6.85) 

(6.86) 

(6.87) 

(6.88) 

(6.89) 
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6.10 Formulating manipulator dynamics in Cartesian spoce llilJ 

Formulating manipulator dynamics in Cartesian 
space 

Our dynamic equations have been developed in terms of the position 
and time derivatives of the manipulator joint angles, or in joint space, 
with the general form: 

T = M(S}e + V(S,e} + G(e}. (6.90) 

vVe developed this equation in joint space because we could usc the serial 
link nature of the mechanism to advantage in deriving the equations. In 
this section \ve discuss the formulation of the dynamic equations which 
relate acceleration of the end-effector expressed in Cartesian space to 
Cartesian forces and moments acting at the end-effector. 

The Cartesian state space equation 

As exlained in Chapters 10 and 11, it may be desirable to express the 
dynamics of a manipulator with respect to Cartesian variables in the 
general form [6] 

F ~ .\[,(8).1: + V,(8. 8) + G,(8). (6.91) 

where :F is a force-torque vector acting on the end-effector of the 
robot, and X is an appropriate Cartesian vector representing position 
and orientation of the end-effector [7]. Analogous to the joint space 
quantities, Mx(8) is the Cartesian mass matrix, Vx(8, El) is a vector 
of velocity terms in Cartesian space, and Gx (8) is a vector of gravity 
terms in Cartesian space. :\ ote that the fictitious forces acting on the 
end-effector, F, could in fact be applied by the actuators at the joints 
using the relationship 

,= p(G} F, (6.92) 

where the Jacobian. J(8). is written in the same frame as F and X. 
usually the tool frame, {T}. 

We can derive the relationship between the terms of (6.90) and those 
of (6.91) in the following way. First. we premultiply (6.90) by the inverse 
of the Jacobian transpose to obtain 

(6.93) 

or, 
:F = ;-TAf(8)8 + ;-TV(e.8) -;- ;-TG(G). (6.94) 
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\\-e next develop a relationship between joint space and Cartesian 
acceleration, starting with the definition of the Jacobian, 

x = Je. (6.95) 

and differentiating to obtain 

(6.96) 

Solving (6.96) for joint space acceleration leads to 

(6.97) 

Substituting (6.97) into (6.94) we have 

:F = ]-T;'lI(8)J- i X _r T JJ(8)J- 1 je_rTV(8, e)-t-r T C(8), (6.98) 

from which we derive the expressions for the terms in the Cartesian 
dynamics as 

JJx (8) = rI(8) .\f(8) ri(8). 

v~(8.8) = rT(8) (vr8.8) -AI(8) ri(8) j(8) 8), 

G,(8) ~ J-T(8) G(G}. 

(6.99) 

The Jacobian appearing in equations (6.99) is written in the same 
frame as:F and X in (6.91) though the choice of this frame is arhitrary.* 
Note that whcn the manipulator approaches a singularity, certain quan
tities in the Cartesian dynamics become infinite . 

••••••••• _ EXA),IPLE 6.6 

Deril'e the Cartesian space form of the dynamics for the two-link 
planar arm of Section 6.7. \\-rite the dynamics in terms of a frame 
attached to the end of the second link. 

For this manipulator we have already obtained the dynamics (in 
Section 6.7). and the Jacobian (equation (5.66)), which we restate here: 

(6.100) 

First compute the inwrse Jacobian: 

(6.101) 

" C8rtain chokes may facilitate computation. 
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and the time derivath;e of the Jacobian: 

J(0)} = [l j
C

2 8"? °ol 
-1 1 .52 82 

(6.102) 

-Csing (6.99) and the results of Section 6.7 we obtain 

Vx {8. 8} = 

Ox(8) = 

(6.103) 

1,Yhen B2 = 0 the manipulator is in a singular position and some of 
the dynamic terms go to infinity. For example, when (}z = 0 (arm 
stretched straight out). the effective Cartesian mass of the end-effector 
becomes infinite in the Xz direction of the link 2 tip frame. as expected. 
In general. at a singular configuration there is a certain direction, the 
smgu/ar direction in ·which motion is impossible. but general motion in 
the subspace ··orthogonal" to this direction is possible [8] • 

The Cartesian configuration space torque equation 

Combining (6.91) and (6.92) ,,-e can write equivalent joint torques with 
the dynamics expressed in Cartesian space: 

T "" J T {8; (.Hx (8)X -l:"(8.8) + 0::«8)). 

\Ye will find it usefull= to ,nire this equation in the form 

(6.104) 

(6.105) 

where Er(G) is a matrix of dimensions n x n(n - 1)/2 of Coriolis 

coefficients. ~ ee] is an n(n - 1)/2 x 1 vector of joint yelocity products 
gi,·en by 

Cr(G) is an n x n matrix of centrifugal coefficients. and [81 ] 

,·ector gh"en by 

(6.106) 

isannxl 

(6.107) 

~ote that in (6.10.5). G(G) is the same as in the joint space equation, 
but in general Er(G) of. E(G) and Cx(G) -:j:. e(G). 
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EXA:\IPLE G.7 

Determine Ex(G) and C
L
(8) (from (6.105)) for the manipulator of 

Section 6.7. 
H \\"e form the product JT (e)v~(G. El) we find that 

(6.108) 

and 

• (6.109) 

6,11 Inclusion of nonrigid body effects 

It is important to realize that the dynamic equations ,ye haw derived do 
not encompass all the effects acting on a manipulator. They include just 
tho::,e forces which arise from rigid body mechanirs. The most important 
source of forces that arc not included is friction. All mechanisms are, of 
course. affected b;: frictional forces. In present da;: manipulators in which 
significant gearing is typicaL the forces due to friction can actually be 
quite large-perhaps equaling 259( of the torque required to moye the 
manipulator in typical situations. 

In order to make dynamic equations reflect the reality of the physical 
de\"ice. it is important to model (at least approximately) these forces of 
friction. A ,uy simple model for friction is viscous friction. in which 
the torque due to friction is proportional TO the n;locity of joint motion. 
Thus \I;e ha,"e 

(6.110) 

,yhere v is a yiscous friction constant. Another possible simple model 
for friction. Coulomb friction. is sometimes used. Coulomb friction is 
constant except for a sign dependence on the joint ,-clocity: 

'."'C'CC = c sgn(B) (6.111) 

,,-here c is a Coulomb friction constant The \"alue of c is often taken 
at one ,-alne ,,-hen e = O. the static coefficient. and at a lower 'laIne, 
the d;.·namic coefficient. ,,"hen B -I- O. \Yhether a joint of a particular 
manipulator exhibits ,"iscous or Coulomb friction is a complicated issue 
of lubrication and other effects. A reasonable model is to include both. 
since both effect::, are likely' 

(6.112) 
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It turns out that in many manipulator joints, friction also displays 
a dependence on the joint position. A major cause of this effect might 
be gears \vhich are not perfectly round-their eccentricity would cause 
friction to change according to joint position. So a fairly complex friction 
model would ha\"e the form 

(6.113) 

These friction models are then added to the other dynamic terms derived 
from the rigid body model, yielding the more complete model 

T = M(8}8+ V(8.e) +C(S) + F(S.e) (6.114) 

There are other effects which are also neglected in this model. For 
example, the assumption of rigid body links means that we have failed to 
include bending effects (which give rise to resonances) in our equations 
of motion. However, these effects are extremely difficult to model. and 
are beyond the scope of this book (see [9.10]). 

6.12 Dynamic simulation 

To simulate the motion of a manipulator we must make use of a model 
of the dynamics. such as we have just developed. Given the dynamics 
vnitten in closed form as in (6 . .59), simulation requires solving the 
dynamic equation for acceleration: 

e = .\f-1(8} [7 - V(S. e) - G(S) - F(S. e)l . (6.115) 

\Ye may then apply an:" of several known numerical integration 
techniques to integrate the acceleration to compute future positions and 
velocities. 

Giyen initial conditions on the motion of the manipulator, usually 
in the form: 

S(O) = So. 

e(O) = o. 
(6.116) 

we numerically integrate (6.115) forward in time by steps of size !:::.t. 
There are many methods of performing numerical integration [11]. Here 
we introduce the simplest integration scheme, called Euler mtegrotion, 
which is accomplished as follows: Starting with t = 0, iteratively 
compute 

e(t..;.. .6..t) = eli) + 8(t).6.t. 

S(t - !:::.t) = S(t} + 8{t).6.t + ~e(t).6.e. 
(6.117) 
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where for each iteration. (6.115) is computed to calculate 6. In this way, 
the position. velocity. and acceleration of the manipulator cansed by a 
certain input torque function can be computed numerically. 

While Euler integration is conceptually simple, other more sophisti
cated integration techniques are recommended for accurate and efficient 
simulation )1]. The selection of.'::..t is an issue that is often discussed. 
It should be sufficiently small that breaking continuous time into these 
small increments is a reasonable approximation. It should be sufficiently 
large that an excessive amount of computer time is not required to 
compute a simulation. 

6.13 Computational considerations 

Because the dynamic equations of motion for typical manipulators are 
so complex. it is important to consider computational issues. In this 
section we restrict our attention to joint space dynamics. Some issues of 
computational effirienc~' of Cartesian dynamics are discussed in :7,8]. 

A historical note concerning efficiency 

Counting the number of multiplications and additions for the equations 
(6.40)-(6.53) when taking into consideration the simple first outward 
computation and simple last inward computation ""e get 

126n - 99 multiplications. 

106n - 92 additions. 

where n is the number of links (here. at least t"'·o). \\"hile still somewhat 
complex. the formulation is tremendously efficient in comparison with 
some pre"iously suggested formulations of manipulator dynamics. The 
first formulation of the dynamics for a manipulator '12,13] was done 
using a fairly straightfonyard Lagrangian approach whose required com
putations came out to be approximately [1..1]: 

32n"; - 86n 3 + 171n2 + 53n -128 multiplications. 

25n4 - 66n 3 -:-129n 2 ~ ..12n - 96 additioIl~. 

For the typical case of n = 6. the iteratiw :'\ewton-Euler scheme is 
about 100 times more efficient! The two approaches must of course yield 
equh-alent equations. and numeric calculations ,,-QuId yield exactly the 
same results. but the structure of the equations is quite different. This 
is not to say that a Lagrangian approach cannot be made to produce 
efficient equations. Rather. this comparison indicates that in formulating 
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a computational scheme for this problem. care must be taken as regards 
efficiency. The relati,"e efficiency of the method we ha'w~ presented stems 
from posing the computations as iterations from link to link. and in the 
particulars of how the yarious quantities are represented [15]. 

Renaud [16:. and Liegois et a1. ) 7] made early contributions concern
ing formulating the mass-distribution descriptions of the links. 'While 
studying the modeling of human limbs. Stepanenko and Vukobratovic 
)8] began im"estigating a :'Nev,"ton-Euler" approach to dynamics in
stead of the somewhat more traditional lagrangian approach. This work 
was revised for efficiency by Orin et a1. [19] in an application to the 
legs of walking robots. Orin's group improved the efficiency somewhat 
by writing the forces and moments in the local link reference frames 
instead of the inertial frame. They also noticed the sequential nature of 
calculations from one link to the next. and speculated that an efficient 
recursive formulation might exist. Armstrong [20] and Luh. Walker. and 
Paul [2] paid close attention to details of efficiency and published an 
algorithm that is O(n) in complexity. This was accomplished by setting 
up the calculations in an iterative (or recursiye) nature and by expressing 
the wlocities and accelerations of the links in the local link frames. 
Hollerbach [1-1.] and Silwr [15] further explored "arious computational 
algorithms. Hollerbach and Sahar )1] shm1;ed that for certain specialized 
geometries the complexity of the algorithm ,.-Quld further reduce. 

Efficiency of closed form vs. iterative form 

\Yhile the iterati,"e scheme introduced in this chapter is quite efficient 
as a general means of computing the dynamics of any manipulator. 
closed form equations deriyed for a particular manipulator will usually be 
more efficient. Consider the two-link planar manipulator of Section 6.7. 
Plugging in n = 2 into the formulas giyen in Section 6.13. we find that 
our iteratiYe scheme would require 1·53 multiplications and 120 additions 
to compute the dynamics of a general two-link. HoweYer. our particular 
tKo-link arm happens to be quite simple since it is planar and the masses 
are considered point masses. So if we consider the closed form equations 
'which we worked out in Section 6.7. we see that computation of the 
dynamics in this form requires about 30 multiplications and 13 additions. 
This is an extreme case. because the particular manipulator is so simple, 
but it illustrates the point that symbolic closed form equations are likely 
to be the most efficient formulation of dynamics. Seyeral authors have 
published articles showing that for any given manipulator. customized 
closed form dynamics are more efficient than c,"en the best of the general 
schemes [22-27]. 

Hence if manipulators are designed to be szmple in the kinematic 
and dynamic sense. they "ill ha\'e dynamic equations which are simple. 
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'We might define a kinematically simple manipulator to be one which 
has many (or all) link tl';ists equal to oc. 90c. or -90 0

• and many 
link lengths and offsets equal to zero. \Ve might define a dynamically 
simple manipulator as one for which each link inertia tensor is diagonal 
in frame {C,}. 

The drawback of formulating closed form equations is simply that 
it currently requires a fair amount of human effort. However, symbolic 
manipulation programs ,,"hich can derive the closed form equations of 
motion of a deyice and automatically factor common terms and perform 
trigonometric substitutions have been developed [25. 28-30]. 

Efficient dynamics for simulation 
\Yhen dynamics are to be computed for the purpose of performing a 
numerical simulation of a manipulator, we are interested in solving 
for the joint accelerations gi,"en the manipulator's current position, 
velocity, and the input torques. An efficient computational scheme must 
therefore address the computation of the dynamic equations studied in 
this chapter. a.~ well as efficient ::ichemes for soh'ing equations (for joint 
accelerations) and performing numerical integration. Several efficient 
methods for dynamic simulation of manipulators are reported in [31]. 

Memorization schemes 

In any computational scheme there can be a trade-off made between 
computations and memory usage. In the problem of computing the 
dynamic equation of a manipulator. (6.59). we have implicitly assumed 
that when a value of T is needed. it is computed as quickly as possible 
from 8, G. and e at run time. If we wish, we can trade off this 
computational burden at the cost of a tremendously large memory 
by precomputing (6.59) for all possible e, G. and 8 values (suitably 
quantized). Then . ...-hen dynamic information is needed. the answer is 
found by table lookup. 

The size of the memory required is large. Assume that each joint 
angle range is quantized to ten discrete values: likewise. assume that 
'"elocities and accelerations are quantized to ten ranges each. For a 
six-jointed manipulator. the number of cells in the (8, e. 8) quantized 
space is (10 x 10 x 10)6. In each of these cells. there are six torque values. 
Assuming each torque '-alue requires one computer word, this memory 
size is 6 x 1018 \vards! Also. note that the table needs to be recomputed 
for a change in the mass of the load. or another dimension can be added 
to account for all possible loads. 

There are many intermediate solutions which trade off memory for 
computation in "mious \\"ays. For example. if the matrices appearing 
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in equation (6.63) "\\-ere precomputed. the table would only ha,"e one 
dimension (in 8) rather than three. After the functions of 8 are looked 
up, a modest amount of computation (giwn b~' (6.63)) is done. For more 
details. and other possible parameteriz:ations of this problem. see [3]. [6]. 
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Exercises 

6.1 )2] Find the inertia ten~or of a right cylinder of homogeneous density 
with re~pect to a frame with origin H the center of ma~s of the hody 

fl,:! :32] Detelllljue the U,\ UdlllJc ey'ui:1ti\Ju~ [\Jl t,he l\\\J-liuk IW1.uipllliill.J1 ill Se<.;
tion 6.1 when eacb link is modeled as a rectangular solid of homogeneous 
density Each link bas dimensions i" (l',. and h,. and total mass mi' 

6.3 >13: Determine the dynamic equations for the three-link manipulator of 
Chapter 3. Exerr:se 3.3. Consider ea<:h link to be a rectanglllfir solid of 
homogeneous rien~ity with dimension" I" lJ';. and h,. and total maHS Tn, 

6_4 [13: \\·rite the ~('t of eq1.wtions ,,·hicb rOTrPsponn rn (6 --1.5)-(6.531 fm thp 

case where the mechanism may haw sliding joints, 

6.5 :30: DE'termine th" d~-namic eqllation~ for the two-link i,onplanar manip
ulator shown lTI Fig, 6.5, As~ume tl.at all the mass of the links can be 
con~idered as a p::Jint mass located a1: the distal (outermost) end of the 
link. The mass \"alues arc m 1 and m2 and the link le:lgths arf' 11 and 
12 This manipula(or is like the first cwo links of the arm in Exercise 3.3, 
Also assume that "lSCOUS frwTlon lS artmg at each Jomt K1th coeffi.cJents 
l", and 1'2 

6.6 )2~ Deriye the Canesian space form of the dynamics for the tKo-link 
planar manplllator of Section 6.7 in terms of the base frame, Hint See 
Example 6,5 but 'lse the Jacobian written ill the base f:arne, 

6.7 )8] How man:-' m2mory location." would be required to store the dynamic 
~quation~ of a g~iLeral three-bilk mat:l.ipulator in a table? Quanti;:.;: each 
joint's position, H,locit:-·. ami accelera.tion into ~ixteen ranges. :\!ake any 
assumptions needed. 

FIG'CRE 6.8 TWO-link with point masse~ a( d1stal end of li:lks. 
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6.8 [32] Derive the dynamic equations for the two-link manipulator shown in 
Fig. 4.6. Link 1 has an inertia tensor given by 

Assume that link 2 has all its mass. m2' located at a point at the 
end-effector. Assume that gravity is directed downward (opposite Zl)' 

6.9 :37: Derive the dynamic equations for the three-link manipulator with one 
prismatic joint shown in Fig. 3.9. Link 1 has an inertia tensor given by 

Link 2 has point mass m2 located at the origin of its link frame. Link 3 
has an inertia tensor giHn by 

Assume that gravity is directed opposite Z1' and viscous friction of 
magnitude 1', is active at each joint. 

6.10 [35] Derive the dynamic equations in Cartesian space for the manipulator 
of Exercise 6.8. "\Yrite the equations in frame {2}. 

6.11 i20' A certain one-link manipulator has 

Assume that this is just the inertia of the link itself. If the motor armature 
has a moment of inertia 1m and the gear ratio is 100, what is the total 
inertia as seen from the motor shaft II:? 

6.12 '20~ The single degree of freedom "manipulator" in Fig. 6.9 has total mass 
m "" 1 with the center of mass at 

and inertia tensor 

CI,~ [l 1 1j 
From rest at t = D. the joint angle 81 moves following the time function 

81 (t)=bt+ct 2 

in radians. Giye the angular acceleration of thc link and the linear 
acceleration of the center of mass in terms of frame {I} as a function 
of t. 
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= 

FIG"eRE 6.9 One-link "manipulator" of Exercise 6.12. 

6.13 : .. Wl DNermine the Cartesian dynamic equations for the two-link Donpla
Dar manipulator shown in Fig, 6.8. Assume that all the mass of the links 
can be consiciered as a point rn&os located at the distal (outermost) end of 
th<; Enk. Th¢ ill"";':; Y[llues arc m 1 and m] and the link bngth5 are 11 G-nd 
12, This manipulator is like 1:he firsl two links of the arm in Exercise 3.3. 
Also assume thaI \-iSCOU5 friction is acting at each joint with coefficients 
t'l and c'2 \'-rite the Cartesian dynamics in frame {:l} which is located at 
the tip of the manipulator with the same orientation as link frame {2}. 

6.14 "18' The equatioU5 below were deriwd for a 2-Dor RP manipulator. 
How€wr. SOffiE' ofthe terms are obyicusly incorrect. Indi,~ate the incorrect 
term~. 

- gcos(81 ) [mlld l + d 2 e:) +- 'll2(d2 +ri2 )" 

T2 = m]ri2 8l - Til 2d2 - Tfl j d]ri2 - Til2d2iP + Til2(d2 + l)gsin(Bll 

6.15 :28: Derive the d:-'namic equations for the RP manipulator of Example 6.5 
using the Xe\\-ton·Euler procedure instead of the Lagrangian technique. 

6.16 :2\ Df'rh'" rhf' "qml.Tion~ of motion for th" PH TTIanipllialOT sllOwn in 
Fig. 6.10. Xeglrc~ friction. include gra\'ity (here. Xo is upward). The 
inertia tensors of the links are diag::>nal with moments I xx l' I YY l' I z z 1 
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x, 

FIGCRE 6.10 PR malli}:<ulator of Exercise 6.16. 

and 1",,,,2' 1!JY2' 1H2 The centers of mass for each link are given by 

6.17 :40: The nJocity-related terms appearing in the manipulator dynamic 
equation can be written as a matrix vector product: that is. 

q8.8) = 1'":",(8.8)8. 

where the m subscript stands for '"matrix form."' Show that an intereHting 
relationship exists bet\':een the time cieri\"ative of the manipulator mass 
mauix and 1/~(·). namely . 

.lI(8) = 2\-'m (H. 8) - s. 

where 5 is some ske\\'-symmetric matrix. 

6.18 -15~ Give a couple of properties that any re&~onablc friction model (I.e" 
th~ term F(E-)' 8) in (6.114)) would po;sess. 

6.19 :28: Do Exercise 6.5 using Lagrange's equations. 
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6.20 [28J Deri,-e the dynamic equations of the 2-DOF manipulator of Sec
tion 6_7 using a Lagrangian formulation, 

Programming Exercise (Part 6) 

1. Deriw the dynamIc equations of rr'l6tl(::l!i for the three-link m8.niplllator 
(from Example ::1.::\). That is. expand ;:;;ection 67 for the three-link case. 
The fo:lowing numerical \'alues describe {he manipulator: 

m 1 =-tGKg, 

9 = 9.8 m,/s2 

For (he first two linb. we a-,sume that the mass is all Con'~E'ntrated at the 
dis1:al end or the link. For link 3. we assume that thE' center of mass i~ 

located at tne origin of frame {3}. that is. a, the proximal end of the link. 
The inertia tensor br link 3 is 

o 
0.1 
o 

: 1 Kgm
2 

0.1 

The ,'ectors which locate each center ofmas~ relatiye w each link frame are 

lPC = Il};l' , 
, '. 
Pc~ == 12 '\2' 

3 Pc == O. , 

2. \\-rit<;' a simulator for the three-link manipulator. A simple Euler-integration 
EJUtine is sufficient for performing the numerical integration (see Sec
tion 6.12;. To keep y::JUr code modular. it may be helpful to define a routine: 

Procedure UPDA1E(VAR tau: vec3; VAR period: real; VAR theta, 
tbetadot: vec3); 

where "tau'" is the torque command to the manipulator ~always zero for 
this assignmem). "period'" is the length of time you wish to ad\'ance time 
(m seconds). and "'theta"' and '"thetadot'" are the state of the manipulator_ 
Theta and thetadot are updated by "'period"' seconds each time you call 
UPDATE. ;\OH' that '"period"' would typically be longer thar_ the integration 
~tep size. j,.t, used in the numerical integration. For examj::Le. although the 
step size for numeric-aL integration might be 0.001 second. you might wish 
only to prim out thc manipulator positklD and \'elodty each 0.1 seconds. 
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To test your simulation. set the joint torque commands to zero (for all 
time) and perform these tests: 

a) Set the initial position of the manipulator to 

Simulate for a few seconds. Is thc motion of the manipulator what YOll 

would expect" 

b) Set the initial position of the manipulator to 

Simulate for a few seconds. Is the motion of the manipulator what you 
would expect? 

c) Introduce some \"iscous friction at each joint of the Himulated manip
ulator. That is, add a tcrm to the dynamics of each joint in the form 
Tf = 1.JJ, where v = 5.0 :;';-ev.1;on-meter seconds for each joint. Repeat test 
(b) abm-e. Is the motion what you would expect? 



7 

TRAJECTORY 
GENERATION 

7.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, we concern ourselves with methods of computing a 
trajectory in multidimensional space which describes the desired motion 
of a manipulator. Here, trajectory refers to a time history of position, 
velocity, and acceleration for each degree of freedom. 

This problem i.ncludes the human interface problem of how we wish 
to specify a trajectory or path through space. In order to make the 
description of manipulator mution easy for a human user of a robot 
oystem, the user should not be required to write down complicated 
ftmdiOIl.s of space and time to specify the ta.'lk. Rather, we must allow 
the capability of specifying trajectc)ries with i:iimple descriptions of the 
desired motion, and let the system figure out the details. For example, 
the llser may just specify the desired goal position and orientation of the 
end-effector, and leave it to the system to decide on the exact shape of 
the path to get there, the duration, the velocity profile, and other detailB. 
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We also are concerned with how trajectories are represented in the 
computer after they have been planned. Finally, there is the problem 
of actually computing the trajectory from the internal representation, 
or generating the trajectory. Generation occurs at Tun time and, in the 
most general case, position, velocity, and acceleration are computed. 
Since these trajectories are computed on digital computers, the trajec
tory points are computed at a certain rate, called the path update rate. 
In typical manipulator systems this rate lies between 20 and 200 Hz. 

7.2 General considerations in path description 
and generation 

For the most part, we will consider motions of a manipulator as motions 
of the tool frame, {T}, relative to the station frame, {S}. This is the 
same manner in which an eventual user of the system would think, and 
designing a path description and generation system in these terms will 
result in a few important advantages. 

When we specify paths as motions of the tool frame relative to the 
station frame, we decouple the motion description from any particular 
robot, end-effector, or workpieces. This results in a certain modularity, 
and would allow the same path description to be used with a different 
manipulator, or with the same manipulator with a different tool size. 
Further, we can specify and plan motions relative to a moving work
station (perhaps a conveyor belt) by planning motions relative to the 
station frame as always, and at run time causing the definition of {S} 
to be changing with time. 

As shown in Fig. 7.1, the basic problem is to move the manipulator 
from an initial position to some desired final position. That is, we wish 
to move the tool frame from its current value, {Tint/;al}, to a desired 
final value, {Tjin",}. Note that this motion in general involves a change 
in orientation as well as a change in position of the tool relative to the 
station. 

Sometimes it is necessary to specify the motion in much more detail 
than simply stating the desired fin('i.l configuration. One way to include 
more detail in a path description is to give a sequence of desired via 
points or intermediate points between the initial and final positions. 
Thus, in completing the motion, the tool frame must pass through a 
set of intermediate positions and orientations as described by the via 
points. Each of these via points is actually a frame which specifies both 
the position and orientation of the tool relative to the station. The 
name path points includes all the via points plus the initial and final 
points. Remember that although we generally use the term "points," 
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FIGURE 7.1 In executing a trajectory, a manipulator moves from its initial 
position to a desired goal position in a smooth manner. 

these are actually frames which give both position and orientation. Along 
with these spatial constraints on the motion, the user may also wish to 
specify temporal attributes of the motion. For example, the time elapsed 
between via points might be specified in the description of the path. 

Usually, it is desirable for the motion of the manipulator to be 
smooth. For our purposes, we will define a smooth function as one 
which is continuous and has a continuous first derivative. Sometimes, 
a continous second derivative is also desirable. Rough, jerky motions 
tend to cause increased wear on the mechanism, and cause vibrations by 
exciting resonances in the manipulator. In order to guarantee smooth 
paths, we must put some sort of constraints on the spatial and temporal 
qualities of the path between the via points. 

At this point there are many choices that may be made, and 
consequently a great variety in the ways that paths might be specified 
and planned. Any smooth functions of time which pass through the via 
points could be used to specify the exact path shape. In this chapter 
we will discuss a couple of simple choices for these functions. Other 
approaches may be found in [1], [2], [13-19]. 
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7.3 Joint space schemes 

In this section we consider methods of path generation in which the 
path shapes (in space and in time) are described in terms of functions 
of joint angles. 

Each path point is usually specified in terms of a desired position 
and orientation of the tool frame, {T}, relative to the station frame, 
{S}. Each of these via points is "converted" into a set of desired joint 
angles by application of the inverse kinematics. Then a smooth function 
is found for each of the n joints which pass through the via points and 
end at the goal point. The time required for each segment is the same 
for each joint so that all joints will reach the via point at the same 
time, thus resulting in the desired Cartesian position of {T} at each 
via point. Other than specifying the same duration for each joint, the 
determination of the desired joint angle function for a particular joint 
does not depend on the functions for the other joints. 

Hence, joint space schemes achieve the desired position and orien
tation at the via points. In between via points the shape of the path, 
while rather simple in joint space, is complex if described in Cartesian , 
space. Joint space schemes are usually the easiest to compute, and, 
because we make no continuous correspondence between joint space and 
Cartesian space, there is essentially no problem with singularities of the 
mechanism. 

Cubic polynomials 

Consider the problem of moving the tool from its initial position to a goal 
position in a certain amount of time. Using the inverse kinematics the 
set of joint angles that correspond to the goal position and orientation 
can be calculated. The initial position of the manipulator is also known 
in the form of a set of joint angles. What is required is a function for each 
joint whose value at to is the initial position of the joint, and whose value 
at t f is the desired goal position of that joint. As shown in Fig. 7.2, there 
are many smooth functions, B(t), which might be used to interpolate the 
joint value. 

In making a single smooth motion, at least four constraints on B(t) 
are evident. Two constraints on the function's value come from the 
selection of initial and final values: 

0(0) = 00 , 

O(tfl = Of· 
(7.1) 
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FIG"URE 7.2 Several possible path shape!:! for a single joint. 

An additional two constraints are that the function is continuous in 
vela-city, which in this case means the the initial and final velocity are 
zero: 

'(0) = 0, 

O(tt)=O. 
(7.2) 

These four constraints can bc satisfied by a polynDmial of at least 
third degree. Since a cubic polynomial has four coefficients, it can be 
made to satisfy the four constraints given by (7.1) e.nd (7.2). These 
constraints uniquely specify a particular cubic. A cubic has the form 

(7.3) 

and so the joint velocity and acceleration along this path arc clearly 

&(t)=a j + 2azt + 3a3t2, 

8(l) = 2a2 + 6a3t. 
(7.4) 

Combining (7.3) and (7.4) with the four deSired constraints yields four 
equations in four unknowns: 

(7.5) 
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Solving these equations for the a; we obtain 

(7.6) 

Using (7.6) we can calculate the cubic polynomial that connects any 
initial joint angle position with any desired final position. This solution 
is for the case when the joint starts and finishes at zero velocity. 

EXAMPLE 7.1 

A single-link robot with a rotary joint is motionless at e = 15 
degrees. It is desired to move the joint in a smooth manner to e = 75 
degrees in 3 seconds. Find the coefficients of a cubic which accomplishes 
this motion and brings the manipulator to rest at the goal. Plot the 
position, velocity, and acceleration of the joint as a function of time. 

Plugging into (7.6) we find 

ao = 15.0, 

a2 = 20.0, 

a3 = -4.44. 

Using (7.3) and 7.4) we obtain 

8{t) = 15,0 + 20.0e - 4.44t3
, 

B(t) = 40.0t - 13.33t2, 

!'itt) = 40.0 - 26_66t. 

(7.7) 

(7.8) 

Figure 7,3 shows the position, velocity, and acceleration functions for 
this motion sampled at 40 Hz. Note that the velocity profile for any 
cubic function is a parabola, and the- acceleration profile is linear. _ 

Cubic polynomials for a path with via points 

So far we have considered motions described by a desired duration and 
a final goal point. In general, we wish to allow paths to be specified 
which include intermediate via points. If the manipulator is to come to 
rest at each via point, then we can use the cubic solution of Section 7.3. 
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FIGURE 73 Position, velocity, and acceleration profiles for a single cubic 
segment which starts and ends at rest. 

Usually, we wish to be able to pass through a via point without stopping, 
and so we need to generalize the way in which we fit cubics to the path 
constraints. 
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As in the case of a single goal point, each via point is usually specified 
in terms of a desired position and orientation of the tool frame relative 
to the station frame. Each of these via points is "converted" into a set 
of desired joint angles by application of tht inverse kinematics. We then 
consider the problem of computing cubics which connect the via point 
values for each joint together in a smooth way. 

If desired velocities of the joints at the via points are known, then 
we can determine cubic polynomials as before, but now the velocity 
constraints at each end are not zero, but rather, some known velocity. 
The constraints of (7.3) become 

8(0) = 80 , 

8(t f ) = Of· 

The four equations describing this general cubic are 

eo = ao, 

ef = ao +a1t f +azt} +a3t}, 

Solving these equations for the a,. we obtain 

(7.9) 

(7.10) 

(7.11) 

Using (7.11) we can calculate the cubic polynomial that connects any 
initial and final positions with any initial and final velocities. 

If we have the desired joint velocities at each via point, then we 
simply apply (7.11) to each segment to find the required cubics. There 
are several ways in which desired velocity at the via points might be 
specified. 
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1. The user specifies the desired velocity at each via point in terms 
of a Cartesian linear and angular velocity of the tool frame at that 
instant. 

2. The system automatically chooses the velocities at the via points by 
applying a suitable heuristic in either Cartesian space or joint space. 

3. The system automatically chooses the velocities at the via points 
in such a way as to cause the acceleration at the via points to be 
continuous. 

In the first option, Cartesian desired velocities at the via points 
are "mapped" to desired joint rates using the inverse Jacobian of the 
manipulator evaluated at the via point. If the manipulator is at a singular 
point at a particular via point, then the user is not free to assign an 
arbitrary velocity at this point. While it is a useful capability of a path 
generation scheme to be able to meet a desired velocity which the user 
specifies, it would be a burden to require that the user always make 
these specifications. Therefore, a convenient system should include either 
option 2 or 3 (or both). 

In option 2, the system automatically chooses reasonable intermedi
ate velocities using some kind of heuristic. Consider the path specified 
by the via points shown for some joint, B, in Fig. 7.4. 

In Fig. 7.4 we have made a reasonable choice of joint velocities at the 
via points, as indicated with small line segments representing tangents 
to the curve at each via point. This choice is the result of applying 
a conceptually and computationally simple heuristic. Imagine the via 
points connected with straight line segments-if the slope of these lines 
changes sign at the via point, choose zero velocity, if the slope of these 

, 
'" " 

FIGURE 7.4 Via points with desired velocities at the points indicated 
by tangents. 
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lines does not change sign, choose the average of the two slopes as the via 
velocity, In this way, from specification of the desired via points alone, 
the system can choose the velocities at each point, 

In option 3, the system chooses velocities such that acceleration is 
continuous at the via point, To do this, a new splining solution is needed, 
In this kind of spline, we replace the (two) velocity constraints at the 
connection of two cubics with the (two) constraints that a) velocity be 
continuous and b) acceleration be continuous, 

••••••••• _ EXAMPLE 7.2 

Solve for the coefficients of two cubics which are connected in a 
two-segment spline with continuous acceleration at the intermediate via 
point. The initial angle is 80, the via point is 8", and the goal point is 8g , 

The first cubic is 

and the second is 

Each cubic will be evaluated over an interval starting at t 
ending at t = tfi , where i = 1 or i = 2. 

The constraints we wish to enforce are 

0= a21 + 2a';!2t f2 + 3a23th, 

all + 2a12tjl + 3a13th = a21, 

(712) 

(7.13) 

o Md 

(7.14) 
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These constraints specify a linear equation problem of eight equations 
and eight unknowns. Solving for the case t f = t fl = t f2 we obtain 

(1.15) 

For the general case of n cubic segments the equations which arise 
from insisting on continuous acceleration at the via points may be cast in 
matrix form which is solved to compute the velocities at the via points. 
The matrix turns out to be tridiagonal and easily solved [4]. 

Higher order polynomials 

Higher order polynomials are sometimes used for path segments. For 
example, if we wish to be able to specify the position, velocity, and 
acceleration at the beginning and end of a path segment, a quintic 
polynomial is required: 

(7.16) 

where the constraints are given as 

(7.17) 
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These constraints specify a linear set of six equations with six unknowns 
whose solution is 

(7.18) 

Various algorithms are available for computing smooth functions 
(polynomial or otherwise) which pass through a given set of data points 
[3], [4]. Complete coverage is beyond the scope of this book. 

Linear function with parabolic blends 
Another choice of path shape is linear. That is, we simply linearly 
interpolate to move from the present joint position to the final position 
as in Fig. 7.5. Remember that although the motion of each joint in this 
scheme is linear, the end-effector in general does not move in a straight 
line in space. 

However, straightforward linear interpolation would cause the veloc
ity to be discontinous at the beginning and end of the motion. To create 
a smooth path with continous position and velocity, we start with the 
linear function but add a parabolic blend region at each path point. 

~r ---------

" " 
FIGURE 7.5 Linear interpolatIon requiring infinite acceleration. 
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During the blend portion of the trajectory, constant acceleration is used 
to change velocity smoothly. Figure 7.6 shows a simple path constructed 
in this way. The linear function and the two parabolic functions are 
"splined" together so that the entire path is continuous in position and 
velocity. 

In order to construct this single segment we will a3sume that the 
parabolic blends both have the same duration, and therefore the same 
constant acceleration (modulo a sign) is used during both blends. AB 
indicated in Fig. 7.7, there are many solutions to the problem-but note 
that the answer is always symmetric about the halfway point in time, 
t h , and about the halfway point in position, eh . The velocity at the end 
of the blend region must equal the velocity of the linear section, and 
so we have 

(7.19) 

where eb is the value of e at the end of the blend region, and e is the 
acceleration acting during the blend region. The value of eb is given by 

(7.20) 

Combining (7.19) and (7.20) and t = 2th , we get 

(7.21) 

where t is the desired duration of the motion. Given any ef , eo, and t, 
we can follow any of the paths given by choice of ij and tb which satisfy 
(7.21). Usually, an acceleration, 8, is chosen and (7.21) is solved for the 
corresponding tb. The acceleration chosen must be sufficiently high, or a 

~I --~-----

I 
I 
I 
I 

"0 I 
I 

'0 " lr- to " 
FIGURE 7.6 Linear segment with parabolic blends. 
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• 
6r - - - - - - -:.;.,.-, 

" 
FIGURE 7.7 Linear segment with parabolic blends. 

solution will not exist. Solving (7.21) for tb in terms of the acceleration 
and other known parameters, we obtain 

(7.22) 

The constraint on the acceleration used in the blend is 

(7.23) 

When equality occurs in (7.23) the linear portion has shrunk to zero 
length and the path is composed of two blends which connect with 
equivalent slope. As the acceleration used becomes larger and larger, the 
length of the blend region becomes shorter and shorter. In the limit of 
infinite acceleration we are back to the simple linear interpolation case. 

EXAMPLE 7.3 

For the same single segment path discussed in Example 7.1, show 
two examples of a linear path with parabolic blends. 

Figure 7.8a shows one possibility where jj was chosen quite high. In 
this ca.se we quickly accelerate, then coa.st at constant velocity, and then 
decelerate. Figure 7.8b shows a trajectory where acceleration is kept 
quite low, so that the linear section almost disappears. _ 

Linear function with parabolic blends for a path with via points 

We now consider the case of linear paths with parabolic blends for the 
ca.se in which there are an arbitrary number of via points specified. 
Figure 7.9 shows a set of joint space via points for some joint e. Linear 
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FIGURE 7.8 Position, velocity, and acceleration profiles for linear 
interpolation with parabolic blends. The set of curves on the left are based on 
a higher acceleration during the blends than those on the right. 

functions connect the via points, and parabolic blend regions are added 
around each via point. 

We will use notation as follows. Consider three neighboring path 
points which we will call points j, k, and /. The duration of the blend 
region at path point k is t k . The duration of the linear portion between 
points j and k is tjk . The overall duration of the segment connecting 
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Slope ~ il" 

Slope ~ il,1 

FIGURE 7.9 Multisegment linear path with blends. 

points j and k is tdJk' The velocity during the linear portion is Ojk, and 
the acceleration during the blend at point j is OJ. See Fig. 7.9 for an 
example. 

As with the single-segment case, there are many possible solutions 
depending on the value of acceleration used at each blend. Given all 
the path points Ok> the desired durations tdjk> and the magnitude of 
acceleration to use at each path point 10k I, we can compute the blend 
times il;' For interior path points this follows simply from the equations 

. Bk - B) 
(j'k=---

) td;k 

I I 
tjl< = tdJ!; - zt; - ztl<' 

(7.24) 

The first and last segments must be handled slightly differently since an 
entire blend region at one end of the segment must be counted in the 
total segment's time duration. 

For the first segment, we solve for tl by equating two expressions 
for the velocity during the linear phase of the segment: 

(7.25) 
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~his can be solved for t l , the blend time at the initial point, and then 
e12 and t12 are easily computed: 

(7.26) 

Likewise, for the last segment (the one connecting points n - 1 and 
n) we have 

which leads to the solution 

1 
t(n-l)n = td(n_l)n - tn - 2"t n - l . 

(727) 

(7.28) 

Using (7.24) through (7.28) we can solve for the blend times and 
velocities for a multisegment path. Usually, the user specifies only the 
via points and the desired duration of the segments. In this case, the 
system uses default values for acceleration for each joint. Sometimes, to 
make things even simpler for the user, the system will calculate durations 
based on default velocities. At all blends, sufficiently large acceleration 
must be used so that there is sufficient time to get into the linear portion 
of the segment before the next blend region starts. 

_ ••••••••• _ EXAMPLE 7.4 

The trajectory of a particular joint is specified as follows: Path points 
in degrees: 10,35,25, 10. The duration of these three segments should be 
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2, 1, 3 seconds, respectively. The magnitude of the default ~celeration 
to use at all blend points is 50 degrees/second2 . Calculate all segment 
velocities, blend times, and linear times. 

For the first segment we apply (7.26a) to find 

81 = 50.0. (7.29) 

Applying (7.26b) to calculate the blend time at the initial point, we get 

tl = 2 _ V4 _ 2(35 10) = 0.27. 
50.0 

The velocity, 812 , is calculated from (7.26c) as 

. 35-10 
012 = 2 0.5(0.27) = 13.50 

The veloCity, 823 , is calculated from (7.24a) as 

. 25-35 
023 = --,- = -10.0. 

Next, we apply (7.24b) to find 

82 = -50.0. 

Then t2 is calculated from (7.24c), and we get 

t2 = -10.0 - 13.50 = 0.47. 
50.0 

(7.30) 

(7.31) 

(7.32) 

(733) 

(7.34) 

The linear portion length of segment 1 is then calculated from (7 .26d) 
and we get 

1 
tl2 = 2 - 0.27 - "2(0.47) = 1.50. (7.35) 

Next, from (7.28a) we have 

(7.36) 

So for the last segment (7.28b) is used 'to compute t4 , and we have 

t4 =3_)9+ 2(10 25)=0.102. 
50.0 

The velocity, 834 , is calculated from (7.28c) as 

. 10-25 
034 = 3 _ 0.050 = -5.10. 

(7.37) 

(7.38) 
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Pseudo via points 

Original via 

" 

FIGURE 7.10 Use of pseudo via points to create a "through" point. 

Next, (7.24b) is used to obtain 

03 = 50.0. 

Then ts is calculated from (7 .24c), and we get 

-5.10- (-10.0) 
t3 = 50 = 0.098 . 

Finally, from (7.24d) we compute 

1 1 
t23 = 1- 2"(0.47) - 2(0.098) = 0.716, 

1 
t34 = 3 - 2(0.098) - 0.102 = 2.849. 

(7.39) 

(7.40) 

(7.41) 

(7.42) 

The results of these computations constitute 'a "plan" for the trajectory. 
At execution time, these numbers would be used by the path generator 
to compute values of fJ, iJ, and ij at the path update rate. _ 

In these linear-parabolic-blend splines, note that the via points are 
not actually reached unless the manipulator comes to a stop. Often, when 
acceleration capability is sufficiently high, the paths will come quite close 
to the desired via point. If we wish to pass through a point by coming 
to a stop, the via point is simply repeated in the path specification. 
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If the user wishes to specify that the manipulator pass exactly 
through a via point without stopping, this specification can be accommo
dated using the same formulation as before with the following addition: 
The system automatically replaces the via point through which we wish 
the manipulator to pass with two pseudo via points on either side of the 
original (see Fig. 7.10). Then path generation takes place as before. The 
original via point will now lie in the linear region of the path connecting 
the two pseudo via points. In addition to requesting that the manipulator 
pass exactly through a via point, the user can also request that it pass 
through with a certain velocity. If the user does not specify this velocity 
the system chooses it based on a suitable heuristic. The term through 
point might be used (rather than via point) to specify a path point 
through which we force the manipulator to pass exactly. 

7.4 Cartesian space schemes 

As mentioned in Section 7.3, paths computed in joint space can ensure 
that via and goal points are attained, even when these path points were 
specified by means of Cartesian frames. However, the spatial shape of the 
path taken by the end-effector is not a straight line through space, but 
rather, it is some complicated shape which depends on the particular 
kinematics of the manipulator being used. In this section we consider 
methods of path generation in which the path shapes are described in 
terms of functions which compute Cartesian position and orientation as 
functions of time. In this way, we can also specify the spatial shape of the 
path between path points. The most common path shape is a straight 
line; but circular, sinusoidal, or other path shapes could be used. 

Each path point is usually specified in terms of a desired position and 
orientation of the tool frame relative to the station frame. In Cartesian
based path generation schemes, the functions which are splined together 
to form a trajectory are functions of time which represent Cartesian 
variables. These paths can be planned directly from the user's definition 
of path points which are {T} specifications relative to {S} without 
first performing inverse kinematics. However, Cartesian schemes are 
more computationally expensive to execute since at run time, inverse 
kinematics must be solved at the path update rate. That is, after the 
path is generated in Cartesian space, as a last step the inverse kinematic 
calculation is performed to calculate desired joint angles. 

Several schemes for generating Cartesian paths have been proposed 
in literature from the research and industrial robotics community [1], 
[2]. In the following section we introduce one scheme as an example. In 
this scheme, we are able to use the same linear/parabolic spliner which 
we developed for the joint space case. 
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Cartesian straight line motion 

Often we would like to be able easily to specify a spatial path which 
causes the tip of the tool to move through space in a straight line. 
Obviously, if we specify many closely separated via points which lie on 
a straight line, then the tool tip will appear to follow a straight line 
regardless of the choice of smooth function which interconnects the via 
points. However, it is much more convenient if the tool follows straight 
line paths between even widely separated via points. This mode of path 
specification and execution is called Cartesian straight line motion. 
Defining motions in terms of straight lines is a subset of the more 
general capability of Cartesian motion in which arbitrary functions 
of Cartesian variables as functions of time could be used to specify a 
path. In a system which allowed general Cartesian motion, path shapes 
such as ellipses or sinusoids could be executed. 

In planning and generating Cartesian straight line paths, a spline of 
linear functions with parabolic blends is appropriate. During the linear 
portion of each segment, since all three components of position change 
in a linear fashion, the end-effector will move along a linear path in 
space. However, if we are specifying the orientation as a rotation matrix 
at each via point, we cannot linearly interpolate its elements as this 
would not result in a valid rotation matrix at all times. A rotation 
matrix must be composed of orthonormal columns, and this condition 
would not be guaranteed if it was constructed by linear interpolation of 
matrix elements between two valid matrices. Instead, we will use another 
representation of orientation. 

As stated in Chapter 2, the so-called angle-axis representation can 
be used to specify an orientation with three numbers. If we combine 
this representation of orientation with the 3 x 1 Cartesian position 
representation, we have a 6 x 1 representation of Cartesian position 
and orientation. Consider a via point specified relative to the station 
frame as ~T. That is, the frame {A} specifies a via point with position 
of the end-effector given by SPAGRC > and orientation of the end-effector 
given by ~ R. This rotation matrix can be converted to the angle-axis 
representation ROT(SKA>BsA ) or simply sKA- We will use the symbol 
X to represent this 6 x 1 vector of Cartesian position and orientation. 
Thus we have 

(7.43) 

where sKA is formed by scaling the unit vector sKA by the amount 
of rotation, 8SA . If every path point is specified in this representation, 
we then need to describe spline functions which smoothly move these 
six quantities from path point to path point as functions of time. If 
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linear splines with parabolic blends are used, the path shape between 
via points will be linear. When via points are passed, the linear and 
angular velocity of the end-effector are smoothly changed. 

Note that unlike some other Cartesian straight line motion schemes 
that have been proposed, this method does not guarantee that rotations 
occur about a single "equivalent axis" in moving from point to point. 
Rather, our scheme is a simple one which provides smooth orientation 
changes and allows the use of the same mathematics we have already 
developed for planning joint interpolated trajectories. 

One slight complication arises from the fact that the angle-axis 
representation of orientation is not unique: 

(7.44) 

where n is any positive or negative integer. In going from a via point {A} 
to a via point {B} the total amount of rotation should be minimized. 
Assuming that our representation of the orientation of {A} is given as 
5KA, we must choose the particular 5KB such that 15KB - 5KAI is 
minimized. For example, Fig. 7.11 shows four different possible 5KB 's 
and their relation to the given sKA- The difference vectors (broken 
lines) are compared to determine the 8KB which will result in minimum 
rotation-in this case, 8KB(_I). 

Once we select the six values of X for each via point, we can use 
the same mathematics we have already developed for generating splines 

'\ sKBfO ) 

\ '\ 
\ '\ 
\ \ 
\ \ 
Ir \ . \ 

\ , 
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• • • 

FIGURE 7.11 Choosing angle-axis representation to minimize rotation. 
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which are composed of linear and parabolic sections. However, we must 
add one more constraint: The blend times for each degree of freedom 
must be the same. This will ensure that the resultant motion of all the 
degrees of freedom will be a straight line in space. Since all blend times 
mllst be the same, the acceleration used during the blend for each degree 
of freedom will differ. Hence, we specify a duration of blend, and using 
(7.24c) we compute the needed acceleration (instead of the other way 
around). The blend time can be chosen so that a certain upper bound 
on acceleration is not exceeded. 

Many other schemes for representing and interpolating the orienta
tion portion of a Cartesian path may be used. Among these are the use 
of some of the other 3 x 1 representations of orientation introduced in 
Section 2.8. For example, the Intelledex 605T manipulator (Fig. 7.12) 
moves along Cartesian straight line paths in which interpolation of 
orientation is done llsing a represenation similar to Z-Y-Z Euler angles. 

7.5 Geometric problems with Cartesian paths 

Because a continuous correspondence is made between a path shape 
described in Cartesian space and joint positions, Cartesian paths are 
prone to various problems relating to workspace and singularities. 

FIGURE 7.12 The lntelledex model 605T robot featuring six axes, ±O.OOl 
inch repeatability. and ±O.002 inch accuracy. 

Photo courtesy of tnteltedex. Inc. 
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A 

'. B 

FIGURE 7.13 Cartesian path problem type 1 

Problems of type 1: intermediate pOints unreachable 

Although the initial location of the manipulator and the final goal point 
are both within the manipulator workspace, it is quite possible that 
not all points lying on a straight line connecting these two points are 
in the workspace. As an example, consider the planar two-link robot 
shown in Fig. 7.13 and its associated workspace. In this case, link 2 is 
shorter than link 1, so the workspace contains a hole in the middle whose 
radius is the difference between link lengths. Drawn on the workspace 
is a start point A, and a goal point B. Moving from A to B would be 
no problem in joint space, but if a Cartesian straight line motion were 
attempted, intermediate points along the path would not be reachable. 
This is an example of a situation in which a joint space path could easily 
be executed, but a Cartesian straight line path would fail.* 

Problems of type 2: high joint rates near singularity 

We saw in Chapter 5 that there are locations in the manipulator's 
workspace where it is impossible to choose finite joint rates that yield 
the desired velocity of the end-effector in Cartesian space. It should 
not be surprising, therefore, that there are certain paths (described in 

* Some robot systems would notify the user of a problem before moving the 
manipulator, while in some, motion would start along the path until SOme joint 
reaches its limit, at which time manipulator motion is halted. 
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A 

FIGURE 7.14 Cartesian path problem type 2 

Cartesian terms) which are impossible for the manipulator to perform. If, 
for example, a manipulator is following a Cartesian straight line path and 
approaches a singular configuration of the mechanism, one or more joint 
velocities may increase toward infinity. Since velocities of the mechanism 
are upper bounded, this situation usually results in the manipulator 
deviating from the desired .path. 

As an example, Fig. 7.14 shows a planar two-link (with equal link 
lengths) moving along a path from point A to point B. The desired 
trajectory is to move the end tip of the manipulator at constant linear 
velocity along the straight line path. In the figure several intermediate 
positions of the manipulator have been drawn to help visualize its 
motion. Ali points along the path are reachable, but as the robot goes 
past the middle portion of the path, the velocity of joint one is very 
high. The closer the path comes to the joint one axis, the faster this rate 
will be. One approach is to scale down the overall velocity of the path 
to a speed where all joints stay within their velocity capabilities. In this 
way, although the desired temporal attributes of the path may be lost, 
at least the spatial aspect of the trajectory definition is adhered to. 

Problems of type 3: start and goal reachable in different solutions 

A third kind of problem that may arise is shown in Fig. 7.15. Here a 
planar two-link with equal link lengths has joint limits which restrict the 
number of solutions with which it can reach a given point in space. In 
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FIGURE 7.15 Cartesian path problem type 3 

• 
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particular, a problem will arise if the goal point cannot be reached in the 
same physical solution as the robot is in at the start point. In Fig. 7.15 
the manipulator can reach all points of the path in some solution, but 
not in anyone solution. In this situation, the manipulator trajectory 
planning system can detect this problem without ever attempting to 
move the robot along the path, and signal an error to the user. 

Due to these problems with paths specified in Cartesian space, most 
industrial manipulator control systems support both joint space and 
Cartesian space path generation. The user quickly learns that because 
of the difficulties with Cartesian paths, joint space paths should be used 
as the default, with Cartesian paths used only when actually needed by 
the application. 

7.6 Path generation at run time 

At run time the path generator routine constructs the trajectory, 
usually in terms of 8, 0, and e, and feeds this information to the ma
nipulator's control system. This path generator computes the trajectory 
at the path update rate. 
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Generation of joint space paths 

The result of having planned a path using any of the splining methods 
mentioned in Section 7.3 is a set of data for each segment of the 
trajectory. These data are used by the path generator at run time to 
calculate 8, 8, and B. 

In the case of cubic splines, the path generator simply computes (7.3) 
as t is advanced. When the end of one segment is reached, a new set of 
cubic coefficients is recalled, t is set back to zero, and the generation 
continues. 

In the case of linear splines with parabolic blends, the value of time, 
t, is checked on each update to determine whether we are currently in 
the linear or the blend portion of the segment. In the linear portion, the 
trajectory for each joint is calculated as 

(7.45) 

e = 0, 

where t is the time since the jth via point and 8jk was calculated at 
path planning time from (7.24a). In the blend region, the trajectory for 
each joint is calculated as 

tin/> = t - (~tj + tJk ) , 

. 1·· :2 
e = eJ + ejdt - tinb) + z8ktinbl 

(7.46) 

il = iljk + iikt",b' 

where Ojk' Bk> tjl and tjlc were calculated at path planning time by 
equations (7.24) through (7.28). This continues with t being reset to !t

J 
when a new linear segment is entered, until we have worked our way 
through all the data sets representing the p~th segments. 

Generation of Cartesian space paths 

For the Cartesian path scheme presented in Section 7.4, we use the path 
generator for the linear spline with parabolic blends path. However, 
the values computed represent the Cartesian position and orientation 
rather than joint variable values, so we rewrite (7.45) and (7.46) with 
the symbol x representing a component of the Cartesian position and 
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orientation vector. In the linear portion of the segment, each degree of 
freedom in X is calcuated as 

(7.47) 

i = o. 

where t is the time since the jth via point and Xjk was determined at 
path plan time using an equation analogous to (7.24a). In the blend 
region, the trajectory for each degree of freedom is calculated as 

tinb = t - (~tj + t jk ) , 

(7.48) 

where the quantities xjkl xkl t j , and tjk were determined at plan time 
just as in the joint space case. 

Finally, this Cartesian trajectory (X, X, and X) must be converted 
into equivalent joint space quantities. A complete analytical solution 
to this problem would use the inverse kinematics to calculate joint 
pooitions, the inverse Jacobian for velocities, and the inverse Jacobian 
plus its derivative for accelerations [5]. A simpler way often used in 
practice is as follows: At path update rate we convert X into its 
equivalent frame representation, bT, We then use the SOLVE routine (see 
Section 4.8) to calculate the required vector of joint angles, 8. Numerical 
differentiation is then used to compute e and 6. ~ Thus, the algorithm is 

x ...... bT, 

8(t) = SOLVE(bT), 

. Sit) - e(t - 8t) 
8(t) = ot ' 

.. 8(t) - 8(t - bt) 
8(t) = 6t . 

(7.49) 

Then, 8, 8, and 6 are supplied to the manipulator's control system. 

* This differentiation can be done noncausally for preplanned paths, result
ing in better quality 8 and e. Also, many control systems do not require a e 
input, and so it would not be computed. 
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7.7 Description of paths with a robot programming 
language 

In Chapter 10 we will discuss robot programming languages in some 
detaiL Here, we will illustrate how various types of paths that we have 
discussed in this chapter might be specified in a robot language. In these 
examples, we use the syntax of AL, a robot programming language 
developed at Stanford University [6]. 

The symbols A, B, C, and D stand for variables of type "frame" in 
the AL language examples below. These frames specify path points which 
we will assume have been taught or described textually to the system. 
Assume the manipulator begins in position A. To move the manipulator 
in joint space mode along linear-parabolic-blend paths we could say 

move ARM to C with duration = 3*secondsj 

To move to the same position and orientation in a straight line we could 
~ay 

move ARM to C linearly with duration = 3*secondsj 

where the clause "linearly" denotes that Cartesian straight line motion 
is to be used. If duration is not important, the user can omit this 
specification and the system will use a default velocity, that is, 

move ARM to C; 

A via point can be added, and we can write 

move ARM to C via B; 

or a whole set of via points might be specified by 

move ARM to C via B,A,Dj 

Note that in 

, 

move ARM to C via B with duration = 6*secondsj 

the duration is given for the entire motion. The system decides how to 
split this dUIation between the two segments. It is possible in AL to 
specify the duration of a single segment; for example by 

move ARM to C via B where duration = 3*secondsj 

The first segment which leads to point B .will have a duration of 3 
seconds. 

7.8 Planning paths using the dynamic model 

Usually when paths are planned we use a default or a maximum 
acceleration at each blend point. Actually, the amount of acceleration 
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that the manipulator is capable of at any instant is a function of the 
dynamics of the arm and the actuator limits. Most actuators are not 
characterized by a fixed maximum torque or acceleration, but rather by 
a torque-speed curve. 

When we plan a path assuming there is a maximum acceleration at 
each joint or along each degree of freedom, we are making a tremendous 
simplification. In order to be careful not to exceed the actual capabilities 
of the device, this maximum acceleration must be chosen conservatively. 
Therefore, we are not making full use of the speed capabilities of the 
manipulator in paths planned by the methods introduced in this chapter. 

We might ask the following question: Given a desired spatial path of 
the end-effector, find the timing information (which turns a description 
of a spatial path into a trajectory) such that the manipulator reaches 
the goal point in minimum time. Such problems have been solved by 
numerical means [7,8]. The solution takes the rigid body dynamics into 
account as well as actuator speed-torque constraint curves. 

7.9 Collision-free path planning 

It would be extremely convenient if we could simply tell the robot system 
what the desired goal point of the manipulator motion is, and let the 
system determine where and how many via points are required so that 
the goal is reached without the manipulator hitting any obstacles. In 
order to do this, the system must have models of the manipulator, the 
work area, and all potential obstacles in the area. A second manipulator 
may even be working in the same area and hence each arm must be 
considered as a moving obstacle for the other. 

Systems that plan collision-free paths are not available commercially. 
Research in this area has led to two competing techniques, and several 
variations and combinations thereof. One class of methods solves the 
problem by forming a connected graph representation of the free space 
and then searching the graph for a collision-free path [9-11J. Unfor
tunately these techniques have exponential complexity in the number 
of joints in the device. A second approach is based on creating artificial 
potential fields around obstacles which cause the manipulator(s) to avoid 
the obstacles while they are drawn toward an artificial attractive pole at 
the goal point [12]. Unfortunately, these methods generally have a local 
view of the environment and are subject to becoming "stuck" at local 
minima of the artificial field. 
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Exercises 

1.1 [8J How many individual cubics are computed when a six-jointed robot 
moves along a cubic spline path through two via points and stops at a 
goal point? How many coefficients are stored to describe these cubics? 

7.2 [13] A single-link robot with a rotary joint is motionless at e "" _5° It 
is desired to mOve the joint in a smooth manner to e = 800 in 4 seconds. 
Find the coefficients of a cubic which accomplishes this motion and brings 
the arm to rest at the goal. Plot the position, velocity, and acceleration 
of the joint as a function of time. 

7.3 [14] A single-link robot with a rotary joint is motionless at e = -5°. 
It is desired to move the joint in a smooth manner to 8 = 800 in 4 
seconds and stop smoothly. Compute the corresponding parameters of a 
linear trajectory with parabolic blends. Plot the position, velocity, and 
acceleration of the joint as a function of time. 

1.4 [3~] Write a path planning routine which implements (7.25) through 
(7.30) in a general way for paths described by an arbitrary number of path 
points. For example, this routine could be used to solve Example 7.4. 

7.5 [181 Sketch graphs of position, velocity, and acceleration for the two
segment continuous acceleration spline given in Example 7.2. Sketch them 
for a joint for which 80 = 5.00 , ev = 15.00 , B 9 = 40.0° , and each segment 
lasts 1.0 second. 

7.6 [18] Sketch graphs of position, velocity, and acceleration for a two-segment 
spline where each segment is a cubic, using the coefficients as given in 
(7.11). Sketch them for a joint where 80 = 5.0° for the initial point, 
8t! = 15.00 is a via point, and By = 40.0° is the goal point. Assume each 
segment has a duration of 1.0 second, and the velocity at the via point 
is to be 17.5 degrees/second. 

7.7 [20] Calculate 812 , 823 , t I , t z , and t3 for a two-segment linear spline with 
parabolic blends (use (7.24) through (7.28)). For this joint, 81 = 5.00 , 

82 = 15.0°, 8s = 40.00 Assume td12 = td23 = 1.0 second, and the 
default acceleration to use during blends is 80 degrees/second2 . Sketch 
plots of position, velocity, and acc"leration of B. 

1.8 [18] Sketch graphs of position, velocity, and acceleration for the two
segment continuous acceleration spline given in Example 7.2. Sketch them 
for a joint for which 80 = 5.0°, 8" = 15.0°, 8y = -10.0°, and each 
segment lasts 2.0 seconds. 

7.9 {I8] Sketch graphs of position, velocity, and acceleration for a two-segment 
spline where each segment is a cubic, using the coefficients as given in 
(7.11). Sketch them for a joint where 00 = 5.0° for the initial point, 
8t! = 15.0° is a via point, and 8g = _10.0 0 is the goal point. Assume each 
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segment has a duration of 2.0 seconds. and the velocity at the via point 
is to be 0.0 degrees/second, 

7.10 [201 Calculate e12 , tizs , t 1 , i z , and ts for a two-segment linear spline with 
parabolic blends (use (7.24) through (7.28». For this joint, OJ "" 5.0°, 
O2 "" 15,00

, Os = -10.0". Assume tdl2 = t d2S = 2.0 seconds, and the 
default acceleration to use during blends is 60 degrees/second2. Sketch 
plots of position, velocity, and acceleration of e. 

7.11 [6] Give the 6 x 1 Cartesian position and orientation representation, S X G , 

which is equivalent to &T where gR = ROT(Z,300) and sPGORG = 

[10.0 20,0 30.0 IT. 

7.12 [6J Give gT, which is equivalent to the 6 x 1 Cartesian position and 
orientation representation sXG = [5.0 -20.0 10.0 45.0 0.0 0.0(. 

7.13 [3~] Write a program which uses the dynamic equations from Section 6.7 
(the two-link planar manipulator) to compute the time history of torques 
needed to move the arm along the trajectory of Exercise 7.8. What are the 
maximum torques required and where do they occur along the trajectory? 

7.14 [32J Write a program which uses the dynamic equations from Section 6.7 
(the two-link planar manipulator) to compute the time history of torques 
needed to move the arm along the trajectory of Exercise 7.8. Make 
separate plots of the joint torques required due to inertia, velocity terms, 
and gravity. 

7.15 [22] Do Example 7,2 when ifl -# t f2 . 

7.16 [25J We wish to move a single joint from 80 to Of starting from rest, 
ending at rest, in time t f The values of eo and Bf are given, but we wish 

to compute t f so that ]le(t)11 < timax and lIe(t)11 < errtaX for all t, where 

ti""",," and errtaX are given pOSitive constants. Use a single cubic segment, 
and give an expression for t f and for the cubic's coefficients, 

7.17 [101 A single cubic trajectory is given by 

B(t) = 10 + 90t2 
- 60ts 

and is used over the time interval from t = 0 to t = L What are the 
starting and final positions, velocities, and accelerations? 

7.18 [12J A single cubic trajectory is given by 

B(t) = 10 + 90t2 
- 60t S 

and is used over the time interval from t"'= 0 to t = 2. ,",Vhat are the 
starting and final positions, velocities, and accelerations? 

7.19 [13] A single cubic trajectory is given by 

ott) = 10 + 5t + 70t 2 
- 4-5t3 

and is used over the time interval from t = 0 to t = 1. What are the 
starting and final positions, velocities, and accelerations? 
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7.20 [15J A single cubic trajectory is given by 

Ott) = 10 + 5t + 70t2 - 45t3 

and is used over the time interval from t = 0 to t = 2. What are the 
starting and final positions, velOcities, and accelerations? 

Programming Exercise (Part 7) 

1. Write a joint space, cubic splined path planning system. One routine which 
your system should include is 

Procedure CUBCOEF(VAR thO,thf,thdotO,thdotf: real; 
VAR cc: vec4); 

where 

thO = initial postion of 8 at beginning of segment, 

thf = final position of 8 at segment end, 

thdotO = initial velocity of segment, 

thdotf = final velocity of segment_ 

These four quantities are inputs, and "cc", an array of the four cubic 
coefficients, is the output. 

Your program should accept up to (at least) five via point specifications 
in the form of tool frame, {T}, relative to station frame, {S}, in the usual 
user form of (x,y,¢». To keep life simple, all segments will have the same 
duration. Your system should solve for the coefficients of the cubics using 
some reasonable heuristic for assigning joint velocities at the via points. 
Hint: See option 2 in Section 7.3. 

2. Write a path generator system which calculates a trajectory in joint space 
based on sets of cubic coefficients for each segment. It must be able to 
generate the multisegment path you planned in Problem 1. A duration 
for the segments will be specified by the user. It should produce position, 
velocity, and acceleration information at the path update rate, which will 
also be specified by the user. 

3. The lllanipulator is the same three-link as always. The definition of the {T} 
and {S} frames are the same as before: 

'¢.'T=[x Y 8]=[0.1 0.2 30.0], 

~T = [x y 0] = [0.0 0.0 0.0]. 

Using a duration of 3.0 seconds per segment, plan and execute the path 
which starts with the manipulator at position 

[Xl Yl ,hi = [0.758 0.173 O.OJ; 
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moves through the via points 

h Y3 ¢3J = [-0.4 0.3 120.0J; 

and ends at the goal point (in this case same as initial point) 

Use a path update rate of 40 Hz, but print the position only evelY 0,2 
seconds. Print the positions out in terms of Cartesian user form. You don't 
have to print out velocities or accelerations, though you might be interested 
to do so. 



8 
MANIPULATOR 
MECHANISM 
DESIGN 

8.1 Introduction 

In prel-ions chapters ,Ye han' seen that the particular structure of a 
manipulator influences kinematic and dynamic analysis_ For example, 
some kinematic configurations ,,-ill be eab)" to :soh-e ,yhile others may 

haw no closed form kinematic solution. Like'iyise. the simplicity of the 
dynamic equations can \'ar~' greatly \,-irh the kinematiC' ronfignration 
and the mas~ distribution of the linb. In coming chapter~ ,Ye \yill ~ee 
that manipulator control depend::: not only on the rigid body dynamics 
but also upon the friction and flexibilit~- of the driye systems. 

The tasb that a nlllnipulator can perform ,yilt also yary greatly with 
the particular design_ Although "lye haw generally dealt \yith the robot 
manipu:awr as an abstract entity. its performance is ultimately limited 
by pragmatic factors such as load capacity. speed. size of \\-orkspace. 
ami repeatability for certain applications. the oyerall manipulator size. 
K€ight. po\\-er consumption. aIld cost \\-ill be significant factors. 
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This chapter discusses some of the issues involved in the design of 
the manipulator. In generaL methods of design and even the evaluation 
of a finished design arc partially subjective topics. It is difficult to narrow 
the spectrum of design choices with many hard and fast rules. 

The elements of a robot system fall roughly into four catagories; 

1) The manipulator, including its internal or proprioceptive sen
sors. 

2) the end-effector, or end of arm tooling. 

3) external sensors and effectors such as \i~ion systems. part feeders, 
etc., and 

4) the controller. 

Given the breadth of engineering disciplines encompassed. we will 
restrict our attention only to the design of the manipulator itself. 

In de\-eloping a manipulator design. \\-e will start by examining 
the factors likely to hw;e the greatest m-erall effect on the design and 
then consider more detailed questions. "Cltimately. however, designing 
a manipulator is an iterative proces~. :\lore often than not. problcm~ 
which arise while soh-ing a design detail will force rethinking of previous 
higher le,-el design decisions. 

8,2 Basing the design on task requirements 

Although robots are nominally ""universally programmable" machines 
capable of performing a ,,-ide ,-ariet}" of tasks. economies and practi
calities dictate different manipulators be designed for particular types 
of tasks. For example. large robots capable of handling payloads of 
hundreds of pounds do not generally have the capability to insert 
electronic components into circuit boards. As we shall see. not only the 
size, but the number of joims. the arrangement of jOints, the types of 
actuation, sensing and control will all ,"ary greatly with the sort of tal::ik 
to be performed. 

Number of degrees of freedom 

The number of degrees of freedom in a manipulator should match the 
number required by the task. ::\ot all tasks require a full six degrees of 
freedom. 

The most common of these circumstances or.r.nrs when the end 
effector has an axis of symmetry. Figure 8.1 shows a manipulator 
positioning a grinding tool in two different \,-ays. In this case. the 
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orientation of the tool with respect to the axis of the tool. iT' is 
immaterial since the grinding ,yheel is spinning at se,"eral hundred RP:\L 
Since ,Ye mn position this 6-DOF robot in an infinity of ways for this 
task (rotation about ZT is a free \'ariable). \Y€ say that the robot is 
redundant for this task. Arc ,,·elding. spot welding. deburring. glueing, 
and polishing pro\"ide other examples of tasks Khich often employ end 
effectors \\'ith an RXis of symmetr:/. 

In analyzing the symmetric tool situation. it is sometimes helpful 
to imagine a fictitious joint ,yhose axis lies along the axis of symmetry. 
In positioning any end-effector to a specific pose. we need a total of 
six degrees of freedom. Since one of these six is our fictitious joint. the 
actual manipulator need only ha,-e fiye degrees of freedom. If a E>-DOF 
robot \,-ere used in the application of Fig. 8.1. then we ,,-auld be back 
to the usual case in \\'hich only a finite number of different solutions are 
a\-aliable for positioning the tool. Quite a large percentage of existing 
industrial robots are ·5-DOF due to the relatiw prevalence of s:'--'mmetric 
tool applications. 

Some tasks are performed in a domain which. fundamentally, has 
fewer than six degrees of freedom. Placement of componentf' on circuit 
boards proyides a common example of this. Circuit boards are generally 
planar and contain parts of Yarious heights. Positioning parts on a planar 
surface requirE'S three degrees offreedom (x. y. and 8). and in order to lift 
and insert the parts. a fourth motion normal to the plane is added (z). 

Robots ,yith fewer than six degrees of freedom ran also perform 
tasks in which some sort of actiw positioning de"ice presents the parts. 
In \';elding pipes. for example. a tilt/roll platform. shown in Fig. 8.2, 
often pre~ent" the parts to be \\Tlded. In counting the nnmber of degrees 

FJGL-RE 8.1 A 6-DOF manipulator with it symmetric tool contai,," a 
redu!ldant degree of freedom. 
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of freedom between the pipes and the end-effector. the tilt/roll platform 
accounts for tIYO. This. together with the fact that arc welding is a 
symmetric tool task. means that in theor~'. a 3-DOF manipulator could 
be used. In practice. realities such as the need to a,'oid collisions with 
the workpiece generally dictate the use of a robot with more degrees of 
freedom. 

Parts \yith f1[j axis of symmetry also reduce the required degrees 
of freedom for the manipulator. For example. cylindrical parts can in 
many cases be picked up and inserted independent of the orientation of 
the gripper with respect to the axis of the cylinder. ~ote. howe\'er. that 
after the part is grasped. the orientation of the part flbout its symmetric 
axis must not matter for all subsequent operations. since its orientation 
is not guaranteed. 

Workspace 

In performing tfl~ks. a manipulator has to reach a numher of workpieces 
or fixtures. Tn some cases. these can be positioned as needed to suit the 
\yorkspace of the manipulator. In other cases. a robot may be installed 
in a fixed ellyironment \Yith rigid workspace requirements. Workspace 
is abO sometime; called work volume or work envelope. 

FIGCRE 8.2 .-\ tilt/roll pla[form provides two degrees of freedom to the 
overall manipulator sys!em. 
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The overaL scale of the task sets the requi:ed workspacc of the 
manipulator. In some cases the details of the shape of the workspace and 
the location of \\'orkspace singularities may be important consideratIons. 

The intrusi:::m of the manipulator itself in the workspace can some
times be a factor. DC'pending on the kinematic design. operating a 
manipulator in J. giH'Il applieatio:1 may require more or less space around 
the fixtures in order to ayoid collisions, Restricted environments may 
affect the choice of kinematic ccnfiguration. 

Load capacity 
The load capacity of a manipulator depends upon the sizing c.f it~ 
structural merruers. pO"l,-er uansmission system. and actuators. The load 
placed on actUf.tors and drin' system is a [unctio::! of the configuration 
of the robot. the percentage of time supporting a load. and dynamic 
loading due to inertial and wlocity-related forces, 

Speed 
An ob,-ious goal in design has been for faster ami faster manipulators. 
High speed offers adyantages in many applications when a proposed 
robotic solution must competf' or. economic term~ I.yith hard automation 
or human ,yorker;;. For 50me applications. ho,,-c'-l'L thc process :tsclf 
limits the speed rather than the oanipulator. This is the Case "'ith many 
"I"ITlding and ~pray painting applications. 

An important distinction is that beh';een the maximum end-effector 
speed and the en-erall cycle time for a particulu task. For pick-and
place applications. the manipulEtor must accelem.te and decelerate to 
and from the pick and place locations ,,-ithin some positional accurac:,; 
bounds. Often. the acceleration and deceleration ~hases take up most of 
the cycle time. Hence. acceleration capability. and not just peak speed. 
is wry importE.nt. 

Repeatability and accuracy 

High repeatability and accurac:-. \,-hile desirable in any manipu:ator 
design. are expensiw to achieye. For example. it Kould be absurd to 
design a paint spraying robot to be accurate to \\"ithin 0.001 inches 'i."hen 
the spray spot diameter is 8 inches =2 inches. To a large extent. accuracy 
of a particular model of industrial robot depends upon the details of ~heir 
manufacture rather than of their design. High aC2uracy is achieved by 
ha,"jng good knowledge of the link (and other) parameters. Accurate 
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measurements after manufacture. or careful attention to tolerances 
during manufaturing make this possible. 

8.3 Kinematic configuration 

Once the required number of degrees of freedom has been decided upon, 
a particular configuration of joints must be chosen to realize those 
freedoms. For serial kinematic linkages, the number of joints equals the 
required number of degrees of freedom. :\lost manipulators fire designed 
so that the last n - 3 joints orient the end-effector and have axes that 
intersect at the wrist point. and the first three joints position this 'wrist 
point. Manipulators with this design could be said to be composed of a 
positioning structure followed by an orienting structure or wrist. 
As we sa,\, in Chapter -!. these manipulators always have closed form 
kinematic solutions. Although other configurations exist which possess 
closed form kinematic solutions, almost every industrial manipulator 
belongs to this wrist-partitioned class of mechanisms. Furthermore. 
the positioning structure is almost without exception designed to be 
kinematically simple. with link twists equal to O~ or ±90c. and many of 
the link lengths and/or offsets equal to zero. 

It has become customary to classify manipulators of the wrist
partitioned. kinematically simple class according to the design of their 
first three joints (the positioning structure). The following paragraphs 
briefly describe the most common of these cla..'isifications. 

Cartesian 
A Cartesian manipulator hao; perhaps the most straightforward 
configuration. As shown in Fig. 8.3. joints 1 through 3 are prismatic, 
mutually orthogonal, and correspond to the if. Y, and Z Cartesian 
directions. The inverse kinematic solution for this configuration is triviaL 

This configuration produces robots with very stiff structures. As a 
consequence. very large robots can be built. These large robots. often 
called gantry robots, resemble overhead gantry cranes. Gantry robots 
sometimes manipulate entire automobiles or inspect entire aircraft. 

The other advantages of Cartesian manipulators stem from the fact 
that the first three joints are decoup/ed. This makes them simpler to 
design and does not produce any kinematic singularities due to the first 
three joints. 

Their primary disad,-antage is that all of the feeders and fixtures 
associated with an application must lie "inside" the robot. Consequently, 
application workcells for Cartesian robots become very machine de-
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FIGURE 8.3 A Cartesian manipulator. 

pendent. The size of the robot's support structure limits the size fl,nd 
placement of fixtures and sensors. These limitations make retrofitting 
Cartesian robots into existing workcells extremely difficult. 

Articulated 

Figure 8.4 shows an articulated manipulator, sometimes also called 
a jointed. elbow. or anthropomorphic manipulator. They typically 
consist of h,'o "shoulder" joints. one for rotation about a vertical axis 
and one for eleyation out of the horizontal plane, an "elbow" joint whose 
a..xi.s is usually parallel to the shoulder eleyation joint. and two or three 
wrist joints at the end of the manipulator. Both the P"C).lA ·560 and the 
:\Iotoman L-3 that we hfl,w studied in earlier chapters fall into this class. 

Articulated robots pro"ide the least intrusion of the manipulator 
structure into the workspace, making them capable of reaching into 
confined spaces. They require much less overall structure than Cartesian 
robots. making them lc~s expensive for applications needing smaller 
workspaces. 

SCARA 

The SCARA ~ configuration, shown in Fig. B.5. has three parallel 
revolute joints allowing it to move and orient in a plane, with a fourth 
prismatic joint for mo\'ing the end-effector normal to the plane. The 
chief alh-antage is that the firs( three joints don't haw to support any 

¥ SCARA stands for selectively compliant assembly robot arm. 
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of the weight of the manipulator or the load. In addition. link 0 can 
easily house the actuators for the first two joints. The actuators can 
be made ,-ery large. so the robot can moye ,-cry fast. For example. the 
Adept One SCARA manipulator Cfln mow at up to 30 feet per second. 
about ten times faster than most articulated industrial robots [1]. This 
configuration is best suited to planar tasks. 
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Spherical 

The spherical configuration in Fig. 8.6 has many similarities to the 
articulated manipulator. but with the elbow joint replaced by a prismatic 
joint. This design is better suited to some applications than the elbow 
design. The link that mo\"es prismatically may telescope. or may "stick 
out the back"' when retracted. 

Cylindrical 

Cylindrical mftnipulators (Fig. 8.7) consist of a prismatic joint for 
translating the arm yertically. a re,'oiute joint ,\"ith a \'ertical axis, 
another prismatic joint orthogonal to the reYoiute joint axis. followed 
by a wrist of SOme sort. 

Wrists 
The most common luist configurations consist of either two or three 
re,'olute joints with orthogonal. intersecting axes. The first of the wrist 
joints usually forms joint ..1 of the manipulator. 

A configuration of three orthogonal axes will guarantee that any 
orientation can be achieyed (assuming no joint angle limits) [2]. As 
stated in Chapter ..1. any manipulator with three consecutive intersecting 
axes ,,'ill possess a dosed form kinematic solution. Therefore, a three 
orthogonal axis wrist can be located at the end of the manipulator in 
any desired orientation with no penalty. Figure 8.8 is a schematic of one 

'-\ , \ 

wiJf 
-----Side view Top view 

FIGl-RE 8.6 .-\ spherical manipulator. 
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creates a set of orientations which are impossible to reach with this \vrist. 
This set of unattainable orientaTions is described by a cone within which 
the third axis of the \\Tist cannot lie (see Exercise 8.11). However, the 
\\Tist can be mounted to link 3 of the manipulator so that link structure 
occupies this cone and so would be ullm-ailable anyway Figure 8.9 shows 
two dra'wings of such a I';rist "24.]. 

Some industrial robots haye \uists \"hich do not ha\'e intersecting 
axes. This implies that a closed form kincmatic solution may not exist. If. 
ho\\"e\-er. the wrist is mounted on an articulated manipulator such that 
the joint -l axis is parallel to the joint 2 and 3 axes as in Fig. 8.10. there 
will be a closed form kinematic solution. Likewise. a nonintersecting 
axis wrist mounted on a Cartesian robot yields a closed form solvablc 
manipulator. 

Typically. 5-DOF welding robots use two axis wrists oriented as 
shown in Fig. 8.11 . .::\ote that if the robot has a symmetric tooL this 
"fictitious joint"· must fallaI'; the rules of wrist design. That is, in order 
to reach all orientations. the rool must be mounted \yith its a..xis of 
symmetry orthogonal to the joint 5 axis. In the worst case, \yhen the 

Ie) 

B, eo 

-0-
(b) 

FIGCRE 8.9 Two v;e"'8 of a nonorthogonal axis wrist :24;. From 
I"tt"latio'lal Encyclopedia of Robotics. by R. Dod and S. :\of. (editors). From 
"\\"rists"'by ),1. Rosheim. John C. \Yiley and Sons. lnc .. :--:iew York . .\-Y 
@1988. Reprinted by permission. 
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FIGL"RE 8.10 ,-'I. manipulator with a wrist whose axes do not intersect. 
Howeyer. this robot does possess a dosed form kinematic solution. 

axis of symmetry is parallel to the joint S axis. the fictitious sixth axis 
is in a permanently singular C'onfiguration. 

8,4 Quantitative measures of workspace attributes 

:\lanipulator designers ha,'e proposed se\"eraJ interesting quantitative 
measures of yarious \yorkspace attributes. 

Efficiency of design in terms of generating workspace 

Some designers noticed that it seemed to take more material to build 
a Cartesian manipulator than to build an articulated manipulator of 
similar \';orkspace yolume. To get a quantitatiw handle on this ,,'e first 

-
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----.-z, 

FlGCRE 8.11 Typical wrist design of a c;-DOF welding robot. 

define the length sum of a manipulator as 

, 
L ~ I: ('H ~d,). (8.1) 

1=1 

vi-here 0,.,1 and d, are the link length and joint offset as defined in 
Chapter 3. Thus. the length sum of a manipulator giws a rough measure 
of the "length" of the complete linkage. ~ote for prismatic joints, d, must 
here be interpreted as a constant equal to the length of tra\-el between 
the joint uayel limits. 

In :3] the structural length index. QL' is defined as the ratio of 
the manipulator length sum to the cube root of the workspace volume, 
i.e. 

(8.2) 

\\'here L is gi\'en in (8.1) and 11' is the \'olume of the manipulator's 
\\·orkspace. Hence. QL attempts to summarize the relative amount of 
structnre (linkage length) required by different configurations to generate 
a giyen \'i'ork Yolume. Thus. a good design would be one in which 
a manipulator ,yith a small length sum nonetheless possessed a large 
,\yorkspace 'mlume. Good designs have a low Q L' 

Considering just the positioning structnre of a Cartesian manipu
lator (and therefore the workspace of the wrist point). the value of QL 
is minimized when all three joints ha\'e the same length of tra\'eL This 
minimal nlue is Q L = 3.0. On the other hand. an ideal articulated 
manipulator such as the one in Fig. 8.4 has Q L = Z/4" /3 ~ 0.62. This 
helps quantify our earlier statement that articulated manipulators are 
superior to other configurations in that they ha,-e minimal intrusion into 
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their own workspace. Of course. in any real manipulator structure the 
figure given abm-e 'Iyould be somewhat larger due to the effects of joint 
limits reducing the workspace \'olume. 

EXA.:'IIPLE 8.1 

A SC-'1.RA manipulator like that of Fig. 8.5 has links 1 and 2 of equal 
length 1/2. and the range of Illotion of the prismatic joint 3 is giyen by 
d3. Assume for simplicity that the joint limits are absent and find QL' 
"-hat value of d3 minimizes QL and what is this minimal yalue? 

The length sum of this manipulator is L = l/2 -1/2 - d3 = I + d3 . 

and the workspace volume is that of a right C'l-lincier of radius I and 
height d3 : therefore. 

o _ l+d3 

.L - .'I-I'd 
V" 3 

(8.3) 

:\Iinimizing QL as a function of the ratio ds,ll giyes d3 = 1/2 as optimal 
:3~. The corresponding minimal yalue of QL is 1.29. • 

Designing well-conditioned workspaces 

At singular points a manipulator effecth-ely loses one or more degrees 
of freedom. v.-hich may mean that certain tasks cannot be performed 
at that point. In fact. in the neighborhood of singular points (including 
workspace boundary singularities) actions of the manipulator may no 
longer be well-conditioned. In some sense. the farther the manipulator 
is away from singularities, the better able it is to move uniformly 
and apply forces uniformly in all directions. Several measures have 
been suggested for quantifying this effect. Cse of such measures at 
design time might yield a manipulator design with a mfl.Ximally large 
well-conditioned workspace. 

Since singular configurations are given by 

det(J(8)j = O. (8.4) 

it is natural to use the determinant of the .Jacobian in a measure of 
manipulator dexterity. In [4j the manipulability measure. tL' is defined 

11: = Videt (J(H),(l"(H)). 

which for a nonredundant manipulator reduces to 

lC = Idet (J(e)) I 

(8.5) 

(8.6) 

_-'1. good manipulator design has large areas of its workspace characterized 
by high values of Ui. 
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\Yhereas velocity analysis motivated (8.6). other researchers have 
proposed manipulahilit:/ measures ba.sed on acceleration analysis or force 
application ability. Asada :0: suggested examination of the cigcllYftlues 
of the Cartesian mass matrix 

(8.7) 

as a measure of ho\,; \ycll tllf' manipulator can accelerate in various Carte
sian directions_ He suggests a graphic repre::;entation of this measure as 
an inertia ellipsoid given b:" 

(8.8) 

the equation of an n-dimensional ellipse. where n is thp dimension of 
X. The axe~ of the ellipsoid given in (8_8) lie in the directions of the 
eigem-ectors of J1x(G) and thE' reciprocals of the square foot of the 
corresponding eigem-alu€ provides the lengths of the axes of the ellipsoid. 
\Yell-conditioned points in the manipulator workspace are characterized 
hy inertia ellipsoids which tirc spherical or nearly so. 

Figure 8.12 shO"\\·~ 'graphically the propert.ies of a planar two-link 
manipulator. In the center of the workspace the manipulator is well 
conditioned as indicated by nearly circular ellipsoids. At workspace 
boundaries. the ellipses flatten. indicating the manipulator's difficulty 
in accelerating in certain directions. 

FICL"RE 8.12 V':orkspace of a 2-DOF planar arm showing inertia ellipsoids, 
from [5] (©19S4 IEEE). The dashed line indicates a locus of isotropic points 
in the workspace. Reprinted by permission. 
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Other measures of workspace conditioning have been proposed in 
[6-8[. 

8.5 Redundant and closed chain structures 

In general, the scope of this book is limited to manipulators which are 
serial chain linkages of six or fe\\"er joints. HowewL in this section we 
briefly discuss manipulators outside of this class. 

Micromanipulators and other redundancies 

\Yhile general spatial positioning capability requires six degrees of 
freedom, there are advantages to haying e,"en more controllable joints. 

One use for these extra freedoms which is already finding some 
practical application [9.10], and is of growing interest in the research 
community is for a lllicrolllanipulator. A micromanipulator is gener
ally formed by s€"':eral fast. precise degrees of freedom located near the 
distal end of a "conwntional" manipulator. The com-entional manipula
tor takes care of large motions, and the micromanipulator. whose joints 
generally ha,"e a small range of motion. accomplishes fine motion and 
force control. 

Additional joints can also help a mechanism a.-oid singular config
urations. as suggested in )1.12J. For example. Vi-hile any three degree 
of freedom wrist will suffer from singular configurations (-when all three 
axes lie in a plane). a four degree of freedom wrist can effeetiyely a\"oid 
such configurations [13-Ei]. 

Figure 8.13 shows two configurations suggested [11.12] for se\"en 
degree of freedom manipulators. 

A major potential use of redundant robots is in avoiding collisions 
while operating in cluttered work em-ironments. As we have seen. a six 
degree of freedom manipulator can reach a giwn position and orientation 
in only a finite number of ways. The addition of a sewnth joint allows 
an infinity of ways. where the desire to avoid obstacles can influence 
the choice. 

Closed loop structures 

Although we haw considered only serial chain manipulators in our 
analysis. some manipulators contain closed loop structures. For 
example, the ::'Iotoman L-3 robot described in Chapters 3 and 4 possesses 
closed loop structures in the drive mechanism of joints 2 and 3. Closed 
loop structures offer the benefit of increased stiffness of the mechanism 
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FIG"cRE 8.13 Two sugges<ed seven degree of freedom manipulator 
designs [3] 

)6]. On the other hand. closed loop structures generally reduce the 
allov..-able range of motion of the joints and thus decrease the workspace 
size. 

Figure 8.14 depicts a Stewart mechanism. a closed loop alterna
tiw to the serial 6-DOF manipulator. The position and orientation of 
the "end-effector" is controlled by the lengths of the six linear actuators 
which connect it to the base. At the base end. each actuator is connected 
by a two degree of freedom uniycrsal joint. At the end-effector. each 
actuator is attached Kith a three degree of freedom ball and socket joint 
It exhibits characteristics common to most closed loop mechanisms: it 
can be made 'wry stiff, but the links haw a much more limited range of 
motion than do serial linkages. The Ste,yart mechanism. in particular. 
demonstrates an interesting re,-ersal in the nature of the forv..-ard and 
im-erse kinematic solutions: the inverse solution is quite simple. whereas 
the fonyard solution is typically quite complex. sometimes lacking a 
closed form formulation (sec Exercises 8.7 and 8.12). 

In general. the number of degrees of freedom of a closed loop 
mechanism it is not readily obvious. The total number of freedoms can 
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"End-effector" 

FIG"L-RE 8.14 The Stewart mechanism is a six degree of freedom fully 
parallel manipulator. 

he computed ,,-ith Grlibler's formula IIJ 

F=6,'[- n -1) -'- Lj,. 
,=1 

(8.9) 

\\-here F is the total number of degrees of freedom in the mechanism. I is 
the number of links (including the base). n i~ the total number of joints. 
and j, is the number of degrees of freedom associated \"ith the ith joint . 
.-'\. planar wrsion of Griiblcr's formula (\"hen all objects are considered to 
haY(' three degree~ of freedom if unconstrained) is obtained by replacing 
the 6 in (8.9) ,,-ith a 3. 

EX:\.\lPL£ 5,2 

Cse Griibler's formula to \-erif:; that the Ste\yan mechanism (Fig. 
8.1--1) indeed has six degrees of freedom. 

The number of joints is 18 (6 uniwrsal. 6 ball and socket. and 
6 prismatic in the actuators). The number of links is 14 (2 parts for 
each actuator. the end-effector. and the base). The sum of all the joint 
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freedoms is 36. l'sing Grubler's formula. we \"erify that the total number 
of freedoms is si.x. computed as 

F = 6(14 - 18 -1) + 36 = 6. • (8.10) 

8.6 Actuation schemes 

Once the general kinematic structure of a manipulator has been chosen, 
the next most important matter of concern is the actuation of the joints. 
Typically the actuator. reduction. and transmission are closely coupled 
and must be designed together. 

Actuator IDeation 

The most straightforward choice of actuator location is at or near the 
joint it dri\-es. If the actuator can produce enough torque or force. its 
output can attach directly to the joint. This arrangement, known as 
a direct drive configuration l18J. offers the adyantages of simplicity 
in design and superior controllability. That is, with no transmission or 
reduction elements bet\\-een the actuator and the joint. the joint motions 
can be controlled with the same fidelity as the actuator itself. 

Cnfortunately. many actuators are best suited to relatiyely high 
speeds and low torques and therefore require a speed reduction sys
tem. Furthermore. actuators tend to be rather hea\Cr. If they can be 
located remotely from the joint and tmmrd the base of the manipulator, 
the oY€rall inertia of the manipulator can be reduced considerably. This, 
in turn. reduce::, the size needed for the actuators. To realize these 
benefits. a transmission system is needed to transfer the motion from 
the actuator to the joint. 

In a joint dri\T system with a remotely mounted actuator. the 
reduction system may be placed at the actuator. or at the joint. Some 
arrangements combine the functions of transmission and reduction. 
Aside from added complexit~·. the major disad\'antage of reduction 
and transmission systems is that they introduce additional friction and 
flexibility iuro the mechanism. \Yhen the reduction is at the joint, the 
transmission Kill be ,,-orking at higher speeds and lower torques. Lower 
torque means that flexibility \,'ill be less of a problem. However. if the 
weight of the reducer is significant. some of the ad\'antage of remotely 
mounted anuators is lost. 

In Chapter 3 details were gi\'en for the actuation scheme of the 
Yasukawa ::-lotoman L-3. ·which is typical of a design in which actuators 
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are mounted remotely and resulting joint motions are coupled. Equations 
(3.1.5) shmy explicitly ho\\' actuator motions cause joint motions. ~ote 
for example that motion of actuator 2 cames motion of joints 2. 3. and 4. 

The optimal distribution of reduction stages throughout the trans
mission will ultimately depend on the flexibility of the transmission. the 
\\-eight of the reduction system. the friction associated with the reduction 
system. and the ease of incorporating these components into the overall 
manipulator design. 

Reduction and transmission systems 
Gears are the most common element used for reduction. They can 
prm'ide for large reductions in relati\'el:: compact configurations. Gear 
pairs come in ,'ariom configurations for parallel shafts (spur gears), 
orthogonal intersecting shafts (be"el gears). skev, shafts (worm gears 
or cross helical gears). and other configurations. Different types of gears 
haw different load ratings. ,;,;ear characteristics. and frictional properties. 

The major disad,"antages of using gearing is that of added backlash 
and friction. Backlash, which arises frum imperfectly meshed gnus. c:an 
be defined as the maximum angular motion of the output gear when the 
input gear remains fixed. lEthe gear teeth are meshed tightly to eliminate 
backlash. there can be excessiw~ amounts of friction. Very precise gears 
and yery precise mounting minimize these problems but also increase 
cost. 

The gear ratio. I). describes the speed reducing and torque increas
ing effects of a gear pair. For speed reduction systems we will define 
TI > 1 so that the relfnionship~ bet,Yeen input and output speeds and 
torques are gi\'en by 

(8.11) 

\yherc eo and e, are Output and illput speeds respectiyely. and To and Ti 
are output and input torques. 

The second broad class of reduction elements includes flexible bands. 
cables. and belts. Because all of these elements must be flexible enough 
to bend around pulleys. they also tend to be flexible in the longitudinal 
direction. The flexibilit:: of these clement~ is proportional to their length. 
Because the~e s:,:stems are flexible. there must be some mechanism for 
preloading the loop to ensure that the belt or cable stays engaged on 
the pulley. Large pre loads can add undue strain to the flexible element 
and introduce cxcessi,'e friction. 

Cables or flexible bands can be used either in a closed loop or as 
single-ended eiements \Yhich are ah\'a~'s kept in tension by some sort of 
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preload. In a joint which is spring loaded in one direction, a single-ended 
cablc could be used to pull against it. Alternately. h..-o active single-ended 
systems can oppose each other. This arrangement eliminates the problem 
of excessiye preloads but adds more actuators. 

Roller chains are similar to flexible bands but can bend around 
relatiwly small pulleys ,vhile retaining a high stiffness. As a result of 
wear and high loads on the pins connecting the links, toothed belt 
systems may be more compact than roller chains for certain applications. 

Band. cable. belt. and chain driws ha,"e the ability to combine 
transmission Kith reduction. As in Fig. 8.15. the input pulley has 
radius Tl and the output pulley has radius T2 , the "gear" ratio of the 
transmission system is 

c, 
T)=

c, 
(8.12) 

Lead scre"\\"s or ball bearing screws pro,"ide another popular method 
of getting a large reduction in a compact package (Fig. 8.16). Lead 
screws are wry stiff and can support very large loads. and have the 
property that they transform rotary motion into linear motion. Dall 
bearing screws are similar to lead screws. but instead of having the nut 
threads riding directly on the screw threads, a recirculating circuit of 
ball bearings rolls benn~en the sets of threads. Ball bearings screws have 
yery low friction and arc usuall;.-" backdri,"able. 

Input Output 

FIG"cRE 8.1.3 Band. cable. belt. and chain drives have the ability 1:0 

IOlOfm'ti,-n." 'LT'",n.'>Tn''''''''on ",,-Tl Teo,,-~\'OTl. 
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o 0 ~ut ~D Race 

(a) (b) 

FIGl.·RE 8.16 Lead ,crews (a) and hall bearing screws (b) (;ombine a large 
reduction and trandormation from rotary to linear motion. 

8.7 Stiffness and deflections 

An important goal for design of most manipulators is O,Trall stiffness 
of the structure and the dri,"e system. Stiff systems providc two main 
benefits. First. because typical manipulators do not ha,'e sensors to 
measure the tool frame location directly. it is calculated using the 
fonmrd kinematics ba;,-ed OIl sensed joint positions. For an accurate 
calculation. the links cannot sag under grayity or other IOfl.ds. In other 
,,·ords. Ke wish our Dena,·it-Hartenberg description of the linkages 
to remain fixed under I"arious loading conditions. Second. flexibilities 
in the structure or dril"e train \"ill lead to resonances which hmcc 
an undesirable effect on manipulator performance. III this section we 
consider issues of stiffness and the resulting deflections under loads. \Ye 
postpone further discussion of resonances until Chapter 9. 

Flexible elements in parallel and serres 

As can be easily shown (see Exercisp 8.21). the combination of t,\"o 
flexible members of stiffness kl and k2 ,\"hen "connected in parallel"' 
produces the net stiffness 

(8.13) 

and "..hen "connected in series" produces the net stiffness 
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(8.14) 

In considering transmission systems \Ye often have the case of one 
stage of reduction or transmission in series "lyith a following stage of 
reduction or transmission: hence (8.14) becomes usefuL 

Shafts 
A common method for transmitting rotary motion is through shafts. 
The TOr~ional stiffne~~ of a round shaft can be calculated '19] as 

,yhere d is the shaft diameter. I is the shaft length. and G is the shear 
modulus of elasticit~' (about 7.·j x lOw::\t/m2 for steel. and about a 
third as much for aluminum). 

Gears 
Gears. although typically quite stiff. introduce compliance into the drive 
system. An approximate formula to estimate the stiffnc~~ of the output 
gear (assuming the input gear is fixed) is giwn in [20] as 

(8.16) 

\"I'here b is the face Iyidth of the gears. r is the radius of the output gear. 
and C

g 
= 1.3..J, X 1010 ::\t/m1 for steel. 

Gearing also has the effect of changing the effectiw stiffness of the 
driye system by a factor of rp If the stiffness of the transmission system 
prior to the reduction (i.e._ on the input side) is k,_ that is. 

(8.17) 

and the stiffnes~ of the output side of the reduction is k". that is. 

(8.18) 

then \"IT can computE' the relationship hrhyeen k, and ko assummg a 
perfectly rigid gear paIr as 

(8.19) 

Hence. a gear reduction has the effect of increasing the stiffness by the 
square of the gear ratio. 
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••••••••••• EX:\)'IPLE 8.3 

A shaft \\'ith torsional stiffness of 500.0:\"t m/radian is connected to 
the input side of a gear set with I) = 10 and whose output gear (when 
input gear is fixed) exhibits a stiffness of 5000.0:'\t m/radian. What is 
the output stiffness of the combined dri\'e system') 

oc. 

rsing (8.1-i) and (8.l9) ,\"e haye 

) 
--- ~ -- - ~,-;c';;;o;-;c 
ksenes 6000.0 102 (600.0)' 

k 
.50000 ,. d· 

'"",es = -)-)- == -l6-l6.-l. t m .. ra lan. 

(8.20) 

(8.21) 

When a relati\'ely large speed reduction is the last element of a multi
element transmission system. the stiffnesses of the preceding elements 
can generally be ignored. _ 

Bells 

In a belt driw such as that of Fig. 8.15. stiffness is giyen by 

k _ AE 
- I (8.22) 

where A is the cross sectional area of the belt. E IS the modulus of 
elasticity of the belt. and I is the length of the free belt bet\wen pulleys 
plus one third of the length of the belt in contact with the pulleys )9]. 

Links 

As a rough approximation of the stiffness of a link. we might model a 
single link as a canti!ewr beam. and calculate the stiffness at the end 
point. as in Fig. 8.17. For a round hollm\' beam. this stiffness is giYen 
by '191 

(8.23) 

where d, and do are the inner and outer diameters of the tubular beam. 
I is the le~",h. and E is the modulus of elasticity (about 2 x 1011 :.'·h/m2 

for steel. and abom a third a'S much for aluminum). For a square cross 
section ho11O\\" beam. this stiffness is giwn by 

(8.24) 

where 1.e, and u'o are the outer and inner widths of the beam (i.e .. the 
wall thickness is u'o - l1.';). 
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F1Gl-RE 8_1 T Simple camii8Y8r beRm USE'd to model the stiffness of a 
link to Rn end load_ 

EXA:\[PLE 8-l 

A square cross sectioll link of dimen::,iom .) x 0 x 50 cm with a wall 
thicknes::; of 1 cm is drh-en by a set of rigid gears \yith I) = 10 with the 
input of the gears driwn by a shaft of diameter 0.,) em and length .30 cm. 
\\"hat deflection is caused by a force of 100::'\t at the end of the link? 

Csing (8.2--1) KE' calculate the stiffne~~ of thr link as 

(8.25) 

Hence fur a load of 100 ::\r. there is a deflection in the link itself of 

100 - ~,,- 10-' CI=~=~., x m. 
"n ,. 

(8.26) 

or 0.027cm. 
Additionally. 100::'\t at the end of a SDcm link is placing a torque 

of ·30::'\tm on the om put gear. The gears are rigid. but the flexibility 
of the input shaft is 

which -de\\-ed from The output gear is 

loaded \yith ·30 Xt m. thi;, causes an angular deflpction of 

·50_0 
Ee = -300 == Q.0326 radian. 

h. 

(8.27) 

l8_28} 

(8.29) 
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which means the total linear deflection at the lip of the link is 

Ex ~ 0.027 - (0.0326)(::;01 = 0.027 --:--- l.630 = 1.65, rm. (8.30) 

In our solution ,,-e have assumed that the shaft and link are made of steel. 
Since stiffness of both members is linear in E. the modulus of elasticity, 
for aluminum elements we can multiply our result by about 3. • 

In this section we haw examined some simple formulas for esti
mating the sliffness of gears. shafts, belts. and links. They are meant 
to giye some guidance in sizing structural members and transmission 
element::,. However. in practical applic:ations. many sources of flexibility 
arc 'Try difficult to model. Often. the drive train introduccs significantly 
more flexibility than the link of a manipulator. Furthermore, many 
sources of flexibility in the driye system ha\"e not been considered here 
(bearing flexibility, flexibility of the actuator mounting, etc). Generally. 
any attempt to analytically predict stiffness results in an overly stiff 
prediction because many sources are not considered. 

Finite element techniques can be used to predict more accurately 
the stiffness (as well as OTher properties) of more realistic structural 
dements. This is an entire field in itself [21] and be;.-·ond the scope of 
this book. 

Actuators 

Among various actuators, hydraulic cylinders or vane actuators 
were originally the most popular for usc in manipulators. In a relatively 
compact package, the," can produc:e enough force to drive joints without 
a reduction system. The speed of operation depends upon the pump and 
accumulator system usually located remotely from the manipulator. The 
position control of hydraulic systems is well understood and relatively 
straightfoI'lmrd. All of the early industrial robots and many modern 
large industrial robots use hydraulic actuators. 

Unfortunately, hydraulics require a great deal of equipment such 
as pumps. accumulators. hoses. and servo yah-es. Hydraulic systems 
also tend to be inherentl:-: messy. making them unsuitable for some 
applications. \yith the advent of more advanced robot control strategies, 
in which actuator forces must be accurately applied. hydraulics proved 
disadvantageom due to the friction of the seals. 

Pneumatic cylinders share the same fa,-orable attributes as hy"

draulics, and they are cleaner than hydraulics (air seeps out instead of 
hydraulic fluid) HOKever, pneumatic actuators have proven difficult to 
control accurately due to the compressibility of air and high friction of 
the seals. 

Electric motors are the most popular actuator for manipulators. 
Although they don't haye the power-to-,,-eight ratio of hydraulics or 
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r'--- :,,",,,, magnet 

---R",", windings 

Shaft angle. Brush 

FIGGRE 8.18 DC brush motors are among the most frequently occurring 
actuators used in manipulator design. Franklin. PowelL Emami-::\aeini, 
Feedbad- Control of Dynamic Systems, ©1988. Addison-\.Vesley, Reading. MA. 
Reprinted with permission_ 

pneumatics. their controllablity and ease of interface makes them at
tractiye for small to medium sized manipulators. 

Direct current (DC) brush motors (Fig. 8.18) are the most straight
forward to interface and control. The current is conducted to the 
",1.ndings of the rotor yia brushes which make contact with the revolving 
commutator. Brush ",-ear and friction can be problems. -:\ew magnetic 
materials ha\"e made high peak torques possible. The limiting factor 
on the torque output of these motors is the o\'erheating of the windings. 
For short duty cycles. high torques can be achieved. but only much lower 
torques can be sustained owr long periods of time. 

Brushless motors soh-e brush ",-ear and friction problems. Here, 
the windings remain stationary and the magnetic field piece rotates. A 
sensor on the rotor detects the shaft angle and is then used by external 
electronics to perform the commutation. Another adyantage of brushless 
motors is that the winding is on the outside attached to the motor case, 
affording it much better cooling. Sustained torque ratings tend to be 
somewhat higher than similar sized brush motors. 

Alternating current (Ae) motors and stepper motors have been used 
infrequently in industrial robotics. Difficulty of control of the former and 
low torque ability of the latter haye limited use. 
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8.8 Position sensing 

Virtually all manipulators are servo controlled mechanisms. That is, the 
force or torque command to an actuator is calculated based on the error 
between the sensed position of the joint and the desired position. This 
requires that each joint hm"e some ~ort of position Sfmsing device. 

The most common approach is to locate a position sensor directly on 
the shaft of the actuator. If the dri,'e train is stiff and has no backlash, 
the true joint angles can be calculated from the actuator shaft positions. 
Such co-located sensor and actuator pairs are easiest to control. 

The most popular position feedback device is the incremental 
rotary optical encoder. As the encoder shaft turns. the device outputs 
t"\\·o square wave pulse trains 90 degrees out of phase. The shaft angle 
is determined by r.ounting the numher of pulses. and the direction of 
rotation is determined by the relative phase of the of the two square 
waves. Standard incremental encoders come with anywhere from 16 lines 
per revolution to 10.000 lines. Each line produces four pulse edges, so 
that 'with standard counting electronics. a resolution of 0.01 degtees 
is readily attainable. ::\ew encoder technologies and new interpolating 
techniques continue to improve this resolution dramatically. 

Resolvers are deyices which output two analog signals-one the 
sine of the shaft angle and the other the cosine. The shaft angle 
is determined from the relatiye magnitude of the two signals. The 
resolution is a funCTion of the quality of the resolyer and the amount 
of noise picked up in the electronics and cabling. Resolvers are perhaps 
more reliable than optical encoders, but the resolution is lower. Typically 
resolvers cannot be placed directly at the joint without additional 
gearing to improve the resolution. 

Potentiometers pro\'ide the most straightforward form of position 
::,en~ing-. Connected in a bridge configuration. they produce a "l"oltage 
proportional to the shaft position. Difficulties 'with resolution. linearity. 
and noise susceptibility limit their use. 

Tachollleters are sometimes used to proyide an analog signal 
proportional to the shaft wlocity. Lacking "\"elocity sensors, the wlodty 
feedback is deriyed from taking differences m"er time of sensed position. 
This numerical differentiation can introduce noise. as \yell as a time 
lag. Despite these potential problems. most manipulators are without 
direct yelocity sen~ing-. 
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8.9 Force sensing 

A variety of devices have been designed to measure forces of contact 
ben'·een a manipulator·s end-effector and the environment \vhich it 
contacts. \Iost such sensors make use of sensing elements called strain 
gauges. of either the semiconductor or the metal foil variety. These 
strain gauges are bonded to a metal structure and produce an output 
proportional to the strain in the metal. In this type of force sensor design 
the issues the designer must address include 

1. Hm,· many sensors are needed to resolve the desired information? 

2. How are the sensors mounted relati,·e to each other on the structure? 

3. \Yhat structure allows good sensitivity while maintaining stiffness? 

4. HO\y can protection against mechanical overload be built into the 
deyice·? 

There are three places where such sensors are usually placed on a 
manipulator: 

1. At the joint actuators. These sensors measure the torque or force 
output of the actuator/reduction itself. These are useful for some 
control schemes but usually do not proyide good sensing of contact 
bet\yeen the end-effector and the em·ironment. 

2. Bet";een the end-effector and last joint of the manipulator. These 
sensors are usually referred to as wrist sensors. They are a mechan
ical structure instrumented "\,·ith strain gauges ·which can measure 
the forces and torques acting on the end-effector. Typically. these 
sensors arc capable of measuring from three to six components of 
the force./torque vector acting on the end-effector. 

3. At the ··fingertips'· of the end-effector. C sually-. these force-sensing 
fingers haye built-in strain gauges to measure from one to four 
components of force acting at each fingertip. 

As an example. Fig. 8.19 is a drawing of the internal structure of a 
popular style of "luist force sensor designed hy Schcinman [22]. Bonded 
to the cro5~-bar structure of the deYice are eight pairs of semiconductor 
strain gauges. Each pair is Kired in a \·oltage dh·ider arrangement. Each 
time the ,Hist is queried. eight analog yoJtages are digitized and read into 
the computer. Calibration schemes hm-c been designed with "lvhieh to 
arriw al a constant 6 x 8 calibration matrix that maps these eight strain 
measurements into the force-torque ,-ector. F. acting on the end-effector. 
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FIGl-RE 8.19 The internal structure of a typical force-sensing wrist. 

The sensed force-torque vector can be transformed to a reference frame 
of interest as we sa,v in Example 5.8. 

Force sensor design Issues 

rse of strain gauges to measure force relies on measuring the deflection 
of a stressed flexure. Therefore, one of the primary design trade-offs is 
beh':een the stiffness and the sensitivity of the sensor. A stiffer sensor 
is inherently less sensitiw. 

The stiffness of the sensor also affects the construction of overload 
protection. Strain gauges can be damaged upon impact loading and 
therefore must be protected against such overloads. Transducer damage 
can be prewnted by having limit stops which prevent the flexures 
from deflecting past a certain point. Unfortunately. a very stiff sensor 
may only defiect a few ten-thousandths of an inch. ::"Ianufacturing limit 
stops with such small clearances is wry difficult. Consequently, for many 
types of transducers, a certain amount of flexibility must be built in in 
order to achieve effective limit stops_ 

Eliminating hysteresis is one of the most cumbersome restrictions 
in the sensor design. :\-lost metals used as flexures. if not O\·-er-strained, 
haw very little hysteresis. Howewr. bolted. press fit, or welded joints 
near the flexure introduce hysteresis. Ideally, the flexure and the material 
near the flexures are made from a single piece of metal. 
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It is also important to use differential measurements to increase the 
linearity and disturbance rejection of torque sensors. Different physical 
configurations of transducers can eliminate influcnces due to tempera
ture effects and off-axis forces. 

Foil gauges are relatively durable but they produce a very small 
resistance change at full strain. Eliminating noise in the strain gauge 
cabling and amplification electronicf' is of crucial importance for a good 
dynamic range. 

Semiconductor strain gauges are much more susceptible to damage 
through o\'erload. In their fayor. they produce a resistance change about 
se,'enty times that of foil gauges for a given strain. This makes the task 
of signal processing much simpler for a giwn dynamic range. 
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Exercises 

8.1 )5j A robot is to be used for positioning a laser cutting device. The laser 
produces a pinpoint. nondiwrgent beam. For general cutting tasks. how 
many degrees of freedom does the positioning robot need? Justify your 
answer. 

8.2 [13] Sketch a possible joint configuration for the laser positioning robot of 
Exercise 8.1 assumming that it will be used primarily for cutting at odd 
angles through 1 inch thick. 8 x 8 foot plates. 

8.3 )7; For a spherical robm like that of Fig. 8.6. if joinb 1 and 2 have no 
limits, and joint 3 has lower limit I and upper limit 11. find the ~tructural 
length index. Q£.,. for the 'wrist point of this robot. 

8.4 :25] A steel shaft of length 30cm and diameter 0.2cm drives the input 
gear of a reduction of" = 8. The output gear drives a steel shaft of length 
30 em and diameter 0.3 cm. If the gear~ introduce no compliance of their 
own. what is the owrall stiffness of the transmission system? 
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FIGCRE 8.20 A link actuated through a ,haft after a gear reduction. 

8.5 :20: In Fig. 8.20 a link is dri\-en through a shaft after a gear reduction. 
\Iodel the link as rigid with mass of 10 Kg located at a pOlilt 30 cm from 
the shaft axIS. Assume the gears arc rigid and the reduction, 7) is large. 
The shaft is steel and must be 30 em long_ If the design specifications call 
for the center of link mass to undergo accelerations of 2.0 g. what should 
the shah diamctcr be to iimit dynamic deflections to 0.1 radian at the 
joint angle" 

8.6 :l-S: If the output gear exhibits a stiffness of 1000 Xt m/radian with input 
gear locked. and the shaft has stiffness of 300 Xt m/radian. what is the 
combined stiffness of the driw system in Fig. 8.20" 

8.7 :43: Pieper's criteria fOT serial link manipulators ~tates that the manipu
lator will be soh-able if three consectutiye axes intersect at a single point 
or are paralleL This is based on the idea that inwl'se kinematics can be 
decoupled by looking at the position of the' wrist point independently from 
the oriemation of the wrist frame'. Propose a similar result for the Ste\vart 
mechanism in Fig. 8.14 ,,"hich will a110'1\· the forward kinematic solution 
to be similarly decoupled. 

8.8 :20] III the Stewart mechanism of Fig_ 8.14. if the 2-DOF universal joints 
at the base' ,,"ere repiaeed with 3-DOF ball and socket joints, what would 
the total number of degrees of freedom of the mechanism be? l·se Grubler's 
formula. 

8.9 :22] Figure 8.21 shows a simplified srhematic of thf' driye system of joint 
4 of thO' Pl"\IA ·'i60 )3] The torsional ~tiffness of the couplings are 
100 Xt miradian. the shaft is 400:'\t m/radian. and each of the reduction 
pairs haw been measured to have output stiffness of 2000 ~t m/radian 
with their input gears fixed. Both the first and second reductions have 
T) = 6_' Assuming the structure and be'aring arc perfectly rigid. what is 

" ::\one of rhe numerical ,-,alues in this exercise are meant to be realistic! 
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Electric motor 

#1 Coupling 

\.,-- Connecting rod 

#2 Coupling 

#3 Gear #4G€ar 

FIG"CRE 8.21 Simplified version of the drive train of joint 4 of th<? 
Pl-:'I.IA 560 manipulator (from [23]). From InternatIOnal Encyclopedia of 
Robotics. by R. Dod and S . .\"of. (editors) From ··Testing·· by K. Law. 
:\. Dagalakis. and D. )'Iyers. 

the stiffness of the jOint (i.e .. when the motor·s shaft is locked)? 

8_10 [25: \'1-hat is the error if one approximates the answer to Exercise 8.9 by 
just cODsidermg the stiffness of the final speed reduction gearing? 

8_11 [20] Figure ..J.l..! shows an orthogonal axis wrist and a nonorthogonal wrist. 
The orthogonal a..xis wrist has link twists of magnitude 90 0

, while the 
nonorthogonal ,">"Tist has link twisB of 0 and 180e - ci in magnitude. 
Describe the set of orientations which are unattainable with the nonorthog
onal mechanism. Assume that all axes can turn 3600 and that links can 
pass through one another if need be (i.e .. workspace is not limited by 
self-collision). 

8_12 [18] \Yrite down a general inwrse kinematic solution for the Stewart 
mechanism shown in Fig. 8.22. Gh·en the ioeation of {T} relative to the 
base frame {B}. soh·e for the joint position variables dl through d6 . The 
B p, are 3 x 1 vector~ which locate the base connections of the linear 
actuators relative to frame {B}. The T q; are 3 x 1 vectors which locate 
the upper connections of the linear actuators relative to the frame {T}. 

8.13 [20] The planar two-link of example ·5.3 has the determinant of it Jacobian 
given by 

(8.31) 

If the sum of the T"I'."O link lengths. 11 -1- 12 • is constrained to be equal to 
a constant. what should the relative lengths be in order to maximize the 
manipulator·s manipulability as defined by (8.6)":' 
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FIe-eRE 8,22 Stewart mechanism of Exercise 8.12 

8.14 :28: For a SCARA robot. gh'en that the 5um of the link lengths of link 1 
and link 2 must be con5tant. what i5 the optimal choice of relative length 
based on the manipulahility index gJyen in (S.B)? Solying Exercise 8.13 
first may be helpfuL 

8.15 :35: Show that the manipulability measure defined in (8,B) is also equal 
to the product of the eigen-mlues of J(8). 

8.16 -15- "\Yhat is the tobional stiffnes~ of a -to em aiuminum rod with radius 
Q,lem" 

8.17 -5' "\Yhat i5 the effective '"gear" reduction. T). of a belt system with input 
pulley of radius 2.0cm and output pulley of radius 12.0cm? 

8.18 -10: How many degrees of freedom are required in a manipulator u~ed to 
place cylindrical shaped pans on a flat plane'? The cylindrical parts arc 
perfecdy symmetrical about their main a.xes. 

8.19 :2.j: Figure 8_23 shows a three-fingered hand grasping an object. Each 
finger has three singie degree of freedom joints_ The contact points between 
fingertips and ,he object arc modeled a.~ "point contact"-that i". the 
position is fixed, but the relatiye orientation is free in all three degrees 
of freedom. Hence. the5e point contact5 can be replaced by 3-DOF ball 
and socket Joints for the purposes of analysis. Apply Griibler's formula to 
compute how many degrees of freedom the m-erall s~-stem possesses_ 

8.20 :23: Figure S 24 shows an object connected to the ground with three rods. 
Each rod is connected to the object with a 2-DOF universal joint. and to 
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FIG"CRE 8.23 A three-fingered hand in which each finger has three degrees 
of freedom gra~p~ an oLject with "point CQntact." 

FIG"CRE 8.24 Closed loop mechanism of Exercise 8.20 

the ground with a 3-DOF ball and socket joint. How many degrees of 
freedom does the system possess'! 

8.21 :1I~: Yerify that if two transmission systems arc connected serially. then 
the equi\"aJem stiffness ofthe on"rali system is given by (S.U). It is perhaps 
simplest to think of the 5erial connection of two iinear spring of stiffness 
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coefficients kl and kz. and the resulting equations: 

j=k1oXl, 

j = k Zox2 , 

j = ksum.(6xl + bxz)· 

(8.32) 

8.22 [20] Derive a formula for stiffness of a belt drive system in terms of the 
pulley radii (Tl and TZ ) and the center to center distance between pulleys. 
de' Start from (8.22). 

Programming Exercise (Part 8) 

1. 'Write a program to compute the determinant of a 3 x 3 matrix. 

2. \Yrite a program to move the simulated three-link robot in twenty steps in 
a straight line and constant orientation from 

[
0.25] 

~T = 0,0 
0.0 

[
0.95] 

~T = 0.0 
0.0 

in increments of 0.05 meter. At each location compute the manipulability 
measure for the robot at that configuration (i.e .. the determinant of the 
Jacobian). List. or better yet, make a plot of the values as a function of the 
position along the .Yo axis, 

Generate the abo\'e data for two cases: 

1) /1 = /z = 0.5 meter. and 

2) 11 = 0.625 meter. 12 = 0,37.5 meter. 

"Ybich manipulator design do you think is better? Explain ~'our answer. 
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LINEAR CONTROL 
OF MANIPULATORS 

9.1 Introduction 

Based on previous material, we now have the means to calculate joint
position time histories that correspond to desired end-effector motions 
through space. In this chapter we begin to discuss how to cause the 
manipulator actually to perform these desired motions. 

The control methods that we will disCUBB in this chapter fall into 
the class of linear control systems. Strictly speaking, the use of linear 
control techniques is only valid when the system being studied can 
be mathematically modeled by linear differential equations. For the 
case of manipulator control, such linear methods must essentially be 
viewed as approximate methods, since as we have seen in Chapter 6, the 
dynamics of a manipulator are more properly represented by a nonlinear 
differential equation. However, we will see that it is often reasonable 
to make such approximations, and it also is the case that these linear 
methods are the ones most often used in current industrial practice. 
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Finally, consideration of the linear approach will serve as a basis for 
the more complex treatment of nonlinear control systems in Chapter 
10. Although we approach linear control as an approximate method 
for manipulator control, the justification for using linear controllers is 
not only empiricaL In Chapter 10 we will prove that a certain linear 
controller leads to a reasonable control system even without resorting to 
a linear approximation of manipulator dynamics. Readers familiar with 
linear control systems may wish to skip the first four sections of this 
chapter. 

9.2 Feedback and closed loop control 

We will model a manipulator as a mechanism which is instrumented 
with sensors at each joint to measure the joint angle, and an actuator 
at each joint to apply a torque on the neighboring (next higher) link." 
Although other physical arrangements of sensors are sometimes used, the 
vast majority of robots have a position sensor at each joint. Sometimes 
velocity sensors (tachometers) are also present at the joints. Various 
actuation and transmission schemes are prevalent in industrial robots, 
but many of these can be modeled by supposing there is a single actuator 
at each joint. 

Since we wish to cause the manipulator joints to follow prescribed 
position trajectories, but the actuators are commanded in terms of 
torque, we must use some kind of control systelll to compute appropri
ate actuator commands which will realize this desired motion. Almost 
always these torques are computed by using feedback from the joint 
sensors to compute the torque required. 

Figure 9.1 shows the relationship between the trajectory generator 
and the physical robot. The robot accepts a vector of joint torques, T, 

from the control system. The manipulator's sensors allow the controller 
to read the vector of joint positions, 8, and joint velocities, 8. All signal 
lines in Fig. 9.1 carry N x 1 vectors (where N is the number of joints 
in the manipulator). 

Let's consider what algorithm might be implemented in the block 
labeled "control system" in Fig. 9.1. One possibility is to use the dynamic 
equation of the robot (as studied in Chapter 6) to calculate the torques 
required for a particular trajectory. Since we are given ed ) 8d and 8d 
by the trajectory generator, we could use (6.59) to compute 

(9.1) 

* R€l1lel1lber, all r€marks made concerning rotational joints hold analogously 
for linear joints and vice V€Tsa. 
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8() , , 
8 

Trajectory ed(tl Control , e generator . ed(tl system Robot r 

FIGURE 9.1 High-level block diagram of a robot control system. 

This computes the torques that our model dictates would be required to 
realize the desired trajectory. If our dynamic model were complete and 
accurate and no "noise" or other disturbances were present, continuous 
use of (9.1) along the desired trajectory would realize the desired 
trajectory. Unfortunately, due to imperfection in the dynamic model, 
and the inevitable presence of disturbances, such a scheme is not 
practical for use in real applications. Such a control technique is termed 
an open loop scheme because there is no use made of the feedback from 
the joint sensors (i.e., (9.1) is a function only of the desired trajectory, 
8 d and its derivatives, and not a function of 8, the actual trajectory). 

Generally the only way to build a high-performance control system 
is to make use of feedback from joint sensors as indicated in Fig. 9.1. 
Typically, this feedback is used to compute servo error by finding 
the difference between the desired position and the actual position, and 
likewise between desired and actual velocity: 

E = 8 d - 8 

E = 8d - e (9.2) 

The control system can then compute how much torque to send to 
the actuators as some function of the servo ,error. Obviously, the basic 
idea is to compute actuator torques which would tend to reduce servo 
errors. A control system which makes use of feedback is called a closed 
loop system. The "loop" closed by such a control system around the 
manipulator is apparent in Fig. 9.1. 

The central problem in designing a control system is to ensure that 
the resulting closed loop system meets certain performance specific&
tions. The most basic such criterion is that the system remain stable. 
For our purposes, we will define a system to be stable if the errors remain 
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"small" when executing various desired trajectories even in the presence 
of some "moderate" disturbances. It should be noted that an improperly 
designed control system can sometimes result in unstable performance, 
in which servo errors are enlarged instead of reduced. Hence, the first 
task of a control engineer is to prove that his or her design yields a 
stable system, and second to prove that the closed loop perfonnance 
of the system is satisfactory. In practice, such "proofs" may range 
from mathematical proofs based on certain assumptions and models, 
to more empirical results such as those obtained through simulation or 
experimentation. 

Figure 9.1, in which all signals lines represent N x 1 vectors, summa
rizes the fact that the manipulator control problem is a multi-input, 
multi-output (MIMO) control problem. In this chapter we take a sim
ple approach to constructing a control system by treating each joint as a 
separate system to be controlled. Hence, for an N-jointed manipulator, 
we will design N independent single-input, single-output (SISO) 
control systems. This is the design approach presently adopted by most 
industrial robot suppliers. This independent joint control approach 
is an approximate method in that the equations of motion (developed in 
Chapter 6) are not independent, but rather are highly coupled. Later, 
this chapter will present justification for the linear approach, at least for 
the case of highly geared manipulators. 

9.3 Second-order linear systems 

Before considering the manipulator control problem, let's step back and 
start by considering a simple mechanical system. Figure 9.2 shows a 
block of mass m attached to a spring of stiffness k and subject to friction 
of coefficient b. Figure 9.2 also indicates the zero position and positive 
sense of x, the block's position. Assuming a frictional force which is 
proportional to the block's velocity, a free body diagram of the forces 
acting on the block leads directly to the equation of motion 

mi + bi + kx = 0. (9.3) 

Hence, the open loop dynamics of this one degree of freedom system 
are described by a second-order linear constant coefficient differential 
equation [IJ. The solution to the differential equation (9.3) is a time 
function, x(t), which specifies the motion of the block. This solution will 
depend on the block's initial conditions, that is, its initial position 
and velocity. 

We will use this simple mechanical system as an example for which 
to review some basic control system concepts. Unfortunately, it iB 
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k 

m 

b 

//1/11 

FIGURE 9.2 Spring-mass system with friction. 

impossible to do justice to the field of control theory with only a brief 
introduction here. We will discuss the control problem only assuming 
that the student is familiar with simple differential equations. Hence, we 
will not use many of the popular tools of the control engineering trade. 
For example, Laplace transforIllS and other common techniques are 
neither a prerequisite nor are they introduced here. A good reference 
for the field is [4J. 

Intuition permits that the system of Fig. 9.2 might exhibit several 
different characteristic motions. For example, in the case of a very weak 
spring (i.e., k small) and very heavy friction (i.e., b large) one imagines 
that if the block were perturbed, it would return to its resting position 
in a very slow, sluggish manner. However, with a very stiff spring and 
very low friction, the block might oscillate several times before coming 
to rest. These different possibilities arise because the character of the 
solution to (9.3) depends upon the parameter values: m, b, and k. 

From the study of differential equations [1], we know that the form 
of the solution to an equation of the form of (9.3) depends on the roots 
of its characteristic equation, 

ms2 +bs+k=O, (9.4) 

which has the roots 

b v'b2 4mk 
Sl = -- + 

2m 2m 

b v'b2 4mk 
(9.5) 

s2=-2m- 2m 

The location of 8 1 and 8 2 (sometimes called the poles of the system) 
in the real-imaginary plane dictate the nature of the motions of the 
system. If Sl and 82 are real, then the behavior of the system is sluggish 
and nonoscillatory. If Sl and S2 are complex (i.e., have an imaginary 
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component) then the behavior of the system is oscillatory. If we include 
the special limiting case between these two behaviors, we have three 
classes of response to study: 

1. Real and Unequal Roots. This is the case when b2 > 4 mk; that 
is, friction dominates, and sluggish behavior results. This response 
is called overdamped. 

2. Complex Roots. This is the case when b2 < 4m.k; that is, stiffness 
dominates, and oscillatory behavior results. This response is called 
underdamped. 

3. Real and Equal Roots. This is the special case when b2 = 4m.k; 
that is, friction and stiffness are "balanced," yielding the fastest 
possible nonoscillatory response. This response is called critically 
damped. 

The third case (critical damping) is generally a desirable situation 
since the system nulls out nonzero initial conditions and returns to its 
nominal position as rapidly as possible without oscillatory behavior. 

Real and unequal roots. 

It can easily be shown (by direct substitution into (9.3)) that the 
solution, x(t), giving the motion of the block in the case of real, unequal 
roots has the form 

(9.6) 

where 8 1 and 82 are given by (9.5). The coefficients c1 and Cz are 
constants which can be determined for any given set of initial conditions 
(i.e., initial position and velocity of the block). 

Figure 9.3 shows an example of pole locations and the corresponding 
time response to a nonzero initial condition. When the poles of a 
second-order system are real and unequal, the system exhibits sluggish 
or overdamped motion. 

In cases where one of the poles has a much greater magnitude than 
the other, the pole of larger magnitude can be neglected, as the term 
corresponding to it will decay to zero rapidly in comparison to the other, 
more dominant pole. This same notion of dominance extends to higher 
order systems, for example, often a third-order system can be studied 
as a second-order system by considering only two dominant poles. 

EXAMPLE 9.1 

Determine the motion of the system in Fig. 9.2 if parameter values 
are m = 1, b = 5, and k = 6 and the block (initially at rest) is released 
from the position x = -1. 
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Im{s} x(t) 

~-
'. " Re{s} 

FIGURE 9.3 Root location and response to initial conditions for an 
overdamped system. 

The characteristic equation is 

8
2 +5s+6=0 

t 

(9.7) 

which has roots 8 1 = 2 and 82 = 3. Hence, the response has the form 

(9.8) 

We now use the given initial conditions, x(O) = -1 and X(O) = 0 to 
determine c1 and cz. To satisfy these conditions at t = 0 we must have 

(9.9) 

which is satisfied by c1 = -3 and Cz = 2. So, the motion of the system 
for t 2: 0 is given by 

x(t) = _3e- Zt + 2e- 3t . • (9.10) 

Complex roots 

For the case where the characteristic equation has complex roots of the 
form 

(9.11) 
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it is still the case that the solution has the form 

(9.12) 

However, equation (9.12) is difficult to use directly since it involves 
imaginary numbers explicitly. It can be shown (see Exercise 9.1) that 
using Euler's fonTIula, 

e'''' =cosx+isinx, 

the solution (9.12) can be manipulated into the form 

x(t) = CleAt cosUtt) + C2eAt sin(pt). 

(9.13) 

(9.14) 

As before, the coefficients c1 and c2 are constants which can be deter
mined for any given set of initial conditions (Le., initial position and 
velocity of the block). If we write the constants c1 and c2 in the form 

Cl = rcoso, 

C2 = rsino, 
(9.15) 

then (9.14) can be written in the form 

x(t) = TeAt cosUtt - 0), (9.16) 

where 

(9.17) 

In this form, it is easier to see that the resulting motion is an oscillation 
whose amplitude is exponentially decreasing toward zero. 

Another common way of describing oscillatory second-order systems 
is in terms of damping ratio and natural frequency. These terms are 
defined by the parameterization of the characteristic equation given by 

(9.18) 

where ( is the damping ratio (a dimensionless number between 0 and 
1), and wn is the natural frequency.* Relationships between the pole 
locations and these parameters are 

A = -(w", 

(9.19) 

* The terms damping ratio and natural frequency can also be applied to over
damped systems, in which case ( > 1.0. 
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In this terminology fl, the imaginary part of the poles, is sometimes 
called the damped natural frequency. For a damped spring-mass 
system such as in Fig. 9.2, the damping ratio and natural frequency are 
given by 

b 
(~--. 

2v'km (9.20) 
Wn :::= v'k/m. 

When no damping is present (b = 0 in our example) the damping ratio 
becomes zero, and when critically damped (b2 = 4km) the damping 
ratio is 1. 

Figure 9.4 shows an example of pole locations and the corresponding 
time response to a nonzero initial condition. When the poles of a 
second-order system are complex, the system exhibits oscillatory Or 
underdamped motion. 

__________ EXAMPLE 9.2 

Determine the motion of the system in Fig. 9.2 if parameter values 
are m = 1, b = 1, and k = 1 and the block (initially at rest) is released 
from the position x = -1. 

The characteristic equation is 

82 +8+1=0, (9.21) 

which has roots Si = -! ± Y-i. Hence, the response has the form \ 

x(t)=e-&(c1cosV;t+C2SinV;t). (9.22) 

Im\s} x(t) 

X" 

1\ /'""... ....... 
Re{s} V "-' 

X" 

FIGURE 9.4 Root location and response to initial conditions for an 
underdamped System. 

, 
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We now use the given initial conditons, x(O) = -1 and itO) = 0 to 
determine c1 and C2. To satisfy these conditions at t = 0 we must have 

1 ,13 
--c - -c = o. 2 I 2 2 

(9.23) 

which is satisfied by c1 = -1 and c2 = 1'. So, the motion of the system 
for t ;:::: 0 is given by 

x(t)=e 2 -cos-t--'"o-t . _,( ,13 ,13 ,13) 
2 3 2 

(9.24) 

This result can also be put in the form of (9.16) as 

• (9.25) 

Real and equal roots. 

By substitution into (9.3) it can be shown that in the case of real and 
equal (i.e., repeated roots) the solution has the form 

(9.26) 

where in this case 8 1 = 8 2 = - 2t;" so that (9.26) can be written 

In case it is not clear, a quick application of I'Hopital's rule [2] 
shows that for any c1 , c2 , and a, 

lim (CI + c2tje-Gt = O. (9.28) 
,-~ 

Figure 9.5 shows an example of pole locations and the corresponding 
time response to a nonzero initial condition. When the poles of a 
second-order system are real and equal, the system exhibits critically 
damped motion, the fastest possible nonoscillatory response. 
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Im{s} x(t) 
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81,2 Re{s} 

FIGURE 9.5 Root location and response to initial conditions for a 
critically damped system. 

EXAMPLE 9.3 

t 

Determine the motion of the system in Fig. 9.2 if parameter values 
are m = 1, b = 4, and k = 4 and the block (initially at rest) is released 
from the position x = -1. 

The characteristic equation is 

32 +43+4=0 (9.29) 

which has roots 3 1 = 3 2 = 2. Hence, the response has the form 

(9.30) 

We now use the given initial conditons, x(O) = -1 and ±(O) = 0 to 
determine c1 and c2 • To satisfy these conditions at t = 0 we must have 

(9.31) 

which is satisfied by c1 = -1 and c2 = -2. So, the motion of the system 
for t ? 0 is given by 

x(t)=(_1_2t)e- 2t . • (9.32) 

In Examples 9.1 through 9.3 all the systems were stable. For any 
passive physical system like that of Fig. 9.2 this will be the case. Such 
mechanical systems always have the properties 
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m>O, 

b > 0, 

k> 0. 

(9.33) 

In the next section we will see that the action of a control system is to 
effectively change the value of one or more of these coefficients. It will 
then be necessary to consider whether the result.ing system is stable or 
not. 

9.4 Control of second-order systems 

Suppose that the natural response of our second-order mechanical 
system is not as we wish it to be. Perhaps it is underdamped and 
oscillatory and we would like it to be critically damped. Or perhaps 
the spring is missing altogether (k = 0) and so the system never returns 
to x = 0 if disturbed. Through the use of sensors, an actuator, and a 
control system we can modify the system's behavior M desired. 

Figure 9.6 shows a damped spring-mass system with the addition of 
an actuator with which it is possible to apply a force f to the block. A 
free body diagram leads to the equation of motion 

mi+bi: + kx = f. (9.34) 

Let's also Msume t.hat we have sensors which are capable of detecting 
the block's position and velocity. We now propose a control law which 
computes the force which should be applied by the actuator as a fUIlction 
of the sensed feedback as 

(9.35) 

¥--
f 

k 

• m , 0000 

b 

1/// % 

FIGlJRE 9.6 A damped spring-mass system with an actuator. 
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Figure 9.7 is a block diagram of the closed loop system, where the portion 
to the left of the dashed line is the control system (usually implemented 
in a computer) and to the right of the dashed line is the physical system. 
Implicit in the figure are interfaces between the control computer and 
the output actuator commands and the input sensor information. 

The control system we have proposed is a position regulation 
system-it simply attempts to maintain the position of the block in 
one fixed place regardless of disturbance forces applied to the block. In 
a later section we will construct a trajectory-following control system 
which can cause the block to follow a desired position trajectory. 

By equating the open loop dynamics of (9.34) with the control law 
of (9.35) we can derive the closed loop dynamics as 

(9.36) 

(9.37) 

0' 
mx+b'j;+k'x=O, (9.38) 

where b' = b + kv and k' = k + kp- From (9.37) and (9.38) it is clear 
that by choosing our control gains, kv and kp, we can cause the closed 
loop system to appear to have any second system behavior that we 
wish. Often, gains would be chosen to obtain critical damping (i.e., 
b' = 2.Jmk') and some desired closed loop stiffness which is given 
directly by k'. 

Note that k1) and kp may be positive or negative depending on the 
parameters of the original system. However, if b' or k' became negative, 

r 
System 

FIGURE 9.7 A closed loop control system. The control computer (to the left 
of the dashed line) reads sensor input a.nd writes actuator output commands. 
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the result would be an unstable control system. This instability would be 
obvious if one writes down the solution of the second-order differential 
equation (in the form of (9.6), (9.14), or (9.26)). It also makes intuitive 
sense, that if b' or k' are negative, servo errors tend to get magnified 
rather than reduced . 

••••••••• _ EXAMPLE 9.4 

If the parameters of the system in Fig. 9.6 are m = 1, b = L and 
k = 1, find gains kp and kt, for a position regulation control law which 
results in the system being critically damped with a closed loop stiffness 
of 16.0. 

If wc wish k' to he 16.0, then for critical damping we reqmre 
b' = 2vmk' = S.O. Since k = 1 and b = 1 we need 

kp = 15.0, 

(9.39) 
• 

9.5 Control law partitioning 

In preparation for designing control laws for more complicated systems, 
let us consider a slightly different controller structure for the sample 
problem of Fig. 9.6. In this method we will partition the controller 
into a model· based portion and a servo portion. The result is that 
the system's parameterlS (i.e., m, b, and k in this case) appear only in 
the model-based portion, and the servo portion is independent of these 
parameters. At the moment, this distinction may not seem important, 
but it will become more important as we consider nonlinear systems in 
Chapter 10. We will adopt this control law partitioning approach 
throughout the book. 

The open loop equation of motion for the system is 

m.f+bi:+kx=j. (9.40) 

We wish to decompose the controller for this system into two parts. In 
this case, the modei-based portion of the control law will make use of 
supposed knowledge of m, b, and k. This portion of the control law is set 
up such that it r-educes the system so that it appears to be a unit mass. 
This will become clear when we do an example below. The second part 
of the control law makes use of feedback to modify the behavior of the 
system. Since the model-based portion of the control law has the effect 
of making the system appear as a unit mass, the design of the servo 
portion is very simpie- gains are chosen to control a system composed 
of a single unit mass (i.e., no friction, no stiffness). 
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The model-based portion of the control appears in a control law of 
the form 

/=0./'+/3, (9.41) 

where 0. and (3 are functions or constants and are chosen so that if l' 
is taken as the new input to the system, the system appears to be a 
unit mass. ""Vith this structure of control law, the system equation (the 
result of combining (9.40) and (9.41)) is 

mx + bi: + kx = of + /3. (9.42) 

Clearly, in order to make the system appear as a unit mass from the l' 
input, for this particular system we should choose !l and (3 as 

a=m, 

/3 = bi:+ kx. 
(9.43) 

Making these assignments and plugging them into (9.42), we have 
the system equation 

x = /'. 

x 
+ r 

I---+(L }--I System 

+ I L _____ _ 

b;i:+kx 

FIGURE 9.8 A closed loop control system employing the partitioned 
control method. 

(9.44) 
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This is the equation of motion for a unit mass. We now proceed as if 
(9.44) were the open loop dynamics of a system to be controlled. We 
design a control law to compute l' just as we did before: 

(9.45) 

Combining this control law with (9.44) yields 

(9.46) 

Using this methodology, the setting of the control gains is simple, and 
is independent of the system parameters, namely 

(9.47) 

must hold for critical damping. Figure 9.8 shows a block diagram of the 
partitioned controller used to control the system of Fig. 9.6. 

__________ EXAMPLE 9.5 

If the parameters of the system in Fig. 9.6 are m = 1, b = 1, and 
k = 1, find 0, /3, and gains kp and k" for a position-regulation control 
law which results in the system being critically damped with a closed 
loop stiffness of 16.0. 

We choose 

Q == 1, 

i1=x+x, (9.48) 

so that the system appears as a unit mass from the fictitious l' input. We 
then set gain kp to the desired closed loop stiffness, and set k" = 2..,/E;, 
for critical damping. This gives 

kp = 16.0, 

k" = 8.0. • (9.49) 
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" Xd + f' r 
l l System i 

+ + 

bx + kx 

"' l , + 
"' l 

+ 

FIGURE 9.9 A trajectory following controller for the system in Fig. 9.6 

9.6 Trajectory-following control 

Rather than just maintaining the block at a desired location, let us 
enhance our controller so that the block can be made to follow a 
trajectory. The trajectory is given by a function of time, xd(t), which 
specifies the desired position of the block. We assume that the trajectory 
is smooth (i.e., the first two derivatives exist) and that our trajectory 
generator provides xd' xd' and xd at all times t. We define the servo 
error between the desired and actual trajectory as e = Xd - X. A servo 
control law which will cause trajectory following is 

(9.50) 

We see that (9.50) is a good choice if we combine it with the equation 
of motion of a unit mass (9.44), which leads to 

(9.51) 

0' 
(9.52) 

Since this is a second-order differential equation for which we can choose 
the coefficients, we can design any response we wish (often critical 
damping is the choice made). Such an equation is sometimes said to 
be written in error space since it describes the evolution of errors 
relative to the desired trajectory. Figure 9.9 shows a block diagram of 
our trajectory following controller. 
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If our model is perfect (i.e., our knowledge ofm, b, and k) and if there 
is no noise and no initial error, the block will follow the desired trajectory 
exactly. If there is an initial error, it will be suppressed according to 
(9.52), and therea:lel' the system will follow the trajectory exactly. 

9.7 Disturbance rejection 

One of the purposes of a control system is to pro-vide disturbance 
rejection, that is, to maintain good performance (i.e., small errors) even 
in the presence of 'lome ext.ernal iliM.llrhFl.nf'f'S or noise. In Fig. 910, we 
show the trajectory-following controller with an additional input of a 
disturbance force, idist. An analysis of our closed loop system leads to 
the error equation 

(9.53) 

Equation (9.53) is that of a differential equation driven by a forcbg 
function. If it is known that fdist is bounded, that is, a constant a 

exists such that 

(9.54) 

then the solution of the differential equation, e(t), is also bounded. This 
is due to a property of stable linear systems known a5 bounded-input, 

(dist 

System 

bi: + kx 

+ 

FIGURE 9.10 A trajectory-following control system with a disturbance 
acting. 
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bounded-output or BIBO stability [3, 4]. This very basic result 
ensures that for a large class of possible disturbances, we can at least be 
assured that the system remains stable. 

Steady-state error 

Let's consider the simplest kind of disturbance, namely when fdist is 
a constant. In this case we can perform a steady-state analysis by 
analyzing the system at rest (i.e., the derivatives of all system variables 
are zero). Setting derivatives to zero in (9.53) yields the steady-state 
equation 

(9.55) 

(9.56) 

The value of e given by (9.56) represents a steady-state error. Thus it 
is clear that the higher the position gain kp the smaller the steady-state 
error will be. 

Addition of an integral term 

In order to eliminate steady-state error a modified control law is some
times used. The modification involves the addition of an integral term 
to the control law. The control law becomes 

(9.57) 

which results in the error equation 

(9.58) 

The term is added so that the system will have no steady-state error 
in the presence of constant disturbances. If e(t) < 0 for t < 0 we can 
write (9.58) for t > 0 as 

(9.59) 

which in the steady-state (for a constant disturbance) becomes 

(9.60) 

e = O. (9.61) 
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With this control Jaw the system becomes a third-order system, 
and one can solve the corresponding third-order differential equation 
to determine the response of the system to initial conditions. Often 
k, is kept quite small so that the third-order system is "close" to the 
second-order system without this term (Le., a dominant pole analysis can 
be performed). The form of control law (9.57) is called a PID control 
law, or "proportional, integral, derivative" control law [4]. For simplicity, 
the displayed equations generally do not show an integral term in the 
control laws which we develop in this book. 

9.8 Continuous VS. discrete time control 

In the control systems we have discussed we implicitly assumed that 
the control computer performs the computation of the control law in 
zero time (i.e., infinitely fast) so that the value of the actuator force 
f follows that of a continuous function of time. Of course, in reality 
the computation requires some time, and the resulting commanded 
force is therefore a discrete "staircase" function. We shall employ this 
approximation of a very fast control computer throughout the book. 
This approximation is good if the rate at which new values of f are 
computed is much faster than the natural frequency of the system being 
controlled. In the field of discrete time control or digital control 
one does not make this approximation but rather takes the servo rate 
of the control system into account when analyzing the system [31. 

We will generally assume that the computations can be performed 
quickly enough that our continuous time assumption is valid. This raises 
the question of how quick is quick enough? There are several points which 
need to be considered in choosing a sufficiently fast servo (or sample) 
rate: 

Tracking reference inputs: The frequency content of the desired 
or reference input places an absolute lower bound on the sample rate. 
The sample rate must be at least twice the bandwidth of reference 
inputs. This is usually not the limiting factor. 

Disturbance rejection: In disturbance rejection, an upper bound 
on performance is given by a continuous time system. If the sample 
period is longer than the correlation time of the disturbance effects 
(assuming a statistical model for random disturbances), then these 
disturbances will not be suppressed. Perhaps a good rule of thumb 
is that the sample period should be 10 times shorter than the 
correlation time of the noise [3]. 
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Antialiasing: Any time an analog sensor is used in a digital control 
scheme, there will be a problem with aliasing unless the sensor's 
output is strictly band limited. In most cases, sensors do not have a 
band limited output, and so sample rate should be chosen such that 
the amount of energy which appears in the aliased signal is small. 

Structural resonances: We have not included bending modes in 
our characterization of a manipulator's dynamics. All real mecha
nisms have finite stiffness and so will be subject to various kinds 
of vibrations. If it is important to suppress these vibrations (and it 
often is) we must choose a sample rate which is at least twice the 
natural frequency of these resonances. We will return to the topic 
of resonance later in this chapter. 

9.9 Modeling and control of a single joint 

In this section we will develop a simplified model of a single rotary joint 
of a manipulator. A few assumptions will be made which will allow us to 
model the resulting system as a second-order linear system. For a more 
complete model of an actuated joint, see [5]. 

A common actuator found in many industrial robots is the direct 
current (DC) torque motor (see Fig. 8.18). The nonturning part of the 
motor (the stator) consists of a housing, bearings, and either permanent 
magnets or electromagnets. These stator magnets establish a magnetic 
field across the turning part of the motor (the rotor). The rotor consists 
of a shaft and windings through which current moves to power the motor. 
The current is conducted to the windings via brushes which make contact 
with the commutator. The commutat.or is wired to the various windings 
(also called the armature) in such a way that torque is always produced 
in the desired direction. The underlying physical phenomenon [6] which 
causes a motor to generate a torque when current passes through the 
windings can be expressed as 

F = qV x B, (9.62) 

where charge q, moving with velocity V through a magnetic field B, 
experiences a force F. The charges are those of electrons moving through 
the windings, and the magnetic field is that set up by the stator magnets. 
Generally, the torque producing ability of a motor is stated by means 
of a single motor torque constant which relates armature current to 
the output torque as 
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(9.63) 

When a motor is rotating it acts like a generator and a voltage develops 
across the armature. A second motor constant, the back elllf constant· 
describes the voltage generated for a given rotational velocity as 

(9.64) 

Generally, the fact that the commutator is switching the current through 
various sets of windings causes the torque produced to contain some 
torque ripple. Although sometimes important, this effect can can 
generally be ignored (in any case it is quite hard to model, and quite 
hard to compensate even if it is modeled). 

Motor armature inductance 

Figure 9.11 shows the electric circuit of the armature. The major 
components are a voltage source, va' the inductance of the armature 
windings, la, and the generated back emf, v. The circuit is described by 
a first-order differential equation given by 

(9.65) 

It is generally desirable to control the torque generated by the motor 
(rather than the velocity) with electronic motor driver circuitry. These 
drive circuits sense the current through the armature and continuously 
adjust the voltage source va so that a desired current ia flows through the 

'A IA 

+ :) + 

'A k~6m 

FIGURE 9.11 The armature C'ircuit of a DC torque motor . 

.,. "emf" stands for electromotive force. 
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armature. Such a circuit is called a current runplifler motor driver [7J. 
In these current drive systems, the rate at which the armature current 
can be commanded to change is limited by the motor inductance la. and 
an upper limit on the voltage capability of the voltage source va.. The 
net effect is that of a low pass filter between the requested current 
and output torque. 

Our first simplifying assumption is that the inductance of the motor 
can be neglected. This is a reasonable assumption when the natural 
frequency of the closed loop control system is quite low compared 
to the cut-off frequency of the implicit low pass filter in the current 
drive circuitry due to the inductance. This assumption, along with the 
assumption that torque ripple is a negligible effect, means that we can 
essentially command torque directly. Although there may be a scale 
factor (such as km ) to contend with, we will assume that the actuator 
ads as a pure torque source that we can command directly. 

Effective inertia 

Figure 9.12 shows the mechanical model of the rotor of a DC t.orque 
motor connected through a gear reduction to an inertial load. The t.orque 
applied to the rotor, 7"" is given by (9.63) as a function of t.he current 
ia. flowing in the armat.ure circuit. The gear ratio (T)) causes an increase 
in the torque seen at the load and a reduction in the speed of t.he load 

FIGURE 9.12 Mechanical model of a DC torque motor connected through 
gearing to an inertial load. 
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as given by 

(9.66) 

where 1) > 1. Writing a torque balance for this system in terms of torque 
at the rotor yields 

T= = I,,,ij,,, + b,."e,." + (1/'r/) (18 + be), (9.67) 

where 1m and I are the inertias of the motor rotor and the load 
respectively, and bm and b are viscous friction coefficients for .the rotor 
and load bearings. Using the relations (9.66) we can write (9.67) in 
terms of motor variables as 

( I) .. ( b). 
Trn = 1m + 'r/2 em + brn + 172 0"" (9.68) 

or in terms of load variables as 

T = (I + 1]2Im) 8 + (b + 'r/2bm) e. (9.69) 

The term I +1}2 1m is sometimes called the effective inertia "seen" 
at the output (link side) of the gearing. Likewise, the term b + r?bm 
can be called the effective damping. Note that in a highly geared 
joint (i.e., 1} » 1) the inertia of the motor rotor can be a significant 
portion of the combined effective inertia. It is this effect that allows lIB 

to make the assumption that the effective inertia is a constant. We know 
from Chapter 6 that the inertia, I, of a joint of the mechanism actually 
varies with configuration and load. However, in highly geared robots the 
variations represent a smaller percentage than they would in a direct 
drive manipulator (i.e., 'r/ = 1). To ensure that the motion of the robot 
link is never underdamped, the value used for I should be the maximum 
of the range of values that I takes on; we'll call this value Imo.x' This 
choice results in a system that is critically damped or overdamped in all 
situations. In Chapter 10 we will deal with varying inertia directly and 
will not have to make this assumption. 

EXAMPLE 9.6 

If the apparent link inertia, I, varies between 2 alld 6 Kgm2 , the 
rotor inertia is 1m = 0.01, and the gear ratio is 1} = 30, what are the 
minimum and maximum of the effective in£rtia? 

The minimum effective inertia is 

I!ntn + 7)2 I Tn = 2.0 + (900)(0.01) = 11.0, 

and the maximum is 

(9.70) 

I",,,"z + 1]2 I'm. = 6.0 + (900)(0.01) = 15.0. (9.71) 

Hence, we see that as a percentage of the total effective inertia, the 
,"ariation of inertia is reduced by the gearing. _ 
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Unmodeled flexibility 
The other major assumption we have made in our model is that the 
gearing, shafts, bearings, and the driven link are not flexible. In reality 
all of these elements have finite stiffness, and their flexibility, if modeled, 
would increase the order of the system. The argument for ignoring 
flexibility effects is that if the system is sufficiently stiff, the natural 
frequencies of these unmodeled resonances are very high and can be 
neglected compared to the influence of the dominant second-order poles 
that we have modeled. * The term "unmodeled" refers to the fact that for 
purposes of control system analysis and design, we neglect these effects 
and use a simpler dynamic model, such as (9.69). 

Since we have chosen not to model structural flexibilities in the 
system, we must be careful not to excite these resonances. A rule of 
thumb [8] is that if the lowest structural resonance is w"<'$' then we must 
limit our closed loop natural frequency according to 

(9.72) 

This provides some guidance as to how to choose gains in our controller. 
While we have seen that increasing gains leads to faster response 
and lower steady-state error, we now see that unmodeled structural 
resonances limit the magnitude of gains. Typical industrial manipulators 
have structural resonances in the range of 5Hz to 25Hz [8J. Recent 
designs using direct drive arrangments which do not contain flexibility 
introduced by reduction and transmission systems have lowest structural 
resonances as high as 70Hz [9]. 

__________ EXAMPLE 9.7 

Consider the system of Fig. 9.6 with the parameter values m = 1, 
b = 1, fmd k = 1. Additionally, it is known that the lowest unmodeled 
resonance of the system is at 8 radians/second. Find 0, {3, and gains kp 
and kv for a position control law so the system is critically damped, 
doesn't excite unmodeled dynamics, and has as high a closed loop 
stiffness as possible. 

We choose 

a = 1, 

!3=x+x, 
(9.73) 

so that the system appears as a unit mass from the fictitious f' input. 
Using our rule of thumb (9.72), we choose the closed loop natural 

* This is basically the same argument we used to neglect the pole due to the 
motor inductance. Including it would also have raised the order of the overall 
system. 
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frequency to be wn = 4 radians/second. From (9.18) and (9.46) we have 
kp=w;,so 

kp = 16.0, 

k1J = 8.0. 

Estimating resonant frequency 

• 

The same sources of structural flexibility discussed in Chapter 8 give 

rise to resonances. In each case where a structural flexibility can be 
identified, an approximate analysis of the resulting vibration is possible 
if we can describe the effective mass or inertia of the flexible member. 
This is done by approximating the situation by a simple spring-mass 
system, which, as given in (9.20) exhibits a natural frequency of 

where k is the ~tiffness of the flexible member, and m is the equivalent 
mass displaced in vibrations. 

__________ EXAMPLE 9.8 

A shaft (assumed massless) with a stiffness of 400 Nt m/radian drives 
a rotational inertia of I Kg 112. If the shaft stiffness WfL~ neglected in 
modeling of t.he dynamics, wha~ i.s the frequency of thi.s unmodeled 

? rt'A90nance. 
Using (9.75) we have 

WTe8 = y400/1 = 20rad/~econd = 20/(21rlHz ~ :1.2Hz. • 

For the purposes of a rough estimat~ of the lowest resonant frequency 
of beams and .shafts, [10] sugge~ts u.sing a Imnpcd model of the mass. 
We already have formulas for estimating stiffness at the end of beams 
aiid shaft~, aiid these lumped models provide the errective mass or inertia 
needed for our estimation of resonant frequency. Figure 9.13 shows the 
results of an energy analysis [10: which suggests that a beam of mass 
m be replaced by a point ma.ss at the end of 0.23 "Tn, and likewise that 
a distributed in8rtia of I be replaced by a lumped 0.33 I at the end of 
the shaft. 
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+-----.. O.23m 

I 

0.331 

FIGURE 9.13 Lumped models of beams for estimation of lowest lateral 
and torsional resonance. 

EXAMPLE 9.9 

A link of mass 4.347 Kg has an end-point lateral stiffness of 
3600 Nt/m. Assuming the drive system is completely rigid, the resonance 
due to the flexibility of the link will limit control gains. What is w,es? 

The 4.347Kg mass is distributed along the link. Using the method 
of Fig. 9.13, the effective mass is (0.23)(4.347) ~ 1.0 Kg. Hence, the 
vibration frequency is 

W,es = v3600j1.0 = 60radiansjsecond = 60j(27r)Hz ." 9.6Hz. • (9.11) 

The inclusion of structural fle.xibilities in the model of the system 
used for control law synthesis is required if we wish to achieve closed 
loop bandwidths higher than that given by (9.75). The resulting system 
models are of high order, and the control techniques applicable to this 
situation become quite sophisticated. Such control schemes are currently 
beyond the state of the art of industrial practice but are an active area 
of research [11, 12]. 

Control of a single joint 

In summary, we make the following three major assumptions: 

L The motor inductance la can be neglected. 
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2. Taking into account high gearing, we model the effective inertia 
as a constant equal to Ima:r; + 1/2Im' 

3. Structural flexibilities are neglected except that the lowest struc
tural resonance wres is used in setting the servo gains. 

With these assumptions, a single joint of a manipulator can be 
controlled with the partitioned controller given by 

(9.78) 

and 

(9.19) 

The resulting system dosed loop dynamics are 

(9.80) 

where the gains are chosen as 

, 1, 
kp = «.In = 4wres, 

k" = 2;-;;' = wres ' 

(9.81) 

9.10 Architecture of an industrial robot controller 

In this section we briefly look at the architecture of the control system 
of the Unimation PUMA 560 industrial robot. As shown in Fig. 9.14, 
the hardware architecture is that of a two-level heirarchy with a DEC 
LSI-ll computer serving as the top-level "master" control computer 
passing commands to six Rockwell 6503 microprocessors. * Each of these 
microprocessors controls an individual joint with a PID control law not 
unlike that presented in this chapter. Each jbint of the PUMA 560 is 
instrumented with an incremental optical encoder. The encoders are 
interfaced to an up/down counter which the microprocessor can read to 
obtain the current joint position. There are no tachometers in the PUMA 

'" These simple 8-bit computers are already old technology. It is not unusual 
these days for robot controllers to be based on 32-bit microprocessors like the 
Motorola 68020. 
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VAL 
language 

DEC 
LSI-ll Interface 

FIGURE 9.14 Hierarchical computer architecture of the PUMA 560 
robot control system. 

~ 6503 H3-- Current ~ Motor 
Amp . 

• 
Encoder 

FIGURE 9.15 Functional blocks of the joint control system of the 
PUMA 560. 

~t) 

560; rather, joint positions are differenced on subsequent servo cycles to 
obtain an estimate of joint velocity. In order to command torques to the 
DC torque motors, the microprocessor is interfaced to a digital to_ analog 
converter (DAC) so motor currents can be commanded to the current 
driver circuits. The current flowing through the motor is controlled in 
analog circuitry by adjusting the voltage across the armature as needed 
to maintain the desired armature current. 
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Each 28 milliseconds the LSI-11 computer sends a new position 
command or set-point to the joint microprocessors. The joint mi
croprocessors are running on a 0.875 millisecond cycle. In this time, 
they interpolate the desired position set-point, compute the servo error, 
compute the PID control law, and command a new value of torque to 
the motors. 

The LSI-11 computer carries out all the "high-level" operations of 
the overall control system. First of all, it takes care of interpreting the 
VAL (Unimation's robot programming language) program commands 
one by one. When a motion command is interpreted, the LSI-11 must 
perform any needed inverse kinematic computations, plan a desired tra
jectory, and begin generating trajectory via points every 28 milliseconds 
for the joint controllers. 

The LSI-11 is also interfaced to standard peripherals such as the 
terminal and a floppy disk drive. In addition t.o t.hese peripherals, it is 
also interfaced to a teach pendant. A teach pendant. is a hand-held 
button box which allows the operator to move the robot around in a 
variety of modes. For example, the PUMA 560 system allows the user 
to move the robot incrementally in joint coordinat.es or in Cartesian 
coordinates from the teach pendant. In this mode, teach pendant buttons 
cause a trajectory t.o be computed "on the fly" and passed down to the 
joint control microprocessors. 
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Exercises 

9.1 [20J For a second-order differential equation with complex roots 

show that the general solution 

can be written 

9.2 [13] Determine the motion of the system in Fig. 9.2 if parameter values 
are m = 2, b = 6, and k ;: 4 and the block (initially at rest) is released 
from the position x = l. 

9.3 [13] Determine the motion of the system in Fig. 9.2 if parameter values 
are m = 1, b = 2, and k = 1 and the block (initially at rest) is released 
from the position x = 4. 

9.4 [13] Determine the motion of the system in Fig. 9.2 if parameter values 
are m = 1, b = 4, and k = 5 and the block (initially at rest) is released 
from the position x = 2. 

9.5 [15] Determine the motion of the system in Fig. 9.2 if parameter values 
are m = 1, b = 7, and k = 10 and the block is released from the position 
x = 1 with an initial velocity of j; = 2. 

9.6 [15J Use the (1,1) element of (6.60) to compute the variation (as a 
percentage of the maximum) of the inertia "seBn" by joint 1 of this robot 
as it changes configuration. Use the numerical values 

11 = 12 = 0.5!ll, 

m 1 = 4.0Kg, 

m2 = 2,OKg. 

Consider that the robot is direct drive and the rotor inertia is negligible. 

9.7 [17J Repeat Exercise 9,6 for the case of a geared robot (use T) = 20) and 
a rotor inertia of I", = 0,01Kgm2 . 
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9.8 [18] Consider the system of Fig. 9.6 with the parameter values m = 1, 
b = 4, and k = 5. The system is also known to possess an unmodeled 
resonance at wres = 6.0 radians/second. Determine the gains k" and 
kp which will critically damp the system with as high a stiffness as is 
reasonable. 

9.9 [25] The inertial load, I, varies between 4 and 5Kgm2 . The rotor inertia 
is I'm = 0.01 Kg m2 and the gear ratio is 'I] = 10, The system possesses 
unmodeled resonances at 8.0, 12.0, and 20.0radians/second. Design G; and 
j3 of the partitioned controller and give the values of kp and k" such that 
the system is never underdamped and never excites resonance~, but is as 
stiff as possible. 

9.10 ]18] A designer of a direct drive robot suspects that the resonance due to 
beam flexibility of the link itself will be the cause of the lowest unmodeled 
resonance, If the link is approximately a square cross section beam of 
dimensions 5 x 5 x 50 cm with a 1 cm wall thickness, and a total mass of 
5Kg, estimate wres ' 

9.11 (15) A direct drive robot link is driven through a shaft of stiffness 
1000Ntm/radian. The link inertia is lKgm2 . Assuming the shaft is 
massless, what is W res ' 

9.12 [18J A shaft of stiffness 500 Ntm/radian drives the input of a rigid gear 
pair with 'I] = 8, The output of the gears drives a rigid link of inertia 
1 Kgm2 . What is I.<.'res caused by flexibility of the shaft? 

9.13 [25] A shaft of stiffness 500 Nt m/radian drives the input of a rigid gear 
pair with Tj = 8. The shaft has an inertia of 0.lKgm2 • The output of 
the gears drives a rigid link of inertia 1Kgm2. What is wres caused by 
flexibility of the shaft? 

9.14 [28) The inertial load, I, varies between 4 and 5Kgm2 . The rotor inertia 
is fm = 0.01 Kg m2 and the gear ratio is T) = 10. The system possesses 
an unmodeled resonance due to an end-point stiffness of the link of 
4900 Nt/m, Design Q: and fJ of the partitioned controller and give the 
values of kp and k" such that the system is never underdamped, and 
never excites resonances, but is as stiff as possible. 

9.15 (25) A steel shaft of length 30cm and diameter 0.2cm drives the input gear 
of a reduction of T) = 8. The rigid output gear drives a steel shaft of length 
30cm and diameter 0.3cm. What is the range of resonant frequencies 
observed if the load inertia varies between 1 and 4 Kgm2 ? 

Programming Exercise (Part 9) 

We wish to simulate a simple trajectory-following control system for the 
three-link planar arm. This control system will be implemented as an 
independent joint PD (proportional plus derivative) control law. Set the 
servo gains to achieve closed loop stiffnesses of 175.0, 110.0, and 20.0 for 
joints 1 through 3 respectively. Try to achieve approximate critical damping. 

Use the simulation routine UPDATE to simulate a discrete-time servo 
running at 100 Hz. That is, calculate the control law at 100 Hz, not at 
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the frequency of the numerical integration process. Test the control scheme 
on the following tests: 

1) Start the arm at e = (60, -110,20) and command it to stay there 
until time = 3.0, when the set-points should instantly change to e = 
(60, -50, 20). That is, give a step input of 60 degTees to joint 2. Record 
the error-time history for each joint. 

2) Control the arm to follow the cubic spline trajectory from Programming 
Exercise Part 7. Record the error-time history for each joint. 



10 
NONLINEAR 
CONTROLOF 
MANIPULATORS 

10.1 Introduction 

In the pre\-iOllS chapter \ye made seyeral approximations which allowed 
a linear analysis of the manipulator control problem. :-lost important 
among these approximations was that each joint could be considered 
independent and that the inertia "seen" by each joint actuator was 
constant. In implementations of linear contro11ers as introduced in the 
preyious chapter. this approximation results in nonuniform damping 
throughout the workspace and other undesirable effects. In this chapter 
\'i-e will introduce a more ad\"anced control technique for ,,,-hieh this 
assumption will not ha,"e to be made. 

In Chapter g. we modeled the manipulator by n independent second 
order differential equations. and based our controller on that modeL In 
this chapter. we will base our controller design directly on the n x 1 
nonlinear yector differential equation of motion which we derived in 
Chapter 6 for a general mfl.nipulator. 
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Since the field of nonlinear control theory is large. we must restrict 
our attention to one or two methods which seem well suited to mechan
ical manipulators. Consequently. the major focus of the chapter will be 
one particular met hod, apparently first proposed in )} and named the 
computed torque method in :2,3;. \\"e will also introduce one method 
of stability analysis of nonlinear systems known as Lyapunov's method 
[4[. 

To begin our discussion of nonlinear techniques for controlling a 
manipulator. "I\"e return again to a "I-ery simple single degree of freedom 
mass-spring friction system. 

10.2 Nonlinear and time-varying systems 

In the preceding de"elopmcnt Vi-e dealt with a linear constant coefficient 
differential equation. This mathematical form arose because the mass
spring friction system of Fig. 9.6 was modeled aoS a linear time-invariant 
system. For systems "I\"hose parameters \'ary in time or systems which 
are by nature nonlinear. solutions are more difficult. 

\\"hen nonlinearities are not seyere. local linearization may be 
used to deriw linear models which are approximations of the nonlinear 
equations in the neighborhood of an operating point. Cnfortuna.tely, 
the manipulator control problem is not \\'ell suited to this approach 
because manipulators constantly moye among widel~' separated regions 
of their \';orkspace such that no linearization yalid for all regions can 
be found. 

Another approach is to moye the operating point with the manip
ulator as it mm-es, ah,-ays linearizing about the desired position of the 
manipulator. The result of this sort of mOl"ing linearization is a linear 
but timc-yarying system. Although this ql.lasi-~tatic linearization of the 
original ~y~tern is useful in some analysis and design techniques, we will 
not make use of it in our control law synthesis procedure. Rather, \ve 
"ill deal "lyith the nonlinear equations of motion directly and will not 
resort to linearizations in deriying a controller. 

If the spring in Fig. 9.6 Vi-eTe not linear but instead contained a 
nonlinear element. ,,'e could consider the system quasi-statically and at 
each instant determine where the poles of the system are located. \\'e 
,,'ould find that the poles "mow" around in the real-imaginary plane as 
a function of the position of the block. Hence we could not select fixed 
gains ,,·hich ,,'ould keep the poles in a desirable location (for example. at 
critical damping). So we may be tempted to consider a more complicated 
control law in whirh the gains arc time-nuying (actually, varying as a 
function of the block"~ position; in a manner such that the system is 
always critically damped. Essentially, this would be done by computing 
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kp such that the combination of the nonlinear effect of the spring would 
be exactly cancelled by a nonlinear term in the controllaw so that the 
overall stiffness \\-ould stay a constant at all times. Such a control scheme 
might be called a linearizing control law. since it uses a nonlinear 
control term to "cancel" a nonlinearity in the controlled system such 
that the overall dosed loop system is linear. 

\Ye now return to our partitioned control law, and will see that it can 
perform this linearizing function. In our partitioned control law scheme, 
the seryo law remains the same as always. but the model-based portion 
now will contain a model of the nonlinearity. Thus the model-based 
portion of the control performs a linearization function. This is best 
shown in an example . 

••••••••••• EXA:\IPLE 10.1 

Consider the nonlinear spring characteristic shown in Fig. 10.1. 
Rather than the usual linear spring relationship, f = kx, this spring 
is described by f = qx3 . If this spring is part of the physical system 
shown in Fig. 9.6. determine a control law which would keep the system 
critically damped with a stiffness of kCL ' 

The open loop equation is 

mi+bi-qx3 = f. (10.1) 

The model-based portion of the control is f = of' + 3. ,vhere now we use 

Q = m. 

(10.2) 

and the seryo portion is. as always 

(10.3) 

where the ,-alues of the gains are calculated from some desired perfor
mance specification. Figure 10.2 shows a block diagram of this control 
system. The resulting closed loop system maintains poles in fixed loca-
tions. _ 

••••••••••• EXA)'IPLE 10.2 

Consider the nonlinear friction characteristic shown in Fig. 10.3. 
\Yhereas linear friction is described by f = bi:. this Coulomb friction 
is described by f = bcsgn(x). For most of today's manipulators, the 
friction of the joint in its bearing (be it rotational or linear) is modeled 
more accurately by this nonlinear characteristic than by the simpler. 
linear model. If this type of friction is present in the system of Fig. 9.6, 
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FIGl·RE 10.1 The force \"S. distance characteristic of a nonlinear spring. 

System 

FIGl·RE 10.2 A nonlinear control system for a sy,tem with a nonlinear 
spring. 

design a control s~·stem ",-hich uses a nonlinear model-based portion to 
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FIG-c-RE 10.3 The force \"s. velocity characteristic of Coulomb friction. 

critically damp the system at all times. 
The open loop equation is 

mi -;- b" sgn(:r) - kx = j. (lOA) 

The partitioned control law is f = oj' - 3. where 

Q = m. 

3 = be sgn(i) + kr. (10.5) 

where the "alues of the gains are calculated from some desired perfor-
mance ~pecification. _ 

••••••••• _ EXA)'IPLE 10.3 

Consider the single-link manipulator sho\';n in Fig. lOA It has one 
rotational joint. The mass is considered to be located at a point at the 
distal end of the link and so the moment of inertia is m12 . There is 
Coulomb and \'iscous friction acting at the joint. and there is a load 
due to gra"ity. 

The model of thc rnanipui'l.tor is 

T = ml2ij - rii + c sgn(8) - mlgcos(8). (10.6) 
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FIGL"RE lOA An inverted pendulum or a one-link manipulator. 

As always. the concrol system has tl';O parts. the linearizing model-based 
portion and the servo la\\· portion. 

The model-based portion of the control is f = of' + 3. where 

3 = re - c sgn(e} - mlgc:os(8)· 
(10.7) 

and 1:he sen·o portion is. as ahmys 

(10.8) 

where the value::; of the gains are calculated from some desired perfor-
mance specification. _ 

\Ye ha,·e seen that in certain simple ca.ses it is not difficult to design 
a nonlinear controller. The general method used in the above simple 
examples is the same method we ,yill u~e for the problem of manipulator 
control. namely: 

1. Compute a nonlinear model-based control laVi· which :·cancels·· the 
nonlinearities of the system to be controlled. 

2. Reduce the system to a linear system ,yhich can be controlled using 
the simple linear servo la,,- de,-eloped for the unit mass. 
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In some sense, the linearizing control law implements an inverse 
model of the system being controlled. The nonlinearities in the system 
cancel with those in the inverse model: this. together with the ~ervo law, 
results in a linear closed loop system. Obviously. to do this cancelling, 
we must kno"" the parameters and the structure of the nonlinear system. 
This is often a problem in practical application of this method. 

1 0.3 Multi·input, multi· output control systems 

L"nlike the simple examples we have discussed in this chapter so far, 
the problem of controlling a manipulator is a multi-input, multi-output 
(\H:\fO) problem. That is, we have a vector of desired joint positions, 
velocities. and accelerations. and the control law must compute a vectoT 
of joint actuator signals. Our basic scheme of partitioning the control 
into a model-based portion and a servo portion is still applicable, but 
now appears in a matrix-vector form. The control law takes the form 

F=o.F'-3. (10.9) 

where. for a system of n degrees of freedom. F. F', and .3 are n x 1 
vectors; and Q is an n x n matrix. :\"ote that the matrix Q is not 
necessarily diagonal, but rather is chosen to decouple the n equations 
of motion. If Q and 3 are correctly chosen. then from the F' input the 
system appears- to be n independent unit masses. For this reason, in 
the multidimensional case, the model-based portion of the control law 
is called a linearizing and decoupling control law. The servo law for 
a multidimensional system becomes 

(10.10) 

where K" and Kp are now n x n matrices, which are generally chosen 
to be diagonal with constant gains on the diagonal. E and E are n x 1 
vectors of errors in position and velocity, respectively. 

10.4 The control problem for manipulators 

In the case of manipulator control. \ve de,"eloped a model and the 
corresponding equations of motion in Chapter 6. As we saw, these 
equations are quite complicated. The rigid body dynamics haye the form: 

T ~ Mle)e - Vie. 8) + Gle), (10.11) 
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FIG"CRE 10.3 .\ model-based manipulator control system. 

,\·here -'lI(e) is the n x n inertia matrix of the manipulator. 1/(8. G) 
is an n x 1 ,·ector of centrifugal and Coriolis term::;. and G(G) is an 
n x 1 \"ector of grayity terms. Each elemcnt of ;1[(8) and G(G) is a 
complicated function which depends on e. the position of all the joints 
of the manipulator. Each element of l·(8. 8) is a complicated function 
of both 8 and G. 

Additionally. we may incorporate a model of friction (or other 
nonrigid-body effects). Assuming that our model of friction is a function 
of joint position::; and ,-elocities. we add a term. F(e. G). to (10.11) to 

yield the model 

T = .11(8)8 - \.·{8. 8) + G(G) - F(8. 8) (10.12) 

The problem of controlling a complicated ::;ystem like (10.12) can be 
handled by the partitioned controller scheme Ke ha,-e introduced in this 
chapter. In this case. we han~ 

, = a,' + 3. [10.13) 

where T is the n x 1 \"ector of joint torques. \Ye choose 

Q = .\£(8). 

3 = F(8. 8)..,.. G(8) + n8. 8). 
(10.14) 

Kith the sen·o law 

(10.15) 

where 
E=8 d -G. (10.16) 

The resulting control system is shmYn in Fig. 10.-5. 
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C sing (10.12) through (10.1.5) it is quite easy to show that the closed 
loop system is characterized by the error equation 

(10_17) 

.:\ote that this ,"ector equation is decoupled since the matrices K1) and 
Kp are diagonal so that (10.17) could just as ,yell be written on a 
joint-by-joint basis a.s 

(10,18) 

The ideal performance represented by (10.17) is unattainable in practice 
due to many reasons. the most important two being: 

1. Discrete nature of a digital computer implementation :lS opposed to 
the ideal continuous time controlla,y implied by (10.14) and (10.1-5). 

2. Inaccuracy in the manipulator model (needed to compute (10.14)). 

In the next section we v;-ill (at least p:lrtially) address these two 
issues. 

10.5 Practical considerations 

In dewloping -the decoupling and linearizing comrol in the last few 
~ections. \I;e haw implicitly Illade a fe,\" as~umptions which are rarely 
true in practice. 

Time required 10 compule Ihe model 

In all our considerations of the partitioned controlla,y strategy, we have 
implicitly assumed that the entire system was running in continuous 
time. and that the computations in the control law require zero time 
for their computation, Giwn any amount of computation, ,yith a large 
enough computer ,,-e can do the computations sufficiently fast that this is 
a reasonable approximation: ho"-e"er. the expense of the computer may 
make the scheme economically unfeasible. In the manipulator control 
case. the entire dynamic equation of The manipulator. (10.14), must be 
computed in the control law. These computations are quite involved 
and consequently. as discussed in Chapter 6. there has been a great 
deal of interest in dew loping fast comput:ltional schemes to compute 
them in an efficient way. As computer power becomes more and more 
affordable. comrol laws "'hich require a great deal of computation 
,yill become more practicaL SeyeraJ experimental implementations of 
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nonlinear modei based control laws hn·e been reported :5-9] and partial 
implementations are beginning to appear in industrial controllers. 

As discussed in Chapter 9. almost all manipulatOI control systems 
are now performed in digital circuitry and are run at a certain salllpling 
rate. This means that the position (and possibly other) sensors are 
fPilrl Clt clisrrere poi:1t'> in time BRsed on the ,,"RluE' reRd, Rn actuator 
command is computed and sent to the actuator. Thus reading sensors 
and sending actuator commands are not done continuously. but rather at 
a finite sampling rate. To analyze the effect of delay due to computation 
and finite sample rate. ,\"e must use tools from the field of discrete 
time control. In discrete time. differential equations turn into difference 
equations. and a complete set of tools has been developed to answer 
questions about stability and pole placement for these systems. Discrete 
time control theor~· is beyond the scope of this book. although for 
rec:earchers Korking in the arf'a of manipulator control. many of the 
concepts from discrete time systems are essential (see )0]). 

Although impor~ant. ideas and n;ethods from disc:-ete time control 
theory are often difficult to apply to the case of nonlinear systems. 
\\ t:~rlOas we haye managed to write a complicated differential equatIOn 
of motion for the manipulator dynamic equation. a discrete time equiy
alent is impossible to obtain in general. This is because. for a general 
manipulator. the only way to soh·e for the motion of the manipulator 
for a given set of inidal conditions. an input. and a finfte interyal is by 
numerical integratio:-:l (as Ke saw in Chapter 6). Discrete time models 
are poe::<ible if ,'Ie are willing to use seriee soiLniollB to the differential 
equations. or if we make approximati·::ms. HOKeyer. if we need to make 
approximations to dewlap a discrete model. then it is r.ot clear whether 
,,·e haye a better model than we haye when just using the continuous 
model and making the continuom time approximation. Suffice it to say 
that analysis of the discrete time manipulator control problem is difficult. 
ane llsllally siml11aTioli is resmTeel to n meier to jmigp rhr rfff'("f that il 

certain sample rate i\·ill ha,·e on performance. 
\\-e 'C:ill genera]];,- assume that the computations can be performed 

quickly enough and often enough tha~ the continuous time approxima
tion is ,-alid. 

Feedforward nonlinear control 

The use of feedforward control has been proposed as a method of 
using a nonlinear dynamic model in a control ia,,· ,,·ithout the need for 
complex and time-consuming computations to be performed at servo 
rates :11]. In Fig. 10.0. the model-hased control portioll of the control 
law is ··in the sen·o bop" ill that ~igll'lls ··flow·· throug.'1 that black box 
,,-ith each tick of the sen·o clock. If ,'·e ,..-ish to select a sample ratf' of 
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200 Hz. then the dynamic model of the manipulator must be computed 
at this rate. Another possible control system is shown in Fig. 10.6. Here. 
the model-based control is "outside" the sen-o loop. Hence it is possible 
to have a fast inner sen-o loop "I\"hich just consists of Illultiplying errors 
b~' gains. with ,he model-based torques added at a slower rate. 

Cnfonunately. the feedfonyard scheme of Fig. 10.6 does not provide 
complete decollpling. If we -write the system equations~ "lye will find that 
the error equation of this system is 

(10.19) 

Clearly. as configuration oEthe arIll changes. the effectil"e closed loop gain 
changes. and the quasi-static poles mm-e around in the real-imaginary 
plane. Hm\"ewL equation (10.19) could be used as a starring point to 
consider designing a robust controller. That is. to find a good ;,et of 
constant gains such that despite the "motion" of the poles. they are 
guaranteed to remain in reasonably £a\-orable locations. Alternatively. 
one might consider schemes in -which Yliriable gains are precomputed 
which change with configuration of the robot so that the sy;,tem';, 
quasi-static poles remain in fixed positions. 

:'\ote that in the system of Fig. 10.6 the dynamic model is computed 
as a fnnction of the desired path only. and so ,,,hen the desired path is 
known in adyance. H,lues could be computed "off-line" before motion 
begins. At run time. the precomputed torque histories \,"ould then be 
read ant of memory. Like,yise. if time-yarying gains are computed. they 
too could be computed beforehand and stored. Hence such a scheme 

Dynamic , ____ ~ ,'-_-'--I 
:\-lnd~l r . J 

Arm 

FIG"cRE 10.6 Control scheme w:th th€ model-based portion "outside" 
the servo loop. 

"lYe have used the simplifying assumptions _U(8d) ~ _\I(8). 'l/{0d.8dl 2= 
1.'-(8.8). G(8J) == G(G). and ned. 8 d J == F{8. 8) 
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could be quite inexpensive computationally at run time and thus achieve 
a high servo rate. 

Dual-rate computed torque implementation 
Figure 10.7 show~ the block diagram of a possible pract.icfl.l implemen
tation of the decoupling and linearizing position control system. The 
dynamic model is expressed in its configuration space form so that 
the dynamic parameters of the manipulator appear as functions of 
manipulator position only. These functions might then be computed by a 
background process or by a second control computer i8], or looked up in 
a precomputed table [12~. In this architecture, the dynamic parameters 
can be updated at a rate slower than the rate of the closed loop servo. For 
example, the background computation might proceed at 60 Hz whereas 
the closed loop sen'o could run at 250 Hz. 

Lack of knowledge of parameters 

The second potential difficulty encountered in employing the computed 
torque control algorithm is that the manipulator dynamic model is often 
not. known accurately. This is particularly true of certain components of 
the dynamics such as friction effects. In fact. it is usually extremely 
difficult to know the structure of the friction modeL let alone the 
parameter \"alues [13]. Finally. if the manipulator has some portion of its 
dynamics which are not repeatable. because, for example. they change 

+ 

t 

FIG"CRE 10.7 An implementation of the model-based manipulator 
control system. 
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a.s the robot ages. it is difficult to haw good parameter values in the 
model at all times. 

B:,; nature. most robots will be picking up yarious parts and tools. 
\\-hen a robot is holding a tooL the inertia and the weight of the tool 
change the dynamics of the manipulator. In an industrial situation, the 
mass properties of the tools may be knmyn-in this case they can be 
accounted for in the modeled portion of the control law. \Vhen a tool is 
grasped. the inertia matrix. total mass. and center of mass of the last link 
of the manipulator can be updated to new yalues ·which represent the 
combined effeCT of the last link plus too!. However. in many applications 
the mao;s properties of objects that the manipulator picks up are not 
generally known. so That maintenance of an accurate dynamic model is 
difficult. 

The simplest possible nonideal situation is one in which we still 
assume a perfect model implemented in continuous time, but ,,,ith 
external noise acting to disturb the system. In Fig. 10.8 we indicate 
a yector of disturbance torques acting at the joints. \\-riting the system 
error equation \yith inclusion ofthese unknown disturbances. we arrive at 

(10.20) 

Khere Ta is the ,'ector of disturbance torques at the joints. The left-hand 
side of (10.20) is uncoupled. but from the right-hand side we see that a 
disturbance on any particular joint \yill introduce errors at all the other 
joints. since .1[(8) is not diagonal in generaL 

Some simple anah-ses might be performed based on (10.20). For 
example. it is easy to compute the steady-state servo error duc to a 

e 
Arm e 

B10I-CIQI 
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FIGL-RE 10.8 The model-based controller with an external disturbance 
acting. 
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constant disturbance as 

(10.21) 

When our model ofthe manipulator dynamics is not perfect, analysis 
of the resulting dosed loop system becomes more difficult. \Ve define 
the following notation: .~f(e) is our model of the manipulator inertia 
matrix. JI(e). Likewise, 11(8,8). G(8), and i(G.8) are our models 
of the nJocity terms, grayity terms, and friction terms of the actual 
mechanism. Perfect knmdedge of the model would mean 

JI(8) = :11(8), 

("Ie. 8) ~ vie. 8). 

GIG) ~ Gle), 

FISe) ~ Fle,8). 

Therefore, although the manipulator dynamics are giwn by 

,~1Ile)e ~ vie, El) + Gle) + FIG. 8) 

our control law computes 

Ct = iI(e) 

3 ~ V(8. 8) ~ G(8) + 1'18, 8). 

(10.22) 

(10.23) 

(10.24) 

Decoupling and linearizing will not therefore be perfectly accomplished 
when parameters are not known exactly. \Vriting the closed loop equa
tion for the system, we have 

(10.25) 

where the arguments of the dynamic functions are not shov,'ll for brevity. 
Note that if the model were exact so that (10.22) were true, then the 
right-hand side of (10.25) would be zero and the errors would disappear. 
\Yhen the parameters are not known exactly, the mismatch between 
actual and modeled parameters will cause servo errors to be excited 
(possibly even resulting in an unstable system [21]) according to the 
rather complicated equation (10.25). 

Discussion of stability analysis of a nonlinear closed loop system is 
deferred until Section 10.7. 
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10.6 Present industrial robot control systems 

Because of the problems \\-jth haying good knowledge of parameters, it 
is not clear whether it makes sense to go to the trouble of computing 
a complicated model-based control laK for man:pulator control The 
expense of the computer power needed to comp'-1te the model of the 
manipulator at a sufficient rate may not be I';orthwhile, especially v-hell 
lack of knmdedge of parameters may nullify the benefits of such an 
approach. \Ianllfacturers of industrial robots haye decided, probably for 
economiC' reasons. that attempting to use a complete manipulator model 
in the controller is not '\'orthwhile_ Instead, present-day manipulators are 
controlled ",-ith yery simple control laws which arc generally completely 
error driyen and are implemented in architectures such as those studied 
in Section 9.10, An industrial robot \yith a high-performance sen-o 
system is sho\\11 in Fig. 10.9. 

FIGl-RE 10,9 The Adept OEe. a d:rect dri.-e robot by Adept Technology. Inc. 
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Individual Joint PID control 

:\Iost present industrial robot~ ha\T a control ::,cherue that in our notation 
would be described b~' 

Ct = I. 

3 = D. 
(10.26) 

\\-here I is the Il x n identity matrix_ The sen"o portion is 

(10.27) 

where K F . Kp. and Ki are constant diagonal matrices. In man:: cases. 8d 

is not m·ailable. and this term is simply ~et to zero. That is. most simple 
robot controllers do not use a model-based component at all in their 
controllav.-. This type of PID control scheme is simple because each joint 
is controlled as a separate control system. Often. one microprocessor per 
joint is used to implement (lO.27), fl. .. " discussed in Section 9.lO. 

The performance of a manipulator controlled in this way is not 
simple to describe. Since no decoupling is being done, the motion of 
each joint affects the other joints. These interactions cause errors which 
are suppressed by the error dri\'Cn controlla\\-. It is impossible to select 
fixed gains which will critically damp the response to disturbances 
for all configurations. Therefore. "awrage" gains are chosen which 
approximate critical damping in the center of the robot's workspace. 
In yariout:; extreme configurations of the arm. the system becomes 
either underdamped or owrdfimpcd. Depending on the details of the 
mechanical design of the robot. these effects may be fairly smalL and 
control is good. In such systems. it is important to keep the gains as 
high as possible so that these ineyitable disturbances will be quickly 
suppressed. 

Addition of gravity compensation 

Since the grayity terms ,,"ill tend to cause static positioning errors, some 
robot manufacturers include a gra,"ity model. G(e), in the control law 
(that is, ;) = G(G) in our notarion) The complete control law takes 
the form 

(10.28) 

Such a control law is perhaps the simplest example of a model-based 
controller. Since (lO.28) canna longer be implemented on a strict joim
by-joint basis, the controller architecture must allow communication 
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beh,'een the joint controllers or must make use of a central processor 
rather than individual joint processors. 

Various approximations of decoupling control 

There are various ways to simplify the dynamic equations of a particular 
manipulator [3.14~. After thc simplification, an approximate decoupling 
and linearizing la,,; can be derived. A usual simplification might be to 
disregard components of torque due to the ...-elocity terms-that is, to 
model only the inertial and gravity terms. Often. friction models are not 
included in the controller since friction is so hard to model l:orrectly. 
Sometimes the inertia matrix is simplified so that it accounts for the 
major coupling between axes but not for minor cross-coupling effects. 
For example. i14] presents a simplified ,"ersion of the Pt:MA 560's mass 
matrix which requires only about lOst of the calculations needed to 
compute the complete mass matrix. yet is accurate to within 1st. 

10.7 Lyapunov stability analysis 

In Chapter 9 we examined linear control systems analytically to deter
mine stability and also performance of the dynamic response in terms of 
damping and closed loop bandwidth. The same analyses are ,·alid for a 
nonlinear system which has been decoupled and linearized by means of 
a perfect modd-based nonlinear controller. because the overall resulting 
system is again linear. Howewr. when decoupling and linearizing are 
not performed by the controller. or are incomplete or inaccurate, the 
overall closed loop system remains nonlinear. For nonlinear systems. 
stability and performance analysis is much more difficult. In this section 
'>\'e introduce one method of stability analysis which is applicable to 
both linear and nonlinear systems. 

Consider the simple mass-spring friction system originally consid
ered in Chapter 9 \\-hose equation of motion is 

mi - b± + kx = O. (10.29) 

Thc total energ;.-- of the system is gi...-en by 

(10.30) 

where the first term gi...-es the kinetic energy of the mass, and the second 
term gives the potential energv stored in the spring. Xote that the value. 
t". of the system energy is always nonnegati,"e (i.e., it is positiYe or zero). 
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Let's determine the rate of change of the total energy by differentiating 
(10.30) ",ith respect to time to obtain 

i.' = mxi - kxx. (10.31) 

Substituting (10.29) for mi in (10.31) yields 

(10.32) 

which we note is always nonpositi,"e (since b > 0). Thus, energy is always 
lefJ.ving the system. unless i: = O. This implies that however initially 
perturbed, the system will lase energy until it comes to rest. Investigating 
possible resting positions by means of a steady-state analysis of (10.29) 
yields 

kx = o. (10.33) 

x = o. (10.34) 

Hence. based on an energy analysis. ",-e have shown that the system of 
(10.29) with any initial conditions (i.e .. any initial energy) will eventually 
come to rest at the equilibrium point. This stability proof by means of an 
energy analysis is a simple example of a more general technique called 
Lyapunoy stability analysis or Lyapunoy's second (or direct) 
method after a Russian mathematician of the nineteenth centur:r )5]. 

An interesting feature of this method of stability analysis is that we 
can conclude stability without solving for the solution of the differential 
equation gm:erning the system. HO\yeyer. ,,,hile Lyapunm"s method 
is useful for examining stabdity. it generally does not provide any 
information about the transient response or performance of the system. 
Note that our energy analysis yielded nO information on whether the 
system was m'erdamped or underdamped. or how long it would take the 
system to suppress a disturbance. It i~ important to distinguish between 
stability and performance. as a stable system may nonetheless exhibit 
control performance unsatisfactory for its intended use. 

Lyapunov's method is some,yhat more general than the above 
example indicates. It is one of the few techniques that can be applied 
directly to nonlinear systems to im'estigate their stability. As a means of 
quickly getting an idea of Lyapunm"s method (in sufficient detail for our 
needs) we 'williook at an extremely brief introduction to the theory and 
then proceed directly to seyeral examples. A more complete treatment 
of Lyapunov theory can be found in )6: 17:. 

Lyapunm"s method is concerned ",ith determining the stability of 
a differential equation 

X=nX). (10.35) 
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where X is m x 1 and f(·) may be nonlinear. Note that higher-order 
differential equations can always be written as a set of first-order 
equations in the form (10.35). To pro,"e a system stable by Lyapunov's 
method. one is required to propose a generalized energy function v(X) 
that has the following properties: 

1. l'(X) has continuous first partial derivatives :i.nd v(X) > 0 for all 
X except l'(O) = O. 

2. L'(X)::; O. Here. qX) means the change in t:(X) along all system 
trajectories. 

These properties may hold only in a certain region or may be global, 
\\'ith correspondingly ,waker or stronger stability results. The intuitive 
idea is that a positi"e definite "energy-like" function of state is shown 
to ahyays decrease or remain comtant-hence. the system is stable in 
the sense that the size of the state yector is bounded. 

\\-hen i'(X) is strictly less than zero. asymptotic convergence of the 
state to the zero Yector can be concluded. Lyapunov's original work was 
extended in an important ,my by LaSalle and Lefschctz :4]. who showed 
that in certain situations. e,'en when i"(X) ::; 0 (note equality included), 
asymptotic stability may be shown. For our purposes, we can deal with 
the case of i'(X) = 0 by performing a steady-state analysis in order to 
determine if the stability is asymptotic or if the system under study can 
"get stuck"' somewhere other than t"(X) = O. 

A system described by (10.36) is said to be autonomous because 
the function f(·) is not an explicit function of time. Lyapunov's method 
also extends to nonautonomous systems in which time is an argument 
of the nonlinear function. See A.17] for details. 

EXA:\[PLE lOA 

Consider the linear system 

x = -AX. (10.36) 

,\"here A is Tn x m and positiYe definite. Propose the candtdate Lyapunov 
function 

(10.37) 

,\"hich is continuous and eyery\\"here nonnegative. Differentiating yields 

i"(X) = XT.J( 

=X1"(_AX) 

= _XTAX. 

(10.38) 
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which is e\"er~'\\"here nonpositive because A is a positive definite matrix. 
IIence. (10.37) is indeed a Lyapuno\" function for the system of (10.36). 
The system is as:;mptotically stable because l'(X) call be zero only at 
X = O. e"erywhere else X must decrease. _ 

EXA::'IPLE 10.5 

Consider a mechanical spring-damper system in which both the 
spring and damper are nonlinear: 

:; + b(i) + k(x} = O. (10.39) 

The functions b(·) and k( ) are first- and third-quadrant continuous 
functions such that 

ib(i"} > 0 for .r # O. 

:rk(:r} > 0 for x # o. 
(10.40) 

Proposing the Lyapuno\" function 

(10.41) 

we are led to 

dx i) = 11- k(x)i". 

(10.42) 

= -ib(i'I. 

Hence. i'(-) is nonpositiw but is onl:' semidefinite since it is not a 
function of 1: but only of T. In order to conclude asymptotic stability we 
ha\"e to ensure that it is not possible for the system to "get stuck" '\'ith 
nOIlzero 1:. To ~tudy all trajrctories for ,\"hich .1: = O. '\"e must consider 

i = -k(x) :)0.43) 

for "'hich :r: = 0 is the only solution. Hence the system ,,"ill only come 
to rest if x = i = i = O. • 
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__________ EXA.\IPLE 10,6 

Consider a manipulator with dynamics gh'en by 

T = .1/(8)8 -l"(8. 8) + G(8) [10.44) 

and controlled ,,;ith the control law 

(lO.45) 

\\-here Kp and Kd are diagonal gain matrices. 2'\ote that this controller 
does not force the manipulator to follow a trajectory_ but rno\"es the 
manipulator to a goal point along a path specified by the manipulator 
dynamics. and then regulates the position there. The resulting closed 
loop system obtained by equating (10...14) and (lOA.')) i::, 

(10,46) 

and can be proyen globally asymptotically stable usmg LyapunO\"s 
method )8.19]. 

Consider the candidate LyapUIlOY function 

1 - T . 1 T 
t' = -8 .\1(8)8 + -:-E KJ:. (10.47) 2 2 ,-

The function (10...17) is always positiye or zero because the manipulator 
mass matri.>;:. Jl(8) and the position gain matrix Kp are positi\"e definite 
rnatrice::,. Diffe,rentiating (10.-17) yields 

1 - T _. T " T . 
i- = -8 -'J(8~,8 - 8 .\[(818 - E K 8 2' , , p 

= ~8T\jI8':'8 - 8 T K 8 - 8 T \'i8_ 8) 2 " d ' 
(10.48) 

=-8T K d 8. 

Khich is nonpositiw as long as Ka is positiye definite_ In taking the last 
step in (lOAS) wp haw made use of tlw interesting identit:---

(10.49) 

-which can be snUlyn h~' in\"pnigation of the strllcture of Lagrange's 
equatiom of motion 'lS-20~ (see also Exercise 6.17). 

:\ext. 'lye inyestigate whether or not the system can get "stuck' \yith 
r:onzero error_ SiIlce i' can only remain zero along trajectories that have 
e = 0 and 8 = O. '\\"8 see from (10.16) that in thi" ca.sc 

(10,50) 
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and since Kp is nonsingular. we have that 

(10_51) 

Hence control law (10,45) applied to the system (10.44) achieves global 
asymptotic stability. 

This proof i~ important in that it explains. to some extent. why 
today"s industrial robots I\-ork. )'Iost industrial robots u~e a simple 
error-driyen seryo. occasionally with gra"ity models. and so are quite 
similar to (10,45). • 

Sec Exereise~ 10.11 through 10.16 for more examples of nonlinear 
manipulator control la\\-s which can he prayen stable using LyapuDm-'s 
method. Recently, L~'apunoy theory has become increasingly preyalent 
in robotics research publications )8-25]. 

10.8 Cartesian-based control systems 

In this section \\'e introduce the notion of Cartesian-based control. 
Although such approaches are not currently used in industrial robots. 
there is actiyity at sewral research institutions on such schemes. 

Comparison With jOint-based schemes 

In all the control ~cheme~ for manipulators \\-e haye discussed so far. 
'lye 8.ssllmed that the desired trajectory 'YliS a,-aiiable in terIllS of 
time histories of joint position. wlocity. and acceleration. Giyen that 
these desired inputs ,yere ayailable. ,'.-e designed joint-based control 
schemes. that is. schemes in ,yhich ,ye de,-clop trajectory errors by finding 
the difference bet'\\-een desired and actual quantities expressed in joint 
space_ Yery often \\'e \,-ish the manipulator end-effector to follO\\- straight 
lines or other path shapes described in Cartesian coordinates. As we 
sa'y in Chapter 7. it is possible to compute the time histories of the 
joint space trajectory I':hich correspond to Cartesian straigllt line paths. 
Figure 10.10 sho\\'s this approach to manipulator trajectory control. A 
basic feature of the approach is the trajectory conversion process 
,yhich is used to compute the joint trajectories. This is then followed by 
some kind of joint-ba,<;ed seryo scheme a$ '\\"C halT been ~tudying. 

The trajectory com-ersion process is quite difficult (in terms of 
computational expense) if it is to be done analytically. The computations 
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Trajectory 
ConversIOn 

FIG"l-RE 10,10 A joint-based control scheme with Cartesian path input. 

which 'would be required are 

Sci = ]-1(8)X". (10_52) 

8d = j-l(8)Xd - rl(8)Xd 

To the extent that sHch a computatiun is done at all in present-day 
systems. usually just the solution for Gd is performed using the inverse 
kinematics. and then the joint ,-elocities and accelerations are computed 
numerically by fir"t and second differences_ However. such numerical 
differentiation tends tu amplify noise and introduces a lag unless it can 
be done ,,-ith a noncausal filter.' Therefore. we are interested in either 
finding a less computationally expensive way of computing (10.52). or 
suggesting a different control scheme in which this information is not 
needed. 

j.n alternatiw approach is shown in Fig. 10.11. Here. the sensed 
pos~tion of the manipulator is immediately transformed by means of 
the kinematic f'quations into a Cartesian description of position. This 
Cartesian description is then compared to thp desired Cartesian position 
in order to form errors in Cartesian space. Control schemes which are 
based on forming errors in Cartesian space are called Cartesian-based 
control schemes. For simplicity. ,>plocity feedback is not shown in 
Fig. 10.11 but -would be pre~ent in any implementation. 

The trajectory com-ersion process is replaced by some kind of 
coordinate cOllYersion inside the sen"o loop. :\"ote that Cartesian-based 
controllers must perform many computations in the loop because of 
the kinematics and other transformations \yhich are now "inside the 
loop," This may be a dra,,-back of the Cartesian-based methods. since 
the resulting system may run at a lov.-er sampling frequency compared 

~ -"umerical differentiation introduces a lag unless it can he based on past. 
present. and future values. \Yhen (he entire path is preplanned. this kind of 
noncau5al numerical differentiation can be done. 
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FIGl"RE 10.11 The concept of a Cartesian-ba~ed control scheme. 
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FIGl:RE 10.12 The inverse Jacobian Cartesian control scheme. 

to joint-based systems (gi\'en the same size computer). This would, in 
general. degrade the stability and disturbance-rejection capabilities of 
the system. 

Intuitive schemes of Cartesian control 
One possible control scheme which comes to mind rather intuitively 

is shown in Fig. 10.12. Here Cartesian position is compared to the desired 
position to form an error. SX. in Cartesian space. This error. which may 
be presumed small if the control system is doing its job, may be mapped 
into a small displacement in joint space by means of the inverse Jacobian. 
The resulting errors in joint space. be are then multiplied by gains 
to compute torques which \\-ill tend to reduce the~e error~. ~ote that 
Fig. 10.12 sho\\"s a simplified controller in that. for clarity. the velocity 
feedback has not been shO\\"11. It could be added in a straightforward 
manner. \Ve ,,-ill call this scheme the inverse Jacobian controller. 
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F1GCI-l£ 10.13 The transpose Jacobian Cart~sian control scheme. 

Another scheme ,\"hich may come to mind is shown in Fig. 10.13. 
Here the Cartesian error ,'ector is multiplied by a gain to compute a 
Cartesian force Yector. This can be thought of as a Cartesian force which. 
if applied to the end-effector of the robot. would push the end-effector 
in a direction Khich would tend to reduce the Cartesian error. This 
Cartesian force .-ector (actually a force moment n~ctor) is then mapped 
through the Jacobian transpose in order to compute the equivalent joint 
torques Khich 'would tend to reduce the obserYed errors. \\-e ,\"ill call this 
scheme the transpose Jacobian controller. 

The im'crSf Jacobian controller and the transposc Jacobian con
trollu haYe both been arri\"ed at intuitiwly. "lYe cannot be sure that 
such arrangements \yould be stable. let alone perform well. It is also 
curious that the schemes are extremely similar except the one contains 
the Jacobian's inYerse. and the other contains its transpose. Remem
ber. the inYerse is not equal to the transpose in general (only in the 
case of a strictly Cartesian manipulator does JT = J-l). The exact 
dYIIamic performance of snch systems (if expressed in a second-order 
error space equation for example) is 'Tr~' complicated. It turns out that 
both schemes \\"ill work (i.e .. can be made stable). but not \\"ell (i.e .. 
performance is not good owr the entire workspace). Both can be made 
s(able by appropriate gain selection. including- some form of velocity 
feedback ,,,hich was not shm\"Il in Figs. 10.12 and 10.13. \\"hile both will 
\I;ork. neither is correct in the sense that \\'e cannot choose fixed gains 
\\'hich \\"ill result in fixed closed-loop poles. The dynamic response of 
such controllers \yill \'ary ,\"ith ann configuration. 

Cartesian decoupling scheme 

For Cartesian-based controllers. like joint-based controllers. good per
formance Konld be characterized by constanT error dynamics oyer all 
configurations of the manipulator. Since errors are expressed in Carte-
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sian ~pace in Cartesian-based schemes, this means that ,w would like to 
design a ~ystcm \yhirh. owr all possible configurations. would ::.uppress 
Carte::.ian error~ in a rririrall:>- damped fashion. 

Just as \w achiewd good control with a joint-based controllel which 
',"as based on a linearizing and decoupling model of the arm. we can 
do the same ror the Cartesian case. HO\\·ewr. we must now \\Tite the 
dynamir rqmltions of motion of the manipulator in terms of Cartesian 
yariables. This can be done. as di~cussed in Chapter 6. The resulting 
form of the equation::. of motion is quite analogous to the joint space 
wrsion. The rigid body dynamics can be \uitten: 

(10.53) 

wherE' :F is a fictitious force-moment wctor acting on the end-effector 
of the robot. and X is an appropriate Cartesian '-ector representing 
position and orientation of the end-effector !8]. Analogous to the joint 
space quantities. JII(e) is the mass matrix i~ Cartesian space. \/~(e, 8) 
is a yector of wlocity terms in Cartesian space. and cIte) is a \'ector 
of grayity tcrm~ in Cartesian ,;pace. 

Just as we did in the joint ba::.ed ca::.e. \w can use the dynamic equa
tions in a decoupling and linearizing controller. Since (10 .. 53) computes 
F a fictitious Cartesian force wnor ,\"hich should be applied to the 
hand. \\T >'.-ill abo need to u::.e the trallSpo~e of the Jacobian in order to 
implement the control. That is. after:F is calculated by (10.,53). since \w 
cannot actually cause a Cartesian force to be applied to the end-effector. 
,\-e insread compute the joint wrques needed w effecth-ely balance the 
system if we ,,-ere to apply this force: 

(10.54) 

JT'el Arm 

, 
K, t 

,S-+-E_---======----_~ 
x""'-____ ... \:.)~e_--------------------------------------------J - ."> 

FIGl-RE 10.1.-1 The Cartesian model based control scheme. 
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FIGl:RE 10.15 .-\n implementadon of the Cartesian model-based control 
scheme. 

Figure 10.lel shm,"s a Carte~ian arm control ~::~tem using complete 
dynamic decoupling. :\ote that the arm is preceded by the Jacobian 
transpose. ::\otice that the controller of Fig. 10.1-1 allov;-s Cartesian paths 
to be described directly 'Iyith no need for trajcl:tory con\"crsion. 

As in the joint spacc casc. a practical implcmcntation may bcst 
be achie,-ed through use of a dual-rate control system. Figure 10.15 
shm'1"5 a block diagram of a Cartesian-based decoupling and linearizing 
controller in "'hich the dynamic parameters are written as functions of 
manipulator position only. These d~-namic parameters are updated at 
a rate slower than the sen'o rate by a background process or a second 
control computer. This is appropriate because we desire a fast sen-o 
(pcrhaps running at ·500 Hz or e\-en higher) to maximize disturbance 
rejection and stability. Since rhe dynamic parameters are functions of 
manipulator position only. they need be updated at a rate related only 
to hm\" fast the manipulator is changing configuration. The parameter 
update rate probably need:,; be no higher than 100 Hz :8:. 
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10.9 Adaptive control 

In the discussion of model-based control, it was noted that often param
eters of the manipulator are not known exactly. \\'hen the parameters in 
the model do not match the parameters of the real device, sen"o errors 
will result. as made explicit in (10.25). These sen'o errors could be used 
to drive some adaptation scheme which attempts t.o update the values of 
the model parameters until the errors disappear. Several such adaptive 
schemes have been proposed. 

An ideal adaptive scheme might be like the one in Fig. 10.16. 
Here, we are using a model-based control law as de,"eloped in this 
chapter. There is an adaptation process which, based on observation 
of manipulator state and servo errors. readjusts the parameters in the 
nonlinear model until the errors disappear. Such a ::;ystem would learn 
its own dynamic properties. The design and analysis of adaptive schemes 
are beyond the scope of this book. A method which possesses exactly 
the structure shown in Fig. 10.16 and which has been proven globally 
stable is presented in '20.21]. A related technique is that of [22). 

\ 
>- ~ , ~ Dynamic ~ Ann e, 

~~ 
model f-"-

\ 

AdaptatIOn 
laws 

E 
Ad , I 

E - -

" 
, 

--

FIG"CRE 10.16 The concept of an adaptive manipulator controller. 
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Exercises 

10.1 :1.:;; Gi\"{' the nonlin~ar control equations for an Ct. 3-partitioned controller 
for ttlP system: 

Choose ga;ns so that this system is always critically damped with kc L = 

10. 

10.2 ).s] Gh'e rhe nonlinear controi equations for an Ct. 3-partitioned controller 
for the system: 

. ., '3 
;- = 6eB-28 - 138 -.s, 

Choose gain5 50 that this system is ah\'ays criticaL,;' damped with kc L = 
lO. 

10.3 )9: Dra\\' a block diagram ~howing a joint ~pace controller for the two-link 
arm from Section 6.7 wch that the arm is critically damped oyer its entire 
workspace. Show the equations inside the blocks of a block diagram. 

lOA [20: Draw a block diagram ShO'l"lllg a Cartesian space controller for the 
two-llilk arm fwm Sectioll 6.7 such that the arm is cridcally damped 
o,'er its eIltiw workspace. See Example 6.6. Show the equations inside the 
blocks of a block diagram. 
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10.5 [18] Design a trajectory-following control system for the systems whose 
d~-namics are gin'n b~' 

Do you think these equadons could represent a real system~ 

10.6 ~17l For the control system designed for the one-link manipulator in 
Example 10.3. giw an expression for the steady-statE' position error as a 
function of error in the mass parameter. Let Urn = m - m. The result 
should be a function of l.g.e.L"m. and kp For what position of thc 
manipulator i~ this maximum') 

10.7 :26] For the two degree offreedom mechanical system of Fig. 10.17. design 
a controller which can cause Xl and X2 to follow trajectories and suppress 
disturbances m a critically damped fashion. 

10.8 :30] Cunsider the d.,'namic cquations of the two-link manipulator from 
Section 6.? in configuration space form. Derh'e expressions for the sensi
tiyity of the computed torque mluE' yer~us small de,'iations in 8. Can you 
say something about how often the dynamics should be recomputed in a 
controller like that of Fig. 10.7 as a funnion of a\"f~mge joint velocities 
expected during normlll operations" 

10.9 :32J Consider the dynamic equations of the tKo-link manipulator from 
Example 6.6 in Cartesian configuration space rorm. Derive expre~sions 
for thE' sensitiyity of the computed torque yahlP Yer~ll~ smllll deyiations 
in 8. Can you say something about how often the dynllmics should be 
recomputed in a controller like that of Fig. 10.13 as a function of ayerage 
joint yelodties expecled during llormai operations? 

ti--'I : 
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FIGl'RE 10.1 r \jechanical system with two degrees of freedom. 
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10.10 )5] Design a control system for the system 

J = 5xi: + 2.r - 12. 

Choose gains so that this sy~tem is ah<:ays critically damped with a closed 
loop stiffness of 20. 

10.11 '20: Consider a posiTion regulation system which (without loss of gener
alit:·) attempts to maintain Gel = O. Proye that thl' control law 

\'iclds an asymptotically ~table nonlinear 5ystelll. You may take Kc to be 
of the forIll K" = k".Ir. where "'c. is a s~alar and In is the n x TI iuentity 
matrix. Hint: This is sim:Jar to example 10.6. 

10.12 "20] Consider a position regulation system whieh (Without loss of gener
ality) altempT~ to mamtain G d = O. Pron~ that the controlla\\" 

yields an abymptotically ~table nonlinear sy~tem. You may take K" to 
be of the form Kc' = k,.I" where k~. is a scalar and I" is the n x n 
identity matrix. The matrix Jl(S) is a positi\'e definite e~timate of the 
manipulator mas~ matrix. Hud: This is similar to example 10.6. 

10.13 :25~ Consider a position regulation system which (Without loss of gener
alit~·) attempt'; to maintain Gd = O. PW\'e that the l"Ontrollaw 

yields an asymptotically stable llunlinear system. You ma,' take K~. to be 
of the form Kc' = k,.In where k,. is a scalar and In is thC' n X n identity 
mauix. Hmt: Thi5 IS similar to example 10.6. 

10.14 :2.5: Consider a position regulation ~ystem which (without loss of gener
ality) attempts tu maintain Gel = (j. Proye that the control law 

yields an asymptotically ~table nonlinear ~yst"m. You may take K~. to 
be of the form K, = k,.In . where k,. i~ a ~calar and In i5 the n x n 
identity matri.:>;:. The matrix .\l-:S; i5 a positiw definite estimate of the 
manipulator mass matrix. Hint: This is similar to example 10.6. 

10.15 '25] Consiuer a position regulation sy~te!!l which (Without loss uf gener
ality) attempts to maintain Sd = O. Pro\'e that the control law 

yields a stf'lbl" mmlinear "~·"teIll. Show that ~rahihty is nOl aS~'mptotic and 
give an expression for the sreadY-5tate error. Hin.t: similar to Example 
10.6. 
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10.16 :30J Pro\'e the global stability of the '"Jacobian transpose" Cartesian 
comroller introduced in Section 10.8. "Cse an appropriate form of velocity 
feedback to stabilize the sYbtem. Hint: bee [18J. 

10.17 [15J Design a trajectory-following controller for a system with dynamics 
given by 

such that errors are suppressed in a critically damped fashion over all 
configurations. 

10.18 ),5j A sy&tem with open loop dynamics gh-en by 

is controlled with the control law 

,- = m !ed + kc,e - kpe + sin(8). 
" " 

Giye the differential equation that characterizes the closed loop action of 
the system. 

Programming Exercise (Part 10) 

Repeat Programming Exercise Part 9 and use the same tests with a new 
controller which uses a complete dynamic model of the 3-link to decouple 
and linearize the system. For this case. use 

" _ [100.0 0,0 
Kp - 0_0 100_0 

0.0 0.0 

0.0 1 
00 

100.0 

Choose a diagonal K,. whkh guarantees critical damping o\'('r all configura
tions of the arm. Compare the results with those obtained with the simpler 
controller used in Programming Exerci5e Part 9. 
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FORCE CONTROL OF 
MANIPULATORS 

11,1 Introduction 

I\-hile position control is appropriate when a manipulator i~ follo\dng 
a trajectory through space. ",-hen any contact is made between the 
end-effector and the manipulator's enyironment. position control may 
not suffice. ConsidE'r a manipulator \\"ashing a ,yindo,,- ,yjth a sponge. 
Due to the compliance of the ::,ponge. it ma:-- be possible to regulate the 
force applied to the windo"'- by controlling the position of the end-effector 
relatiw to the glas:::. Hthe :;ponge is wry compliant. and/or the position 
of the gl3.--"-" i..,> known \-ery accurately. this technique v.;auld work quite 
,yell. 

HUI\Tyer. if the stiffness of the end-effector. tool. or environment is 
high. it becomes increasingly difficult to perform operations in which the 
manipulator rontacts a surface. Instead of a sponge. imagine that the 
manipulator i~ scraping paint off a glass surface llsing a rigid scraping 
tool. If there i~ any uncenaint:." in the position of the glaOis surface. or 
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errors in the position sen·o of the manipulator. this task would become 
impo,.;siblc. Either thr glass \\·ould be broken. or the manipulator would 
\\"fn"(' the ,.,eraping tool on'r thr glass \\·ith no contact taking place. 

In both the \\·ashing and scraping tasks. it would be more reasonable 
not to O'pecify the position of the plane of the glass. but rather to specify 
11 forre u·hlch is to be mamtained normal to the surface. 

:\Iore ~o than in pr('yiou::, chapters. in this chapter we present 
method::, \,·hieh are not ~·et employed by industrial robots. except in an 
extremely simplified \\·ay. The major thrust of the chapter is to introduce 
the hybrid position/force controller. which is one formalism through 
\\·bicb industrial robots may someda.\· br controlled in order to perform 
tasks requiring force control. Howewr. regardless of \\"hich method(s) 
emerge as practical for industrial application. many of the concepts 
introduced in this chapter \\·ill certainly remain yalid. 

11.2 Application of industrial robots to assembly tasks 

The majority of the industrial robot population is employed in relatiYCly 
simple applications such as spot \wlding. spray painting. and pick 
and place operations. Force control has already appeared in a few 
applirations: for rxample. some robots are already capable of simple 
force control \\"bich allo\\"s them to do ta.sks such as grinding and 
deburring. Apparently the next big area of application will be to 

assemblY line ta."ks in \\·bicb one or more parts are mated. In such 
part8-matmq tasks. monitoring and control of the forces of contact are 
extremely important. 

Precise control of manipulators in the face of uncertainties and 
\"ariatiollS ill their Kork em·ironments is a prerequisite to application 
of robot manipulators to a.sseIlJbl~· operations in industry. It seems that 
by providing manipulator hands with sensors that can give information 
about the state of manipulation tasks. important progress can be made 
to\\"8rd using robots for assembly tasks. Currently. the dexterity of 
manipulators remains quite low and continues tCJ limit their application 
in tbe automated assembl:; area. 

The use of manipulators for assembl.v tasks requires that the preci
sion \\"ith \\"hich parts arC" positioned \\·ith respect to one another be quitl' 
high. ('nrrC"nt indllstrifll rohotO' are often not accurate enough for these 
tasks. and huilding robots that are ma~· not make sense. :\Ianipulators 
of greater precision can be achieved only at the expense of size. weight, 
and co"t. The ability to measure and control contact forces generated 
at the hand. howewr. offers a possible alternati\"C for extending the 
effective precision of a manipulator. Since relatiw measurements are 
used. absolute errors in the position of the manipulator and the ma-
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nipulated objects are not as important a.s the:-- would be in a purely 
positioll controlled s:,sT('m. Since ::,mall \-ariations in relatiye po::,ition 
gellerate large contact force~ \\-hell parts of modrrate stiffne~~ interact. 
knO\dedge and control of the::,e forces can lead to a tremendom increase 
in effectiw positional accuracy 

11.3 A framework for control in partially constrained 
tasks 

The approach presented in this chapter is based on a framework for 
control in situations in y,-hicn motion of the manipulator is partially con
strained due to contact \\-ith one or mor(' ~urfaces ) 3] This frame\\-ol'k 
for understanding partiall:-- constrained ta::,h, is baspd on a simplified 
model of interaction ben':een the manipulator's end-effector and the 
em-ironmenT :"-amel:---. since 'IW are interested in describing contact and 
freedoms. 'I'IT ron~ider onl:- the forces due to contan. This i~ equh-alent 
to doing a qua"i-~tt\tic anal~-si~ and ignoring other static forces such 
as certain frinion components and gra,-ity. The analysis is good where 
:orces due to contact ben,'een relati,-eiy stiff objects are the dominant 
sourre of Iorc:e~ acting on rhe ~y~telll. 

E'\Tr~- manipulation ra."k can be broken do\\"n into ~ubta:;ks that 
are defined by a parrirular contact situation oC'C'llrring benwen the 
manipulator end-effector (or tool) and the ,,'ork em-ironment. "-ith 
earh "ucb ~llbtask Ke' ma~- as~ociate a set of constraints. called the 
natural constraints. thflt rc~ult from the panir1l1ar mechBnical and 
geometric characteristics of the task configuration. For instance. a hand 
in contact \\'ith a stationary. rigid surface is not free to mo\'e through 
that surface. and hence B natural position constraint exists. If the surface 
is frictionless. TIlP hand is not free: to apply flrbitrary forces tangent to 
the surface. and bence a natural force constraint exists. 

In general. for each subtask configuration a generalized surface 
can he defined 'Iyitb po~ition constraints fllong the normals to this 
:"llri'arr and force constraints along the tangents. These t,.,-o types of con
straint. force and position. part:tion the degrees of freedom of possible 
end-effector motions into ("wo orthogonal sets ,hat must be controlled 
accorciiIlg to different criteria. 

Figure 111 sho\\-s t\\"o rpprr~entflti,-r tasks along Kith their associ
ated natural constraints. ::\otire that in each case. the task is described in 
terms of a frame {C}, the so-called constraint frame. \\'hich is located 
in a til.sk-rele\ant location. According to the task, {C} may he fixed in 
the pnyironmcllt or may rnoye \',-ith the end-effector of the manipulator. 
In Fig. 11 lao the constraint frame is attached to the crank as sho\\'n and 
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:al Turmng crank 

Ib' Turning screwcirin'r 

)!mural constraints 

", - 0 

I, = 0 

w~ = 0 

"), = 0 

'" = 0 
(v" = 0 

(". = 0 

Cz ~ 0 

f, - 0 

n, ~ 0 

FIGl.-RE 11.1 The natura: constraints for two different tasks. 

mm-es ,,-ith the crank with the X direction always directed toward the 
ph"ot point of the crank. Friction acting at the fingertips ensures a secure 
grip on the handle. ,,-hich is on a ~pindlc so that it may rotate relatiye 
to the crank arm. In Fig. 11.1b. the constraint frame is attached to the 
tip of the screwdrh-er and mows ","ith it as the task proceeds. :\otice 
that in the Y direction the force is constrained to be zero since the slot 
of the screw \I-ould allO\y the scre","drin~r to slip out in that direction. In 
these eXflmples" a gh-en set of comtraints remains true throughout the 
task. In more complex: situations. the task is broken into subtasks for 
which a constant set of natural constraints can be identified. 

In Fig. 11.1. position constraints haye been indicated by giying 
'-alues for components of ,"elocity of the end-effector. V. described in 
frame {C}. "-e could just as ""ell ha\'e indicated position constraints 
by gh-ing expressions for position. rather than wlocities. Howewr. in 
many cases it i::, ::,irnplcr to spf'cify a position contraint as a "yclocity 
equflls zero" constraint. Likewise. force constraints ha,-e been specified 
by gi,-ing ,"alues to components of the force-moment ,"ector. F. acting on 
the end-effector def'cribed in frame {C}. :\"ote that \\"hen we sa~' positIOn 
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constraints we mean position and/or orientation constraints. and when 
we say force constraints \ve mean force and/or moment constraints. The 
term natural constraints is used to indicate that these constraints arise 
naturally from the particular contacting situation. They have nothing 
to do with the desired or intended motion of the manipulator. 

Additional constraints. called artificial constraints, are intro-
duced in accordance with the natural constraints to specify desired 
motions or force application. That is. each time the user specifies a 
desired trajectory in either position or force. an artificial constraint is 
defined. These constraints also occur along the tangents and normals of 
the generalized constraint surfarr: but unlike natural constraints. artifi~ 
cia! force constraints are specified along surface normals. and artificial 
position constraints along tangents-hence consistency with the natural 
constraints is rresen·ed. 

Figure ll.2 ~hm\"s the natural and artificial constraints for two tasks. 
2\"ote that when a natural position constraint is gi\"en for a particular de~ 
gree of freedom in {C}. an artificial force constraint should be specified. 
and "ice YCrsa. Any giwn degree of freedom in the constraint frame is 
at any instant controlled to meet either a position or a force constraint. 

a I Turning crank 

'b' Turning screwdrh'er 

Cz 
\ 

C' 
X 

:\"atural constraints 

"., = 0 

t·, = 0 

W, = 0 
W, ~ 0 

f.. = 0 

_-\ruficial conblramts 

('. = TC'l f~ = 0 

f- = 0 

nx = 0 

n. = 0 

:'\atural constraints 

,.~ - 0 

w, ~ 0 

W" = 0 
0', = 0 

ArtifiCial constramts 

l, - 0 

n, = 0 

n., = 0 

(, ~ a3 

FIGl...·RE 11.2 The naturai and artificial constraints for two tasks. 
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Assembly strategy is a term Khich refers to a sequence of planned 
artificial constraints that \,·ill cause the task to proceed in a desirable 
manner. Such strategies must include methods by which the system can 
detect a change in the contacting situation so that transitions in the 
natural constraints can be tracked. ·With each such change in natural 
constraints. a ne"\," set of artificial constraints is recalled from the set 
of assembly ~tHltcgics and enforced by the control system. :\fethods for 
automatically choosing the constraints for a given assembly task await 
further research. In this chapter \\"e "\\'i!l assume that a task has been 
analyzed in order to determine the natural constraints and that a human 
planner has determined an asselllbly strategy with \"bich to control 
the manipulator. 

::\ote that \\'e \\,ill usually ignore friction forces between contacting 
surfaces in our analysis of tasks. This will suffice for our introduction to 
the problem. and in fact will yield strategies \>>11ich work in many cases. 
Lwally friction forces of sliding are acting in directions chosen to be 
position controlled. and so these forces appear as disturbances to the 
position seryo and are overcome by rhe control system. 

EXA)'IPLE 11 1 

Figure l1.3a d ShOK5 an assemhly sequence used to put a round peg 
into a round hole. The peg is brought dO"lm onto the surface to the left 
of the hole and then slid along the surface until it drops into the hole. It 
is then inserted umit the peg reaches the bottom of the hole. at ,,,hich 
rime the assenibly is complete. Each of thp four indicated contacting 
siruations defines a subtask For each of the subtasks shmyn. give the 
natural and artificial constraints. Also indicate hm\" the system senses 
the change in the natural constraints as the operation proceeds. 

First. \YC \\'ill attach the constraint frame to the peg as shown in 
Fig. 11.3a. In Fig. 11.3a. the peg is in free ~pace. and 50 the natural 

• • 
• 

FIGl:RE 11.3 Tne sequence of four comactmg situations for peg insertion. 
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constraints are 

Therefore the artificial comtraints in this ca::;e com it ute an entire 
pos:tion trajectory \i~hich mows the peg in the c t direction toward 
the surface. For cxtllnpk 

Cv= 

o 
o 

o 
o 
o 

'i"here (","O'we(,( is the speed 'i'i"ith \';hich to approach thE surface. 

(11.2) 

In Fig_ 1 L3b, the peg has rcached the surface_ To deteCT that this 
has happened. we obsen-e the force jn the ct direc:ion. \Yhen this 
sensed rorce f'xceeds a thr6hold. \ye sense contact. \yhich implies a new 
comacting situation \yith a ne,'· set Jf natural constraints. Assuming 
th[1.: thc ('ollt\l('ting situation is as shown in Fig, 11.3b. the peg is not 
free to mow in ct. or to rotate about c.t or C"}T. In thi' other three 
degrees of rre('dom it is not free to apply forces. and h[;nce the natural 
consTrRims are 

C1'= =0. 

c _'~ =0. 

C _;" =0. 

CIT = O. 

C/b, =0_ 

r"I, =0_ 

(11,3) 

The artificial canst raints describe the 5t rateg~" of sliding along r he surface 
in the c.Y direction while appl:--ing smaE forces to ensure thiit contact 
is maintained. Thus \\-e haw 

c " ~ , '. ':". 

C l'y ~ O. 

,. 
O. /1"0 ~ 

C , f 
(11.4) 

" , ~ 
c n", ~ O. 

C nl, ~ 0 
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\\'here iCQntw is the force applied normal to the surface as the peg is slid, 
and c,".de is the ,'C'locin' \yith which to sHue across the surface. 

In Fig. 11.3c. the peg ha~ hillen f'lightly into the hole. Thi~ ~itllation 
is sensed by obserying the wlocit:; in the C Z direction and waiting for it 
to cross a threshold (to become nonzero in the ideal case) When this is 
obsetyed. it signals that once again thr natural constraints have changeu. 
and thus our strategy (as embodied in the artificial r.om;traint.s) must 
change. The new natural consuaints are 

C1..:c =:0 O. 

c 
_'" = o. 

[11.5) 

C J\ = o. 

'Ye choose the artificial constraints to be 

CI(~=O. 

Cf", = O. 

c 
J~ = o. 

(11.6) 

C n " = O. 

where t·.~w" is the yelocit~· at \yhich the peg is inserted into the hole. 
Finally. rhe situation ~hO\m in Fig. 11.3(d) is detected \\-hen the force 
in the C i direction increase~ ahon> a threshold. • 

It is interesting to note that changes in the natural constraints are 
ah<:ays detected by obser\"ing the position or force \'ariable that is not 
being controllrd. For example. to detect the transition from Fig. 11.3(b) 
to Fig. l1.3(c) we monitor the \'elocity in C t 'i\'hile we are controlling 
force in ct. To determine \\·hen the peg has hit the bottom of the hole. 
\,'e monitor c iz although \\'e are controlling C !'~ 

Determining a.~sembly strategies for fitting morE' complicated partCi 
rogpther is quite compkx. \\-1" haye also neglected the effects of nncer
taint~· in our simple analysis of thif' task. The de,'elopment of automatic 
planning systems which include the effects of uncertainty and may be 
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applied to practical situations is still a research topic [-4-8;. For a good 
reyiew of these methods sec [9]. 

11.4 The hybrid position/force control problem 

Figure 11.'1 ~hmys t\\'O extreme examples of contacting situations. In 
Fig. llAa. the manipulator is mOying through free space. In this case 
the' natural constraints are all force constraints-namely. since there is 
nothing to react against. all forces are constrained to be zero. ~ \Yith an 
arm haying six degrees of freedom. \ye are free to mo\'e in six degrees of 
freedom in position, but ,,-e are unable to exert forces in any direction, 
Figure llAb sho\ys the extreme situation of a manipulator with its 
end-effector glued to a wall. In this case. the manipulator is subject 
to six natural position constraints since it is not free to be repositioned. 
HO\\'ewL the manipulator is free to exert forces and torques to the object 
\\"ith six degrees of freedom. 

Tn Chapters 9 and 10 "'f' studied the position control problem ,yhich 
applies to the situation or Fig, ll.·la. Since the situation of Fig. 1l.-4b 

f 

• 

• • 

FIGl.-RE 11.--1 The 1"-0 extremes of contacting situations. The manipulator 
on the left ;s moving in free space ":here no reaction surface exits_ The 
manipu:ator on {he rigfl1: is glued to the waE so that no free motion i~ possible. 

~ It is important to remember that ,,-e are concerned here with force5 of contad 
between end-effector and em-ironment:. not inertial forces 
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does not occur Yery o:ten in practice. Ke usually must consider force 
control in the come:.:t of partially ronstrained tasks in \yhich dpgrees 
of freedom of the s;.'stem are ;:;ubject to po~ition control. and others 
are subject to forcE:' contrOl. Thus. in thi~ chapter \w are intere~ted m 
considering hybrid position/force control ~chemes. 

The hybrid position, force controller must soke thrcc problems: 

1. Position control of a Illanipuiator along directions in \\-hich a natural 
force constraint exists. 

2. Force control of a manipuiator along dircction ;n \yhic!l a natural 
po~iTion constraint exio-t:,. 

3. A scheme to implemcnt the arbitrar:; mixing of these modes along 
orthogonal degrees of :reedom of an arbitr:uT frame_ {C}. 

11.5 Force control of a mass·spring 

In Chapter 9 \\'e began our study 0: the complete position control 
problem -with the stud:-' of the wry simple problem of controlling a single 
block of ma5~. '\Ye Kere thel abie in Chaptcr 10 to use a model of the 
manipulator in such a \':a~- that the probicm of ~ontrolling the entire 
manipulator became equiyalem to controlling n independent masses (for 
a manipu:ator with n joints 1 In a similar \\'a~'. IW, begin our look at 
force control b~- C'ontrolling the force app;ied hy a simple singie degree 
of freedom ~y~tem. 

In considering forces of contact \\'e must make some model of the 
em'ironment upon \'.-hich ,ye are acting. For the purpo;:;e~ of conceptual 
dcYclopmenr \,-e II-ill use a H','Y ~imple model of interaction het\yeen 
a controlled body and the cllyironment. \\"e model c:ontact \yith an 
em-ironment as a spring-t;'lat i~. \w assume our sy~tem is rigid and 
the enyironmeEt has some stiffn€s~. kc ' 

Let u;, con~ider the cOI:trol of a ma;;s attached to a spring as in 
Fig. 11.·)_ \\-e ,,-iil al50 include an unknOlyn disT\lrballCe force. f(,,,,. \\'hich 
might be thought of as modeling un;';nov;n friction or cogging in the 
manipulator"s gearing. The yariable \,-e ,,-ish to control is the force acting 
on the em·ironment. fe' y\'h!c:rJ is the force ac:ting in the spring. 

The equation describing this phy~ical sy:3tem l~ 
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FIGl'RE 11.5 .-\ spring-mass myStem. 

or. w:ittcn in terms of the yariable we wish to control. f~. Ke haye 

(119) 

Lsing the partitioned controller concept. \\T use 

n=mk;l. 

to aniy€ at the control la,,-. 

where Ef = fd ~ fe_ is the force error betKeen the desired forc-e. fd' and 
the sensed force on the em-ironment, f<. If Ke could compute (11.10). 
we would haw the cloo;ed loop system 

HOKe\-er. \ye cannot use kno\\'ledge of fa", in our control law. and 
50 (11 10) is not feasible. \\-e might leaw that term out of the control 
law, '::mt a steady-state analysis show~ that there is a better choice, 
especially when the stiJIness of the em-ironment. ke . if' high (which is 
the usual situation). 

If we choose to leaye the fe'.,' term out of our control la\\-. equate 
(11.9: and (11.10). and do a stead;.-state anal;-'sis by setting all time 
derinti\'es to zero. \\-e find 

(11.12) 
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,,'here Q = mk;lkpf ' the effectiw force feedback gain. However. if we 
choose to use id in the controlla\y (11.10) in place of the term fp + fdist. 
'lye find the steady-stfl.tr f'rror to be 

f r = lei " . 
. 1 -:-- 0 

(11.13) 

\\-hen the em-ironment is stiff. as is often the case. Q may be 
small and so the stead:,-statc error calcnhted in (J 1 13) is quite an 
impro\'cment OWl' t!lat of (11.12). Therefore ,ye snggf'st the control law 

(1114) 

Figure 11.6 is a block diagram of the closed loop system using the control 
la'l'l' (11 leU. 

f '.)--'--1 

Sy61em 

~ :~--------------------------~ 

FIGl'RE 11.6 .-\ force control ~ystem for Ihe spring-mass system_ 
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Generally. practical considerations change the implementation of a 
force control servo quite a bit from the ideal shown in Fig. 11.6. First. 
usually force traj8r.tories are constants; that is. \\"C are usually interested 
in controlling the contact force to be at some constant level. Applications 
in which contan forces should follo\\' some arbitrary function of time 
are rare. Therefore. the jd and Jd inputs of the control system are yery 
often permanentl~' set to zero. Another rr.ality i", that sensed forces are 
quite ··nois~·:· and numerical differentiation to compute ie i~ ill-advised. 
HO\\'eyer. since f. = k,x< we can obtain the deriyati\-e of the force 011 

the em·ironment as fe = k,x. This is much more realistic in that most 
manipulators ha\"C means of obTaining good measun:s of yelocity HaYin!'; 
made these two pragmatic choices. \ye \uite the control la\y as 

(11.15) 

with the corresponding block diagram shown in Fig. 11.7. 
:\"ote that an interpretation of the s-ystem of Fig. 11.7 is that force 

errors generate a set-point for an innrr yelocity control loop with gain 
kt"j. Some force control la\\-s also indudc an integral tcrm to imprO\'e 
steady-state performance_ 

An important remaining problem is that the stiffness of the environ
ment. kc appears in our contralla,,- but is often unkllO'lYn. and perhaps 
changes from time to time. IIow8Ycr. often an assembly robot is dealing 
with rigid parts. and ke could be guessed to be quite high. Generally 
this assumption is made. and gains are chosen such that the system IS 

somewhat robust ,,-ith respect to Yariations in kc . 

System 

f" :fu-.. kpt ~ {=mx-k,x-fd,,' - -
-

k< _ f 

, f< 

f, 
k, .. -

L 

FIGt:RE 11 7 .-\ practical force control system for the spring-mass. 
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f, 
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I, 

FIGl'RE 11.8 Th" force control servo as a black box, 

The purpose in cOIlstructing a control la\'i' to control the force of 
contact has been to shmy one ~uggested structure and to expose a few 
issues, For the remainder of this chapter. we will simply assume that 
such a force-controlling sen-o could be built, and abstract it away into 
a black box. as shown in Fig. 11.8. In practice, it is not easy to build 
a high-performance force seryo. and it is currently an area of actiye 
research [ll-l{. For a good re,-iew of this area, see [l,j:. 

11.6 The hybrid position/force control scheme 

In this section we introduce an architecture for a control system which 
implements the hybrid position/force controller. 

A CarteSian manipulator aligned with {C) 

\Ye ,yiJ] first consider the simple case of a manipulator having three 
degrees of freedom with prismatic joints acting in the Zo Y. and X 
directions. For simplicity. \,-e I';ill assume that each link has mass m and 
slides on frirtionless bearings. Let us abo w,,::,ume that the joint motions 
are lined up exactly Kith the constraint frame. {C}. The end-effector is in 
contact ,,-ith a surface ,,-ith stiffness k~ \\-hich is oriented \\"ith its normal 
in the _cf- direction. Hence force control is required in that direction 
and position control in the C X and C Z direction::,. Sec Fig. 11.9. 

In this case. the solution to the hybrid position/force control prob
lem is clear. \\'e shouid control joints 1 and 3 with the position controller 
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L
z 

'1' 

FIG"URE 11.9 A Canp.~iaIl manipulawr with three degrep.~ of freedom 
contacting a surface. 

dewloped for a unit ma.ss ill Chapter 9. Joint 2 (operating in the Y 
direction) should be controlled with the force controllcr developed in 
Section 11.4. \Ye could then supply a position trajectory in the eX and 
C i directions while independentl;: supplying a force trajectory (perhaps 
just a constant) in the cy direction. 

If we ,,,ish to be able to switch the nature of the constraint surface 
such that its normal might also be i: or i. 'i'i-e can slightly generalize 
our Cartesian arm control system as follows. \\-e build the structure of 
the controller such that we may specifv a complete position trajectory 
in all three degrees of freedom and also a force trajectory in all three 
degrees of freedom. Of course. we can't control so as to meet these six 
constraints at anyone time. but rather. we ,,'ill set modes to indicate 
which componcnts of ,,'hich trajectory wilt be foltuwed at any given time. 

Consider the controller sho,,'n in Fig. 11.10. Here we indicate the 
control of all three joints of our simple Cartesian arm in a single diagram 
by showing both the position controller and the force controller. The 
matrices 5 and 51 have been introduced to control which mode-position 
or force-is used to control each joint of the Cartesian arm. The 5 matrix 
is diagonal with ones and zeros on the diagonal. \\-here a one is present 
in 5, a zero is present in 5' and position control is in effect. \Yhere a zero 
is present in 5. a one is present in 5' and force control is in effect. Hence 
the matrices Sand 5' are simply s,,'itches which set the mode of control 
to be used ,,,ith each degree of freedom in {C}. In accordance with the 
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X,! ___ Posltion 
I" control 
r" la", 
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FIGl:RE 11.10 The hybrid controller for a 3-DOF Cartesian arm_ 

setting of 5. there are always three components of the trajectory being 
controlled. though the relatiye mix between position control and force 
control is arbitrary. The other three components of desired trajectory 
and associated serYo errors are being ignored. Hence when a certain 
degree of freedom is under force control. position errors on that degree 
of freedom llre ignored. 

__________ • EXA:\IPLE 11.2 

For the situation shown in Fig. 11.9 with motions in the c-y direction 
comtrained by th~ reacti_on surface. giw the matrices 5 and Sf. 

Because the X and Z components are to be position controlled. \ve 
enter ones on the diagonal of 5 corresponding to these two components. 
This ,yill cause the position sen'o to be acti'<."e in these two directions, 
and the input trajectory ,,;ill be followed. Any position trajectory input 
for the }> component ,,;ill be ignored. The 5' matrix has the ones and 
zeros on the diagonal inyerted. and hence we haw 

(11.16) 
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Figure 11.10 sho\\'s the hybrid controller for the special case that the 
joints line up exactly 'i'i"ith the constraint frame. {C}. In the follo'wing 
subsection \\"e use techniques studied in preyious chapters to generalize 
the controller to \\;ork Kith general manipulators and for an arbitrary 
{C} HO\\-ewr. in the ideal case. the system performs as if the manip
ulator had an actuator "lined up" with each of the degrees of freedom 
in {C} 

A general manipulator 

Generalizing the hybrid controller ShO\<:11 in Fig. 11.10 so that a gen
eral manipulator may be used is straightforward using the concept 
of Carte~ian-based control. Chapter 6 discussed how the equations of 
motion of a manipulator could bp 'iuitten in terms of Cartesian motion 
of the end-effector. and Chapter 10 showed ho\\- such a formulation 
might be used to achie'i"e decoupled Cartesian position control of a 
manipulator. The major idea is that through use of a d~"namic model 
'iuitten in Cartesian space. it is possible to control so that the combined 
system of the acmal manipulator and computed model appear as a 
se, of independent. uncoupled unit masses, Once this decoupling and 
linearizing are done. we can apply the simple sen"o already deYelopcd 
in Section Il.-±. 

Figure 11.11 shows the compensation based on the formulation of 
the manipulator dynamics in Cartesian space such that the manipulator 
appears as a set of uncoupled unit masses. For use in the hybrid control 
scheme. rhe C8.rtesian dyn8.mirs 8.nd the J8.cohi8.n 8.re 'writTen in the 
constraint frame, {C}. L:ke'iYise. the kinematics are computed with 
respect to the constraint frame. 

u --- ,-----
." J" _ - " x _ _ \1,'" _~ J"M ~ Arm - Kin 1-' 

- - ~ 

I'," H' ~ G,,~, 

F1GL-RE 1111 The Carte~;an decoupling scheme introduced in Chapter 10 
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Since ,1;1.' haw designed the hybrid controller for a Cartesian ma
nipulator ·which is aligned with the constraint frame. and because the 
Cartesian dccoupling scheme pro\"idcs us \vith a system with the same 
input-output properties. we only need to combine the two to generate 
the generalized hybrid position/force controller. 

Figure 11.12 is a block diagram of the hybrid controller for a general 
manipulator. :\"ote that the dynamics are written in the constraint 
frame, as is the Jacobian. The kinematics are written to include the 
transformation of coordinates into the constraint frame. and the sensed 
forces are like\yise transformed into {C}. Sen'o errors are calculated in 
{C}. and control modes within {C} are set through proper choice of S.~ 
Figure II 13 sho-ws a manipulator being controlled by such a system. 

Adding variable stiffness 

Controlling a degree of freedom in strict position or force control 
represents control at t\'>D ends of the spectrum of servo stiffness. An 
ideal position seryo is infinitely stiff and rejects all force disturbances 

r ,--------------1 Kin rAJ r-----, 

fum " 

FIGCRE 11.12 The hybrid position/force controller for a general 
manipulator. For simplicity. the yelocity feedback loop has not been shown. 

~ The partitioning of control modcs along certain task-related diredions has 
been generalized ;n [lOj from the more basic approach presented in this chapter. 
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F1GCRE 11 13 A Pl")']";" 51)0 ;11anipulator wa5hes a window under control 
of the CO'3)'IOS system d~H;oped under O. Kh"tib at Stanfurd Cnin"hity. 
These experiments ll~e forc"-~",,si"g fing"r~ "-,,d a control structure similar 
to that of Lg. 11.12 :10: 

acting on the s:-"stem. Like\Yif'e. an ideal force seryo exhibits zero stiff
ness and maintains the de~ired force application regardless of position 
disturbances. It may be usefui to be able to control the end-effector to 
exhibit stiffnesses other than zero or :nfinite. II! general. \ye Illay \yish to 
control the mechanical impedance of the end-effector [14.16.1 t. 

In our analysis of contact. \\-e h,n-e imagined that the enyironment 
is wry stiff_ \\-hen \\"e com act a stiff em-ironment. -we use zero stiffnes::, 
force controL \\"hen 'IW contact zero stiffness (mO\-ing in free space) 'lye 
use high-stiffness position controL Hence it appears that controlling the 
end-effector to exhibit a stiffness 'Iyh:ch is approximately the inwrse of 
the local em-ironment i:; perhaps a good stmtegy. Therefore. in dealing 
with plastic part~ or ~pring~. \'iT may -wish to set ~erYo stiffness to other 
than zero or infinite. 

\\'ithin the frameKork of the hybrid controller. this is done simply 
b'l' using position control and )OIyering the position gain corresponding to 
the appropriate degree of freedom :tl {C} Generally. if this is done. the 
corre~ponding yelocit;: gain :s lowered so that that degree of freedom 
remains critical;y damped. Tile ability to change both position and 
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\'elocity gains of the position servo along the degees of freedom of {C} 
allows the hybrid position/force controller to implement a generalized 
impedance of the cnd-eff'ertor [l7j. Howeycr. in many practical situations 
\\"e are dealing with the interaction of stiff' parts. so that purc position 
control or pure force control is desired. 

11.7 Present industrial robot control schemes 

True force control. such as the hybrid position/force controller intro
duced in this chapter. does not exist today in industrial robots. Among 
the problems of practical implementation are the rather large amount 
of computation required. lack of accurate parameters for the dynamic 
model. lack of rugged forcE' sensors. and the burden of difficulty placed 
on the user of specifying a p05itionjforce strategy. 

Passive compliance 

Extremely rigid manipulators ,,-ith ':er~' stiff position sen-os are ill-suited 
to tasks in ,yhich parts come into contact and contact forces are 
generated. In such situations parts are often jammed or damaged. Ever 
~ince early experiments \,-ith manipulators attempting to do assembly. 
it ,yas realized that to the extent that the robots could perform such 
tasks. it was only thanks to the compliance of the parts. of the fixtures, 
or of the arm itself. This ability of one or more parts of the system to 
"giw" a little was often enough to allmy the mcce~~ful mating of parts. 

Once this was realized. deyices were specially designed which in
troduced compliance into the system on purpose, The most successful 
such dcyice is the RCC or remute center compliance device developed at 
Draper Labs )8]. The RCC \l;a~ de"erl:; designed such that it introduced 
the "right" kind of compliance 'Iyhich allmyed certain tasks to proceed 
smoothly and rapidly ,yith little or no chance of jamming. The RCC is 
e;;sentially a spring with six degrees of freedom ,yhich is inserted between 
the manipulator'S \Hist and the end-effector. By setting the stiffnesses 
of the six springs. 'I'arious amounts of compliance can be introduced. 
Such schemes are called passive compliance schemes. and are used in 
industrial applications of manipulators in some ta.sks. 

Compliance through softening position gains 

Rather than achieYing compliance in a passiw, and therefore fixed. way 
it is possible to de\-isc schemes in which the apparent stiffness of the 
manipulator is altered through adjustment of the gains of a position 
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control system. A few- industrial robots do something of this type for 
applications such as grinding, in \yhich contact with a surface needs to 
be maintained but delicate force control is not required. 

A particularly interesting approach has been suggested by Salisbury 
(16). In this scheme, the position gains in a joint-based sen"o system are 
modified in such a way that the end~effector appears to haw a certain 
stiffness along Cartesiim degrees of freedom. That is, consider a general 
spring ·with six degrees of freedom. Its action could be described by 

(11.17) 

where Kp:r; is a diagonal 6 x 6 matrix "\yith three linear stiffnesses followed 
by three torsional stiffnesses on the diagonal. Hm\" could \ye make the 
end-effector of a manipulator exhibit this stiffness characteristic? 

Recalling the definition of the manipulator Jacobian, we have 

EX = J(8)E8. (ILlS) 

We haw, eomhining "\\"ith (11.17), 

(11.19) 

From static force considerations we ha"\T 

T = J T (8):F, (1l,20) 

which, combined with (11.19), yields 

(1l.2I) 

Here, the Jacobian i~ usually ".ritten in the tool fmme. Equation (11.21) 
is an expression for how joint torques should he generated as a function 
of small changes in joint angles. 6e. in order that the manipulator 
end-effector behave as a Cartesian spring with six degrees of freedom. 

Whereas a simple joint-based position controller might use the 
control law 

where Kp and Kr arc const.ant diagonal gain matrices. and E is sen"o 
error defined as ed - e, Salisbury suggests using 

where Kp:r; is the desired stiffness of the end-effector in Cartesian space. 
For a manipulator with six degrees of freedom. Kp:r; is diagonal with 
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the six ,"alues on the diagonal representing the three translational and 
three rotational stiffnesses that the end-effector is to exhibit. Essentially, 
through use of the Jacobian, a Cartesian stiffness has been transformed 
to a joint-space stiffness. 

Force sensing 

Force sensing alloKs a manipulator to detect contact with a surface 
and, based on this sensation. to take some actioll. For example. the term 
guarded move is sometimes u::,ed to mean the strategy of muving under 
position control umit a force is felt. chen halting motion. Additionally, 
force sensing can be used to "\wigh objects ,,,hich the manipulator lifts. 
This can be used as a simple check during a parts handling operation-to 
ensure that a part ,,"as acquired. or that the appropriate part ,,,as 
acquired. 

Some commercially ayailable robots come equipped ,,"ith force sen
sors in the end-effector. These robots can be programmed to stop motion 
or to take other action when a force threshold is exceeded. and some can 
be programmed to \\"eigh objects which are grasped in the end-effector. 
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Exercises 

11.1 )2] Gh'e the natural constraints present for a peg of 5quare cross section 
siiding inlo a hole of square cros~ section. Show your definition of {C} 
in a sketch. 

11.2 :w: Gh'e the artificial constraints (i.e .. the trajectory) you would suggest 
in ordcr to cause the peg in Exercise 11.1 to slide further into the hole 
without jamming. 

11.3 :20] Show that using the control law (ll.l-i) with a '3y~tem gin.'n by (11.9) 
results in the error-space equation 

e j --'--- k,.fef ---'-- (k pf ---'-- m- I ke le j = m _1 kef"",. 

and hence that choo~ing gains to proyide critical damping is only possible 
if the sdffness of the em-ironment. k

6
• is known 

11.4 i1t Gh'en 

[0866 -0.500 0.000 100] 
iJ = ~'~~~ 0.866 0,000 0.0 

0.000 1.000 5.0 
0 0 1 
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If the force-torque wctor at the origin of {A.} l~ 

.-Iv = 

0.0 
2,0 

-3,0 
0.0 
00 
M 

find the 6 x 1 force torquc ycctor \\-ith refert'llce point thc origin of {B} 

11.5 -17' Giyc~n 

[ 0366 
0,500 0,000 

~T= 
-0_,300 0,866 0,000 
0.000 0,000 1 000 

0 0 0 

If the force-torque yector at the origin of {A} is 

.-Iv = 

6.0 
6.0 
0.0 
5_0 
0.0 
00 

100] 00 
5,0 
1 

find the 6 x 1 force torque ,-ector with reference point the origin of {B}. 

11.6 )s: Describe in Engli~n how you accomplish the insertion of f'l hook into 
a narrow crack between books on your crowded bookshelf. 

11. 7 :20' Giw the natural and artificial constraints for the task of dosing 
a hillgpd door ,,-ith a manipulator_ ),Iake f'ln:-- reaHonable &'sumptions 
nepded. Show .,-our ciefinition of {C} in a ,kptch. 

11.8 :20: GiW the namral and anificial constraims for the task of uncorking 
a bottle of champagne with a manipulawr_ )'lake any re%onable assump
tions needed_ Show your definition of {C} in a skptch, 

11.9 --J.i' For the stiffness sen-o s~stem of Section 11.7. Ke han' made no claim 
that the sysH'm is stabie_ Assume that (11.231 is used as the servo portion 
of a decoupled and linearized manipulator \50 the n joints appear as unit 
masses)_ Prow that th? controller is stable for any Kv which i5 negatiw 
definite. 

11 10 '-J.S" For the stiffness 5eryo system of Section 11.7. we haye made no claim 
that the SY5tem i5 or can be critically damped. Assume that (11.23) is 
used as the ~erYo p0:rtion of a decoupled and linearized manipulator (so 
the n joints appear as unit masscs}_ ls it PQ~sihle to de~igll a Kp which 
is a function of 8 which cans?s the sy5tem to be cnticall;- dampcd O\"('f 

all connguratons'? 
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eii: 

FIGURE 11,14 A block constrained by a floor below and a wall to the side. 

11.11 [15] As shown in Fig. 11.14, a block is constrained below by a floor and to 
the side by a wall. Assuming this cont&(:ting situation is maintained over 
an interval of time, give the natural constraints that are present. 

Programming Exercise (Part 11) 

Implement a Cartesian stiffness control system for the three-link planar 
manipulator by using the controliaw (11.23) to control the simulated arm. 
Use the J&(:obian written in frame {3}. 

For the manipulator in position 8 = (60.0 - 90.0 30.0] and Kpx of the 
form 

0.0 
kbig 

0.0 

0.0 1 
~.O , 

kbig 

simulate the application of the following static forces: 

1) a 1 Newton force acting at the origin of {3} in the X3 direction, and 

2) a 1 Newton force &(:ting at the origin of {3} in the Y3 direction. 

The values of k srnall and kb,g should be found experimentally. Use a 

large value of k b • g for high stiffness in the YJ direction, and a low value 

of kBmall for low stiffness in the X3 direction. 'What are the steady-state 
deflections in the two cases? 



12 
ROBOT 
PROGRAMMING 
LANGUAGES 
ANDSYSTEMS 

12.1 Introduction 

In this chapter we begin to consider the interface between the human 
user and an industrial roboL It is by means of this interface that a user 
takes advantage of all the underlying mechanics and control algorithms 
which we have studied in previous chapters. 

The sophistication of the user interface is becoming extremely 
important as manipulators and other programmable automation are 
applied to more and more demanding industrial applicatiollE. It turns 
out that the nature of the user interface is a very important concern. 
In fact, much of the challenge of the design and use of industrial robots 
focuses on this aspect of the problem. 
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Robot manipulators differentiate themselves from fixed automation 
by being "flexible," which means programmable. Not only are the move
ments of manipulators programmable, but through the use of sensors 
and communications with other factory automation, manipulators can 
adapt to variations as the task proceeds. 

In considering the programming of manipulators, it is important to 
remember that they are typically only a minor part of an automated 
process. The term workcell is used to describe a local collection of 
equipment which may include one or more manipulators, conveyor 
systems, parts feeders, and fixtures. At the next higher level, workcells 
might be interconnected in factorywide networks so that a central control 
computer can control the overall factory flow. Hence, the programming 
of manipulators is often considered within the broader problem of 
programming a variety of interconnected machines in an automated 
factory workcell. 

12.2 The three levels of robot programming 

There have been many styles of user interface developed for program
ming robots. Before the rapid proliferation of microcomputers in in
dustry, robot controllers resembled the simple sequencers often used 
to control fixed automation. Modern approaches focus on computer 
programming, and issues in programming robots include all the issues 
faced in general computer programming, and more. 

Teach by showing 

Early robots were all programmed by a method that we "Will call teach 
by showing, which involved moving the robot to a desired goal point 
and recording its position in a memory which the sequencer would read 
during playback. During the teach phase, the user would guide the robot 
by hand, or through interaction with a teach pendant. Teach pendants 
are hand-held button boxes which allow control of each manipulator 
joint or of each Cartesian degree of freedom. Some such controllers 
allow testing and branching so that simple programs involving logic can 
be entered. Some teach pendants have alphanumeric displays and are 
approaching hand-held terminals in complexity. Figure 12.1 shows an 
operator using a teach pendant to program a large industrial robot. 
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."' 
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FIGURE 12.1 The GMF S380 is often used in automobile-body spot-welding 
applications. Here an operator uses a teach pendant interface to program the 
manipulator_ 
Photo courtesy of GMFanUG Corp. 

Explicit robot programming languages 

With the arrival of inexpensive and powerful computers, the trend has 
has been increasingly toward programming robots via programs written 
in computer programming languages. Usually these computer program
ming languages have special features which apply to the problems of 
programming manipulators and so are called robot programllling 
languages (RPLs). Most of the systems which come equipped with 
a robot programming language have also retained a teach-pendant style 
interface as well. 

Robot programming languages pave taken on many forms as welL 
We will split them into three categories as follows: 

1. Specialized manipulation languages. These robot programming 
languages have been huilt by developing a completely new language 
which, while addressing robot-specific areas, mayor may not be 
considered a general computer programming language. An example 
is the VAL language developed to control the industrial robots of 
Unimation, Inc [1]. VAL was developed especially as a manipulator 
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control language, and as a general computer language it was quite 
weak. For example, it did not support floating-point numbers or 
character strings, and subroutines could not pass arguments. A more 
recent version, VAL II, now provides these features [2]. Another 
example of a specialized manipulation language is AL, developed at 
Stanford University [31. 

2. Robot library for an existing computer language. These robot 
programming languages have been developed by starting with a 
popular computer language (e.g., Pascal) and adding a library of 
robot-specific subroutines. The user then writes a Pascal program 
making use of frequent calls to the predefined subroutine package for 
robot-specific needs. Examples include AR-BASIC from American 
Cimflex [41 and Robot-BASIC from Intelledex [5], both of which are 
essentially subroutine libraries for a standard BASIC implementa
tion. JARS, developed by NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, is an 
example of such a robot programming language based on Pascal [6]. 

3. Robot library for a new general-purpose language. These 
robot programming languages have been developed by first creating 
a new general purpose language as a programming base, and then 
supplying a library of predefined robot-specific subroutines. An 
example of such a robot programming language is AML developed 
by IBM [7]. The Robot programming language KAREL, developed 
by GMF Robotics [8], is also in this category, although the language 
is quite si.milar to Pascal. 

Studies of actual application programs for robotic workcells have 
shown that a large percentage of the language statements are not 
robot-specific [7]. Instead, a great deal of robot programming has to do 
with initialization, logic testing and branching, communication, etc. For 
this reason, a trend may develop to move away from developing special 
languages f01" robot programming, and toward developing extensions to 
general languages, as in categories 2 and 3 above. 

Task-level programming languages 

The third level of robot programming methodology is embodied in 
task-level programming languages. These·are languages which allow 
the user to command desired subgoals of the task directly, rather than 
to specify the details of every action the robot is to take. In such a 
system, the user is able to include instructions in the application program 
at a significantly higher level than in an explicit robot programming 
language. A task-level robot programming system rnu::;t have the ability 
to perform many planning tasks automatically. For example, if an 
instruction to "grasp the bolt" is issued, the system must plan a path of 
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the manipulator which avoids collision with any surrounding obstacles, 
automatically choose a good grasp location on the bolt, and grasp it. In 
contrast, in an explicit robot programming language, all these choices 
must be made by the programmer. 

The border between explicit robot programming languages and task
level programming languages is quite distinct. Incremental advances are 
being made to explicit robot programming languages which help to ease 
programming, but these enhancements cannot be counted as components 
of a task-level programming system. True task-level programming of 
manipulators does not exist yet but is an active topic of research [9], [10]. 

12.3 A sample application 

Figure 12.2 shows an automated workcell which completes a small sub
assembly in a hypothetical manufacturing process. The workcell consists 
of a conveyor under computer control which delivers a workpiece. A 
camera connected to a vision system is used to locate the workpiece on 
the conveyor. There is an industrial robot (a PUMA 560 is pictured) 
equipped with a force sensing wrist. A small feeder located on the work 
surface supplies another part to the manipulator. A computer controlled 
press may be loaded and unloaded by the robot, and finished assemblies 
are placed in a pallet. 

The entire process is controlled by the manipulator's controller in 
a sequence as follows: 

1. The conveyor is signaled to start, and is stopped when the vision 
system reports that a bracket has been detected on the conveyor. 

2. The vision system determines the bracket's position and orientation 
on the conveyor and inspects the bracket for defects such as the 
wrong number of holes. 

3. Using the output of the vision system, the manipulator grasps the 
bracket with a specified force. The distance between the fingertips 
is checked to ensure that the bracket has been properly grasped. If 
it has not, the robot moves out of the way and the vision task is 
repeated. 

4. The bracket is placed in the fixture on the work surface. At this 
point, the conveyor can be signaled to start again for the next 
bracket. That is, steps 1 and 2 can begin in parallel with the 
following steps. 

5. A pin is picked from the feeder and inserted partway into a tapered 
hole in the bracket. Force control is llsed to perform this insertion 
and t.o perform simple checks on its completion. If the pin feeder 
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FIGURE 12.2 An automated workcell containing an industrial robot. 

was empty, an operator is notified and the manipulator waits until 
commanded to resume by the operator. 

6. The bracket-pin assembly is grasped by the robot and placed in the 
press. 

7. The press is commanded to actuate, and presses the pin the rest of 
the way into the bracket. The press signals that it has completed, 
and the bracket is placed back into the fixture for a final inspection. 

S. Using force sensing the assembly is checked for proper insertion of 
the pin. The manipulator senses the reaction force when it presses 
sideways all the pin, and can do several checks to determine how far 
the pin protrudes from the bracket. 

9. If the assembly is judged to be good, the robot places the finished 
part into the next available pallet location. If the pallet is full, the 
operator is signaled. If the assembly is bad, it is dropped into the 
trash bin. 

10. Wait for step 2 (started earlier in parallel) to complete, then go to 
step 3. 
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This is an example of a task that is possible (though slightly 
challenging) for today's industrial robots. It should be clear that the 
definition of such a process through "teach by showing" techniques 
is probably not feasible. For example, in dealing with pallets, it is 
laborious to have to teach all the pallet compartment locations; it is 
much preferable to teach only the corner location and then compute the 
others making use of the dimensions of the pallet. Further, specifying 
interprocess signaling and setting up parallelism using a typical teach 
pendant or a menu-style interface is usually not possible at alL This 
kind of application necessitates a robot programming language approach 
to process description (see Exercise 12.5). On the other hand, this 
application is too complex for any existing task-level languages to deal 
with directly. It is typical of the great many applications which must 
be addressed with an explicit robot programming approach. We will 
keep this sample application in mind as we discuss features of robot 
programming languages. 

12.4 Requirements of a robot programming language 

World modeling 
Since manipulation programs must by definition involve moving objects 
in three-dimensional space, it is clear that any robot programming 
language needs a means of describing such actions. The most common 
element of robot programming languages is the existence of special 
geometric types. For example, types are introduced which are used 
to represent joint angle sets, as well as Cartesian positions, orientations, 
and frames. Predefined operators which can manipulate these types often 
are available. The "standard frames" introduced in Chapter 3 might 
serve as a possible model of the world: All motions are described as tool 
frame relative to station frame, with goal frames being constructed from 
arbitrary expressions involving geometric types. 

Given a robot programming envi!onment which supports geometric 
types, the robot and other machines, parts, and fixtures can be modeled 
by defining named variables associated with each object of interest. 
Figure 12.3 shows part of our example workcell with frames attached 
in task-relevant locations. Each of these frames would be represented 
with a variable of type "frame" in the robot program. 

In many robot programming languages, this ability to define named 
variables of various geometric types and refer to them in the program 
forms the basis of the world modeL Note that the physical shapes 
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I Pin-grasp 1 
{ Feeder 1 

1 Fixture 1 

I Table 1 

y 

FIGURE 12.3 Often a workcdl is modded only by a set of frames which 
are attached to relevant objects. 

of the objects are not part of such a world modeL and neither are 
surfaces, volumes, masses, or other properties. The extent to which 
objects in the world are modeled is one of the basic design decisions 
made when designing a robot programming system. Most present.-day 
systems support only the style just described. 

Some world-modeling systems aUow the notion of affixments be-
tween named objects [3]. That is, the system can be notified that two 
or more named objects have become "affixed" and from then on, if one 
object is explicitly moved with a language statement, any objects affixed 
to it are moved as well. Thus, in our application, once the pin has 
been inserted into the hole in the bracket, the system would be notified 
(via a language statement) that these two objects have become affixed. 
Subsequent motions of the bracket (that is, changes to the value of the 
frame variable "bracket") would cause the value stored for variable "pin" 
to be updated as welL 

Ideally, a world-modeling system would include much more infor
mation about the objects with which the manipulator has to deal, and 
about the manipulator itself. For example, consider a system in which 
objects are described with CAD-style models which represent the spatial 
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shape of an object by giving definitions of its edges, surfaces, or volume. 
With such data available to the system, it begins to become possible 
to implement many of the features of a task-level programming system. 
These possibilities are discussed further in Chapter 13. 

Motion specification 

A very basic function of a robot programming language is to allow the 
description of desired motions of the robot. Through the use of motion 
statements in the language, the user interfaces to path planners and 
generators of the style described in Chapter 7. Motion statements allow 
the user to specify via points and the goal point, and whether to use joint
interpolated motion or Cartesian straight-line motion. Additionally, the 
user may have control over the speed or duration of a motion. 

To illustrate various syntaxes for motion primitives, we will consider 
the following example manipulator motions: 1) move to position "goall," 
then 2) move in a straight line to position "goal2," then 3) move without 
stopping through "vial" and come to rest at "goaI3." Assuming all of 
these path points had already been taught or described textually, this 
program segment would be written as follows. 

In VAL II: 

move goal1 
moves goa12 
move vial 
move goa13 

In AL (here controlling the manipulator "garm"): 

move garm to goali; 
move garm to goa12 linearly; 
move garm to goa13 via vial; 

In Intelledex Robot-BASIC: 

10 move goal1 
20 move straight goa12 
30 cpon 
40 move vial 
50 move goa13 
60 cpoff 

Most languages have similar syntax for simple motion statements 
like these. Differences in the basic motion primitives from one robot 
programming language to another become more apparent if we consider 
features such as 
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1. The ability to do math on structured types like frames, vectors, and 
rotation matrices 

2. The ability to describe geometric entities like frames in several 
different convenient representations-with the ability to convert 
between representations 

3. The ability to give constraints on the dw:ation or velocity of a 
particular move. For example, many systems allow the user to set 
the speed to a fraction of maximum. Fewer allow t.he user to specify 
a desired duration or a desired maximum joint velocity directly. 

4. The ability to specify goals relative to various frames, including 
frames defined by the user and frames in motion (on a conveyor 
for example) 

Flow of execution 

As in more conventional computer programming languages, a robot pro
gramming system allows the user to specify the flow of execution. That 
is, concepts such as testing and branching, looping, calls to subroutines, 
and even interrupts are generally found in robot programming languages. 

More so than in many computer applications, parallel processing 
is generally important in automated workcell applications. First of all, 
very often two or more robots are used in a single workcell and work 
simultaneously to reduce the cycle time of the process. But even in 
single-robot applications such as the one shown in Fig. 12.2, there 
is other workcell equipment which must be controlled by the robot 
controller in a parallel fashion. Hence signal and wait primitives are 
often found in robot programming languages, and occasionally more 
sophisticated parallel execution constructs are provided [3]. 

Another frequent occw:rence is the need to monitor various processes 
with some kind of sensor. Then, either by interrupt or through polling, 
the robot system must be able to respond to certain events which 
are detected by the sensors. The ability easily to specify such event 
monitors is afforded by some robot programming languages [2], [3]. 

Programming environment 

As with any computer languages, a good programming environment 
helps to increase progmmmers' productivity. Manipulator programming 
is difficult. and tends to be very interactive, with a lot of trial and error. 
If the user were forced t.o continually repeat the "edit-compile-run" cycle 
of compiled languages, productivity would be low. Therefore, most robot 
programming languages are now interpreted so t.hat individual language 
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statements can be run one at a time during program development 
and debugging. Typical programming support such as text editors, 
debuggers, and a file system are also required. 

Sensor integration 

An extremely important part of robot programming has to do with in
teraction with sensors. The system should have the minimum capability 
to query touch and force sensors and use the response in if-then-else 
constructs. The ability to specify event monitors to watch for transitions 
on such sensors in a background mode is also very useful. 

Integration with a vision system allows the vision system to send the 
manipulator system the coordinates of an object of interest. For example, 
in our sample application, a vision system locates the brackets on the 
conveyor belt and returns to the manipulator controller their position 
and orientation relative to the camera. Since the camera's frame is known 
relative to the station frame, a desired goal frame for the manipulator 
can be computed from this information. 

Some sensors may be part of other equipment in the workcell. For 
example, some robot controllers can use input from a sensor attached 
to a conveyor belt so that the manipulator can track the belt's motion 
and acquire objects from the belt as it moves [2]. 

The interface to force control capabilities as discussed in Chapter 9 
comes through special language statements which allow the user to 
specify force strategies [3]. Such force control strategies are by necessity 
an integrated part of the manipulator control system-the robot pro
gramming language simply serves as an interface to tho,se capabilities. 
Programming robots which make use of active force control may require 
other special features, such as the ability to display force data collected 
during a constrained motion [3]. 

In systems which support active force control, the description of the 
desired force application may become part of the motion specification. 
The AL language describes active force control in the motion primitives 
by specifying six components of stiffness (three translational and three 
rotational) and a bias force. In this way, the manipulator's apparent 
stiffness is programmable. To apply a force, usually the stiffness is set 
to zero in that direction, and a bias force is specified. For example: 

move gum to goal 
with stiffness~(80,80,O,100,100,100) 
with force~20*ounces along zhat; 
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12.5 An example application coded in three RPLs 

Perhaps the only way to gain an appreciation of the current state of 
the art in rahat programming languages is to read some examples of 
robot programs in various languages. In this section we have chosen a 
palletizing example from [l1J and show the actual code to accomplish 
this task as expressed in three different robot programming languages. 
Each of these programs solves the same scenario: pick a part from a 
pallet with r1 rows and c1 columns and put it into a pallet of r2 rows 
and c2 columns; signal or wait for presentation and removal of full or 
empty pallets. These programs are documented or self-documenting so 
that you should be able to follow them with a careful reading. 

Palletizing application written in AL 
Below is an AL program [3] that will accomplish the palletizing appli
cation (from [11]). 

BEGIN "Palletizing sample program" 
FRAME in_pallet, out_pallet, part; 
COMMENT 

The (1,1) positions of the pallets and 
grasping position of the parts: 

VECTOR del_rl, del_cl: 
VECTOR deLr2, deLc2: 
COMMENT Relative displacements along the ro~s and columns; 
SCALAR r1, cl, irt, ic1: 
SCALAR r2, c2, ir2, ic2; 
COMMENT COUIlters; 
EVENT in_palleLempty, in_pallet..replaced; 
EVENT out_pallet_full, oULpallet..replaced; 
COMMENT 

Here insert the frame definitions for INJPALLET 
and OUT.PALLET and the vector value for displacements 
along the rowS and columns. These would be taught and 
recorded using the robot. FRAME definitions are typically 
UIlreadable by humans: 

COMMENT 
Now define the procedure PICK and PLACE called in the 
main program later on: 

PROCEDURE PICK: 
BEGIN 

FRAME pick_frame: 
ir1:= ir1 + 1: 
IF ir1 GT rl 
THEN 
BEGIN 
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irl :- I" 
icl ',= iei + l' 
IF icl GT c1 

"" BEGIN 

END; 
END; 

SIGNAL in_pallet_empty; 
WAIT in_pallet...replaced; 
ic1 := 1; 

pick_frame :- in_pallet+ (irl-1) *del...rl+(lc1-1)*del_c1; 

MOVE BHANO TO pick_frame; 
CENTER BARM; 
AFFIX part TO BARM; 

END; 
PROCEDURE PLACE; 
BEGIN 

FRAME place...:frame; 
ir2:= ir2 + 1; 

IF ir2 GT r2 

"" BEGIN 
ir2 :- 1; 

ic2 :'"' ic2 + 1; 
IF ic2 GT c2 

''''' BEGIN 
SIGNAL oULpallet_empty; 

\lAIT out_pallet.replaced; 
ic2 := 1; 

END; 
END; 

place_frame :_ out_pallet+(ir2-1)*del...r2+(ic2-1)*del_c2; 

MOVE part TO place..frame; 
OPEN BHAND TO 3.0*11'1; 
UNFIX part FROM BARM; 

END; 
COMMENT The main program; 
OPEN BHAND TO 3.0*11'1; 
WHILE TRUE DO 
BEGIN 

PICK; 
PLACE; 

END; 
END; 

Palletizing application written in KAREL 

Below is a KAREL program [8] that will accomplish the palletizing 
application (from [11]). 
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program PALLET 
-- Transfers workpieces from one pallet to another. 
m 

Variables for the input pallet: 
BASEt 
IRl,ICi 
NRl,NCl 

position 
integer 
integer 

DR1,DCl vector 
ISIGt,OSIGt , integer 
Variables for the output 
BASE2 position 
IR2,IC2 integer 
NR2,NC2 integer 
DR2,DC2 vector 
ISIG2,OSIG2 integer 

routine PICK 

(1,1) position on pallet 
counters for rows & cols 
limits for rows & cols 
delta between rows & cols 
signals for pallet changing 
pallet: 
(1,1) pOSition on pallet 
counters for rows & cols 
limits for rows & cols 
delta between rows & cols 
signals for pallet changing 

-- Pick a workpiece from the input pallet. 
m 

TARGET position 
begin 

-- target pose 

IRI-IR1+1 
if IRI > NRt 
then 

'" , 
'" '" . , if ICt , '" then 

'" , 
get a new pallet 

dout [OSIGt] - true 
notify pallet-changer 

",ait for din[ISIGl]+ 
wait for input line ta go high, 
meaning pallet has been changed 

dout[OSIG1] - false 

endif 
endif 

turn off our output signal 
-- compute target pose 

TARGET'" BASEl 
start with 0,1) pose 

shift(TARGET,(IR1-1)*DRl+(IC1-1)*DC1) 
-- shift for row and col offset·" 
-- get the part 

move near TARGET by 50 -- move to 50 IIllD a",ay from TARGET 
move to TARGET 
close hand 1 
move away 50 

end PICK 

routine PLACE 

-- back away fram TARGET by 50 IIllD 

-- Place a workpiece on the output pallet. 
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TARGET position 
begm 

IR2_IR2+-1 
if IR2 > NR.2 
then 

IR2 1 
IC2 IC2 +- 1 
if IC2 > NC2 

then 
Ie2 

-- target pose 

get a new pallet 
dout[GSIG2] - true 

notify pallet-changer 
walt tor dlll[l::iIG2J+ 

"ait for input line to go high, 
meaning pallet has been changed 

dout[GSIG2] " false 

endif 
endif 

turn off our ~utput signal 
-- compute target pose 

TARGET - BASE2 
start "ith (1,1) pose 

Shlft(TARG£T,(IR2-1)*DR2+(IC2-t)*DC2) 
-- shift for row and col offset 

move near TARGET by 50 -- nove to 50 mm a"ay from TARGET 
move to TAR.GET 
open hand 1 
move away 1;>0 

end PLACE 
back away from TARGET by 50 II\I!l 

MAIN PR1GRAM 

begin 
IRI-O;ICt"'O -- initialize counters 
IR2 - 0 ; IC2 " 0 
lnitialize other variables: 

BASEl '" '" 
BASE2 '" '" "2 

XI ISlGt 

)c2 lSIG2 

numerical pose definitions o~itted here 
open nand I 
while true do 

pick 
place 

endwhile 
end PALLET 

-- loop 

OSIGt 

OSIG2 
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Palletizing application written in VAL II 

In the VAL II [21 version of the pallctizing application, the program 
transfers parts between two pallets using the external binary I/O signals 
to request additional pallets. It communicates with the user via the 
system terminal, asking questions <md providing information on the 
system operation. A pallet location is taught by instructing the operator 
to move the robot to the corners of the pallet, using the manual teach 
pendant. The program then computes all locations in the pallet.. Once 
both pallets have been taught, the robot transfers parts until manually 
stopped by the operator . 

. PROGRAM MainO 

ABSTRACT: This is the top level program to move parts 
between two pallets. It allows the operator to teach 
the pallet locations if desired, and then moves parts 
from one pallet to the next. 

DATA STRUCTURES: 

in pallet[) 

in height 
in max 
in count 

An array of locatlons for items on the 
pallet to be unloaded. 
Approach/depart height for input pallet. 
The number of items on a full input pallet. 
The number of items left on this input 
pallet 

out.pallet[]= An array of locations for items on the 

out.height 
out.max 
out . count 

#safe 

pallet to be loaded. 
Approach/depart height for output pallet. 
The number of items on a full output pallet. 
The number of items left on this output 
pallet. 
Safe robot location reachable from both 
pallets 

LOCAL $ans. in count, out. count 
Define binary signal numbers used to control pallets 
transfer 1001 ;Input signal TRUE when transfers permitted 
in ready 1002 ;Input signal TRUE when input pallet ready 
out. ready 1003 ;Input signal TRUE when output pallet ready 
in. change 4. ;Output signal requests new input pallet 
out.change= 5 ;Output signal requests new output pallet 

Ask operator about setup and teach new pallets if desired 
PROMPT "Do you want to define the pallet (YIN):", $ans 
IF $ans == "Y" THEN 

DETACHO ;Detach robot from program control 
TYPE "Use the PENDANT to teach the input pallet location" 
CALL setup.palletUn count, in.pallet[], in.height) 
TYPE "Use the PENDANT to teach the output pallet location" 
CALL setup pallet(out.count, out.pallet[], pout.height) 
TYPE "Press the COMP button on the PENDANT to continue" 
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ATTACH() ;Attach robot (wait for COMP button) 
END 

Initialize transfer data 
transfer. count - 0 ;Count of parts transferred 
in.count _ 0 :Assume empty input pallet at start 
out.count m 0 ;Assume full output pallet at start 

Wait for transfer Signal, then start the pallet transfer 
MOVES #safe :Move robot to a safe place 
TYPE "Waiting for trasfer signal ... ", IS 
WAIT SIG(transfer) :Wait until transfer signal seen 
TYPE "starting transfer", /C2 

Main loop transferring from one pallet to the other, 
signal 

requesting 
becomes FALSE new pallets as necessary. 

WHILE SIG(transfer) DO 
Quit when transfer 

;While transfer is still ok .. 
IF in. count <- 0 THEN 

SIGNAL in. change 
WAIT SIG(-in.ready) 
WAIT SIG(in.ready) 
in.count - in. max 

;If out of input parts, ask for new 
;Request pallet change 
;Wait for input not ready 
;Followed by input ready 
;Indicate full pallet 

'" IF out.count <- 0 THEN ;If output pallet full, ask for new 
SIGNAL out.change ;Request pallet change 
WAIT SIG C -out. ready) : Wait for output not ready 
WAIT SIGCout.ready) ;Followed by output ready 
out.count _ out.max ;Indicate empty pallet 

END 
Acquire input part 

OPEN 
APPROS in pallet [in. count] , in.height 
SPEED 20 
MOVES in.pallet[in.count] 
CLOSEI 
DEPARTS in.height 
in. count = in. count 
; Place output part 

;Dpen gripper 
;Move over part 
;Move at 20% speed 
;Move to part 
:Close immediately 
;Move up again 
;Count down 

APPROS out.pallet[out.count], out.height ;Move 
SPEED 20 ;Move 

;Move 

over output 
at 20% speed 
to empty place MOVES out.pallet[out.count] 

OPENI 
DEPARTS out.height 
out. count - out. count - 1 
; Count transfer and display it 
transfer. count - transfer. count + 1 
TYPE lUI, "Number of parts transferred: 

;Open immediately 
: Move up again 
;Count down 

/18, transfer. count 
END ;End of while loop 
; All done transferring parts, move robot to safe place and quit 
MOVES #Safe 

.END 

. PROGRAM setp. pallet(count, array [], approach) 
ABSTRACT' Routine to compute an array of locations given locations 
which represent the upper left, lower left, and lower right point 
of a pallet. All output locations have the orientation of the 
upper left part location. 
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INPUT PARM: None 

OUTPUT PARM: count - Number of items on this pallet. 
array[J " Array containing the_pallet locations. 
approachs The approach height for this pallet. 

LOCAL ul, 11, lr, ap, t[], ncol, nro~ 
LOCAL ro~, col, cs, rs, i, frame 
Ask operator to teach pallet locations 
CALL teach pOint(IIupper left pallet position", ul) 
CALL teach.point("lower left pallet position", 11) 

CALL teach.point("lower right pallet position", lr) 
CALL teach.point("approach height above the pallet", ap) 
PROMPT "Enter the number of colUllllls (left to right): ",ncol 
PROMPT "Enter the number of rows (top to bottom): nrow 
count ~ ncol*nrow ;Compute count of items 
Setup to compute pallet locations 
cs " 0 ;Assume 1 column, zero spacing 
IF ncol > 1 THEN 

cs - DISTANCE(ll,lr)/(ncol-l) ;Compute spacing of columns 
END 
rs " 0 ;Assume 1 row, zero spacing 
IF nrow > 1 THEN 

rS ~ -DISTANCE(ul,ll)/(nrow-l);Compute spacing of rows 
END 
Compute frame values 
SET frame _ FRAME(n,lr,ul,ul) ;Compute frame for pallet 
approach" DZ(INVERSE(frame) :apl ; Compute approach height 

DECOMPOSE t[lJ - ul 
Loop to compute array values 
i " 1 
FOR row" 0 to nrow-l 

FOR col" 0 to ncol-l 

;wrt frame plane 

SET array [lJ " frame :TRANS(row*rs, col*cs ,0, t [4J ,t [5J ,t [6]) 

i " i + 1 
END 

Em> 
RETIJRN 

,END 

12.6 Problems peculiar to robot programming 
languages 

While advances in recent years have helped, programming robots is still 
difficult. Robot programming shares all the problems of conventional 
computer programming, plus some additional difficulties caused by 
effects of the physical world [12]. 
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Internal world rnodel versus external reality 

A central feature of a robot programming system is the world model 
that is maintained internally in the computer. Even when this model 
is quite simple, there are ample difficulties in assuring that it matches 
the physical reality that it attempts to modeL Discrepancies between 
internal model and external reality result in poor or failed grasping of 
objects, collisions, and a host of more subtle problems. 

This correspondence between internal model and the external world 
must be established for the program's initial state and must be main
tained throughout its execution. During initial programming or debug
ging it is generally up to the user to suffer the burden of ensuring that the 
state represented in the program corresponds to the physical state of the 
workcell. Unlike more conventional programming, where only internal 
variables need to be saved and restored to reestablish a former situation, 
in robot programming, physical objects must usually be repositioned. 

Besides the uncertainty inherent in each object's position, the ma
nipulator itself is limited to a certain degree of accuracy. Very often 
steps in an assembly will require the manipulator to make motions 
requiring greater precision than it is capable of. A common example 
of this is inserting a pin into a hole where the clearance is an order 
of magnitude less than the positional accuracy of the manipulator. To 
further complicate matters, t.he manipulator's accuracy usually varies 
over its workspace. 

In dealing with those objects whose locations are not known ex
actly, it is essential to somehow refine the positional information. This 
can sometimes be done with sensors, e.g., vision, touch, or by using 
appropriate force strategies for constrained motions. 

During debugging of manipulator programs, it is very useful to be 
able to modify the program and then back up and try a procedure 
again. Backing up entails restoring the manipulator and objects being 
manipulated to a former state. However, in working with physical 
objects, it is not always easy, or even possible, to undo an action. Some 
examples are the operations of painting, riveting, drilling, or welding, 
which cause a physical modification of the objects being manipulated. 
It may therefore be necessary for the user to get a new copy of the 
object to replace the old, modified one. Further, it is likely that some 
of the operations just prior to the 011e being retried will also need to 
be repeated to establish the proper state required before the desired 
operation can be successfully retried. 
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Context sensitivity 

Bottom-up programming is a standard approach to writing a large 
computer program in which one develops small, low level pieces of a 
program and then puts them together into larger pieces, eventually 
resulting in a completed program. For this method to work it is essential 
that the small pieces be relatively insensitive to the language statements 
that precede them and that there are no assumptions concerning the 
context with which these program pieces execute. For manipulator 
progamming this is often not the case; code that worked reliably when 
tested in isolation frequently fails when placed in the context of the 
larger program. These problems generally arise from dependencies on 
manipulator configuration and speed of motions. 

Manipulator programs may be highly sensitive to initial conditions, 
for example, the initial manipulator position. In motion trajectories, 
the starting position will influence the trajectory that will be used for 
the motion. The initial manipulator position may also influence the 
velocity with which the arm will be moving during some critical part 
of the motion. For example, these statements are true for manipulators 
that follow cubic spline joint space paths studied in Chapter 7. While 
these effects might be dealt with by proper programming care, such 
problems may not arise until after the initial language statements 
have been debugged in isolation and are then joined with statements 
preceding them. 

Because of insufficient manipulator accuracy, a program segment 
written to perform an operation at one location is likely to need to be 
tuned (i.e., positions retaught and the like) to make it work at a different 
location. Changes in location within the workcell result in changes in the 
manipulator's configuration in reaching goal locations. Such attempts at 
relocating manipulator motions within the workcell test the accuracy of 
the manipulator kinematics and servo system, and frequently problems 
arise. Such relocation may cause a change in the manipulator's kinematic 
configuration, for example, from left shoulder to right shoulder, or from 
elbow up to elbow down. Moreover, these changes in configuration may 
cause large arm motions during what had previously been a short, simple 
motion. 

The nature of the spatial shape of trajectories is likely to change as 
paths are located in different portions of the manipulator's workspace. 
This is particularly true of joint space trajectory methods, but use of 
Cartesiau path schemes can also lead to problems if singularities are 
nearby. 

When testing a manipulator motion for the first time it is often 
wise to have the manipulator move slowly. This allows the user a chance 
to stop the motion if it appears to be about to cause a collision. It 
also allows the user to inspect the motion closely. After the motion has 
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undergone some initial debugging at a slower speed it is then desirable 
to increase motion speeds. Doing so may cause many of the aspects of 
the motion to change. Due to limitations in most manipulator control 
systems, greater servo errors are to be expected in following the quicker 
trajectory. Also, in force-control situations involving contact with the 
environment, speed changes can completely change force strategies re
quired for success. 

The manipulator's configuration also affects the delicacy and accu
racy of forces that may be applied with it. This is a function of how well 
conditioned the Jacobian of the manipulator is at a certain configuration, 
which is generally difficult to consider when developing robot programs. 

Error recovery 

Another direct consequence of working with the physical world is that 
objects may not be exactly where they should be and hellce motions 
that deal with them may fail. Part of manipulator programming involves 
attempting to take this into account and making assembly operations 
as robust as possible, but, even so, errors are likely; and an important 
aspect of manipulator programming is how to recover from these errors. 

Almost any motion statement in the user's program can fail, some
times for a variety of reasons. Some of the more common causes are 
objects shifting or dropping out of the hand, an object missing from 
where it should be, jamming during an insertion, not being able to 
locate a hole, and so on. 

The first problem that arises for error recovery is identifying that an 
error has indeed occurred. Because robots generally have quite limited 
sensing and reasoning capabilities, error detection is often difficult. In 
order to detect an error, a robot program must contain some type of 
explicit test. This test might involve checking the manipulator's position 
to see that it lies in the proper range; for example, when doing an 
insertion, no change in position might indicate jamming, while too much 
change might indicate that the hole was missed entirely or the object 
has slipped out of the hand. If the manipulator system has some type 
of visual capabilities then it might take a picture and check for the 
presence or absence of an object, and, if the object is present, determine 
its location. Other checks might involve force, such as weighing the load 
being carried to check that the object is still there and has not been 
dropped, or checking that a contact force remains within certain bounds 
during a motion. 

Since every motion statement in the program may potentially fail, 
these explicit checks can be quite cumbersome and can take up more 
space than the rest of the program. Rather than attempt to deal with 
all possible errors, which is extremely difficult, usually just the few 
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statements which seem most likely to fail are checked. The process of 
determining which portions of a robot application program are likely to 
fail is one which requires a certain amount of interaction and partial 
testing with the robot during the program development stage. 

Once an error has been detected, an attempt can be made to recover 
from it. This can be done totally by the manipulator under program 
control, or it may involve manual intervention by the user, or some 
combination of the two. In any event, the recovery attempt may in turn 
result in new errors. It is easy to see how code to recover from errors 
can become the major part of the manipulator program. 

The use of parallelism in manipulator programs can further compli
cate recovery from errors. When several processes are running concur
rently and one causes an error to occur, it mayor may not affect other 
processes. In many cases it will be possible to back up the offending 
process, while allowing the ot.hers to continue. Other times it will be 
necessary to reset several or all of the running processes. 
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Exercises 

12.1 [15] Write a robot program (use any of [1] through [8]) to pick a block up 
from location A and place it in location B. 

12.2 [201 Describe tieing your shoelace in simple English commands that might 
form the basis of a robot program. 

12.3 [32] Design the syntax of a new robot programming language. Include 
ways to give duration or speeds to motion trajectories, I/O statements 
to peripherals, commands to control the gripper, and force sensing (Le., 
guarded move) commands. You can skip force control and parallelism 
(see Exercise 12.4). 

12.4 [28] Extend the specification of a new robot programming language that 
you started in Exercise 12.3 by adding force control syntax and syntax 
for parallelism. 

12.5 [381 Write a program in a commercially available robot programming 
language to perfonn the application outlined in Section 12.3. Make any 
reasonable assumptions concerning I/O connections and other details. Use 
any of the references [11 through [8] or other for details of syntax. 

12.6 [28] Use any robot language (for example, references [1] through [8]) and 
write a general routine for unloading an arbitrarily sized pallet. The 
routine should keep track of indexing through the pallet, and signal a 
human operator when the pallet is empty. Assume the parts are unloaded 
onto a conveyor belt. 

12.7 [35] Use any robot language (for example, references [1] through [8]) and 
write a general routine for unloading an arbitrarily sized source pallet 
and loading an arbitrarily sized destination pallet. The routine should 
keep track of indexing through the pallets, and signal a human operator 
when the source pallet is empty or when the destination pallet is fulL 

12.8 [35] Use the AL language [3J and write a program which uses force control 
to fill a cigarette box with 20 cigarettes. Assume that the manipulator has 
an accuracy of about 0.25 inch, so force control should be used for many 
operations. The cigarettes are presented on a conveyor belt with a vision 
system returning their coordinates. 

12.9 [351 Use any robot language (for·.example, references [lJ through [8]) 
and write a program to assemble the hand-held portion of a standard 
telephone. The six components (handle, microphone, speaker, two caps, 
and cord) arrive in a kit, that is, a special pallet holding one of each kind 
of part. Assume there is a fixture into which the handle can be ploced 
which holds it. Make any other reasonable assumptions needed. 

12.10 [33] Write an AL program [3] which uses two manipulators. One, called 
GARM has a special end-effector designed to hold a wine bottle. The 
other arm, BARM, will hold a wine glass, and is equipped with a force 
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sensing wrist which can be used to signal GARM to stop pouring when 
it senses the glass is fulL 

Programming Exercise (Part 12) 

Create a user interface to the other programs you have developed by writing 
a few subroutines in Pascal. Once these routines are defined, a "user" could 
write a Pascal program which contains calls to these routines to perform a 
2-D robot application in simulation. 

Define primitives which allow the user to set station and tool frames: 

setstation(SreIB:vec3) ; 

settool(TreIW:vec3); 

where "SreIB" gives the station frame relative to the base frame of the 
robot and "TreIW" defines the tool frame relative to the wrist frame of the 
manipulator. Define motion primitives: 

moveto(goal:vec3); 

moveby(increment:vec3) ; 

where "goal" is a specification of the goal frame relative to the station frame 
and "increment" is a specification of a goal frame relative to the current 
tool frame. Allow multisegment paths to be described when the user first 
calls the "pathmode" function, then specifies motions to via points, and 
finally says ·'runpath." For example: 

pathrnode; (* enter path mode *) 

moveto(goall) ; 

moveto(goaI2) ; 

runpath; (* execute the path without stopping at goal1 *) 

Write a simple "application" program and have your system print the 
location of the arm every n seconds. 



13 

OFF-LINE 
PROGRAMMING 
SYSTEMS 

13.1 Introduction 

We define an off-line programming (OLP) system as a robot pro
gramming language which has been sufficiently extended, generally by 
means of computer graphics, that the development of robot programs 
can take place without access to the robot itself.'" Off-line programming 
systems are important both as aids in programming present-day indus
trial automation as well as platforms for robotics research. Numerous 
issues must be considered in the design of such systems. In this chapter, a 

'" Chapter 13 is reprinted with permission from InternatIOnal Symposium 
of Robot,cs Research by R. Bolles and B. Roth (editors). From "Issues in the 
Design of Off-Line Programming Systems" by John J. Craig, MIT Press, 
Cambridge, MA @1988. 
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discussion of these issues is presented, followed by the basic design of one 
such system. The topics discussed include the spatial representation of 
solids, graphical rendering of these objects, automatic collision detection, 
incorporation of kinematics, path planning, and dynamic simula.tion, 
simulation of sensors, concurrent programming, translation by post 
processors to various target languages, and workcell calibration. 

In the last decade the growth of the industrial robot market has not 
been nearly as rapid as predicted. One primary reason for this is that 
robots are still too difficult to use. A great deal of time and expertise 
is required to install a robot in a particular application and bring the 
system to production readiness. For various reasons, in some applications 
this problem is more severe than others, and hence, we see certain 
application areas (e.g .. spot welding, spray painting) being automated 
with robots much sooner than other application domains. It seems that 
lack of sufficiently trained robot system implementors is limiting growth 
in some if not all areas of application. At some manufacturing companies, 
management encourages the use of robots to an extent greater than 
that realizable by appli.catiQns engineers. Also, a large percentage of the 
robots delivered are being used in ways which do not take full advantage 
of their capabilities. These symptom::; indicate that current industrial 
robots are not easy enough to use to allow successful installation and 
programming in a timely manner. 

There are many factors that make robot programming a difficult 
task. First, it is intrinsically related to general computer programming 
and so shares many of the problems encountered in that field. But 
programming robots, or any programmable machine, has part.icular 
problems which make the development of production-ready software 
even more difficult. As we saw in the last chapter, most of these 
special problems arise from the fact that. a robot manipulator interacts 
with its physical environment 11]. Even simple programming systems 
maintain a "world model" of this physical environment in the form of 
locations of objects and have "knowledge" about presence and absence of 
various objects encoded in the program strategies. During development 
of a robot program (and especially later during production use) it is 
necessary to keep the internal model maintained by the programming 
system in correspondence with the actual fltate of the robot's environ
ment. Interactive debugging of programs with a manipulator requires 
frequent manual resetting of the state of the robot's environment-parts, 
tools, etc., mnst be moved back to their initial locations. Such state 
resetting becomes especially difficult (and somet.imes costly) when the 
robot performs a irreversible operation on one or more parts (e.g., 
drilling, ronting, etc.). The most spectacular effect of the presence of 
the physical environment is when a program bug manifests itself in some 
unintended irreversible operation on parts, t.ools, or on the manipulator 
itself. 
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Although difficulties exist in maintaining an accurate internal model 
of the manipulator's environment, there seems no question that great 
benefits result from doing so. Whole areas of sensor research, perhaps 
most notably computer vision, focus on developing techniques by which 
world models may be verified, corrected, or discovered. Clearly, in order 
t.o apply any computational algorithm to the robot command-generation 
problem, the algorithm needs access to a model of the robot and its 
surroundings. 

In t.he development. of programming systems for robots, advances 
in the power of programming techniques seem directly tied to the 
sophistication of the internal model referenced by t.he programming 
language. Early joint space "t.each by showing" robot systems employed 
a limited world model, and there were very limited ways in which the 
system could aid the programmer in accomplishing a task. Slightly more 
sophisticated robot controllers included kinematic models so t.hat t.he 
system could at least aid the user in moving the joints so as to accomplish 
Cart.esian motions. Robot programming languages (RPLs) evolved which 
support many different data t.ypes and operat.ions which the programmer 
may use as needed to model attribut.es of the environment and compute 
actions for the robot. Some RPLs support world modeling primitives 
such as affixments, data types for forces and moments, and other features 
[2[. 

The robot programming languages of today might. be called "explicit 
programming languages" in that every action that the system takes 
must be programmed by the application engineer. At the other end of 
the spectrum, are the so-called task level programming (TLP) systems 
in which the programmer may state high-level goals such as "insert 
the bolt," or perhaps even "build the toaster oven." Such systems use 
techniques from artificial intelligence research to automatically generate 
motion and st.rategy plans. However, these task level languages do not 
exist yet, although various pieces of such systems are under development 
by researchers [3J. Task level programming systems will require a very 
complete model of the robot and its environment to perform automated 
planning operations. 

Although this chapter focuses to some extent on the particular 
problem of robot programming, the notion of an OLP system extends 
to any programmable device on the factory floor. A common argument 
raised in their favor is that an OLP-syst.em will not tie up production 
equipment when it needs to be reprogrammed, and hence, automated 
factories can stay in production mode a greater percentage of the time. 
They also serve as a natural vehicle to tie computer aided design (CAD) 
data bases used in the design phase of a product's development to the 
actual manufacturing of the product. In some applicat.ions, this direct 
use of CAD design data can dramatically reduce the programming time 
required for the manufact.uring machinery. 
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Off-line programming of robots offers other potential benefits which 
are just beginning to be appreciated by industrial robot users. We have 
discussed some of the problems associated with robot programming, and 
most have to do with the fact that an external, physical workcell is 
being manipulated by the robot program. This makes backing up to try 
different strategies tedious. Programming of robots in simulation offers 
a way of keeping the bulk of the programming work strictly internal to a 
computer-until the application is nearly complete. Thus, many of the 
problems peculiar to robot programming tend to diminish. 

Off-line programming systems should serve as the natural growth 
path from explicit programming systems to task level programming 
systems. The simplest OLP system is merely a graphical extension 
to a robot programming language, but from there it can be extended 
toward a task level programming system. This gradual extension is 
accomplished by providing automated solutions to various subtasks as 
these solutions become available, and letting the programmer use them 
to explore options in the simulated environment. Until we discover 
how to build task level systems, the user must remain in the loop to 
evaluate automatically planned subtasks and guide the development of 
the application program. If we take this view, an OLP system serves as 
an important basis for research and development of task level planning 
systems, and indeed, in support. of their work many researchers have 
developed various component.s of an OLP system (e.g., 3-D models and 
graphic display, language post.processors, etc.). Hence, OLP systems 
should be a useful tool in research as well as an aid in current industrial 
practice. 

13.2 Central issues in OlP systems 

This section raises many of the issues that must be considered in the 
design of an OLP system. The collect.ioll of topics discussed will help t.o 
set the scope of the definition of an OLP syst.em. 

User interface 
Since a major motivation for developing an OLP system is to create 
an environment that makes programming manipulators easier, the user 
interface is of crucial importance. However. the other major motivation is 
t.o remove reliance on use of the physical equipment during programming. 
Upon initial consideration, these two goals seem to conflict-robots are 
hard enough to program when you can see t.hem, how can it be easier 
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without the presence of physical device? This question touches upon the 
essence of the OLP design problem. 

Manufacturers of industrial robots have learned that the RPLs they 
provide with their robots cannot be successfully utilized by a large 
percentage of manufactllling personnel. For this, and other historical 
reasons, many industrial robots are provided with a two-level interface 
[4], one for programmers and one for nonprogrammers. Nonprogrammers 
utilize a teach pendant and interact directly with the robot to develop 
robot programs. Programmers write code in the RPL and interact with 
the robot in order to teach robot work points and to debug program 
flow. In general, these two approaches to program development trade off 
ease of use versus flexibility. 

Viewed as an extension of a RPL, it is natural for an OLP system to 
contain an RPL as a subset of its user interface. This RPL should share 
features which have already been discovered valuable in present robot 
programming systems. For example, for use as an RPL, interactive 
languages are much more productive than compiled languages which 
force the user to go through the "edit-compile-run" cycle for each 
program modification. 

While the language portion of the user interface inherits much from 
"traditional" RPLs, it is the lower level (i.e., easier to use) interface 
which must be carefully considered in an OLP system. A central com
ponent of this interface is a computer graphic view of the robot being 
programmed and its environment. Using a pointing device such as a light 
pen or a mouse, the user can indicate various locations or objects on 
the graphics screen. The design of the user interface addresses exactly 
how the user interacts with the screen to specify a robot program. The 
same pointing device can indicate items in a "menu" in order to specify 
modes or invoke various functions. 

A central primitive is that of teaching a robot work point or "frame" 
which has six degrees of freedom by means of interaction with the 
graphics screen. The availability of 3-D models of fixtures and workpieces 
in the OLP system often makes this task quite easy. The interface 
provides the user with the means to indicate locations on surfaces, 
allowing the orientation of the frame to take on a local surface normal, 
and then provides methods for offsetting, reorienting, etc. Depending on 
the specifics of the application, such tasks are quite easily specified via 
the graphics window into the simulated world. 

A well-designed user interface should enable nonprogrammers to 
accomplish many applications from start to finish. In addition, frames 
and motion sequences "taught" by nonprogrammers can be translated 
by the OLP system into textual RPL statements. These simple programs 
can be maintained and embellished in a RPL form by more experienced 
programmers. For programmers, the RPL availability allows arbitrary 
code development for more complex applications. 
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3-D modeling 

A central element in OLP systems is the use of graphic depictions of the 
simulated robot and its workcell. This requires the robot and all fixtures, 
parts, and tools in the workceil to be modeled as three-dimensional 
objects. To speed up program development, it is desirable to use any 
CAD models of parts or tooling that are directly available from the CAD 
system on which the original design was done. As CAD systems become 
more and more prevalent in industry, it becomes more and more likely 
that this kind of geometric data will be readily available. Because of the 
strong desire for this kind of CAD integration from design to production, 
it makes sense for an OLP system to contain a CAD modeling subsystem, 
or to be itself a part of a CAD design system. If an OLP system is to 
be a stand-alone system, it must have appropriate interfaces to transfer 
models to and from external CAD systems. However, even a stand-alone 
OLP system should have at least a simple local CAD facility for quickly 
creating models of noncritical workcell items, or for adding robot-specific 
data to imported CAD models. 

OLP systems generally require multiple representations of spatial 
shapes. For many operations, an exact analytic description of the surface 
or volume is generally present, while in order to benefit from display 
technology another representation is often needed. Present technology 
is well suited t.o systems in which the underlying display primitive is a 
planar polygon. Hence, while an object shape may be well represented by 
a smooth surface, practical display (especially for animation) requires a 
facet.ed representation. User interface graphical actions such as pointing 
to a point on a surface should internally act so as to specify a point 
on the true surface, even if graphically t.he user sees a depiction of the 
faceted model. 

An important use of the three-dimensional geometry of the object 
models is in automatic collision detection. That is, when any 
collisions occur between objects in the simulated environment, the OLP 
system should automatically warn the user and indicate exactly where 
the collision takes place. Since applications such as assembly involve 
many desired "collisions," it is necessary to be able to inform the system 
that collisions between certain objects are acceptable. It is also valuable 
to be able to generate a collision warning when objects pass within a 
specified tolerance of a true collision. While the exact collision-detection 
problem for general 3-D solids is difficult, collision detection for faceted 
models is quite practical. 

Kinematic emulation 
A central component in maintaining the validity of the simulated world 
is the faithful emulation of the geometrical aspects of each simulated 
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manipulator. Concerning ill\'er~e kinematic,;, the OLP system c<'to inter
face to the robot controller in two distinct 'Iyays. First. the OLP SYf'-elll 
c<'to repl<'tcp the invers(~ kirwmatic~ of t.he robut controller, and always 
commllnicate rr.·bot positions in mcchani:;m juint space. Th(' sl'cDnd 
choice is to communicate Cartt':"iarl locations to thE robot controiler llnd 
let the r,ontrollcr usc the inYf'rsc kint~matics Allpplied by t.he lrlanu[a.cl,urer 
to ::;olve for robut configurations The ser,ond choice is almost. always 
preferable e:"pcciully a::; mallufacluTers Iwgin to build arm signa.lu.re 'ityk 
calibration into ,:heir robots. These calihration techniques cllstomize the 
inverse kincmaLc::; for each indhidual robot. Tn this case, it becomes 
desirable tu communicate information at the Cartesian le'l-el to robot 
controllers. 

These considerfLtions ?,eneraLy mean that the forward and inverse 
killf'mfLllC functions used by t.he :"imulator lIlU::,t reflect lhe nominal 
functions usrd in the robot controller supplied by the lllallufaduH'l" of 
t.he robot. There are several details of the inverse kinematic function as 
specified by the manufacturer wkch mnst be emuhted by the simula.tor 
software. Any inyerse kinematic Glgnrithm must lllc"lke arbitrary f'hoices 
in order to resolve singularities. For example, whel joint 5 of a Pt'MA 
56U robut is at its zero loca.tion, axes 4 "nd 6 lint' up, amI a ::;ingular 
condition e:-;ists. The inverse kinEmatic function iL the robot controller 
call onlv solve for the sum of joint angles 4 and 6, and then llses 
an arbitralY rille to choose ind.ividual value::; for joint::; -1 and 6. The 
OLP s~'stem must emulat.e whfLtcv(~r algorithm is used. Choosing the 
nearest solntion when many alteTilate solutiuns exist provides another 
example. The simulator mu::;t use the same algorithm as the eOlltroller 
in order to m-oic potentially catastrophic errors in .~imulating the acual 
mallipulator. A b.clpful feature occasionally [oulld in robot cant rollers is 
the ability to cUIllmand a Cartesian goal and sp('cify which of t he possible 
::;olution,,; the IT.unipulator should use. The existenf'P of this feature 
eliminates the l-equirement tl'at the simulator emulate the Rolll~ion 

choice algorithm since the OLP s,vst('m um for'~(' itR choice 011 the 
controller. 

Path planning emulation 

In addition to kinelllatic emulation for st.atic positioning of the ma'1ip
ulator, ,-iT\ OLP system should ao:urat.dy emulate the path taken b.v 
the manipulator in moving, throngh space. Again, the ct;ntw.1 problem is 
that the OLP ~ystelll needs tu silllulal,e the algorithms in the robot 
controil('rs. and these path planning and execution fLlgoritlnlls vary 
considprably frow one robot. manllfactllrer to another. Simulatioll of the 
o:p<'tt.iai shapp of the p<'tth taken is illlportant for J-etectioIl of cullisions 
between the robot and it~ envirourneut. Simulation of t.ile temporal 
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aspects of the trajectory are important in predicting the cycle times 
of applications. \Vhen a robot is operating in a moving environment 
(for example, near another robot.) accurate simulation of the temporal 
attributes of motion is necessary to accurately predict collisions, and in 
some cases to predict communicat.ion or synchronization problems such 
as deadlock. 

Dynamic emulation 

Simulated motion of manipulators can neglect dynamic attribut.es if the 
OLP system does a good job of emulating the trajectory planning algo
rithm of the controller and if the actual robot follows desired trajectories 
with negligible errors. However, at high speed or under heavy loading 
condit.ions, trajectory tracking errors can become important. Simulation 
of these tracking errors necessitates modeling the dynamics of the 
manipulator and objects which it moves, as well as the control algorithm 
used in the manipulator controller. Presently practical problems exist 
in obtaining sufficient information from the robot vendors to make this 
kind of dynamic simulation of practical value, but in some cases dynamic 
simulation can be fruitfully pursued. 

Multiprocess simulation 

Some indUEtrial applications involve two or more robots cooperating 
in the same environment. Even single robot workcells often contain a 
conveyor belt, transfer line, vision system, or some other active device 
with which the robot must interact. For this reason, it is important 
that an OLP system be able to simulate multiple moving devices and 
other activities that involve parallelism. As a basis for this capability, 
the underlying language in which the system is implemented should be 
a mult.iprocessing language. Such an environment makes it possible to 
writ.e independent robot control programs for each of two or more robots 
in a single cell, and then simulate the action of the cell with the programs 
running concurrently. Adding signal and wait primitives to the language 
enables the robot.s to interact with each other just as they might in the 
application being simulated. 

Simulation of sensors 

Studies have shown that a large portion of robot programs are not 
motion statements but rather initialization, error checking, I/O and 
other kinds of statements [&]. Hence the ability of the OLP system to pro
vide an environment which allows simulation of complete applications, 
including interaction with sensors, various I/O, and communication 
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with other devices becomes important. An OLP system which supports 
simulation of sensors and multiprocessing, not only checks robot motions 
for feasibility but also verifies the communication and synchronization 
portion of the robot program. 

Language translation to target system 

An annoyance for present users of industrial robots (and other pro
grammable automation) is that almost every supplier of such systems 
has invented a unique language for programming their product. If an 
OLP system aspires to be universal in the equipment it can handle, it 
must deal with the problem of translating to and from several different 
languages. One choice for dealing with this problem is to choose a single 
language t.o be used by the OLP system, and then post process the 
language in order to convert it into the format required by the target 
machine. The ability to upload programs which already exist on the 
target machines and bring them int.o the OLP system is also desirable. 

Two potential benefits of OLP systems relate directly to the lan
guage translation topic. Most proponents of OLP systems note that one 
universal interface which enables users to program a variety of robots 
solves the problems of learning and dealing with several automation 
languages. The second benefit stems from economic considerations in 
future scenarios in which hundreds or perhaps thousands of robots fill 
factories. The cost associated with a powerful programming environment 
(such as a language and graphical interface) may prohibit placing this 
at the site of each robot installation. Rather, it seems t.o make economic 
sense to place a very simple, "dumb," but cheap controller with each 
robot, and have it downloaded from a powerful, "intelligent" OLP system 
which is located in an office environment. Hence, the general problem of 
translating an application program from a powerful universal language 
to a simple language designed to execute in a cheap processor becomes 
an important issue in OLP systems. 

Workcell calibration 

An inevitable reality of a computer nlodel of any real-world situation is 
that of inaccuracy in the model. In order to make programs developed on 
an OLP system usable, methods for workcell calibration must be an 
integral part of the system. The magnitude of this problem varies greatly 
depending upon the application and makes off-line programming of some 
tasks much more realistic than others. If the majority of the robot work 
points for an application must be retaught with the actual robot to solve 
inaccuracy probleIllE, OLP systems lose their effectiveness. 
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A large class of applications involve many actions performed relative 
to a rigid object. Consider, for example, the task of drilling several 
hundred holes in a bulkhead. The actual location of the bulkhead relative 
to the robot can be taught using the actual robot by taking three 
measurements. From that data, the locations of all the holes can be 
automatically updated if they are available in part coordinates from a 
CAD system. In this situation, only these three points need be taught 
with the robot rather than hundreds. Most tasks involve tais sort of 
"many operations relative to a rigid object" paradigm, for example, 
PC board component insertion, routing, spot welding, arc welding, 
palletizing, painting, deburring, etc. 

13.3 CimStation 

In this s"ction we consider the core design of CimStation, an OLP 
system developed by SILMA Inc [6]. By "core design" we mean the 
fundamental portion of the system that maintains a world model which 
describes arbitrarily many objects each having attributes such as spatial 
shape, position, velocity, and others. The way this world model is 
programmed and the way resulting programs are converted to operate 
the corresponding real-world devices will be discussed. 

Models and graphics 

CimStation contains a facility to build CAD models from scratch, or to 
import them from external CAD systems via the IGES (Initial Graphical 
Exchange Specification) interface or via direct translators ftom certain 
CAD systems. In any case, models are represented by a boundary 
representation of the surface or solid. Internally these boundaries or 
surfaces are represented with collections of planar polygons, or facets. 
The model data structure stores edges shared between facets only 
once, and likewise, points shared between edges are stored only once. 
This data structure also includes information which allows groups of 
facets to be regarded as a single surface, for example, the facets which 
form the curved surface of a cylinder. In 'addition to this faceted 
representation, the model may include an analytic repesentation 
as well. For compatibility with existing CAD systems, the system can 
also handle wirefrrune models, whid. 'tre collections of line segments 
that contain no surface information. 

Several modes of displaying (or rendering) faceted surface models 
exist. Figure 13.1 shows an example of some of these techniques. The sim
plest rendering technique is wireframe mode in which each edge of the 
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FIGURE 13.1 Examples of rendering of faceted models. Clockwise from 
upper left: wireframe, backface elimination, flat shading, Goraud shading. 

object is drawn using a perspective transformat.ion. Use of a t.echnique 
called back face elimination removes the hidden lines of individual 
convex shapes, and yields an image which is somewhat. more easily un
derstood by the viewer. Back face elimination, a computat.ionally simple 
technique, is much simpler than the complete hidden line elimination 
problem. One method of achieving hidden line elimination is to fill the 
facets to create a shaded image. By drawing facets farthest from the 
viewer first, near facets tend to cover far facet.s, producing a hidden 
line eliminated image. Perfect rende.ring of shaded images requires a 
Z-buffer technique implemented either in software or hardware to do 
depth sorting on a pixel by pixel basis. Techniques such as Goraud 
shading can be used to smooth over the edges that exist bet.ween facets 
to make the rendered surface appear smooth. 

Collision detection is implemented for collisions between any two 
surfaced models, and uses t.he faceted repesentation for the computa
tioo. To speed up collision detection, all object.s in the world model 
have bounding boxes precomputed. On platforms without graphics 
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hardware, a software collision detection algorithm similar to [7] is used. 
When available, graphics hardware can be exploited for the collision 
detection computation. CimStation uses an algorithm related to, but 
more general than, the method presented in [8]. In this algorithm, the 
hardware used for clipping polygons to a 3-D volume (normally used 
in display) is used to quickly determine if any object intrudes into a 
specified volume. The hardware restricts the nature of this 3-D volume 
to have straight edges and to be topologically equivalent to a cube. 
The collision detection algorithm to detect a collision with object 'A' 
proceeds roughly as follows: 

1. Check whether any polygons intrude into the bounding box of 'A'. 

2. For each intruding polygon found in step 1, construct its bounding 
box, mId check for intrusion by any polygon of object 'A'. 

3. If any intrusions are found in step 2, use software routine for 
determining if and where the planar polygons intersect. 

As an elaboration of the preceding algorithm, CimStation can also 
detect near misses within a specified tolerance by "expanding" all objects 
by the desired tolerance. 

Objects and the world model 
Every simulated entity such as a workpiece, fixture, or link of a robot is 
represented by an object. The object data structure contains the model 
of the entity, several other attributes, plus room to add future data. A 
simple example of another attribute stored with an object is a label by 
which the object is referenced. Objects can be built from their models 
and stored in data base libraries for later use. 

It is natural to group objects into structured objects in a tree struc
ture. For example, an n-jointed robot is a structured object having a null 
model at its root, and having n+ 1 subobjects ('linkO' through 'linkn'). 
Subobjects are referred to by path names, for example, 'pumal/link3'. 
The entire simulated world is a single structured object with a null 
model at the root named 'world'. Any time an object is moved, all of 
its descendants move with it, but the motion of a child-object does not 
affect its parent-object. 

Figure 13.2 shows an example of a simple world model containing 
a robot, an end-effector, a part ('bolt'), and an object upon which 
the robot is mounted ('pedestal'). Dashed lines in Fig. 13.2 indicate 
affixments which are used to temporm·ily create a rigid connection 
between two objects. Affixments connect an end-effector to the final link 
of the robot. These affixments also enable a simulated manipulator to 
pick up a simulated bolt. In the situation shown in Fig. 13.2, a command 
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CimStation generally uses closed form kinematic routines, but iter
ative solutions may be used if necessary. Kinematic routines supplied by 
the robot vendor may be used directly if available. Figure 13.3 shows a 
simulated manipulator in a workcell-commands to move the attached 
tool or last link result in the application of inverse kinematics to compute 
movement of all the linkages. 

Structured objects are by no means restricted to the class of open 
serial chains but may have a completely general topology. 

Attachment of paths to objects 

To add the dimension of time to the world model, a path bpcomes asso
ciated with an object any time that object moves. A path is essentially 
a frame-valued fUllction of time, hence specifying the evolution of the 
position and orientation of an object as a function of time. At any 
instant, several paths can be associated with different objects in the 
world, forming the basis of simulation of simultaneous motiOll. 

The geometric properties of a path can be specified in several ways 
using CimStation. Often, as in typical RPLs, a sequence of via points 
specify a path. Each of these via points can be specified graphically 
or numerically. A path can also be specified computationally-a user
written SIL routine might compute a list of frames based on some 
algorithm. Finally, and perhaps most importantly, paths can often be 
specified more or less directly from CAD data. Figure 13.4 shows a path 

FIGURE 13.3 Commands to move the end-effector or anything affixed to 
it cause motion of all the linkages using the particular inverse kinematic 
function of the wbot. 
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o 

FIGURE 13.4 A path derived from CAD data. 

(indicated by an equally spaced sequence of frames) which was generated 
very rapidly from a CAD model that had been imported via the ICES 
format from another CAD system. 

Dynamics and evaluation of world state 

Paths associated with objects play the role of desired paths, which are 
equivalent to actual paths if CimStation is not simulating dynamics. 
If dynamic simulation is enabled, then the desired path, present state, 
and control law associated with a given object determine the actual 
position of the object at any future time. In dynamic mode CimStation 
uses rigid body models of manipulators and other objects, along with 
their control laws and a fourth-order Runge-Kutta integration algorithm 
to compute the motion of simulated objects. In either mode, when a 
graphic depiction of the world state is desired, the system updates the 
positions of all objects and calls the display function to render a scene. 
This rendering depends upon the losation of the 'lens' and its current 
focal length, either of which could themselves be changing over time. 

In dynamic simulation mode, multiple manipulators which influence 
each other through some form of cooperation can be simulated. In 
Fig. 13.5 the motion of the two robots is coupled due to the force trans
mitted by the spring which connects them. ¥,Then simulating a complete 
closed loop dynamic system, CimStation supports the collection of data 
and the generation of graphs of time histories of various variables. 
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FIGURE 13.5 Two robots pulling on a spring which connects their 
terminal links_ 

The SIL language 
Users develop application programs through interaction with the mouse
menu interface, or directly in a powerful programming language called 
SIL [9J. In program generation mode, actions described from the mouse
menu interface generate corresponding SIL statements. So whether used 
by programmers or nonprogrammers, CimStation creates SIL programs. 
CimStation makes use of the local facilities of the host platform for text 
editing, file system, hardcopy output, etc .. 

SIL has Pascal syntax, and a great many predefined types, proce
dures, and functions. Examples of predefined types include a variety of 
geometric types such as types zyz (an Euler angle set), ypr (yaw, pitch, 
and roll about fixed axes), point (a vector), frame (a homogeneous 
transform), and dozens of others. An example of a predefined procedure 
is the moveto procedure, which is used to accomplish most motion 
specification in SIL. 

SIL procedures may be polymorphic in that the same procedure 
name can be used for different routines as long as the two differ in the 
types and number of arguments. This feature plays an important role 
in building a robot programming language with a minimum number 
of keywords for the user to remember. For example, the statement 
moveto(·tool',foo) will move the 'tool' to faa, where foo may be a 
joint vector, a frame, a position vector (implying translate only), or 
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a rotation type (implying rotate only). Hence, SIL does not need the 
proliferation of command names found in most motion control languages 
(e.g., move, jmove, jog, rotate, translate). 

SIL also features autOinatic coercion of types. This allows the 
system to know about data types that are semantically equivalent, and 
allows for the specification of mapping functions between these types. 
For example, types which represent 3-space rotations can automatically 
coerce to one another in SIL. Hence if a subroutine accepts an argument 
of the type zyz Euler angles, it can immediately be called with argument 
of type ypr, or any other rotation type. This also leads to a "clean" 
syntax and nonproliferation of {unction names. 

A major extension beyond standard Pascal is that SIL is an interac
tive language. A single statement can be typed at the system at any time, 
and the results can be observed. The SIL environment resembles a LISP 
environment in that global variables, functions, and procedures are all 
immediately available. When a user defines a new function, it becomes 
part of the global state. Unlike LISP, SIL is a typed language and has 
the relatively easy syntax of PascaL The great majority of CimStation is 
itself written in SIL, so when users add new functions to the system, they 
are expanding the system just as its developers have. Fully debugged SIL 
code can be co:opiled for efficiency. 

The fact that SIL is a concurrent or multiprocessing language offers 
a significant extension to Pascal. Users may define a process with syntax 
exactly like that of a procedure declaration (very simple examples 
are shown in Figs. 13.6 and 13.7). Later several processes may run 
concurrently. Processes communicate through global variables or by 
means of message passing. The message passing primitives are called 
signal and wait. The type of data signaled (and waited for) can be any 
legal SIL type, so messages can range from simple booleans to complex 
structured types. Most automation simulations use booleans as signals, 
since this mimics the simple binal)' I/O ports found on many controllers. 

In summary, SIL can be thought of as an interpreted, concurrent 
Pascal with many predefined types and functions apropos to the robot 
programming problem. 

Simulation of sensors 

CimStation allows the simulation of several kinds of sensors. In general, 
using the multiprocessing environment and other features of the system, 
the user can write elaborate simulations of sensors if desired. In this 
section some simple capabilities to simulate sensors are discussed. 

Simulation of force sensing for guarded moves is possible using 
the multiproces~ing environment and the collision-detection capabliity. 
In a guarded move, the collisions between the end-effector (including 
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anything affixed to it) and the rest of the environment are checked at 
the force sample rate, and if a collision occurs, motion of the robot is 
stopped. This force monitor is implemented as a separate process that 
"wakes up" at the force sample rate and checks for a new collision. 

Similarly, the simulation of limit switches and light-beam interrupt 
sensors are simulated using the collision-detection apparatus. 

Vision systems can be simulated using a process to emulate the 
vision system. This process can be signaled to determine the position and 
orientation of any workcell object. The simulation consists of delaying 
for some specified processing time and then retUIning the frame of the 
workcell object to the calling process. FailUIe to detect the object can be 
signaled if the object does not lie in the simulated camera's field of view. 

Translation to target system languages 

The SIL environment provides a universal language with several ad
vanced features as well as access to the world model. This environment 
is designed t.o be powerful and easy to use, to maximally aid in the 
difficult task of developing robot programs. The resulting program, 
in order to be useful, must be translated into the native language of 
the simulated robot (or other programmable automation). The native 
languages found in present-day robot controllers vary widely as regards 
the types, operations, and progranl structures which they support. A 
subsystem of CimStation accomplishes this translation from a universal 
language (SIL) to a restricted language. A large part of this compu
tational machinery is common regardless of the target language, and 
another port.ion depends upon the target language. 

The language translat.ion problem in an OLP system is more com
plex than that of a cross compiler between two universal languages. The 
fact that the target language is restricted, and the source program makes 
references to a world model generally not present on the target system 
causes these problems. Consider a SIL program which uses affixments 
while manipulating the world model, and also refers to robot goal 
pooitions given relative to the location of various objects in the world. In 
a target system which does not support a world model and affixments, 
such a program may not be implementable. Likewise, if a SIL program 
makes use of certain types or operations which are not supported on 
the target platform, the translation may not be possible. Hence, a 
large portion of the translation algorithm in CimStation has to do with 
analyzing the SIL program in light of a description of the target language 
t.o determine if the program is translatable. This analysis involves more 
than merely checking to see if unsupported types or operations appear 
in the SIL code. 
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process pumal(is_ok: boolean); 

var x,bin1,bin2,drop: frame; 
begin 

bin1:- [40,40,0,0,90,-90J as crt_zyz; 
bln2:- [20,80,0,0,90,-90J as crt_zyz; 
drop:- [0,0,15,0,180,0] as crt_l'pr; 
signal(sensor,ready,true); 
liait(is_ok) ; 

if is_ok then 
x:-bin1 

else 
x:=bin2; 

movetQ('bolt', drop reI x); 
end; 

FIGURE 13.6 A nondownloadable SIL program. 

process puma2(is_ok: boolean); 
var x,binl,bin2,drop: frame; 
begin 

bin1:· [40,40,0,0,90,-90J as crt_zyz; 
bin2 [20,80,0,0,90,-90J as crt...zyz; 
drop [0,0,15,0,180,OJ as crt_ypr; 
signal(sensor,ready,true); 
liai t (is_ok) ; 

if is_ok then 
x:-drop reI bin1 

else 
x:-drop reI bin2; 

moveto('bolt', x); 
end; 

FIGURE 13.7 A downloadable SIL program. 

Consider the two simple example SIL programs in Figs. 13.6 and 
13.7. They are intended for download to a controller which supports 
the type frame but does not support the operation rei (frame multi
plication). Although both programs contain the use of the rei opet"ator 
on frames, one is downloadable (Fig. 13.7), and one is not (Fig. 13.6). 
In the version shown in Fig. 13.7, the reI operator only appears in 
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expressions whose operands are program-Aow invariant and hence can 
be precomputed. 

Program analysis proceeds roughly as follows. The source SIL pro
gram is converted into a graph in which each node is a block of code 
which begins with a label, contains only sequential instructions, and 
ends in a "go to" or a conditional "go to." The arcs of the graph 
represent program jumps which mayor may not be taken at run 
time depending on the value of external inputs, etc. The entire SIL 
program is analyzed to determine its use of variables, and these variables 
are collected in a state vector. By querying a tabular description of 
correspondences between SIL types and operations and those supported 
in the target system, certain elements of this state vector are marked 
as nonrepresented. At each node of the program's graph, we ask if any 
way exists to enter that node such that a nonrepresented variable can 
have different values. If this is possible, and if the node in question 
uses the nonrepresented variable, the program is not downloadable. If 
analysis shows that nonrepresented operations are only performed on 
operands that are program-flow invariant, then these expressions can be 
precomputed, with only the result appearing in the target code. 

If the program is downloadable, the translator will produce a native 
language program complete with program structures and 1/0. For many 
target languages, most 8IL programs are downloadable. Users who have 
some familiarity with the target systems limitations can generally avoid 
creating nondownloadable SIL programs. Figure 13.8 shows the KAREL 
language lIO] source which results from translation of the SIL program 
in Fig. 13.7. Note that because KAREL supports the rei operator, both 
SIL programs shown above are downloadable to this controller. Note that 
the translator has taken care of the details of changing the representation 
of orientation l1sed (from zyz to a KAREL type which is equivalent to 
ypr), and the units used (from cm to mm). 

Calibration facilities 

CimStation can temporarily connect to a robot controller in on-line 
mode. In this mode, the simulated and actual robots move together as 
the user interacts with CimStation. On-line.mode allows the robot to be 
used to reteach object locations, and to upload such data to CimStation 
to correct the world model. If the robot is remote from CimStation, this 
reteaching can occur independently and a data file uploaded. 

The major calibration procedure makes use of feature point corre
spondence between modeled features and the locations of those features 
obtained by teaching with the robot. The algorithm uses n feature points 
(where n must be at least three) to update the location of a rigid body. 
The system computes the RlvlS position error for the taught points in 
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PROGRAM PUMA2 

CONST 
IS_OK = 2 

SENSORREADY = 3 

'" X,DROP,BIN1,BIN2: POSITION 

BEGIN 

$MOTYPE = JOINT 
$TERMTYPE - COARSE 
$UFRAME = POS(O,0,O.0,-950,O,O.0,O,O,O.O,") 

$UTOOL = POSC-O,0,-O.O,334.962,-O.0,0.0,0.0,1') 

$SPEED = 346.41 
G336: . 

BINI - POS (400. ° ,400. 0,0. 0, -89.9994, 0,000508, -89,9999, If) 
BIN2 = POS(200.0,800.0,0 0,-89.9994,0.000508,-89.9999,") 

DROP = POS(O.O,0.O,150.0,0 0,180.0,0.0,") 

DOUT[SENSORREADY] - TRUE 
IF DIN [IS_OK] THEN 

GOTO 0329 

ENDIF 
GOTD G332 
0329: . 

X - (BIN1:DROP) 

GOTO G326 

0332: : 
X = (BIN2:DROP) 

G326: : 

MOVE TO X NO~AIT 

END PUMA2 

FIGURE 13.8 The KAREL version of the program in Fig. 13.6, 

order to allow the user to assess the accuracy of the robot and thus his 
chances for success. 

Another calibration procedure called warp may be used to deform 
the shape of a continuous path derived from a CAD model by reteach
ing n points along the path. This routine uses a cubic error spline 
to smoothly warp the original (CAD-derived) space curve so that it 
interpolates the taught points while as much as possible maintaining its 
original shape. 

Using all the capabilities mentioned in this section, complex mul
tirobot workcells, such as shown in Fig. 13.9, can be simulated and 
programmed off-line. 
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FIGURE 13.9 Simulation of a complete workcelL 

13.4 Automating subtasks in OlP systems 

In this section we briefly mention some advanced features which might be 
integrated into the "baseline" OLP system concept already presented. 
Most of these features accomplish automated planning of some small 
portion of an industrial application. 

Automatic robot placement 

One of the most basic tasks that can be accomplished by means of an 
OLP system is the determination of the workcell layout so that the 
manipulator(s) can reach all of the required workpoints. Determining 
correct robot or workpiece placement by trial and error iB more quickly 
completed in a simulated world than In the physical celL An advanced 
feature which automates the search for feasible robot or workpiece 
location( s) goes one step further in reducing bu'rden on the user. 

Automatic placement can be computed by direct search, or perhaps 
by heuristic guided search techniques. Since most robots are mounted flat 
on the floor (or ceiling), and have their first rotary joint perpendicular 
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to the floor, it is generally only necessary to search by tesselation of 
the three-dimensional space of robot base placement. The search might 
optimize some criterion or might halt upon location of the first feasible 
robot or part placement. Feasibility can be defined as collision-free 
ability to reach all workpoints, or perhaps given an even stronger 
definition. A reasonable criterion to maximize might be some form of a 
measure of manipulability as discussed in Chapter 8. An implementation 
using a similar measure of manipulability has been discussed in [Ill. The 
result of such an automatic placement is a cell in which the robot can 
reach all of its workpoints in well-conditioned configurations. 

Collision avoidance and path optimization 
Research on the planning of collision-free paths [12,13] and the planning 
of time-optimal paths [14-16] are natural candidates for inclusion in 
an OLP system. Some related probleIllE which have a smaller scope, 
and smaller search space, are also of interest. For example, consider 
the problem of using a six degree of freedom robot for an arc welding 
task whose geometry specifies only five degrees of freedom. Automatic 
planning of the redundant degree of freedom can be used to avoid 
collisions and singularities of the robot [171. 

Automatic planning of coordinated motion 
In many arc welding situations, details of the process require a certain 
relationship between the workpiece and the gravity vector to be main
tained during the weld. This results in a two or three degree of freedom 
orienting system on which the part is mounted operating simultaneously 
with the robot in a coordinated fashion. In such a system there may 
be nine or more degrees of freedom to coordinate. Such systems are 
generally programmed today using teach pendant techniques. A planning 
system that could automatically synthesize the coordinated motions for 
such a system might be quite valuable [17,181. 

Force-control simulation 
In a simulated world in which objects are represented by t.heir surfaces, 
it is possible to investigate the simulation of manipulator force-control 
strategies. This task involves the difficult. problem of modeling some 
surface properties and expanding the dynamic ::;imulator to deal with 
the constraints imposed by various contacting situations. In such an 
environment it might be possible to assess various force-controlled 
assembly operations for feasibility [19]. 
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Automatic scheduling 

Along with the geometric problems found in robot programming, there 
are often difficult scheduling and communication problems. This is 
particularly the case if we expand the simulation beyond a single 
workcell to a group of workcells. While some discrete time simulation 
systems offer abstract simulation of such systems 120], few offer planning 
algorithms. Planning schedules for interacting processes is a difficult 
problem and an area of research [21,22]. An OLP system would serve as 
an ideal test bed for such research, and would be immediately enhanced 
by any useful algorithms in this area. 

Automatic assessment of errors and tolerances 

An OLP system might be given some of the capabilities discussed in 
recent work in modeling positioning errors sources and the effect of 
data from imperfect sensors [23,24]. The world model could be made 
to include various error bounds and tolerancing information, and the 
system could assess the likelihood of success of various positioning or 
assembly tasks. The system might suggest the use and placement of 
sensors so as to correct potential problems. 

13.5 Summary 

Off-line programming systems are useful in present-day industrial ap
plications and can serve as a basis for continuing robotics research and 
development. A large motivation in developing OLP systems is to fill 
the gap between the explicitly programmed systems available today and 
the task level systems of tomorrow. 
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Exercises 

13.1 [10] In a sentence or two define collision detection, collision avoidance, 
collision-free path planning. 

13.2 [10] In a sentence or two define world model, path planning emulation, 
dynamic emulation. 

13.3 [10] In a sentence or two define automatic robot placement, time optimal 
paths, error propagation analysis. 

13.4 [10] In a sentence or two define wireframe graphics, shaded surface display, 
hidden line elimination. 

13.5 [10] In a sentence or two define RPL, TLP, OLP. 

13.6 [10] In a sentence or two define calibration, coordinated motion, automatic 
scheduling. 

13.7 [20] Make a chart indicating how the graphic ability of computers has 
increased over the past ten years (perhaps in terms of the number of 
vectors drawn per second per $10,000 of hardware). 

13.8 [20J Make a list of tasks which are characterized by "many operations 
relative to a rigid object" and so are candidates for off-line programming. 

13.9 [20] Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of using a programming 
system which maintains a detailed world model internally. 

13.10 [20] For the collision-detection algorithm sketched out in this chapter, 
what situation (regarding the relative placement of obejcts) results in the 
worst case running time? 

Programming Exercise (Part 13) 

1. Consider the planar shape of a bar with semicircular end caps. We will call 
this shape a "capsule." Write a routine that given the location of two such 
capsules computes if they are touching or not. Note that all points of a 
capsule are equidistant from a single line segment that might be called its 
"spine." 

2. Introduce a capsule-shaped object near your simulated manipulator and test 
for collisions as you move the manipulator along a path. Use capsule-shaped 
links for the manipulator. Report any collisions detected. 

3. If time and computer facilities permit, write routines to graphically depict 
the capsules that make up your manipulator and the obstacles in the 
workspace. 



APPENDIX A: 
TRIGONOMETRIC 
IDENTITIES 

Formulas for rotation about the principle axes by B: 

[
1 0 0] 

Rx(B) = 0 cosB -sinO, 
o sine cosB 

[
CO,, ° 'in'] 

Ry(B) = 0 1 0 , 
-sinO 0 cosB 

['''' -,in' 0] 
Rz(B) = sinO cose 0 . 

o ° 1 

(A. 1) 

(A.2) 

(A.3) 

Identities having to do with the periodic nature of sine and cosine: 

sin e = - sine -8) = - cosiO + 90"') = coste - 90°), 

cosB = cost -8) = since + 90°) = - sin(B _ 90°). 
(A.4) 



0.0 LiliJ 

The sine and cosine for the sum or difference of angles 01 and (}2: 

cos(1l J + tJz) == Cl 2 = CIC2 - 8182) 

sin(el + (12) = 812 = CIS z + SlCZ ' 

(A.5) 

The sum of the squares of the sine and cosine of the same angle 
18 unity: 

(A.6) 

If a triangle's angles are labeled a, b, and c, where angle a is opposite 
side A, and so all, then the "law of cosines" is 

A2=B~+C2_2BCcosa. 

The "tangent of the half angle" substitution: 

e 
u=tan 2, 

1- u 2 

cosO = --,. 
1+u 

. e 2u sm =--,. 
1+u 

(A.7) 

(A.S) 

To rotate a vector Q about a unit vector k by (I, use Rodriques' 
formula: 

Q' = Q cosB + sinB(K x Q) + (1 - cos (1)(K . Q)K. (A.9) 

See Appendix B for equivalent rotation matrices for the twenty 
four angle set conventions, and Appendix C for some inverse kinematic 
identities. 



APPENDIXB: 
THE 24 ANGLE SET 
CONVENTIONS 

The twelve Euler angle sets are given by 

-c(3s-y 
-SQs!3Si + cCW,/ -sacj3 ,8 1 

[ 

so:s(3sr + cew, 
R y 'x'z,(a,!3,i) = c(381 

cexs(3s,- SQC) 

ws(3Si + saC)' cClef} 

-'8 can 1 
cacfJ CQs(3s, - SQq 

SIYcj3 so:sf3n 

sO;s(Jq - ms, 
cf3ea 

cas(3c-y + sas,,), 



[ill] 

[

WUJ + J..sgs;os
) .. 8[/J

A.J;oS + ),/i/rjS()J 

J..SlJJ + J..:)[}SUS 

W[}J 
{,SUS' + WpSUJ-

tI'"'-] tI, 
tI'"' 

= (u'rJ'l ... y.ZX'H 

[ 

Wtl, (,tI, 
tsUJ - wgs>JfI ,w:oo + L~[}s;os 
tXVIi + .W[}SUJ WtlS - /..-S[/>lW 

tI'-] [/J'OS = (:0 '£f'I..)ZAXy 

tI'"' 

Aq U<lA~:§' 8J'Il slas ClI.3u'Il paxy 8A18.M.l ~rqJ, 

J..sgs 
[ g' rJsus WUJ + !..s£!JUS-

wtl,- ] 
I..s:OJ+WgJDS' = (,-,[/,:O),Z,A,Z1:1 

gSUJ w;os - A.sg:;roJ- '/"'sus - J..J[/JUJ 

wtl, 
[ P' [}8'fJJ- J..sus - /..J[}-:JlXJ 

(,tI, ] 
w:OS' + l.sgow = (J.. '£f'u) ,2 ,X ,21:/ 

£/sus J..SIOJ - ).,/J9;):08- I..JW + ,csf}:>us-

[fs:os [iI'= + "'tI'"'-!..s[}s tI, c,", - Wtl'"'-] /..;)gs = (1.-'[}'u),A,ZIA'}j 

wus + /"'s[}JUJ [/sU'J- I..sus - W[/JW 

[/Sw [ "'v, - wtl'"' 
wgs- tI, wP' - "'tlOW-] J..sgs = (L'd'u)IA,x,A.ll 

J.s:OJ + Wrj;)"'S [/8:OS W;oJ + !..,S[tn:w-

[

kJUJ + /,8[/:)"08- ,lsw + W[/JUS £ISB"] 
WDS - (sgJU;)- ,lsus - b[j;):r:;p [}fiUZl 

I..S[!S J..J[}s- [/J 

[ 

,Lsus - J..J[JJ>JJ 

'-SO:; - I.J[j:YOS

wtI, 

w:os + !..s[lJUJ 
!....JUJ + !....1'l[}:WI'l

!....I'l[}s 

tI,m-] 
[}sus 
~, 

tSUJ _ W[}sus 
[

"'ii' !....S[}J 
!....JUJ + !....s[}I'lUI'l 

!....JUS - !....1'l[}sOJ 

tI'-] gJUI'l 
Lsus + w(js,:;q [}JUJ 

[ 

wil' 
Ivsus + wEfsw

,cSJ.);) + wgsus 

ii' ",iI'-] 
[}JUJ !....JUI'l + !....S[}I'lUJ 

[}JUS- !....JUJ + !....s[}sus-

:::0 (!....'g'u),X,Z,XlI 

= (!....'[}'u),X,A,Xy 

(!....'[}'U),X,A1ZH 

= CC'g'u),A,X,ZH 

[

W:O;) + !..sgsus
IvsgJ_ 

!....I'lW + ,(,;)[}sus 

wtl, ~'"'-] gl'l = (J~'g'u),x,z,AH 

I..;)US + I ... S[/SlXJ !....I'lUI'l + !....J[}SUJ- [}JUJ 



J..s[js 
[ 9' £Ism W:08 + I..S[}JUS-

c'9'- ] 
I..s>x>+ bf};):os = (u 'g ',I.."JZAzH 

£/sUJ WUS - /",srf:ro'J- 1..8:08 - I..J9JW 

l.::Jgs 
[ 9' gSUJ- I..s:os - I..J9JlXJ 
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ASpS .wgs- dJ 
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1.09' 
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9' 

[ 
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9' 
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[/8- W[/J 
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I.-S[}J 
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APPENDIXC: 
SOME INVERSE 
KINEMATIC 
FORMULAS 

The single equation 

sinO = a" 

has two solutions given by 

e = ±Atan2 (~,a). 

Likewise, given 

cosB=b, 

there are two solutions given by 

e = Atan2 (b,±J1=b2). 

(C.1) 

(C.2) 

(C.3) 

(C.4) 

If both (C.I) and (C.3) are given, then there is a unique solution given by 

B=Atan2(a,b). (C.S) 



L±!§] Appendix C: some inverse kinematic formulas 

The transcendental equation 

Qrose+bsine=o, (C.5) 

bas the two solutions 

e = Atan2 (0, -b), (c.r) 

and 
e=Atan2(-a,b). (C.S) 

The equation 

acose+bsine=c, (C.O) 

which we solved in Section 4.5 using the tangent of the half angle 
substitutions, is also solved by 

e = Atan2 (b,a) ±Atan2 (Ja2 +b2 
- c2 ,c). (C.IO) 

The set of equations 

acose - bsine = c, 

asine + beDse = d, 
(C.ll) 

which were solved in Section 4.4 also are solved by 

e = Atan2 (ad - be, ae + bd) (C.12) 



INDEX 

accuracy 143 BlBO 316 
actuator space 85 bottom-up programming 409 

actuator vector 85 bounded 316 
affixments 397,425 bounded-input bounded-output 316 
AL 255,401 bounding boxes 424 

algebraic solution 119 brushless motors 288 
alternating-current CAD models 419,423 

(AC) motors 288 CAD 1 
analytic representation 423 calibration 143,433 

angle set conventions 50,163,442 CAM 
angle axis 51,247 Cartesian based control 353 
angular velocity matrix 161 Cartesian manipulator 267 
angular velocity vector 155,161 Cartesian mass matrix 211 
anthropomorphic 268 Cartesian motion 246 
anti-aliasing 319 Cartesian space 7,85 

armature 319 Cartesian straight line motion 247 
articulated manipulator 268 Cartesian trajectory generation 11 
artificial constraints 369 Cayley's formula lor 

assembly strategy 370 orthonorrnalmatrices 43 
automatic coercion 430 centrifugal force 205 
automatic robot placement 435 characteristic equation 303 
automatic scheduling 437 CimStation 423 
autonomous 350 closed form solutions 119 
back emf constant 320 closed form solvable 129 
back face elimination 424 closed form 201 

backlash 281 closed loop stiffness 311 
ball bearing screws 282 closed loop structures 277 
base frame 7,100,141 closed loop system 301 

bevel gears 281 collision detection 419,424 



448 Index 

co-located 289 feedforward control 341 
complex roots 304 finite element techniques 287 
computed points 143 lixed automation 3,14 
computed torque method 333 flexure 291 
computer vision 416 force control law 14,374 
configuration space equation 206 force control 13,365 
constraint frame 367 force sensing 290,386 
control algorithm 12,299 force"ffioment transformation 181 
control gains 311 forward kinematics 7,68 

control law partitioning 312 frame 5,23,37 
control law 310 ireevector 57 
control system 299 gear ratio 281 
Cariolis force 205 gears 281 
Coulomb friction 214,334 generalized surface 367 
critically damped 304 geometric types 396 
cross helical gears 281 geometric solution 119 
current amplifier 321 goal frame 101 
cycle time 266 Goraud shading 424 
cylindrical manipulator 270 Grubler's formula 279 
damped natural frequency 307 guarded move 386 
damping ratio 306 hidden line elimination 424 
decoupled control 338 homogeneous translorm 30 
degrees 01 freedom 6 hybrid position/lorce control 14,366,374 

Denavil-Hartenberg notation 74 hydraulic cylinders 287 
dextrous workspace 114 hysteresis 291 
digital control 318 incremental rotal)' optical encoder 289 
direct drive 280,322 independent joint control 302 
direct kinematics 58,113 industrial robot 

direction cosines 23 inertia ellipsoid 276 
discrete time control 318,341 inertia tensor 190 
disturbance rejection 316,318 initial conditions 302 
dominant poles 304 instantaneous axis of rotation 163 
dynamically simple 218 interactive languages 418 
dynamics 8,187 inverse Jacobian controller 355 
effective damping 322 inverse kinematics 7,113 
effective inertia 321 Jacobian 8,152,169 

elbow manipulator 268 joint angles 6,72 
end of arm tooling 263 joint based control 353 
end-elfector 7,263 joint offset 6 
equivalent angle-axis 51,247 joint space 7,85,211 
error space 315 joint torques 8 
Euler angles 48,442 joint variable 74 
Euler parameters 55 joint vector 85 
Euler's formula 306 jointed manipulator 268 
Euler's theorem on rotation 51 kinematically simple 218 
event monitors 399 kinematics 6,58 
faceted representation 423 Lagrangian dynamic lormulation 207 
facets 423 Lagrangian 208 
feedback 300 Laplace transforms 303 
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lead screws 282 operating point 333 
length sum 274 operational space 85,211 

l'H6pital's rule 308 orientation 21 
light pen 418 orienting structure 267 
limit stops 291 overdamped 304 
line of action 57 overload protection 291 
line vector 57 parallel axis theorem 193 
linear control 299 parallelism in programming 421 
linearizing and decoupling control 338 passive compliance 384 
linearizing control 334 path generator 245,252 

link length 70 path points 228 
link offset 72 path update rate 228 
link parameters 74 PID control law 318 
link twist 70 pneumatic cylinders 287 
links 6,69 poles 303 
load capacity 266 polymorphic 429 
local linearization 333 position control law 14,310 

low pass filter 321 position control system 12,299 

lower pair 69 position vector 20 
lumped model 324 positioning structure 267 
Lyapunov stability analysis 348 positive definite 208 
Lyapunov's second (or direct) method 348 potentiometers 289 
manipulability measure 275 principal axes 191 
mapping 8,25,26 principal moments 191 
mass matrix 205 prismatic joints 6,69 

mass moments of inertia 191 proper orthonormal matrices 43 
mass products of inertia 191 proprioceptive 263 
mechanical impedance 383 quadratic form 208 
mechanical manipulator 3 reachable workspace 114 
micromanipulator 277 real and equal roots 304 
MIMO 302 real and unequal roots 304 

model-based portion 312 reduction system 280 
motor torque constant 319 redundant 264 
mouse 418 regulation 311 
Multi-Input Multi-Output 302 rendering 423 
natural constraints 367 repeatability 143 
natural frequency 306 repeated roots 308 
NC 3 resolvers 289 
noise 316 resonances 283,319,323 

nonaulonomous 350 revolute joints 69 
nonlinear control 13,332 revolute 5 
null-space 180 robot programming language 14,255,392 

numerical differentiation 289 robust controller 342 
numerical integration 215 Rodriques' formula 64 
numerical solutions 1I9 roll, pitch,yaw 45 
off-line programming system 15,414 rotation matrix 21 
OLP 414 rotor 319 
open kinematic chain 6,267 run-time 252 
open loop 301 sampling rate 341 
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SCARP. manipulator 268 tool frame i: 101 
sensors 12,289,290 torque ripple 320 
serial kinematic linkages 6,267 tracking relerence inputs 318 
servo error 301 trajectory conversion 353 
servo portion 312 trajectory following control 311 
servo rate 318 trajectory generation 11,252 
set point 328 trajectory 227 
shaded graphics 424 transform equation 40 
SIL 429 transmission system 280 
similarity transform 64 transpose Jacobian controller 356 
simulation 10.414 underdamped 304 
Single-Input Single-Output 302 unit quaternion 55 
singularities of the mechanism 173 universe coordinate system 19 
singularities 8,173 unmodeUed resonances 319,323 

SISO 302 unstable 302 
skew-symmetric 160 user interface 417 
solvable 119 vane actuators 287 
specialized manipulation languages 392 velocity transformation 181 
spline 11 via points 11,228 

spur gears 281 virtual work 179 
stable 301 viscous friction 214 
state space equation 205 well-conditioned 275 
station frame 100 wireframe rendering 424 
stator 319 work envelope 265 
steady state analysis 317 workvolull1e 265 
steady state error 317 workcell calibration 422,433 

stepper motors 288 workcell 391 
Stewart mechanism 278 workspace boundary singularities 173 
strain gauges 290 workspace interior singularities 173 
structural length index 274 workspace i, 114,265 

structural resonances 283,319,323 world model 415 
subspace 115,120 worm gears 281 
tachometers 289,300 wrist frame 100 
task oriented space 85 wrist point 267 
task-level programming languages 393,416 wrist sensors 290 
taught point 143 wrist 267 
teach by showing 391 wrist-partitioned 267 
teach pendant 328,391 X-Y-Z fixed angles 45 
three roll wrist 271 Z-buffer 424 
through point 246 Z-Y-X Euler angles 48 
TLP 416 Z-Y-Z Euler angles 49 
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